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PUBLISHERS' NOTE
Lenin always paid great attention to the young generation
of workers, peasants and intellectuals and laid emphasis
on involving the largest possible number of them in the
revol11tionary movement, the struggle to build a new socialist society. Back in 1895, when he drew up the programme
of the Russian S,ocial-Democratic Labour Party while in
prison, he put forwar·d the demand for universal suffrage
for citizens at the age of 21 and over and for prohibition
of employment for children under 15. While living in
emigration on the eve of the first Russian revolution, Lenin
closely followed the development of the students' movement
in tsarist Russia and in the pages of Iskra he stressed its
importance for the general struggle of the Russian people
against tsarism and called on the students to work out
Marxist world outlook and actively assist the Social-Democrats in their illegal work. In August 1903, at the Second
Congress of the Party, Lenin moved a resolution on the
Social-Democrats' attitude towards students an,d made a
speech on this question. At the height of the first Russian
revolution he wrote an article on the tasks before the revolutionary youth and in his letters to A. A. Bogdanov and
S. I. 'Gusev he spoke of the need to recruit the youth ''more
widely and boldly, more boldly and widely, and again
more \videly and again more boldly, without fearing them''.
. l,enin did not confine himself to the youth movement
in R11ssia only. As leader of the international proletariat,
J,enin helped the young Social-Dem·ocrats of Switzerland,
9

Sweden and other countries to arrive at a scientific world
outlook and correct revolutionary tactics in the struggle
against capitalism, passing on. to them the experience of
the Russian working class and its Party.
After tsarism was overthrown in Russia, Lenin geared
the entire work of the Party towards the preparation and
implementation of the socialist revolution. He set the task
of the revolutionary education of the masses and stress~d
the need to involve young people in political life and train
them not only through \\'·Ords but also deeds. A~ter the
trium.ph of the October Socialist Re.volut~oi;i-, besides accomplishing a vast amount ·of .work in gu~d~ng the young
socialist state and the Bolshevik Party, Lenin also turned
to the problems of the younger generation. !he p~oble~s
connected with the new school system and its politechn1sation the education of a man free from the survivals of
propri'etary ideology, and an ideologically .integrated, cultured builder of socialist s·ociety occupy an important place
in Lenin's works of the period and in his speeches addressed to the youth.
.
Lenin devoted much attention to the Young Communist
League. His talks with youth delegations and. messages. to
the Russian Young Communist League are i~bued ~it~
warm feelings and concern for the young ge~eration. Lenin s
speech at the Third Congress of the Russian Young Co~
munist League became a programme of the Komsomol s
work for many years ahead.
''We want to transform Russia," Lenin said at the congress, ''from a poverty-stricken and wretc~ed country int·o
one that is wealthy. The Young Communist League must
combine its education, learning and training with the labour
of the \vorkers and 1peasants so as not to confine itself to
schools or to reading communist books and pamphlets.
Only by working side by side with the workers and
Jleasants can one become ~ g~nu~ne Co~munist." Th~se
wor·ds sound still more convincing in our time, when Soviet
youth together with the whole Soviet. people are buildi?g
communist society under the leadership of the Communist
Party. Leninist principles for the education of youth have
been further developed in the documents of the 22nd Congress of the Communist Party ·of the Soviet Union. The
Programme of the C.P.S.U. adopted by the congress set
10

the task of educating a new man who would harmoniously
combine spiritual wealth, moral purity and physical .perfection.
The present collection includes Lenin's articles, speeches
and letters on the y·outh, as well as those ·of his works
'''hich deal \vith problems facing the young generation.
The various items in this collection are as a rule published in full, excerpts being used only \Vhen Lenin's staten1ents on youth form part of his larger works.
Lenin's works are distributed under the following heaclings: ''The Condition of Children and Young People under
Capitalism'', ''The Revolutionary Movement Among the
Student Youth in Tsarist Russia'', ''Participation of Young
\Vorkers and Peasants in the Revolutionary ·Struggle and
Revolutionary Training of Youth'' and ''Participation of
Youth in Socialist Construction. Education of the New
l\1an''.
The documents \Vithin the sections are arranged
chronologically, according to the date when Lenin wrote
a particular work or delivered a speech or to the date of
Jlublication when the former date has not been established.
The collection is supplied with notes and a name index.
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WHAT ARE OUR MINISTERS THINKING ABOUT?

•

•

Minister of Internal Affairs Durnovo wrote a letter to
Procurator-General of the Holy Synodi Pobedonostsev.
The letter, numbered 2603, was written on March 18, 1895,
and bears the inscription ''strictly confidential''. The minister, therefore, wanted the letter to remain a strict secret.
But there proved to be people who do not share the minister's views that Russian citizens sl1ould 11ot know the
government's intenti·ons, with the result that a handwritten copy of this letter is now circulating everywhere.
What did 'Mr. Durnovo write to Mr. Pobedonostsev
about?
He wrote to him about the Sunday schools.2 The letter
reads: ''Information secured during recent years goes to
show that, following the example of t11e sixties,3 politically
unreliable individuals and also a section of the stuclent
youth of a certain trend, are endeavouring to enter the
Sunday schools as teachers, lecturers, librarians, etc. This
concerted attempt, which cannot be ins.pired by a desire
to earn money since the duties in such schools are undertaken gratis, proves that the activity above inclrcated, on
the part ·Of anti-government elements, constitutes a legal
means of struggle against the system of state and public
order existing in Russia."
That is how the minister argues. Among educated
people there are those who want t·o share their knowledge
with the workers, who want their knowledge to be of
benefit not to themselves alone, but to the people-and
15
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the minister imme(liately decides that there are ''antigovernment elements'' here, i.e., that it is conspirators of
some kind who are inciting people to enter the Sunday
schools. Could not the desire to teach others really arise in
the minds of some educated people without incitement?
But the minister is disturbed because the Sunday schoolteachers get no salaries. He is accustomed to the spies and
officials in his service only working for their salaries,
\vorking for whoever pays them best, 'vhereas all of a
sudden people work, render services, teach, .and all ...
gratis. Suspicious! thinks the mi11ister, and sends spies to
explore the matter. The letter goes on to say: ''It is established from the following information'' (received from
spies, whose existence is justified by the receipt of salaries) ''that not only do persons of a dangerous trend find
their way into the teachers' ranks, but often the schools
themselves are under the unofficial direction of a whole
group of unreliable persons, who have no connection at
all with the official personnel, who ·deliver lectures in the
evenings and give lessons to the .pupils on the invitation
of tl1e men and \Vomen teachers · they themselves have
installed there .... The fact that outside people are allowed
to give lectures offers full scope for the infiltration of persons from frankly revolutionary circles as lecturers."
So then, if ''outside people'', who have not been endorsed
and examine(l by priests and spies, \vant to give lessons to workers that is downright revolution! The minister regards the workers as gunpo,vder, and knowledge and
education as a spark; the minister is convinced that if the
spark falls into the gunpo,vder, the explosion will be directed first and foremost against the government.
We cannot deny 011rselves the pleasure of noting that
in this rare instance we totally and unconditionally agree
\Vi th the vie\VS of His Excellency.
Further in his letter the minister cites '',proofs'' of the
correctness ·of his ''inf·ormation''. Fine proofs they are!
Firstly, ''a letter of a Sunday school-teacher whose name
has still not been ascertained''. The letter was confiscated
during a search. It refers to a programme of history lectures, to the idea of the enslaving arid emancipation of the
social estates, and reference is made to the revolt ·of Razin
and of Pugachov.
16

Evidently these latte~ narnes scared the good minister
S<) much. that. he very likely had a nightmare of peasants
armed with pitchforks.
The second proof:
''The Ministr?' of Intern~l Affairs is in possession of a
programme, privately received, for public lectures in a
M·~s~ow .Sun~ay school on the following points: 'The
ori~in ·Of society. Primitive society. The development of
social org~nisation. The state and \vhat it is needed for.
Orcler. Liberty. J1:1stice. Form_s of political structure.
Absolute and constitutional monarchy. Labour the basis
of the general welfare. Usefulness and wealth. Production
<~x:hange ~nd ca.pita!. How wealth is distributed. The pur~
suit of. pri.vate interest. Property ai1d the need f-or it.
Emancipation of the peasants together with the land. Rent,
profit, wages. What do wages and their various forms
depen·d on? Thrift.'
''The lectures in this programme, which is undoubtedly
unfit for. an elementary school, give the lecturer every
<ippo~tunity gradually to acquaint his pupils with the
theories of Karl Marx, ~ngels, etc., while the person pre~ent on ~~half of the diocesan authorities \viii hardly be
ir1 a position to detect the elements of Social-Democratic
propaganda in the lectures."
. The minister is evidently very much afraid of the ''theories o~ l\1arx and Engels'', if he notices ''elements'' of them
?ven in the sort ·of programme where not a trace of them
is to ~e seen. What did the minister find ''unfit'' in it?
Very likely the problem of the forms of political structure and the constitution.
Just. take any geography textbook, Mr. Minister, and
y~u will find those probl.ems dealt with there! May adult
'' <irkers not .l(I~ow the tl11ngs that children are taught?
.But the ·m1n1ster places no reliance on persons from the
Diocesan Departrnent: ''They will very likely fail to un<lerstand \vhat is said."
'fhe letter ends \vith an enumeration of the ''unreliable''
teachers at the parish Sunday school -of the Mosco\v mill
of the Prokhorov Textile Company, the Sunday school in
the to\vn of Yelets and the proposed school in Tiflis
1\11· ..Durnovo advises l\1r. Pobedonostsev to undertake ''~
cleta1led check of the individuals permitted to take classes
2-1995
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in the schools''. N O\V, when you read the list of teachers,
your hair stands on end: all you get is ex-student, again an
ex-student, and still again an ex-student of Courses for
Ladies. The minister would like the tutors to be ex-drill
sergeants.
It is with particular horror that the minister says that
the school in Yelets ''is situated beyond the river Sosna,
where the population is mainly the common'' (o horror!)
''and working people, and where the railway workshops
are''.
The schools must be kept as far away as possible from
the ''common and working people''.
Workers! You see how mortally terrified are our ministers at the working people acquiring knowledge! Show
e\·erybody, then, that no ,power will succeed in depriving
the workers of class-consciousness! Without knowledge
the workers are ·defenceless, with knowledge they are a
force!
Written in November-December, not later than 8 (20), 1895
for Rabocheye Dyelo
First published J a11uary 27, 1924
in Petrogradskaya Pravda
No. 22

Collected Works, Vol. 2

FROM MARXISM AND REVISIONISM
•

There is a well-known saying that if geometrical axioms
affected human interests attempts would certainly .be made
to refute them. Theories of natural history which conflicted with the old prejudices of theology provoked, and
still provoke, the most rabid opposition. No wonder, therefore that the Marxian doctrine, which directly serves to
enlighten and organise the a?vance~ class in modern society, indicates the tasks facing this c~ass and demor_istrates the inevitable replacement (by virtue of economic
clevelopment) of the present system by a new order no
\Yonder that this doctrine has had to fight for every step
forward in the course of its life.
Needless to say, this applies to bourgeois science and
philosophy, officially taught by official iprofesso~s in order
to befuddle the rising .generation of the prop~rtied clas.ses
and to ''coach'' it against internal and foreign enemies.
This science will not even hear of Marxism, declaring that
it has been refuted and annihilated. Marx is attacked with
equal zest by young scholars who are making a career by
refuting socialism, and by. decrepit elders w~o are p;,eserving the tradition of all kinds of o~tw~rn systems . 1:he
progress of Marxism, the fact that its ideas are spreading
and taking .firm hold among the working class, inevitabl.y
increase the frequency and intensity of these bour.geois
attacks on Marxism, \Vhich become stronger, more hardened and more vigorotis ever)' tin1e it is ''annihilated'' by
official science.
•

\Vritten in tl1e latter half
of March, not later than
April 3(16), 1908
Published between
September 25 and October 2
(October 8 and 15), 1908
in the collection Karl Mar.r
(1818-1883). St. Petersb11rg
l{edrov Publishers
Signed: VI. I/yin

Collected lVorks, Vol. 15
•

THE QUESTION OF MINISTRY
OF EDUCATION POLICY4
(SUPPLEMENT TO THE DISCUSSION ON PUBLIC EDUCATION)

..

C?ur,, Ministr~ of ~ublic (forgive the expression) ''Education boasts inordinately of the particularly rapid growth
of its expenditure. In the explanatory note to the 1913
budget by the Prime Minister and the l\1inister of Finance
we ~n·d a summary of the estimates of the l\1inistry of
Public (so-called) Education for the post-revolutionary
years. 5 These estimates have increased from 46 000 000
rubles in 1907 to 137,000,000 in 1913. A tren'iendous
growth almost trebled in something like six years!
But our official praise-mongers who laud the police
''law and order'' or disorder in R11ssia ought not to have
fo_rgotten that ridiculously small figures always do grow
with ''tremendous'' rapidity when increases in them are
given as percentages. If you give five kopeks to a beggar
who owns only three his ''property'' will immediately show
a ''tremen_dous'' growth it \vill be 167 per cent greater!
.. ~Voi:Id rt n?t have been more fitting for the Ministry,
rf rt dr~ not arm at befogging the minds of tl1e people and
concealzng the beggarly position of public education in
Russia, to cite other data? Would it not have been more
fitting to cite figures that do not compare today's five
kopeks \vith yesterday's three, but compare what we have
with wl1at is essential to a civilised state? He who does
not _wish to deceive either himself or the people should
admit that the Ministry was in duty bound to produce
th:s.e figures, and that by not producing such figures the
M1n1stry was not doing its duty. Instead of making clear to
20

the people, and the people's representatives, what the needs
of the state are, the Ministry conceals these needs and
engages in a foolish governmental game .of figures, a
governmental rehash of old figures that explain nothing.
I do not have at my disposal, of course, even a hundredth part of the means and sources for studying public
education that are available to the Ministry. But I have
1nade an attempt to obtain at least a little source material.
And I assert boldly that I can cite indisputable official
figures that really do 1nake clear the situation in our
official public ''miseducation''.
I take the official government Russian Yearbook for
1910, published by the Ministry of the Interior (St. Petersburg, 1911).
On page 211, I read that the total number attending
schools in the Russian Empire, lumping together primary,
secondary and higher schools and educational establish•
men ts of all kinds, was 6,200,172 in 1904 and 7 ,095,351 in
1908. An obvious increase. The year 1905, the year of the
great awakening of the masses of the people in Russia, the
year of the great struggle ·of the people f·or freedom under
the leadership of the proletariat, was a year that forced
even our hidebound Ministry to make a move.
But just look at tl1e poverty we are doomed to, thanks
to the retention of officialdom, thanks to the almighty
power of the feudal landow.ners, even under conditions of
the most rapid ''departmental'' progress.
The same Russian Yearbook relates in the same place
that there were 46.7 people attending school to every
1,000 inhabitants in 1908 (in 1904 the figure was 44.3 to
e,·ery 1,000 inhabitants).
What do we learn fr·om these figures from a Ministry
of the Interior 'publication that the Ministry of Public
Education did not feel inclined to report to the Duma6?
What does that proportion mean-less than 50 pupils per
1,000 inhabitants?
It tells us, you gentlemen \vho uphold our hidebound
public miseducation, of the unbelievable backwardness and
barbarity of Russia thanks to the omnipotence of the feudal landowners in our state. The number of children and
adolescents of school age in Russia amounts to over 20 per
cent of the population, that is, to more than one-fifth. Even
21
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Messrs. Kasso and Kokovtsov could without difficulty have
learned these figures from their departmental clerks.
And so, we have 22 per cent of the po,pulation of school
age and 4.7 per cent attending school, which is only a
little more than one-fifth! This means that about fourfifths of the children and adolescents of Russia are deprived of public education!
There is no other country so barbarous and in which
the masses of the people are robbed to such an extent of
education, light an·d knowledge .no other such country
has remained in Europe; Russia is the exception. This
reversion of the masses of the people, especially the
peasantry, to savagery, is not fortuitous, it is inevitable
under the yoke of the landowners, who have seized tens
and more tens of millions of dessiatines of land, who have
seized state power both in the Duma and in the Council
of State,7 and not only in these institutions, which are
relatively low-ranking institutions ....
Four-fifths of the rising generation are doomed to illiteracy by the feudal state system of Russia. This stultifying of the people by the feudal authorities has its correlative in the country's illiteracy. The same government
Russian Yearbook estimates (on page 88) that only 21
per cent of the population of Russia are literate, and even
if children of pre-school age (i.e., children under nine) are
deducted from the total population, the number will still
be only 27 per cent.
In civilised countries there are no illiterates at all (as
in Sweden or Denmark), or a mere one or two per cent
(as in Switzerland or Germany). Even backward AustriaHungary has provided her Slav population with conditions
incomparably more civilised than feudal Russia has: in
Austria there are 39 per cent of illiterates and in Hungary
50 ,per cent. It would be as well for our chauvinists, Rights,
nationalists and Octobrists8 to think about these figures,
if they have not set themselves the ''statesmanlike'' aim
of forgetting how to think, and of teaching the same to
the people. But even if they have forgotten, the people of
Russia are learning more and more to think, and to think,
furthermore, about which class it is that by its dominance
in the state condemns the Russian peasants to material
and spiritual poverty.

22

America is not among the advanced countries as far as
the number ·of literates is concerned. There are about 11
per cent illiterates and among the Negroes the figure is as
high as 44 per cent. But the American Negroes are more
than twice as well off in respect of public education as the
Russian peasantry. The American Negroes, no matter how
much they may be, to the shame of the American Republic,
and
0 p,pressed, are better off than the Russian peasants
they are better off because exactly half a century ago the
people routed the American slave-owners, crushed that
serpent and completely swept away slavery and the slaveo,vning state system, and the political privileges of the
sla,1e-owners in America.
'fhe Kassos, Kokovtsovs and Maklakovs will teach the
Russian people to copy the American example.
In 1908 there were 17 ,000 ,000 attending school in America, that is, 192 per 1,000 inhabitants more than four
times the number in Russia. Forty-three years ago, in 1870,
'vhen America had only just begun to build her free way
of life after purging the country of the diehards of slavery
-forty-three years ago there were in America 6,871,522
JJeople attending school, i.e., more than in Russia in 1904
and almost as many as in 1908. But even as far back as
1870 there were 178 (one hundred and seventy-eiglit)
people enrolled in schools to every 1,000 inhabitants, little
short ·of four times the number enrolled in Russia today.
And there, gentlemen, you have further proof that Russia still has to win for herself in persistent revolutionary
struggle by the people that freed om the Americans won
for themselves half a century ago.
The estimate for the Russian Ministry of Public Miseducation is fixed at 136,700,000 rubles for 1913. This
amounts to only 80 kopeks per head of the population
(170,000,000 in 1913). Even if we accept the ''sum-total of
state expenditure on education'' that the Minister of
Finance gives us on page 109 of his explanatory text to
the budget, that is, 204,900,000 rubles, we still have only
1 ruble 20 ko,peks per head. In Belgium, Britain and Germany the amount expended on education is two to three
rubles and even three rubles fifty kopeks per head ·of the
population. In 1910, America expended 426,000,000 dollars, i.e., 852,000,000 rubles or 9 rubles 24 kopeks per head
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of the population, on public education. Forty-three years
ago, in 1870, the American Republic was spending
126,000,000 rubles a year on education, i.e., 3 rubles 30
kopeks ,per head.
The official pens of government officials and the officials
themselves will object and tell us that Russia is poor, that
she has no money. That is true, Russia is not only poor,
she is a beggar when it comes to public education. To make
up for it, Russia is very ''rich'' when it comes to expenditure ·on the feudal state, ruled by landowners, or expenditure on the police, the army, on rents and on salaries of
ten thousand rubles for landowners who have reached
''high'' government posts, expenditure on risky a·dventures
and plunder, yesterday in Korea or on the River Yalu,
today in Mongolia or in Turkish Armenia. Russia will
always remain poor and beggarly in respect of expenditure on public education until the public educates itself
sufficiently to cast off the yoke of feudal landowners.
Russia is poor when it comes to the salaries of schoolteachers. They are paid a miserable pittance. Schoolteachers starve and freeze in unheated huts that are
scarcely fit for human habitation. School-teachers live
together with the cattle that the peasants take into their
huts in winter. School-teachers are persecuted by every
police sergeant, by every village adherent of the Black
Hundreds,9 by volunteer spies 10 or detectives, to say
nothing of the hole-picking and persecution by higher
officials. Russia is too poor to pay a decent salary
to honest workers in the field of public education, but
Russia is rich ~nough to waste millions and tens of
millions on aristocratic parasites, on military adventures
and on hand-outs to owners of sugar refineries, oil kings
and so on.
There is one other figure, the last one taken from
American life, .gentlemen, that will show the peoples
oppressed by the Russian landowners and their government, how the people live who have been able to achieve
free·dom through a revolutionary struggle. In 1870, in
America there were 200,515 school-teachers with a total
salary of 37 ,800,000 dollars, i.e., an average ·of 189 dollars
or 377 rubles per teacher 1per annum. And that was f arty
years ago! In America today there are 523,210 school24

teachers and their total salaries come to 253,900,000 dollars, i.e., 483 dollars or 966 rubles per teacher per annum.
And in Russia, even at the present level of the ·productive
forces, it would be quite possible at this very moment to
guarantee a no less satisfactory salary to an army of
school-teachers who are helping to lift the people out
of their ignorance, darkness and oppression, if . . . if
the whole state system of Russia, from top to bottom,
,vere reorganised on lines ·as democratic as the American
system.
Either poverty and barbarism arising out of the full
po\ver of the feudal landowners, arising out of the law and
order or disorder of the June Third law,11 or freedom and
civilisation arising out of the ability and determination to
,vin freedom such is the object-lesson Russian citizens are
taught by the estimates put f·orward by the Ministry of
Public Education.
So far I have touched upon the ·purely material, or even
financial, aspect of the matter. Incomparably more melancholy or, rather, more disgusting, is the picture of spiritual
bondage, humiliation, suppression and lack of rights of the
teachers and those they teach in Russia. The \vhole activity
of the Ministry of Public Education in this field is pure
mockery of the rights of citizens, mockery of the people.
Police surveillance, police violence, police interference with
the education of the peo.ple in general and of workers in
particular, police destruction of whatever the people themselves do for their own enlightenment this is \vhat the
entire activity -of the Ministry amounts to, the Ministry
whose estimate will be approved by the lando\vning gentry,
from Rights to Octobrists inclusive.
And in order to prove the correctness of my \Vords,
gentlemen of the Fourth Duma, I will call a witness that
even you, the landowners, cannot object to. My witness is
the Octobrist Mr. Klyuzhev, member of the Thir·d and
F'ourth Dumas, member of the supervisory council of the
Second and Third Women's Gymnasia in Samara, member
of the school committee of the Samara City Council, member of the auditing board ·of the Samara Gubernia Zemstvo, 12
former inspector of public schools. I have given you a list
of the offices and titles (using the official reference book
of the 1'hird Duma) of this Octobrist to prove to you that
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the government itself, the landowners themselves in our
landowners' Zemstvo, have given Mr. Klyuzhev 'most important posts in the ''work'' (the work of spies and butchers) of our ministry of public stultification.
Mr. Klyuzhev, if anybody, has, of course, made his
entire career as a law-abiding, God-fearing civil servant.
And, of course, Mr. Klyuzhev, if anybody, has by his faithful service in the district earned the confidence ·of the
nobility an·d the landowners.
And now here are some passages from a speech by this
most thoroughly reliable (from the feudal point of view)
witness; the speech was made in the Third Duma in respect of the estimate submitted by the ,Ministry of Public
Education.
1'he Samara Zemstvo, Mr. Klyuzhev told the Third Duma,
unanimously adopted the proposal of Mr. Klyuzhev to n1ake
application for the conversion of some village twocyear
schools into four-year schools. The regional supervisor,
so the law-abiding and God-fearing Mr. Klyuzhev reports,
refused this. Why? The official explanation was: ''in view
of the insignificant number of children of school age''.
And so Mr. Klyuzhev made the following comparison:
we (he says of landowner-oppressed Russia) have not a
single four-year school for the 6,000 inhabitants of the
Samara villages. In the town of Serdobol (Finland) with
2,800 inhabitants there are four secondary (and higher
than secondary) schools.
This comparison was made by the Octobrist, the most
worthy Peredonov* ... excuse the slip, the most worthy
J\1r. Klyuzhev in the Third Duma. Ponder over that comparison, Messrs. Duma representatives, if not of the
people, then at least of the landowners. Who made application to open schools? Could it be the Lefts? The
muzhiks? The workers? God forbid! It was the Samara
Zemstvo that made the application unanimously, that is,
it was the Samara landowners, the most ardent BlackHundred adherents among them. And the government,
through its supervisor, refuse·d the request on the excuse
that there \Vas an ''insignificant'' number of children of
* Peredonov-a type of teacher-spy and dull lout from Sologub's
novel The Petty Imp.
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school age! Was I not in every way right when I said that
the government hinders public education in :8ussia, t?at
the government is the biggest enemy of public education
in Russia?
The culture civilisation, freedom, literacy, educated
women and so 'on that we see in Finland derive exclusively
from t11ere not being in Finland such ''social evil'' as the
Russian Government. Now yoll want to foist this evil
on Finland and make her, too, an enslaved country. You
will not succeed in that, gentlemen! By your attempts to
impose political slavery on Finland you "'.ill only accel~~ate
the awakening of the peoples of Russia from political
slavery!
I ,vill quote another passage from the Octobrist witness,
Mr. Klyuzhev. ''How are teachers recruit.ed ?'' Mr. Klyuz~ev
asked in his speech an·d himself provided the following
answer:
"One prominent Samara man, by the name of Popov, bequeathed
the necessary sum to endow a Teachers' Seminar~ for Won_ie~." And
,vho do you think was appointed head of the Seminary? This is what
the executor of the late Popov writes: "The widow of a General of
the Guards was- appointed head of the Seminary and she herself
admitted that this was tlie first time in her life she had heard of
the existence of an educational establishment called a Teachers' Seminary for Women!''

Don't imagine that I took this from a collection of Demyan Bedny's fables, from the sort of fable for \vhich the
magazine Prosueshcheniye was .fined and its editor imprisoned.13 Nothing of the sort. This fact \Vas taken from
the· speech of the Octobrist Klyuzhev, who fears (as a
God-fearing and police-fearing man) even to ponder the
significance of this fact. For this fact, once again, shows
beyond all doubt that there is no more vicious, no more
implacable enemy of the education of the people in Russia than the Russian Government. And gentlen1en who
bequeath money f·or public education should realise that
they are throwing it away, worse than throwing it away.
They desire to bequeath their money to provide educ~t~on
for the people, but actually it turns out !hat !hey are giving
it to Generals of the Guards and their widows. If such
philanthropists do not wish to throw their money away
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they must understand that they should bequeath it to the
Social-Democrats, who alone are able to use that money
to provide the people with real education that is really
independent of ''Generals of the Guards'' and of timorous
and law-abiding Klyuzhevs.
Still another ,passage from the speech ·of the same
Mr. Klyuzhev.
"It was in vain that we of the Third Duma desired free access
to higher educational establishments for seminar pupils. The Ministry
did not deem it possible to accede to our wishes.'' "Incidentally the
government bars the way lo higher education, not to seminar pupi~s
alone, but to the children of the peasant and urban petty-bourgeois
social estates in general. This is no elegant phrase but the truth,"
exclaimed the Octobrist official of the Ministry of Public Education.
"Out of the· 119,000 Gymnasium students only 18,000 are peasants.
Peasants constitute only 15 per cent of those studying in all the
establishments of the Ministry of Public Education. In the Theological Seminaries only 1,300 of the 20,500 pupils are peasants. Peasants
are not admitted at all to the Cadet Corps and similar institutions."
(These passages fron1 Klyuzhev's speech were, incidentally, cited in
an article by K. Dobroserdov in Nevskaya Zvezda No. 6, for 1912,
dated May 22, 1912.)

That is how Mr. Klyuzhev spoke in the Third Duma. The
depositions of that witness will not be refuted by those
''<'ho rule the roost in the Fourth Duma. The witness,
against his o\vn will and despite his wishes, fully corroborates the revolutionary appraisal of the present situation
in Russia in general, and of public education in particular.
And what, indeed, does a government deserve that, in the
words of a .prominent government official and member
of the ruling party of Octobrists, bars the way to education for the peasants and urban petty bourgeois?
Imagine, gentlemen, what such a government deserves
from the point of view of the urban petty bourgeoisie and
the .peasants!
And do not forget that in Russia the peasants and the
urban petty bourgeoisie constitute 88 per cent of the population, that is, a little less than nine-tenths of the people.
The nobility constitute only one and a half per cent. And
so the government is taking money from nine-tenths of
the .people for schools and educational establishments of
all kinds and using that money to teach the nobility,
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barring the way to the peasa.nt and urban petty bo.u_rgeois!
Is it not clear what this government of the nob1l1ty deserves? This government that oppresses nine-tenths of the
population in order to preserve tl1e privileges of onelzundredth of the population 'vhat does it deserve?
And now, finally, for the last quotation from my witness,
the Octobrist official of the Ministry of Public Education,
and member ·of the Third (and Fourth) Dumas, Mr. Klyuzhev:
"In the five years from 1906 to 1910," said Mr. Klyuz?ev, "in
the Kazan area, the following have been removed from. their posts:
21 head masters of secondary and primary schools, 32 inspectors of
public schools and 1,054 urban school-!eac~e~~; 870 .people. of these
categories have been transferred. Imagine it, exclaimed l\Ir. Klyuzl1ev "how can our school-teacher sleep peacef11lly? lie may go to
bed ln Astrakhan and not be sure that he \Viii not be in Vyatk:a the
next day. Try to understand the psychology of the pedagog11c \Vho
is driven about like a hunted rabbit!"

This is not the exclamation of some ''Left'' schoolteacher, but of an Octobrist. These figures were cited by
a diligent civil servant. He is your witness, gentlemen of
the Right, nationalists and Octobrists! This witness of
''yours'' is compelled to admit the most scandalous, most
shameless an.a most disgusting arbitrariness on the part
of the government in its attitude to teachers! Tl1is \vitness
of yours, gentlemen who rule the roost in the Fourth
Duma and the Council of State, has been forced to admit
the fact that teachers in Russia are ''driven'' like rabbits
by the Russian Government!
.
On the basis provided by this fact, one of thousands and
tl1ousands ·of similar facts in Russian life, \Ve ask the Russian people and all the peoples of Russia: do \Ve nee(l
a government to protect the privileges of the nobility
and to ''drive'' the people's teachers ''like rabbits''? Does
not this government deserve to be driven out by the
lJeople?
Yes, the Russian people's teachers are driven like rabbits. Yes, the government bars the \vay to educat~o? to
nine-tenths of the population of Russia. Yes, our JVI1n1stry
of Public E·ducation is a ministry ·of police espio.nage, a
ministry that derides youth, and jeers at the people's
29
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thirst for knowledge. But far from all the Russian peasants,
not to mention the Russian workers, resemble rabbits,
honourable members of the Fourth ,Duma. The working
class were able to prove this in 1905, and they will be
able to prove again, and to prove more impressively, and
much more seriously, that they are <!a.pable of a revolutionary struggle for real freed·om and for real public
education and not that of Kasso or of the nobility.
Written April 27 (May 10),
1913
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First published in 1930
in the second and third editions
of V. I. Lenin's Collected Works,
Vol. XVI

Collected ivorks, Vol. 19

THE WORKING CLASS AND NEOMALTHUSIANISM
At the Pirogov Doctors' Congress 14 much interest was
aroused and a lo·ng debate was held on the question of
abortions. The report was made by Lichkus, who quoted
figures on the exceedingly widesprea·d practice of destroying the foetus in present-day so-·called civilised states.
In New York, 80,000 abortions were performed in one
year and there are 36,000 every month in France. In
St. Petersburg the percentage of abortions has more than
doubled in five years.
The Pirogov Doctors' Congress ado.pted a resolution
saying that there should never be any criminal prosecution ·of a mother f.or performing an artificial abortion and
that doctors should only be prosecuted if the operation
is performed for ''purposes of gain''.
In the discussion the majority agreed that abortions
should not be punishable, and the question of tl1e socalled neomalthusianism 15 (the use of contraceptives) was
11aturally touched upon, as was also the social side of the
matter. Mr. Vigdorchik, for instance, said, according to
the report in Russkoye Slovo,16 that ''contraceptive n1east1res should be welcomed'' and Mr. Astrakhan exclaime(l,
amidst thunderous applause:
"We have to convince mothers to bear childre11 so tl1a t the)" can
be maimed in educational establishments; so that lfJls can be (lri1,vn
frJr them, so that they can be driven to suicide!''

If the report is true that this declamation of Mr. Astrakhan's was greeted with thunderous applause, it is a fact
that cloes not surprise me. The audience \Vas 1nade ttp of
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ter than our fathers did. Our children will figl1t bette1· than
,ve do, and they iuill be victorious .
The \vorking cl.-..ss is not perishing, it is growing, becoming stronger, maturing, consolidating itself, educating
itself and becoming steelecl in battle. We are pessimists
as far as serf·dom, capitalism and petty 1p1·oduction are
concerned, but we are ardent optimists in what concerns
the working-class movement and its aims. We are already
laying the foundation of a ne\v edifice and our children
,vill complete its construction.
That is the reason the only reason \vhy we are unconditionally the enemies of neomalthusianism, suited
only to unfeeling and egotistic petty-bourgeois couples,
,vho \Vhisper in scared voices: ''God grant we manage
somehow by ourselves. So much the better if \Ve have no
children."
It goes without saying that this does not by any means
prevent us from demanding the unconditio11al annulm~nt
c)f all laws against abortions or against the distribution of
inedical literature on contraceptive measures, etc. Such
la\vs are nothing but the hypocrisy of the ruling classes.
'I'hese laws do not heal the ulcers of capitalism, they
merely turn them into malignant ulcers that are especially painful for the oppressed masses. Freedom for medical
propaganda and the protection of the elementary democratic rights of citizens, men and women, are one thing.
The social theory of neomalthusianism is quite another.
C.lass-conscious workers will always conduct the most
ruthless struggle against attempts to impose that 1reactionary and cowardly theory on the most progressive and
strongest class in modern society, the class that is the best
prepared for great changes.

bourgeois, middle and petty bourgeois, who have the
psychology of the philistine. What can you expect fr.om
them but the most banal liberalism?
From the point of vie\v ·of the \vo1·l(ing class, ho\vever,
it would hardly be possible to find a more apposite expression of the completely reactionary ·nature and the
ugliness of ''social neomalth11sianism'' than Mr. Astrakhan's
phrase cited above.
''Bear children so that they can be maimed'' .... For that
alone? \Vhy not that they should fzgl1t better, more unitedly, consciously and resolutely than we are fighting
against the present-day co11ditions of life that are maiming
and ruining our generation?
This is the radical difference that distinguishes the
psychology of the peasant, handicraftsman, intellectual,
the petty bourgeois i11 general, from that of the 1proletarian.
The petty bourgeois sees and feels that he is heading for
ruin, that life is becoming more difficult, that the struggle
for existence is ever more ruthless, and tl1at his position
and that of his family are becoming more and 111ore hopeless. It is an indisputable fact, and the petty bourgeois
protests against it.
But how does he protest?
He protests as the representative of a class that is
hopelessly perishing, that despairs ·of its future, that is
depressed and cowardly. 'fhere is nothing to be done ...
if only there \Vere fewer children to suffer our torments
and hard toil, our .poverty and our humiliation s11ch is
the cry of the petty bourgeois.
The class-conscious worke1· is far from holding tl1is
point of view. He will not allow his consciousness to be
dulled by s11cl1 cries no matte1· ho\v sincere and l1eartfelt
they may be. Yes, we '''orkers and the mass c)f small proprietors lead a life that is filled with unbearable oppression
and suffering. Thi12,gs are harder for our generation than
they were for our fathers. But in one respect we are
luckier than our fatl1ers. We have [Jegun to le(1rn and are
rapidly learning to fight-and to fight not as individuals,
as the best of our .fathers fclugl1t, not for the slogans of
bourgeois speechifiers that are alien to us in spirit, but fo1·
our slogans, the slogans ·Of our class. \Ve are fighting bet-

'Vritten June 6(19), 1913
Publisl1ed J tine 16, 1913
in Pravda No. 137
Signed: l'. I.
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CHILD LABOUR IN PEASANT FARMING
In making a proper appraisal of tl1e conditions in which
capitalism places small agricultural production the most
in1portant things to study are the con·ditions of the worker,
his earnings, the amount of labour he expends, his conclit.ions of life; then the way the livestock is kept and
tended, and, finally, the methods of cultivating and fertilising the soil, the waste of its fertility, etc.
It is not difficult to understa11d that if these questions
are ignored (as they often are in bourgeois political economy) a totally distorted picture of peasant farming is
obtained, for the real ''viability'' of the latter depends
precisely on the con·ditions of the worker, on the condition
of his livestock, and on the way he tends his land. To
~lssume \Vithout proof that in this respect small production
is in the same position as large-scale production is merely
begging the question. It means at once adopting the bo11rgeois 1point ·Of view.
The bourgeoisie wants to prove that the .peasant is a
sound and viable ''proprietor'', and not the slave of capital, crushed in the same way as the wage-worker, but more
tied up, more entangled than the latter. If one seriously
and conscientiously wants the data required to solve this
controversial problem, he must look for the regular and
objective indicators of the conditions of life and labour
in small and large-scale prodoction.
One of these indicators, and a particularly important
one, is the extent to which child labour is employed. The
more cl~i~d labour is exploited the worse, undoubtedly, is
the pos1t1on of the worker, and the harder his life.
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The Austrian and German agricultural censuses gi,,e the
U ml:Jer of cl1ildren and adolescents employed i11 agricul11
l
d
.
ture in relation to the total number of persons en1p oye in
agriculture. The Austrian census gives separate figures for
all workers, male and female, under 16 years of age .. Of
these, there were 1,200,000 ·out of a total of 9,000,000, i.e.,
13 1)er cent. The •German census gives figures 011ly for tho~c
r;f 14 years of age and under; of .these there were six
liundred thousand (601,637) out of fifteen million
(15,169,549), or 3.9 per cent.
Clearly, the Austrian ·and German figures are not c?mr)arable. Nevertheless, the relative numbers of pro.letar1an,
1)easant and capitalist farms they reveal are quite comparable.
By proletarian farms we mean the tiny plots of la.nd (up
to two hectares or almost t\V•O dessiatines per farm) \vhich
{>rovide the wage-\VOrker with SUp•plementary earnings.
By peasant farms we mean those from 2 to 20 hectares;
in these, family labour predominates over wag.e-labour.
Finally, there are the capitalist farms; these are big farms,
in which wage-labour predominates over family labour.
The following are the figures on child labour in the
three types of farms.
Type of farm

Prl)]etari11n .
Peasant
Capitalist

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Group according
to size of farm

Children employed ( % of
total number of workers)
Austria
(under 16)

Ger111any
(under 14)

8.8
12.2
15.3
15.6
12.8
11.1
4.2

2.2
3.9
4.6
4.8
4.5
3.4
3.6

Total . . . . . . . . . . . 13.0

3.9

{Less than half a l1ect11re
· 1/2 to 2 l1ectares

2
5
•
10
{ 20
• 100

,, 5
,, 10
,, 20
" 100

,,

"
"

"

hectares and over

We see from the above that in both countries the exploitation of child labour is greatest in peasant farms in general, and among the middle peasant farms (5 to 10 hectares, i.e., 4.5 to 9 dessiatines) in particular.
3•
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Thus, not only is small production worse-off than largescale production, we also see that the peasant farms, in
particular, are worse-off than the capitalist farms and
even than the proletarian far,ms.
How is this to be explainecl?
On the proletarian farm, farming is conducted on such
an insignificant plot of land that, strictly speaking, it cannot seriously be called a ''farm''. Here farming is a secondary occupation; the principal occupation is wage-labour
in agriculture and in industry. In general, the influence ·of
industry raises the standard of life of the worker, and in
particular, it reduces the exploitation of child labour. For
example, the German census shows the number of persons
tinder the age of 14 employed in industry to be only 0.3
per cent of the total (i.e., one-tenth of that in agriculture)
and those under 16 years of age only 8 per cent.
In peasant farming, however, the influence of industry
is felt least of all, while the competition of capitalist agriculture is felt most of all. The peasant is unable to keep
going without almost working himself to death and compelling his children to work as hard. Want compels the
peasant to make up f·or his lack of capital and technical
equipment with his own muscles. The fact that the peasant's
children work hardest also indicates that the peasant's
cattle work hard and are fed worse: the necessity of
exerting the utmost effort and of ''economising'' in everything inev,itably affects every side of the farm.
German statistics show that among wage-workers the
largest 1percentage of children (3.7 or nearly 4 per cent) is
to be found in the big capitalist farms (of 100 dessiatines
and over). But among family workers, the largest percentage of children is to be found among the peasants-about
five per cent (4.9 per cent to 5.2 per cent). As many as 9
per cent .of temporary wage-\vo1·kers employed in big capitalist enterprises are children; but among the peasants as many as 16.5 to 24.4 per cent of the temporary family
workers are ·children!
In the busy season the 1peasant suffers from a shortage
of workers; he can hire workers only to a small extent;
he is compelled to employ the labour of his own children
to the greatest extent. The result is that in German agriculture, in general, the percentage of children among
36
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family workers is nearly half as big again as that among
\vage-\vorkers-children among family wo1·kers 4.4 per
cent; an1ong wage-workers 3 per cent.
1'he peasant has to work J1arder than the wage-\vorker.
!'his fact, confirmed by thousands of independent observations, is no\v fully proved by statistics for \vhole countries. Capitalism condemns the peasant to extreme degradatio11 and ruin. 1'11ere is no other salvation for him than
through joining the class struggle of the \vage-workers.
But before the peasant can arrive at this conclusion 11e will
have to experience many years of being disillusioned by
deceptive bourgeois slogans.
\Vritten June 8(21), 1913
Published June 12, 1913
in Pravda No. 133
Signecl: V. I. ·
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FII<~TH

INT ERNATIONAL CONGRESS
AGAINST PROSTITUTION
1

The fifth international congress for the suppression of
the white slave traffic recently ended in London.
Duchesses, countesses, bishops, priests, rabbis, police
officials and all sorts of bourgeois philanthropists were
well to the fore! How many festive luncheons and magnificent official receptions were given! And how many
solemn speeches on the harm and infamy of prostitution!
What means of struggle were proposed by the elegant
bourgeois ·delegates to the congress? Mainly two methods:religion and police. They are, it appears, the valid and
reliable methods of combating prostitution. One English
delegate boasted, according to the London corres.pondent
of the Leipziger V olkszeitung, I 7 that he had introduced a
bill into parliament providing for corporal punishment for
pimps. See the sort he is, this modern ''civilised'' hero of
the strug.gle against prostitution!
One lady from Canada \vaxed enthusiastic over the
police an.a the supervision of ''fallen'' wome.n by police\vomen, but as far as raising wages was concerned, she
said that women workers did not deserve better pay.
· One German pastor reviled present-day materialism,
which, he said, is taking hold among the ;people and promoting the spread of free love.
When the Austrian delegate Gartner tried to raise tl1e
question of the social causes of prostitution, of the need
and poverty experienced by working-class families, of the
exploitation of child labour, of unbearable housing conditions, etc., he \Vas forced to silence bv
hostile shouts!
•
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But the things that were said about highly-placed personages among groups of delegates were instructive and
sublime. When, for example, the German Empress visits
a maternity hospital in Berlin, rings are placed on the
fingers of mothers of ''illegitimate'' children in order that
this august individual may not be shocked by the sight of
ttnmarried mothers!
vV t may judge from this the disgusting bourgeois hypocrisy that reigns at these aristocratic-bourgeois congresses.
1\crobats in the field of philanthro,py and police defenders
c>f this system which make<s mockery of poverty and need
gather ''to struggle against prostitution'', which is supportecl precisely by the aristocracy and the bourgeoisie ....
Rabochaya Pravda No. l,
July 13, 1913
Signed: W.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR PUBLIC EDUCATION
There are quite a number of rotten prejudices current
in the Western countries of which Holy Mother Russia is
free. They assume there, for instance, that huge public
libraries containing hundreds of thousands and millions of
volumes, should certainly not be reserved only for the
handful of scholars or would-be scholars that uses them.
Over there they have set themselves the strange, incomprehensible and barbaric aim of making these gigantic,
boundless libraries available, not to a guild of scholars, professors and other such specialists, but to the masses, to tl1e
crowd, to the mob!
What a desecration of the libraries! What an absence
of the ''law and order'' we are so justly proud of. Instead
of regulations, discussed and elaborated by a dozen committees of civil servants inventing hundreds of formalities
and obstacles to the use of books, they see to it that even
children can make use of the rich collections; that readers
can read publicly-owned books at home; they regard as
the pride and glory of a ,public library, .not the number of
rarities it contains, the number of sixteenth-century editions
or tenth-century manuscripts, but the extent to which books
are distributed among the people, the number of new
readers e.nrollecl, tl1e speed with which the demand for any
book is met, the number of books issued to be read at
home, the n11mber of children attracted to reading and to
the use of the library .... These queer prejudices are \Videspre ad in the \Vestern states, and \Ve must be glad that
those \vho keep watch and ward over us protect us with
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rare and circumspection from the infl11ence of these prej11clices, protect our rich public libraries from the mob,
from the hoi polloi!
I have before me the re.port of the N e\v York Public
I~ibrary for 1911.
That year the Public Library in New York was moved
from two old buildings to ne\v premises erected by the city.
'fl1e total number of books is .now about two million. It so
lia1Jpened that the first book asked for \vhen the reading1·oom opened its doors was in Russian. It was a \Vork by
N. Grot, Tlie Moral Ideals of Our Times. The request for
tl1e book was handed in at eight minutes past nine in the
morning. The book was delivered to tl1e reader at nine
fifteen.
In the course of the year the library was visited by
1,658,376 people. There were 246,950 readers using the
reading-room and they took out 911,891 books.
This, however, is only a small part ·of the book circulation effected by the library. Only a few people can visit
the library. The rational organisation of educational work
is measured by the ,number of books issued to be read at
home, by the conveniences available to tlie majority of the

[Jopulation.
In three boroughs .of New York Manhatten, Bronx and
Richmond the New York Public Library has forty-two
branches and will soon have a forty-third (the total population of the three boroughs is almost three million). The
aim that is constantly 1pursued is to have a branch of the
IJublic Library within three-quarters of a verst, i.e., within
ten minutes' walk of the house of every inhabitant, tl1e
branch library being the centre of all kinds of institutions
and establishments for public education.
Almost eight million (7 ,914,882 volumes) were issued
to readers at home, 400,000 more than in 1910. To each
hundred members of the population of all ages and both
sexes, 267 books were issued for reading at home in the
course of the year.
Each of the forty-two branch libraries not only provides
for the use of reference books in the building and the issue
of books to be read at home, it is also a place for evening
lectures, for public meetings and for rational entertainn1ent.
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The New York Public Library contains about 15,000
books in oriental lang11ages, about 20,000 in Yiddish and
about 16,000 in the Slav languages. In the main readingroom there are about 20,000 books standing on open
shelves for general use.
The New York Public Library has opened a special,
central, reading-room for children, and similar institutions
are gradually being opened at all branches. The librarians
do everything for the children's convenience and answer
their questions. The number of books children took out
to read at home was 2,859,888, slightly under three million
(more than a third of the total). The number of children
visiting the reading-room was 1,120,915.
As far as losses are co11cerned-the New York Public
Library assesses the number of books lost at 70-80-90 per
100,000 issued to be read at home.
Such is the way things are done in New York. And in
Russia?
Rabochaya Pravda No. 5,
July 18, 1913
Signed: lV.
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THE NATIONALISATION OF JEWI·SH

SCI~IOOLS

The politics of the oovernment are soaked in the spirit
c)f nationalism. AttemPts are made to confer every kind of
Ilrivilege upon the ''ruling'', i.e., the Great-Ru~sia~ nation,
even though the Great Russians 18 represent a mznorzty of the
llopulation of Russia, to be exact, onl;Y 43 per cent. . ·
Attempts are made to cut down still further the rights
of all the other nations inhabiting Russia, to segregate one
from the other and stir up enmity among them.
The extreme ex·pression of present-day nationalism is
tl1e scheme for the nationalisation of Jewish schools. The
scheme emanated from the educational .officer of Odessa
district and has been sympathetically considered by the
Ministr~ of Public ''Education''. What does this nationalisation mean?
It means segregating the Jews into special Jewish schools
(secondary schools). The doors of all other educational
establishments both private and state are to be completely closed to the Jews. This ''brilliant'' plan is rounded off
by the ;proposal to limit the number of pupils i11 the Jewish
secondary .schools to the notorious ''quota'' 19 !
In all European countries sucl1 measures and laws
against the Jews existed only in the dark centuries ·of the
Middle Ages, with their Inquisition, the burning of her~tics
and similar delights. In Europe the Jews have long since
been granted complete equality and ai·e fusing more and
more with the nations in whose midst they live.
The •most harmful feature in our political life gene1·ally,
and in the above scheme particularly, apart f'i·om the
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oppression and persecution of the Jews, is the striving to fan
the flames ·of nationalism, to segregate the nationalities in
tl1e state one from another, to increase their estrangement,
to separate their schools.
The interests of the working class as well as the interests of political liberty generally require, on the contrary,
the fullest equality of all the nationalities in the state
without exception, and the elin1ination of every kind of
barrier between the nations, the bringing together of children of all nations in the same schools, etc. Only by casting
off every savage and foolish national prejudice, only by
uniting the workers of all nations into one association,
c.an the working class become a force, offer resistance to
capitalism, and achieve a serious improvement in its living
conditions.
Look at the capitalists! They try to inflame national
strife among the ''common people'', while they themselves
manage their business affairs remarkably well Russians,
Ukrainians, Poles, Jews, and Germans together in one and
the same corporation. Against the workers the capitalists
of all nations and religions are united, but they strive to
divide and weaken the workers by national strife!
This most harmful scheme f·or the nationalisation of the
Jewish schools shows, incidentally, how mistaken is the
plan for so-called ''cultural-national autonomy'', i.e., the
idea of taking education out ·of the hands of the state and
handing it over to each nation separately. It is not this we
should strive for, but for the unity of the workers of all
nations in the struggle against all nationalism, in the struggle for a truly democratic common school and for political
liberty generally. The example of the advanced countries
of the world say, Switzerland in Western Europe or Finland in Eastern Europe shows us that only consistentlydemocratic state institutions ensure the most peaceable and
l1uman (not bestial) coexistence of various nationalities,
u1ithout the artificial and harmful separation of education
accor·ding to nationalities.
,<;evernaya Pravda No. 14,
August 18, 1913
Signed: V. I.
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THE NATIONALITY OF PUPILS
IN RUSSIAN SCHOOLS
To obtain a more .precise idea of the plan for ''culturalnational autonomy'', which boils down to segregating the
schools according to nationality, it is useful to take the
concrete data which show the nationality of the pupils attending Russian schools. For the St. Petersburg educational
area such data are provided by the returns of the school
census taken on January 18, 1911.
The following are the data on the distribution of pupils
attending elementary schools under the Ministry of Public
Education according to the native languages of the pupils.
The data cover the whole of the St. Petersburg educational
area, but in brackets we .give the figures for the city of
St. Petersburg. Under the term ''Russian language'' the
officials constantly lump together Great Russian, Byelorussian and Ukrainian (''Little Russian'', according to official terminology). Total pupils-265,660 (48,076).
Russian 232,618 (44,223); Polish 1,737 (780); Czech.3 (2); Lithuanian 84 (35); Lettish 1,371 (113); Zhmud
-1 (0); French 14 (13); Italian 4 (4); Rumanian 2
(2); German 2,408 (845); Swedish 228 (217); Norwegian
-31 (0); Danish 1 (1); Dutch 1 (0); English 8 (7);
Armenian 3 (3); Gipsy 4 (0); Jewish 1,196 (396); Geoi·gian-2 (1); Ossetian 1 (0); Finnish 10,750 (874); Karelian-3,998 (2); Chud 247 (0); Estonian 4,723 (536);
Lapp-9 (0); Zyryan 6,008 (0); Samoyed 5 (0); 1'atar63 (13); Persian 1 (1); Chinese 1 (1); not ascertained138 (7).
These are comparatively accurate figures. They sho\v
that the national composition of the population is extremely mixed, although they apply to one of the basically
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Great-Russian districts of Russia. The extremely mixed
national composition of tl1c population of the large city
of St. Petersburg is at once evident. This is no accident,
but results from a law of capitalism that operates in all
countries and in all parts of the world. Large cities, factory,
metallurgical, rail\vay and commercial and industrial centres generally, are certain, more than any other, to ha\'e
very mixed populations, and it is 1precisely these centres
that gro\v faster th~n all others and constantly attract larger and larger numbers of the inhabitants of the backward
rural areas.
N·ow try to apply to these real-life data the lifeless utopia
of the nationalist philistines called ''cultural-national autonomy'' or (in the language of the Bundists 20) ''taking out
of the jurisdiction of the state'' questions of national culture, i.e., •primarily educational affairs.
Educational affairs '"shall be taken out of the jurisdiction ·of the state'' and transferred to 23 (in St. Petersburg)
''national associations'' each developing ''its own'' ''national culture''!
It would be ridiculous to waste words to prove the absurdity and reactionary nature of a ''national programme''
of this sort.
It is as clear as daylight that the advocacy of such a plan
means, in fact, pursuing or sup.porting the ideas of bourgeois nationalism, chauvinism and clericalism. The interests
of ·democracy in general, and the interests of the working
class in particular, demand the very opposite. We must
strive to secure the mixing of the children of all nationalities in uniform schools in each locality; the workers of
all nationalities must jointly pursue .the proletarian educational policy which Samoilov, the deputy of the Vladimir
workers, so ably formulated on behalf of the Russian Social-Democratic workers' group in the .state Duma. We
must most emphatically oppose segregating the schools according to nationality, no matter what form it may take.
It is not our business to segregate the nations in matters of education in any way; on the contrary, we· must
strive to create the fundamental democratic conditions for·
the 1peaceful coexistence of the nations on the basis of
equal rights. We must not champion ''national culture'',
b11t expose the clerical and bourgeois character of this
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slogan in the name of the international culture of the \vorlcl
,,•orking-class movement.
But we may be asked whether it is possible to safeguard
tl1c interests of the one Georgian child among the 48,076
schoolchildren in St. Petersburg on the basis ·of equal
rights. And we should reply that it is impossible to establish
~1 special Georgian school in St. Petersburg o.n the basis
c>f (;corgian ''national culturc1 ', and that to advocate sucl1
a plan means sowing pernicious ideas among the masses
of the people.
But we shall not be defending anything harmful, or be
striving after anything that is impossible, if \ve demand for
tl1is child free .government premises for lectures on the
Georgian language, Georgian history, etc., the provision of
(~eorgian books from the ·Central Library for this child, a
state contribution to,vards the fees of the Georgian teacher,
and so forth. Under real democracy, when bureaucracy and
''Peredonovism'' 21 are com1pletely eliminated from the
schools, the people can quite easily achieve this. But this
real democracy ·Can be achieved only when the workers
of c1ll nationalities are united.
l'o preach the establishment of special national schools
for every ''national culture'' is reactionary. But under real
democracy it is quite possible to ensure instruction in the
native language, in native history, and so forth without
splitting up the schools according to nationality. And complete local self-government \Vill make it impossible for .
anything to be forced upo.n the people, as for example, u1pon
tl1e 713 Karelian children in Kem Uyczd (where there are
only 514 Russian children) or upon the 681 Zyryan chilclren in Pechora Uyezd (153 Russian), or upon the 267 Letlish children in Novgorod Uyezd (over 7,000 Russian), and
so on and so f-orth.
. Advocacy of impracticable cultural-national autonomy
is an absurdity, which now already is only disuniting the
\Yorkers ideologically. To advocate the amalgamation of
the workers of all nationalities means facilitating the success of proletarian class solidarity, which will guarantee
equal rights for, and maximum peaceful coexistence of,
all nationalities.
f>roletarskaya Pravda No. 7,
I>ece1nber 14, 1913
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The c~nsus also produ~ed data on the available a\·erage
r)er pupil of floor space in square and cubic arshins* respectively, in other words data on the cramped condition of
schools.
In Zemstvo schools the average floor space was 2.6
square arshins and average space 10.1 cubic arshins and
in parish schools 2.4 square arshins and 9.6 cubic arshins
respectively.
Tl1e floor space should be six times the window surface
})tit in actual fact it is nine times the window surface. I~
other \Vords, our schools are not only cramped but
poorly lit.
'
1'hese data, of course, are sparse in the extreme. Tl1e
l\1inistry did all it could to prevent collection of detailed
precise and complete data on the wretched condition of
our schools.
But the wretched, impoverished condition of parish
schools is revealed even in these incomplete, officially
screened and 1poorly processed data.
One of the pressing tasks before the representatives of
cultural-educational and industrial workers' organisations at the coming All-Russia Congress on Education is
to raise and comprehensively discuss the condition of our
schools and school-teachers.

OUR SCHOOLS
The all-Rus~ia school censu~. of January 18, 1911, though
its data are compiled very badly .goes some \Vay to lift the
curtain of official secrecy.
Data are so far available only for the St. Petersburg
Educatio11al Area, separately for the towns and country
areas. Here is the pict11re ·of our parislz schools ,p1·esented
by these data.
The census registered 329 to\vn one-class schools, 139
private III grade schools and 177 one-class parish schools.
The average wages of schoolteachers (their number is very
small) was 924 rubles a year for town schools, 629 rubles
for private schools and 302 rubles for parish schools.
Impoverished, starving teachers this is what our parish
schools stand for.
What is the percentage of teachers with higher and
secondary general secular education? It is 76 per cent
for town schools, 67 per cent for ·private scho·ols and only
18 per cent for ,parish s·chools!
Uneducated teachers (we shall not mention divinity
teachers for the time being) this is what our parisl1
schools stand for.
There are 3,545 Zemstvo one-class schools and 2,506
one-class parish schools. Teachers' wages in the former
amount to 374 rubles a year a11d to 301 rubles in the latter.
In the fo1·mer the percentage .of educated teachers (those
engaged in teaching in general) is 20 per cent an(l in the
latter 2.5 Iler cent (again not co11nting divinity teachers).
These data show the extremely \vretched state of parish
schools.

•

Pro.letarskaya Pravda No. lO,
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INSERTION FOR N. K. KRUPSKAYA'S ARTICLE
THE MINISTRY OF EDUCATION POLICY
In civilised countries illiteracy is practically non-existent.
Efforts are being made to provide everyone with school
education. The establishment of libraries is being encouraged in every way. And our Ministry of ''Education'' (pardon the expression) makes most desperate efforts and
resorts to most despicable police measures in order to
hamper the people's education and prevent people from
studying! Our Ministry made sho1·t work of school libraries! No civilised country of the world can boast special
regulations directed against libraries or such a vile institution as the state censor. And in our country, apart from
general persecutions of the press and savage measures
against libraries in general, regulations are published
against public libraries that are a hundred times more
restrictive! This is a disgraceful policy to foster the people's
ignorance, a disgraceful policy of the landowners wishing
to see tl1eir country turn brutish. Some rich people, like
Pavlenkov, for example, donated money for public libraries. Now the government of savage landowners has made
short \Vork of libraries. Is it not time for those \Vho want
tc1 promote education in Russia to understand that money
should be donated not for libraries under the jurisdiction
of the l\1inistry and thus subject to destruction, but for the
struggle. for political freedom, \vithout which R11ssia finds
herself in the stifling clutches of savagery.
\Vritten in Jant1ary 1914
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FROM KARL

~1ARX

(A BRIEF BIOGRi\.Pl-IICAL SKETCII \VITH AN EXPOSITION OF l\IARXISM)

... Marx deduces the inevitability of the transformation of capitalist society into socialist society wholly
and exclusively from the economic law of' the development of contemporary society. The socialisation of
labour which is advancing ever more rapidly in
tl1ousa~ds of forms and has manifested itself very strikingly, during the half-century since the death of Marx, in
the growth of large-scale production, . capi~al~st carte~s,
syndicates and trusts, as well as in the gigantic Increase in
the dimensions and power of finance capital, provides the
principal material foundation for the inevitable advent of
socialism. The intellectual and moral motive for,ce and the
physical executor of this transformation is the proletariat,
\Vhich has been trained by capitalism itself. The proletariat's struggle against the bourgeoisie, which finds expression in a variety of forms ever richer in content, inevitably becomes a political struggle directed towards the conquest of political power by the proletariat (''the dictatorship of the proletariat''). The socialisation of production
cannot but lead to the means of production becoming the
property of society, to the ''expro;priation of the expropriators''. A tremendous rise in labour productivity, a shorter \vorking day, and the replacement of the remnants, ~he
ruins, of small-scale, primitive and disunited production
by collective and improved labour such are the direct
consequences of this transformation. Capitalism breaks for
all time the ties between agriculture and industry, but at
the same time, through its highest development, it prepares
new elements of those ties, a union between industry and
agric.ulture based on the conscious application of science
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and the concentration of collective labour, and on a redistribution of the human population (thus putting an end.
both to rural backwardness, isolation and barbarism, and
to the unnatt1ral concentration of vast masses of people in
big cities). A new form of f'amily, ne\v con(litio11s in the
status of \Vomen and in the upbringing of the younger
generation are prepared by the higl1est forms of presentday ,capitalism: the labo11r of women and children and the
lJreak-UJl of the patriarcl1al family by c'.apitalism ine,,itabl)'
assume t11e most tc1·1·iblc, clisastrous, and re,pulsivc forms
in modern society. Nevertheless, ''modern industry, by assigning as it does, an important part in the socially organised process of production, outside the domestic sphere, to
women, to young persons, and to children of both sexes,
creates a new economic foundation for a higher form of
the family and of the relations between the sexes. It is, of
course, just as absurd to hold the Teutonic-Christian form
of the family to be absolute and final as it would be to
apply that characte1· to the ancient Roman, the ancient
Greek, or the E.astern forms which, moreover, taken together form a series in historic development. Moreover, it
is obvious that the fact of the collective working group
being composed of individuals of both sexes and all ages,
must necessarily, under suitable conditions, become a source
of humane development; although in its spontaneously
developed, brutal, capitalistic form, where the labourer
exists for the process of production, and not the process
of production for the labourer, that fact is a 'pestiferous
source of corruption and slavery'' (Capital, Vol. I, end of
Chap. 13). The factory system contains ''the germ of the
education ·of the future, an education that \Vill, in the case
of every child over a given age, c0mbine productive labour
with instruction and gymnasti·cs, not only as one of the
methods of adding to the efficiency of social production,
but as the only method of producing fully developed human
beings'' (ibid.).
Written in July-November 1914
Published in an abridged form
in 1915 in Granat Encyclopaedic
Dictionary, Seventh edition,
Vol. 28
Signed: V. llyin
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FROM TIIE ''DISARMAMENT'' SLOGAN
The bourgeoisie makes it its business t~ prom~te trusts,
drive women and children into the factories, subject them
to corruption and suffering, condemn them to extreme
poverty. We do not ''demand'' such development, we do
not ''support'' it. \Ve fight it. But how do we fight.?
e
explain that trusts and the employment of women in industry are progressive. We do not \Vant a return to the
handicraft system, pre-monopoly capitalism, domestic
drudgery for women. Forward through the trusts, etc., and
beyond them to socialism!
That argument takes accoun_t of objective development
and, with the necessary changes, applies also to t~e pr~se_nt
militarisation of the 1population. Today the 1mper1al1st
bourgeoisie militarises the youth as well as the adult~;
tomorrow it may begin militarising the women. Our attitude should be: All the .better! Full speed ahead! For the
faster we mo,·e the nearer shall we be to the armed upris'
.
ing against capitalism. How can Social-Democr~ts give way
to fear of the militarisation of the youth, etc., if they have
• C?mmune.?22 Th'~s
not forgotten the example of the Paris
is not a ''lifeless theory'' or a dream. It 1s a fact. And _it
''•oulcl be a sorry state of affairs indeed if, all the economic
and political facts notwithstanding, Social-,Democrats began
to doubt that the imperialist era and imperialist wars must
inevitably bring about a repetition of such f~cts.
A certain bourgeois observer of the Paris Commune,
\vriting to an English newspaper in May 1871, said: ''If _the
French nation consisted entirely of \vomen, what a terrible

'Y"
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?ation it would be!'' Women and teen-age children fought
in the Paris Commune side by side with the men. It will
be no different in the coming battles for the overthrow
of the bourgeoisie. Proletarian \Vomen will not look on passively as poorly armed or unarmed \Yorkers are shot do\vn
by the \veil-armed forces of the bourgeoisie. They \viii take
to arms, as they did in 1871, and from the co\ved nations
of today or more correctly, from the present-day labour
movement, disorganised more by the opportunists than by
the governments there will undoubtedly arise, sooner or
later, but \vith absolute certainty, an international league
of the ''terrible nations'' of the revolutionary proletariat.
. T_he "'.hole of social life is now being militarised. Imper1al1sm rs a fierce struggle of the Great Powers for the
division and redivision of the world. It is therefore bound
to lead to further militarisation in all countries, even in
neutral. and small ones: How \Viii proletarian women oppose this? Only by cursing all war and everything military,
only by demanding disarmament? The women of an oppressed and really revolutionary class will never accept
that shameful role. They will say to their sons:
''You will soon be grown up. You will be given a gun.
Take it a11d learn the military art properly. The proletarians need this knowledge not to shoot your brothers, the
workers of other count1·ies, as is being done in the present
\Var, and a~ the traitors to socialism are telling you to do.
They need rt to fight the bourgeoisie of their o\vn country,
to pu_t an e~d to ex.ploitation, poverty and \var, and not
by pious \V1shes, but by defeating and disarming the
bourgeoisie."
Written in October 1916
Published in December 1916
in Sbornik Sotsial-Demokrata
No. 2
Signed: N. T,enin
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FROM THE PAMPHLET MATERIALS RELATING
TO THE REVISION OF THE PARTY PROGRAMME*
The constitution of the Russian democratic republic must
ensure:
1. The sovereignty of the people; supreme power in the
state must be vested entirely in the people's representatives,
who shall be elected by the people and be subject to recall at
any time, and who shall constitute a single popular assembly,
a single chamber.
1. The sovereignty of the people, i.e., the concentration
of supreme state power entirely in the Jiands of a legislative assembly, consisting of the representatives of the
people and constituting a single chamber.
2. Universal, equal, and direct suffrage for all citizens,
men and women, who have reached the age of twenty, in the
elections to the legislative assembly and to the various bodies
of local self-government; secret ballot; the right of every
voter to be elected to any representative institution; biennial
parliaments; salaries to be paid to the people's representatives; proportional representation at all elections; all delegates and elected officials, without exception, to be subject
~he

* To make it easier and more convenient for the reader to compare

old and new texts of the programme, both texts are printed together
in the follo\ving manner:
Those parts of the old programme which remain unchanged in the
new one are given in ordinary type.
Those parts of the old programme which c1re to be completely deleted
f ronz the new one are given in italics.

Those parts of the new programme which were not in the old
Programme are given in bold type.
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to recall at any time upon the decision of a majority of their
electors.
3. Local self-government on a broad scale; regional selfgovernment in localities where the composition of the population and living and social conditions are of a specific nature; the abolition of all state-appointed local and regional
authorities.
4. Inviolability of person and domicile.
5. Unrestricted freedom of conscience, speech, the press,
assembly, strikes, and association.
6. Freedom of movement and occupation.
7. Abolition of the social estates; equal rights for all
citizens irrespective of sex, creed, race, or nationality.
8. The right of the population to receive instruction in
their native tongue in schools to be established for the purpose at the expense of the state and local organs of self-government; the right of every citizen to use his native language at meetings; the native language to be used on a level
with the official language in all local public and state institutions; the obligatory official language to be abolished.
9. The right of self-determination for all member nation.-;
of the state.
9. The right of all member nations of the state to freely
secede and form independent states. The republic of the
Russian nation must attract other nations or nationalities
not by force, but exclusively by voluntary agreement on the
question of forming a common state. The unity and fraternal
alliance of the workers of all countries are incompatible
with the use of force, direct or indirect, against other nationalities.
10. The right of all 1persons to sue any official in the
regular way before a jury.
11. Election of judges by the people.
11. Judges and other officials, both civil and military, to
be elected by the people with the right to recall any of them
at any time by decision of a majority of their electors.
12. Replacement of the standing army by the universally
armed people.
12. The police and standing army to be replaced by the
universally armed people; workers and other employees to
receive regular wages from the capitalists for the time devoted to public service in the people's militia.
•''
'
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13. Separation of the church from the state, and schools
from the church; schools to be absolutely secular.
14. Free and compulsory general and vocational education for all children of both sexes up to the age of sixteen;
[Joor c/1ildren to be provided with food, clothing, and
sc·/1001 supplies at the expense of the state.
14. Free and compulsory general and polytechnical education (familiarising the student with the theoretical and
practical aspects of the most important fields of production)
for all children of both sexes up to the age of sixteen; training of children to be closely integrated with socially productive work.
15. All students to be provided with food, clothing, and
school supplies at the cost of the state.
16. Public education to be administered by democratically elected organs of local self-government; the central
government not to be allowed to interfere with the arrangement of the school curriculum, or with the selection of the
teaching staffs; teachers to be elected directly by the population with the right of the latter to remove undesirable
teachers.
As a basic condition for the democratisation of our
country's national economy, the Russian Social-Democratic
Labour Party demands the abolition of all indirect taxes
and the establishment of a progressive tax on incomes and
inheritances.
The high level of development of capitalism already
achieved in banking and in the tmstified branches of industry, on the one hand, and the economic disruption caused
by the imperialist war, everywhere evoking a demand for
state and public control of the production and distribution
of all staple products, on the other, induce the Party to demand the nationalisation of the banks, syndicates (trusts),
etc.
To safeguard the working class from physical and .
n1oral deterioration, and develo,p its ability to carry on the
struggle for emancipation, the Party demands:
1. An eight-hour working day for all wage-workers.
1. An eight-hour working day for all wage-workers, including a break of not less than one hour for meals where
Work is continuous. In dangerous and unhealthy industries
the working day to be reduced to from four to six hours.
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2. A statutory \veekly uninterrupted rest period of not
less than forty-t,vo hours for all wage-workers of both
sexes in all branches of the national economy.
3. Complete prohibition of overtime work.
4. Prohibition of night-work (from 9 p.m. to 6 a.m.) in
all branches of the national economy except in cases where
it is absolutely necessary for tecl1nical reasons endorsed
by the labour organisations.
4. Prohibition of night-work (from 8 p. m. to 6 a. m.) in
all branches of the national economy except in cases where
it is absolutely necessary for technical reasons endorsed by
the labour organisations provided, however, that nightwork does not exceed four hours.
5. Prohibition of the employn1ent of children of school
age (under 16) and restriction of the working day of adolescents (from 16 to 18) to six hours.
5. Prohibition of the employment of children of school
age (under 16), restriction of the working day of adolescents ·
(from 16 to 20) to four hours, and prohibition of the employment of adolescents on night-work in unhealthy industries and mines.
6. Prohibition of female labour in all branches of industry injurious to women's health; women to be released
from work for four weeks before and six weeks after childbirth without loss of pay.
6. Prohibition of female labour in all branches of
industry injurious to women's health; prohibition of nightwork for women; women to be released from work eight
weeks before and eight weeks after child-birth without loss
of pay and with free medical and medicinal aid.
7. Establishment of nurseries for infants and young
children at all factories and other enterprise.~ where women
are employed; nursing mothers to be allowed recesses of
at least half-hour duration at intervals of not more than
three hours.
7. Establishment of nurseries for infants and young
children and rooms for nursing mothers at all factories and
other enterprises where women are employed; nursing
mothers to be allowed recesses of at least half-hour duration
at intervals of not more than three hours; such mothers to
receive nursing benefit and their working day to be reduced
to six hours.
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8. State insurance for workers covering old age and
total or partial disablement out of a special fund fornied
by a special tax on the capitalists.
8. Full social insurance of workers:
a) for all forms of wage-labour;
b) for all forms of disablement, namely, sickness, injury,
infirmity, old age, occupational disease, child-birth, widowhood, orphanhood, and also unemployment, etc.;
c) all insurance institutions to be administered entirely
by the insured themselves;
d) the cost of insurance to be borne by the capitalists;
e) free medical and medicinal aid under the control of
self-governing sick benefit societies, the management bodies
of which are to be elected by the workers.
9. Payment of wages in kind to be prohibited; regular
iveekly pay-days to be fixed in all labour contracts without
exception and wages to be paid in cash and during working hours.
10. Prohibition of deductions by employers from wages
(Jn any pretext or for any purpose whatsoever (fines, spoilr1ge, etc.).
11. Appointment of an adequate number of factory
inspectors in all branches of the national economy; factory
inspection to be extended to all enterprises employing hired
labour, including government enterprises (domestic service
also to be liable to inspection); women inspectors to be
appointed in industries where fem ale labour is employed;
representat!ves elected by the workers and paid by tlie
.~tate to supervise the enforcement of the factory laws, the
fixing of rates and the passing or rejection of raw materials
and finished products.
9. The establishment of a labour inspectorate elected by
the workers' organisations and covering all enterprises employing hired labour, as well as domestic servants; women
inspectors to be appointed in enterprises where female
labour is employed.
12. Local self-governing bodies, assisted by representative.~ elected by the workers, to inspect sanitary conditions
at dwellings assigned to wrJrker.~ by employers, as well as
tl1e internal regulations in force in such dwellings and the
renting conditions, in order to protect wage-workers against
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interference by employer.~ in their Zif e and actiuities as
·
priuate citizens.
13. The establishment of properly organised sanitary
control ouer all enterprises employing hired labour, the
whole system of medical aid and sanitary inspection to be
entirely independent of the employers; free medical aid to
tlie worJ,ers at the expense of the employers, with full
pay during sickness.
14. Employers uiolating the labour protection laws to
be liable to criminal prosecution.
10. Sanitary laws to be enacted for improving hygienic
conditions and protecting the life and health of workers in
all enterprises where hired labour is employed; questions of
hygiene to be handled by the sanitary inspectorate elected
by the workers' organisations.
11. Housing laws to be enacted and a housing inspectorate elected by the workers' organisations to be instituted for
the purpose of sanitary inspection of dwelling houses. However, only by abolishing private property in land and building cheap and hygienic dwellings can the housing problem
be solved.
12. Industrial courts to be established in all branches of
the national economy.
15. Industrial courts to be established in all branches of
tlie national economy, composed of equal numbers of representatiues from the workers' and employers' organisations.
16. Employment bureaux (labour exchanges) to be established by the organs of local self-gouernment ill all industries for the hire of local and non-local workers; representatiues of the workers and employers to participate in their
administration.
13. Labour exchanges to be established for the proper
organisation of work-finding facilities. These labour exchanges must be proletarian class organisations (organised
on a non-parity basis), and must be closely associated with
the trade unions and other working-class organisatlons and
financed by the communal self-government bodies.•.•
Written April-May 1917
Published June 1917 in the
pamphlet Materials Relating to the
Reuision of the Party Programme,
Priboi Publishers, Petrograd
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THE REVOLUTIONARY MOVEMENT
AMONG THE STUDENT YOUTH
IN TSARIST RUSSIA

•

THE DRAFTING OF 183 STUDENTS
INTO TIIE ARMY*

•

The newspapers of January 11 published the .official announcement ,of the Ministry of Education on the drafting
into the army of 183 students of Kiev University as a
punishment for ''riotous assembly''. The Pro\'isional Regulations of July 29, 1899 23 this menace to the student
\vorld and to society are being 1put into execution less than
eighteen months after their promulgation, and the governn1ent seems to hasten to justify itself for applying a measure of unexampled severity by publishing a ponderous
indictment in which the misdeeds of the students are painted in the blackest possible colours .
Each misdeed is more ghastly than the preceding one!
In the summer a general students' co11gress was convened
in Odessa to ·discuss a plan to organise all Russian students
for the purpose of giving expression to protests against
various as,pects of academic, public, and political life. As
a punishment for these criminal political designs all the
student delegates were arrested and deprived of their docun1ents. But the unrest does not subside-it grows and persists in breaking out in many higher educational institutions. The students desire to discuss and conduct their common affairs freely and independently. Their authorities'\Vith the soulless formalism for which Russian officials
have always been noted-retaliate \Vith petty vexations,
rouse the discontent of the students to the highest pitch,
ancl automatically stimulate the thoughts of the youths
* We were going to press when the official announcement was published.
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\Vh? have not yet become submerged in the morass of bourgeo_1s stagnation to protest against the '''hole system of
police and official tyranny.
The Kiev students demand tl1e dismissal of a professor
:w110 ~ook Ll1c_ 1Jlace of a colleague that had left. Tl1e administration resists, provokes students to ''assemblie
d
d
s an
em.ons t ra t"ions ,, an d yields. The students call a meeting
to d1~,cus~ \vh_at. co~!d make possible so horrendous a casel1~vo ;vl1ite li?1?gs _(according to reports) raped a young
?irl. 1 he ~dmin1stration sei1tc11ces the ''ringleaclers'' to solitary co11f1nement in tl1e students' detention cell 'l'l
refuse to s~bmit. 'fhey are expelled. A crowd of ~tud~~~~
~e?1onstrat1~ely accompany the expelled students to the
I a1~way s!ation. _A ne\v meeting is called; the students remain until evening and refuse to disperse so long as the
rector does. ,not ~how up. The Vice-Governor and Chief of
Gendarmer1e arrive ·on the scene at the head of a detachment o_f troops, who surround the University and occup
the ma~n ~all. The rector is called. The students demand y
a const1tut10?, perhaps? N·o. They demand that the punishment of solitary confinement should not be carried out
and. t?at the expelled students should be reinstated. The
participants at the meeting have their nan1es taken and
are allowed to go home.
Ponder over thi~ astonishing lack of ,proportion between
the modesty and innocuousness of the demands put forward by the. students and the panicky dismay of the gover~ment, which behaves as if the axe were already being
laid t~, the props of its power. Nothing gives our ''omnipotent . government away so much as this display of constern,~ti?n·. By this it proves more convincingly than does
any criminal manifesto'' to all who have eyes to see and
ear~ _to hear that it realises the complete instability of its
position, and t~at it relies only on the bayonet and the
knout to save it from tl1e indignation of the people Decades of experie~ce have taught the government that. it is
surrounded by inflamma~le material and that a mere
spark,· a mere protest against the students' detention cell
may start a ~onflagration. This being the case, it is clea;
that the punishment _had to be an exemplary one: praft
hu
.
f tudents into the arm ! ''Put the drill sergeant in place of Voltaire!'' 24-the formula has not ecome
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obsolete; on tµe contrary, the twentieth century is desti_n~d
to sec its real ~l.!.£atiQ!!·
This new puniti,•e measure, new in its attempt to revive
that which has long gone out of fashion, provokes many
thoughts and comparisons. Some three generations ago, in
the reign of Nicholas I, drafting into the army was a natural punishment entirely in keeping with the whole system
of Russian serf-owning society. Young nobles were sent to
the army and compelled to serve as private soldiers, losing
the privileges of their estate until they earned officer's
rank. Peasants were also drafted into the army, and it
25
meant a long term of pe,nal servitude, where ''Green Street''
'vith its inhuma,n torment awaited them. It is now more
than a quarter of a century since ''universal'' military service was introduced, which at the time was acclaimed as
a great democratic reform. Real universal military service
that is not merely on paper is undoubtedly a democratic
reform; 'by abolishing the social-estate system it would
make all ·citizens equal. But if such were the case, could
drafting into the army be employed as a punishment?
When the government converts military service into a form
of punishment, does it not thereby prove that \Ve are much
nearer to the old recruiting system than to universal military service? The Provisional Regulations of 1899 tear off
the pharisaical mask and expose the real Asiatic nature
even ·Of those of our institutions which most resemble
European institutions. In reality, we have not and never
had universal military service, because the privileges enjoyed by birth and wealth create innumerable exceptions.
In rea,lity, we have not and ,never had anything resembling
equality of citizens in military service. On the contrary, the
barracks are completely saturated with the spirit of most
revolting absence of rights. The soldier from the working
class or the :peasantry is completely defenceless; his human
dignity is trodden underfoot, he is robbed, he is beaten,
beaten, and again beaten such is his constant fare. Those
with influential connections and mo11ey enjoy privileges
and exemptions. It is not surprising, therefore, that drafting into this school of tyranny and violence can be a punishment, even a very severe punishment, amounting almost
to deprivation .of rights. The government thinks it will
teach the ''rebels'' discipline in this school. But is it not
5-1995
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mistaken in its calculations? vVill not this school of Russian military service become the military school of the
revolution? Not all the students, of course, possess the
stamina to go through the whole course of training in this
school. Some will break down under the heavy burden,
fall in combat with the milita1·y authorities; others the
feeble and flabby will be cowed into submission by the
barracks. But there will be those \vhom it \vill harden
'''hose outlook \Vill be broadened, wl10 will be co1npelled to'
ponder and profoundly sense their aspirations towards
liberty. They will experience the whole weight of tyranny
and oppression on their O\Vn backs when their human
dignity will be at the mercy of a drill sergeant \vho ''ery
frequently takes deliberate delight in torrr1enting the
''ed~~ated''. They will see with their ·O\Vn eyes what the
pos1t1on of the common people is, their hearts will be rent
by the scenes of tyranny and violence they \Vill be comrielled to witness every day, and they \Vill understand that
the injustices and petty tyrannies from which the students
suffer are mere drops in the ocean of oppression the people
are forced to suffer. Those who will understand this will
on leaving military service, take a Hannibal's vow26 to'
fi~ht with_ the vanguard of the people for the emancipation
of the entire people from despotism.
The humiliating character of this new punishment is no
less outrageous than its cruelty. In declaring the students
"'ho protested against lawlessness to be mere rowdieseven as it declared the exiled striking workers to be persons of depraved demeanour-the government has thrown
down a challenge to all who still possess a se11se of decency.
Read the government communication. It bristles with such
\Vords as disorder, bra\vling, outrage, shamelessness, licence.
On the one hand, it speaks of criminal political aims
and the desire for political protest; and on the other, it
slanders the students as mere rowdies \vho must be disciplined. This is a slap in the fa.ce of Russian public opinion,
\vhose sympathy for the students is very '''ell kno,vn to
the governme.nt. The only appropriate reply the students
can make is to carry out the threat of the Kiev students
.
'
to organise a determined general student 5trike in all higher educational institutions in support of the demand for
the repeal of the Provisional Regulations of July 29, 1899
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B t it is not the st11dents alone who m11st reply to the
cr ,.:rnment. 'l'l1rough tl1e government's o\vn conduct the
0
'? "d nt has become son1ething much greater tl1an a mere
lllCl e
bl"
.
sltident affair. The go\•ernmei_it tur?s to pu . ic op1n1~n. as
tl
gh to boast of the severity of the punishment. it infl~o~ as though to mock at all aspirations towards liberty.
A~~ ~~nscious elements among all strata of. the people must
take up this challenge, if they do .no~ desire. to f_all to the
level .0 f dumb slaves bearing their insults in silence. At
the head of these conscious elements sta~d ~he a?-vanced
workers and the Social-Democratic organ1sat1ons inseparably linked with them. The working clas~ constantly suffers immeasurably greater injuries and insults from the
police lawlessness with which the st~dents have now come
into such sharp conflict. The working class has already
begun the struggle for its ~mancipation. It ~u~t remember that this great struggle imposes great obl1gat1on~ u~on
it that it cannot emancipate itself without emanc1pat1ng
the \vhole people from despotism, that it is its duty first
and foremost to respond to every political 'protest and
1·ender every support to that protest. The ·best representatives of our educated classes have proved and_ seal_ed
the proof with the blood of thousands of revol~t.1onar1es
tortured to death by the government their ab1l1ty an.d
readiness to shake from their feet the dust of bourgeois
society and join the ranks of the socialists. The worker
who can look on indifferently while the government sends
troops against the student youth is unworthy of the name
of socialist. The students came to the assistance of the
\Yorkers the workers must come to the aid of the students. The government wishes to dec_e~ve the peopl~ when
it declares that an attempt at pol1t1cal protest is me7e
bra\vling. The workers must publicly declare and explain
to the broad masses that this is a lie; that the real hotbed
of violence, outrage, and licence is the autocratic R~ssian
Government, the tyranny of the police and the official~.
The manner in which this protest is to be organised
must be decided by the local Social-Democr~tic organisa~
tions and workers' groups. The most practical forms of
p1·otest a 1·e the distribution, scattering, and posting up of
leaflets, and the organisation of meetings _to _which as far
as possible all classes of society should be invited. It would
0
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be desirable, however, where strong and \vell-established
organisations exist, to attempt a broader and more open
protest by means of a public demonstration. The demonstration organised last December 1, outside the premises
of the newspaper Yuzhny Krai in Kharkov, n1ay serve as
a good example of such a protest. The jubilee of that filthy
sheet, which baits everything that aspires to light and freeclo~ a11d glorifies every bestiality of oi1r government, was
being celebrated at the time. The large cro,vd assembled
in front of Yuzlzny Krai, solemnly tore up copies of the
paper, tied them to the tails of horses, w1·apped them
round dogs, threw stones and stink-bombs containing sulphuretted hydrogen at the windows, and shouted: ''Down
with the corrupt press!'' Such celebrations are \vell deserved,
not only by the corrupt newspapers, but by all our
government offices. If they but rarely celebrate anniversaries of official ·benevolence, they constantly deserve the
celebration of the people's retribution. Every manifestation
of governmental tyranny and violence is a legitimate motive
for such a ·demonstration. The people must not let the government's announcement of its punishment of the students
go unanswered!
Written in January 1901
Published in February 1901
in Iskra No. 2

DEMONSTRATIONS HAVE BEGUN

Collected Works, Vol. 4
•

A fortnight ago we observed the twenty-fifth anniversa1·y
of the first social-revolutionary demonstration in Russia,
which took place on December 6, 1876, on Kazan Square
in St. Petersburg,27 and \Ve pointed to the enormous
upswing in the number and magnitude of the demonstrations at the beginning .of the current year. We urged that
the demonstrators should advance a .political slogan more
clearly defined than ''Land and Freedom'' (1876),2 8 and a
more far-reaching .demand than ''Repeal the Provisional
Regulations'' (1901) .29 Such a slogan must be: political
freedom; and the demand to be put forward by the entire
people has to be the demand for the convocation of the
people's representatives.
We see now that demonstrations are being revived on
the most varied grounds in Nizhni-Novgorod, in Moscow,
and in Kharkov. Public unrest is growing everywhere, and
!ll~re and more imperative becomes the necessity to unify
it I?to one single current directed against the autocracy,
\\·h1ch everywhere sows tyranny, oppression, and violence.
On November 7, a small but successful demonstration was
l1eld in Nizhni-Novgorod, which arose out of a farewell
gathering in honour of Maxim Gorky. An author of European fame, whose only weapon \Vas free speech (as a
~peaker at the Nizhni-Novgorod demonstration aptly put
it)' \Vas being banished by the autocratic government from
his home town without trial or investigation. The bashibazouks accuse him of exercising a harmful influence on
us, said the speaker in the name of all Russians in \vhom
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but a spark of striving towards light and liberty is alive,
but we declare that his influence has been a good one. The
myrmidons of the tsar perpetrate their outrages in secret,
and we will expose their outrages publicly and openly.
In Russia workers are assaulted for demanding their right
'
.
to a better life; students are assaulted for protesting
against tyranny. Every honest and bold utterance is suppressed! The demonstration, in which workers took part,
was concluded by a student reciting: ''Tyranny shall fall,
and the people shall rise mighty, free, and strong!''
In Moscow, hundreds of students waited at the station
to greet Gorky. Meanwhile, the police, scared out of fheir
\Vits arrested him on the train en route and (des.pile the
' permission previously granted him) prohibited his
special
entering Moscow, forcing him to change directly from the
Nizhni-Novgorod to the Kursk line. The demonstration
against Gorky's banishmeht failed; but on the eighteenth
of November, without any preparation, a small demonstration of students and ''strangers'' (as oui· Ministers put it)
took place in front of the Governor General's house against
the prohibition of a social evening arranged for the previous day to commemorate the fortieth anniversary of the
death of N. i\.. Dobrolyubov. The re.presentative of the
autocracy in Moscow was howled down by people who, in
unison with all educated and thinking people in Russia,
held dear the memory of a writer who had passionately
hated tyranny and passionately looked forward to a people's uprising against the ''Turks at h~me'', i.e., .against
the autocratic government. The Executive Committee of
the Moscow Students' Or,ganisations 9ghtly pointed out in
its bulletin of November 23 that the unprepared demonstration served as a striking indication of the prevailing discontent and protest.
.
.
In Kharkov ' a demonstration called in connection \Vith
student affairs developed into a regular street battle, in
which the students \Vere not the only participants. Last
year's experience taught the students a lesson. They realised
that only the support of the people, especially of the \vorkers, could g11arantee them success, and that in order to
obtain that s11pport, they must not restrict themselves tl)
struggling merely for academic (student) fr~~dom, but for
the freedom of the entire people, for pol1t1cal freedom.
.
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The Kharkov Joint Council of Students' Organisations
definitely expressed this idea i11 its October manif.esto and,
judging from their leaflets and manifestos, the students
of St. Petersburg, Moscow, Kiev, Riga, and Odessa are be,rinning to understand the ''senselessness of the dream'' of
~cademic freedom amidst the gloom of enslavement
enshrouding the .people. The infamous speech delivered
by General Vannovsky in Moscow, in which he denied the
''rumours'' that he had at one time promised something,
the unparalleled insolence of the St. Petersburg detective
(\vho seized a student in the Institute of Electrical Engineering in order to take from him a letter he had received
by ·messenger), the savage assault upon Yaroslavl students
by the police in the streets and in the police-stationthese and a thousand other fa.cts sound their cry for struggle, struggle, struggle against the whole of the autocratic
system. Patience became exhausted in the case of the
Kharkov veterinaries. The first-year students submitted a
petition for the dismissal of Professor Lagermark, on account of his bureaucratic attitude towards their studies and
his intolerable rudeness in which he went so far as to fling
copies of the syllabus in the faces of the students! Without
investigating the case, the government responded by expelling the entire first-year student body from the Institute,
and in addition slandered the students by declaring in its
report that they demanded the right to appoint the professors. This roused the entire Kharkov student body to action,
and it "'as resolved to ·organise a strike and a demonstration. Between November 28 and December 2, Kharkov \Vas
for the second time in the same vear transformed into a
field of battle between the ''Turks ~t home'' and the peo.ple,
\vhich protested against autocratic tyranny. On the one
s_ide, shouts of, ''Down with the autocracy!'', ''Long live
liberty!'' on the other, sabres, knouts, and horses trampling upon the people. The police and Cossacks,30 mercilessly
assa11lting all and sundry, irrespective of age and sex,
gained a victory over an unarmed crowd and are no\v
triumphant ....
Shall we allo\v them to triumph?
\Vorkers! You know only too well the evil force that is
tormenting the Russian people. This evil force binds you
hand and foot in your everyday struggles a~ainst the
7' I

employers for a better life and for human dignity. This
evil force snatches hundreds and thousands of your best
comrades from your midst, flings them into jail, sends
them into banishment, and, as if in mockery, declares them
to be ''persons of evil conduct''. This evil force on May 7
fired on the \vorkers of the Obukhov Works 31 in St. Petersburg, when they rose u.p with the ~ry, ."We want liberty!'' /
-and· then staged a farce of a trial, in order to send ~o
penal servitude those heroes who escaped the bullets. Th~s
evil force is assaulting students today, and tomorrow it
will fling itself with greater ferocity upon you. Lose no
time! Remember that you must support every protest and
every struggle against the bashi-bazouks of the autocratic
government! Exert every effort to com~ to ~n agreement
with the demonstrating students, organise circles for the
rapid transmission of information and for the ~istribution
of leaflets, explain to all that you are struggling for the
freedom of the entire people.
When the flames of popular indignation and open struggle flare up, first in one ;place and then in another, it is
more than ever necessary to direct upon them a powerful
current of fresh air, to fan them into a great conflagration!
Iskra No. 13,
December 20, 1901

Collected Works, Vol. 5

SIGNS OF BANKRUPTCY
Only a year has elapsed since Bogolepov \Vas struck by
Karpovich's bullet, which cleared the way for a ''new
course'' in the government's policy towards the universities. During this year we have observed successively an
unusual surge of social indignation, an unusually gentle
note in speeches by our rulers, a regretfully all-too-usual
infatuation of society with these new speeches, an infatuation which has extended to a certain section of the
students as well, and, lastly, following on the fulfilment of
v' annovsky's florid promises, a new outburst of students'
protests. To those who last spring expected a ''new era''
and seriously believed th.at the tsarist drill ser.geant would
fulfil but a modicum of the hopes harboui·ed by students
and society in short, to the Russian liberals, it should
now be clear how mistaken they were in once again giving credence to the government, how little justification
there was for halting the movement for reform which in
the s.pring had begun to assume impressive forms, and
foi· allowing themselves to be lulled by the sweet strains
coming from the .g·overnment sirens. After the promise to
reinstate at the universities all last year's victims had been
broken, after a series -of new reactionary measures had
flung a challenge to all those who demanded a real reform
of the educational system, after a series of fresh and violent reprisals against demonstrators who demanded that
the fraudulent bankrupt should make good his promises•after all this the government of ''cordial concern'' has published ''provisional regulations'', for student organisations
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as means of ''pacification'', and ... instead of ''pacification''
is confronted with a general conflagration of ''disorders''
again involving all educational institutions.
We, revolutionaries, have ,never for a moment believed
that Vannovsky's pro1mised reforms were meant in earnest.
\Ve kept on telling the liberals that the circulars of this
''cordial'' general and the rescripts of Nicholas Obmanov32
were just another manifestation of the liberal policy the
autocracy has become so adept in during forty years of
struggle against the ''internal enemy'', i.e., against all progressive elements in Russia. We warned the liberals against
the ''pipe dreams'' they began to indulge in following the
government's very first steps in the spirit of the ''new
course''. We exposed the deliberate falsity of the government's promises, and warned society: ''If your oppo,nent
has been stunned by the first serious assault, keep on
showering fresh blows at him, redoubling their strength
and frequency ...." That travesty of the right to organise
'''hich the ''provisional re,gulations'' are now offering the
students was predicted by. the revolutionaries from the
very beginning of the talk about this new gift from the
government. We knew what could and should have been
expected of the autocracy and its miserable attempt at
reform. We knew that Vannovsky would ''pacify'' nobody
and nothing, that he would not fulfil any progressive hopes,
and that the ''disorders'' \vould inevitably recur in one form
or another.
A year has ,passed, but society is still marking time. The
higher educational institutions that are supposed to exist
in any well-ordered state have again stopped functioni,ng.
Tens of thousands of young people have again had the
tenor of their life upset, and society is again faced with the
old question: ''What next?''
A considerable majority of the students have refused to
recognise the ''provisional regulations'' and the organisations allowed by them. With greater determination than
they usually show, the professors are expressing obvious
clissatisfaction with this gift of the government.L And, indeed, one does not have to be a revolutionary, one does
not have to be a radical, to recognise that this so-called
''reform'' not only fails to give the students anything re-
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sembling freedom, but is also worthless as a means of
bringing any tranquility into university life. Is it not immediately obvious that these ''provisional regulations''
create in advance a series of causes for conflict between
the students and the authorities? Is it 1not obvious that the
introduction of these regulations threatens to turn any
students' meeting, lawfully called for the most peaceful
)11 rpose, into a starting-,point f·or fresh ''disorders''? Can
1
it be doubted, for example, that by presiding at such meetings the inspectors, who exercise police functions, will
constantly annoy some, evoke protest in others, and intimiclate and gag yet others? And is it not clear that Russian
students will not allow the character of the discussions at
such meetings to be forcibly determi,ned at the ''discretion''
of the authorities?
Yet the ''right'' of assembly and organisation granted by
the government in the absurd form established by the
''provisional regulations'' is the maximum that the autocracy can give the students, if it is to remain an autocracy.
Any further step in this direction would amount to a suicidal clisturbance of the equilibrium on which the government's relations with its ''subjects'' rest. Reconciling themselves to this maximum that the government can offer, or
intensifying the political, revolutionary character of their
protest such is the dilemma the students are facing. The
majority are adopting the latter alternative. More clearly
than ever before, a revolutionary note rings in the students' appeals and resolutions. The policy of alternating
brutal repression with Judas kisses is doing its work and
revolutionising the mass of stude,nts.
Yes, in one \Vay or another, the students have settled
the question confronting them and have declared that they
are again prepared to take up the weapon they laid aside
(under the influence ·of the lullabies). But \vhat does society, which seems to have ·dozed off to these treacherous
111llabies, inte.nd to do? Why does it persist in maintaining
silence and in ''sympathising on the quiet''? Why is nothing heard of society's protests, its active support for the
renewed unrest? Is it really prepared to wait ''calmly'' for
lhl~ inevitable tragic events by which every student movement has been attended hitherto? Does it really intend to
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confine itself to the wretched role of teller of the number
of victims in the struggle and .passive observer of its shocking scenes? Why do we not hear the voice of the ''fathers'',
when the ''children'' have unequivocally declared their
intention to offer up new sacrifices on the altar ·of Russian freedom? Why does our society not support the students at least in the way the workers have already supported them? After all, the higher educational institutions
are attended not by the .proletarians' sons and brothers,
and yet the workers in Kiev, Kharkov, and Ekaterinoslav
have already openly declared their sympathy with the
protesters, despite a number of ''precautionary measures''
taken by the police authorities and despite their threats
to use armed force against demonstrators. Is it possible
that this manifestation of the revolutionary idealism of the
Russian proletariat will not influence the behaviour of society, which is vitally and directly interested in the fate
of the stude.nts, and will not urge it to energetic protest?
The student ''disorders'' this year are beginning under
fairly favourable portents. They are assured the sympathy
of the ''crowd'', ''the street''. It would be a criminal mistake
on the part ·of liberal society not to make every effort to
completely demoralise the government by giving timely
support to the students, and to wrest real concessions
from it.
The immediate future will show how far our liberal
society is capable of such a role. The outcome of the present student movement largely depends on the answer to
this question. But whatever that outcome may be, one thing
is certain: the recurrence of general student disorders after
so brief a lull is a sign of the political bankruptcy of the
present system. For three years the universities have been
unable to settle down to normal life, studies are conducted
by fits and starts, one of the cogs of the state machine is
ceasin.g to function and, after turning uselessly for a time,
is again coming to a standstill for a long \vhile. The1·e can
be no ·doubt that under the present political regime there
is no radical .cure for this disease. The late Bogolepov sought
to save the fatherland by a ''heroic'' method borro\ved from
the outmoded medicine prescribed by Nicholas I. \Ve kno\v
what that led to. It is obvious that there can be no fur76
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tJ1 e1• 1)1·og1·ess in this direction. The policy of flirting. \Vilh
tl1e students has now suffered a fiasco. But there is no
otl1e1· \Vay besides violence a11d flirtation, and each new
nanifestation ·of this unquestionable bankruptcy of the
1
existing regime will undermine its foundations mo;e a~d
more, depriving the government of all prest.1ge in
the eyes of the indifferent philistines, and increasing the
need to struggle
1111 mber of people who 1·ealise the
:1gainst it.
' yes, the bankruptcy of the autocracy is beyond doubt,
and it is hurrying to announce the fact to the world at
large. Is it not a declaration of bankruptcy that ''a state
of emer.gency'' has been proclaimed in a good third ~f
the Empire, and local authorities in all parts of Russia
11a\•e come out simultaneously with ''compulsory decrees''
forbidding, under .pain of severe penalties, acts that Russian laws do not allow as it is? By their very nature, all
emergency regulations, \vhich suspend the o~er~tion. of
ordinary la\vs, are meant to operate for only a 11m1ted time
anll in a limited area. The assumption is that extraordinary
circumstances demand the temporary application of emergency measures in definite localities for the .purpose of
restoring the equilibrium necessary for the unimpeded
operation of ordinary laws. That is the argument used by
representatives of the existing regime. Twenty odd years
have elapsed since the introduction of the emergency law.
T\venty years of its operation in the principal centres ·of
the Empire have not brought about the ''pacification'' of
tl1e country, or restored public order. After this po\verful
remedy has been in use for t\\·enty years, it appears that
the disease of ''unreliability'', \vhich it was .devised to combat, has become so wides.pread and struck such deep roots
as to make it necessary to extend it to all to\vns and factory centres .of any importance! Is tl1is not bankruptcy,
cipenly declared by the bankrupt himself? Confirmed adherents of the present order (undoubtedly sucl1 do exist)
m11st be horrified by the fact that the population is gradually becoming inured to this potent medic.i11e, and is ceasing to react to fresh injections of it.
The bankruptcy of the government's economic policy is
also coming to light, this time against its \vill. The autocracy's repacious methods of running the economy have
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I'ested on the mo11strous exploitation of the peasantry.
'fhese methods have taken for grai1ted, as an inevitable
consequence, recurrent famines amon.g the .peasants in one
locality or another. At such times the predatory state has
attempted to parade before the ·population in the . noble
role of considerate provider for the very people it has
robbed. Beginning with 1891, famines have taken an enormous toll of victims, and from 1897 they have followed
one another almost \vithout interruption. In 1892 Tolstoi
bitterly derided the fact that ''the parasite is pr~paring to
feed the plant upon whose juices it thrives'' .33 It was,
indee.d, an absurd idea. Times have changed, and with
famine having turned into a normal state of affairs in tl1e
countryside, our parasite is not so much taken up with t.he
utopian idea of feeding the plundered peasantry, as with
declaring that very same idea an offence against the state.
The aim has been achieved the huge famine ·of today is
taking place in an atmosphere of dead silence that. is
unusual even in our country. The groans of the starving
peasants are not 11eard; there is no attempt on the part
of the public to take the initiative in combating the famine;
the .newspapers say nothing about the situation in. the ~il
lages. An enviable silence, but do not Messrs. the Sipyag1ns
feel that this quiet is highly reminiscent of the calm before
a storm?
The state system, which for ages has rested on the passive support of millions of peasants, has reduced the latter to a sta,te in which year in year out they are unable to
provide food for themselves. This social bankruptcy of the
monarchy of Messrs. the Obmanovs is no less instructive
than its political bankruptcy.
When will the affairs of our fraudulent bankrupt be
wound up? Will he manage to carry on much longer, liv·
ing from day to day, and pat.ching. up the holes in ~is
political and financial budget with skin taken from the living body of the national organism? The greater or less~r
period of grace that history will allow our bankrupt will
depend on many factors; but one of the most important
\Vill be the degree of revolutionary activity displayed by
those who have become aware of the existing regime's
complete bankruptcy. Its de.cay is in an advanced stage,
and is far ahead of the political mobilisation of the social
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elements destined to be its grave-diggers. This political
i11obilisation \Vill be carried out most effectively by revo!11tionary Social-Democracy, \vhich alone \Vill be capable
of llealing a mortal blow at the autocracy. The new clash
between the students and the government enables and
(Jbliges us all to accelerate this mobilisation of all social
forces hostile to the auto.cracy. Months of hostilities in
JJOlitical life are accounted by l1istory as the equivalent of
years. The times we live in are indeed times of hostilities.
Iskra No. 17,
February 15, 1902

Collected Works, Vol. 6
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FROM ON THE SUBJECT
OF REPORTS BY COMMITTEES
AND GROUPS OF Tl!E R.S.D.L.P.
TO THE GENERAL PARTY CONGRESS

•

TO s,ECONDARY SCHOOL S~UDENTS34
Welcoming whole-heartedly the energetic initiative of
the students, we on our ,part give them the following
comradely advice. Try to concentrate your efforts on selfeducation as the main purpose of your organisation, in
order to develop into ,convince,d, steadfast, and consistent
Social-Democrats. Draw the strictest possible line of demarcation between this extremely in1portant and essential
preparatory work and direct practical activity. On joining
(and before joining) the ranks of the army in the field
try to establish closest (and most secret) contacts with the
local or all-Russian Social-Democratic organisations, so as
not to be alone when you begin your work, so as to be
able to continue what has already been clone before, rather
than begin all over again, to take your place at once in
the ranks, to aclvance tl1e mo\'ement and raise it to a l1igher
stage.
Iskra No. 29,
December 1, 1902

Collected Works, Vol. 6
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One of the members of the Organising Committee3 has
asked me tc1 send a list of questions to which it would be
desirable to have replies given in the reports of the com3
mittees and groups of our Party at its Second Congress. 6
I enclose herewith an ap.proximate list of such questions ....
IV. CHARACTER, CONTENT, AND SCOPE OF LOCAL WORK

16. Propaganda. Composition (of the circles) of propagandists? Their number, method of action? Do they include workers? Do students predominate? Do more experienced comrades examine and direct their activities? ...
VII. CONTACTS AND ACTIVITY AMONG SECTIONS
OF THE POPULATION OUTSIDE THE WORKING CLASS

28. Students. Is influence sporadic and personal, or
organised? Have many Social-Democrats come from the
midst of the students? Are there any contacts with students'
circles, fraternities, union councils? How are these contacts maintained? Lectures? Distribution of literature?
Prevalent mood among students and the history of changes
in various moods.
Attitude towards student disturbances?
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Students' participation in demonstrations? Attempts to
reach preliminary agreement in this respect?
Students as propagandists, thei1· training for this \vork?
29. Secondary schools, Gymnasia, theological seminaries,
etc., commercial and business schools? Nature of contacts
\vi th pu1)ils? Attitude to\vards ne\v phase of upsurge in
mo,·cmc11t amor1g them'? Attem1)ts to organise circles and
study cc>urses '? Ha\'C recruits to the Social-Democratic
movement been made (and how often) among recent Gymnasium graduates (.or pupils)? Circles, lectures? Distribution
of literature? ...
VIII. STATE OF THE NON-SOCIAL-DEMOCRATIC
REVOLUTIONARY AND OPPOSITION TRENDS AND ATTITUDE
TOWARDS THEM

32. Liberal trends. Liberal-N arodnik.37 Among the public? Amo11g the students? Osvobozhdeniye ,38 its circulation
(among students? among workers?) and its inOuence? Are
there any Osvobozhdeniye circles? Their attitude towards
the Social-Democrats?
Interest in Osvobozhdeniye among Social-Democratic
circles and attitude towards this publication. Is it utilised
for propaganda and a.gitation?
General meetings with debates?
33. Socialist-Revolutionaries.39 Detailed account of their
appearance in the given locality? When? From the narodovoltsy? Their change into the Socialist-Revolutionaries?
Influence of ''Economism'' 40 ? Character and composition
of their contacts and circles? Veterans? Students? Workers? The struggle against tl1e Social-Democrats, its course,
and how conducted?
United grot1ps of Social-Democrats and Socialist-Revolutionaries. 1'l1eir detailed history, data on their \vork,
leaflets, resolutions of groups, and so on.
Special features of \veakness or strength of the SocialistRevolutionaries? Inclination to\vards terrorism? Among
students? Among workers? ...
Written in December 1902January 1903
First published in 1924
in The Proletarian Revol11tion

Collected Works, Vol. 6

No. 1

DRAFT RESOLUTION
l1N 1'11E ATTITUDE TOW ARDS THE STUDENT YOUTH
STUDENT YOUTH

The Second Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic
Labour Party welcomes the growing revolutionary initiative
among the student yot1th and calls upon all organisations
of the Party to give them every possible assistance in their
efforts to organise. It recommends that all organisations,
student groups and study circles should, firstly, make it the
prime object of their activities to imbue their members
\Vith an integral and consistent revolutionary world outlook and give them a thorough acquaintance with Marxism, on the one hand, and with Russian Narodism and
West-European op.portunism, on the other, these being the
principal currents among the conflicting ad\·anced trends
of today; secondly, that they should beware of those false
friends of the youth who divert them from a thorough
revolutionary training through recourse to empty revolutionary or idealistic phrase-mongering and philistine complaints about the harm and uselessness .of sharp polemics
bet,veen the revolutionary and the opposition movements,
for as a matter of fact these f.alse friends are only spreading an un.principled and unserious attitude towards revolutionary work; thirdly, that they should endeavour, when
t1ndertaking practical activities, to establish prior contact
with the Social-Democratic organisations, so as to have
the benefit of their advice and, as far as possible, to avoid
serious mistakes at the very outset of their work.
Written in June-July,
not later than 17 (30), 1903

Collected Works, Vol. 6

First published in 1904
in the Minutes of the Second Regular
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
Geneva, Central Committee
Publishers
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SPEECH AT THE SECOND CONGRESS OF THE R.S.D.L.P.
ON THE ATTITUDE TOW ARDS THE STUDENT YOUTH
AUGUST 10(23)
It is not only by reactionaries that the expression ''false
friends'' is used; we know fr.om the example of the liberals
and Socialist-Revolutionaries that such ''false friends'' do
exist. It is these false friends that are trying tio ·persuade the
youth that they have no need to distinguish between different trends. We, on the contrary, consider it the main task
to develop an integral revolutionary world outlook, and the
practical task for the future is to get the youth, when they
are organising themselves, to apply to our committees.
Collected Works, Vol. 6

'fIIE TASKS OF TI-IE REVOLUTION,<\RY ):'()U'fII" 1
FIRST LETTER

'fhe editorial statement of the newspaper Student ,42
\Vhich if we are not mistaken, was first published in No.
4(28) ~f Osvobozhdeniye, and which was also _received by
Iskra,43 is indicative in our opinion of a considerable advance in the editors' views since the appearance of the first
issue ·of Student. Mr. Struve was not mistaken when he
hastened tio express his disagreement with the views set
forth in the statement: those views do indeed differ radically from the trend of opportunism so consistently and
zealously maintained by the bourgeois-liberal organ. By
recognising that ''revolutionary sentiment alone cannot
bring about ideological unity among the students'', that
''this requires a socialist ideal ·based upon one or another
socialist world outlook'' and, moreover, ''a definite and
integral'' outlook, the editors of Student have broken in
principle with ide·ological indifference and theoretical opportunism, and have put the question of the way to revolutionise the students on a proper footing.
True, from the current standpoint of vulgar ''revolutionism'', the achievement of ideological unity among the
stud:ents does not require an integral world outlook, but
rather precludes it, involving a ''tolerant'' attitude to\vards
the various kinds of revolutionary ideas and abstention
from positive commitment to some one definite set of
~<leas; in short, in the opinion of these political wiseacres,
ideological unity presupposes a certain lack of ideological
principles (more 01· less skilfully disguised, of course, by
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hackneyed formulas about breadth of views, the importance
of unity at all costs and immediately, and so on and so
forth). A rather plausible and, at first glance, convincing
argument always prodluced in support of this line of reasoning is to point to the generally known and incontrovertible fact that among the students there are, and are bound
to be, groups differing greatly in their political and social
views, and to declare that the demand for an integral and
definite world outlook would theref,ore inevitably repel
some of these groups and, consequently, hinder unity,
produce dissension instead of concerted action, and hence
weaken the power of the common political onslaught, and
so on and so forth, without end.
Let us examine this plausible argument. Let us take, for
example, the division of students into groups given in
No. 1 of Student. In this first issue the editors did not yet
advance the demand for a definite and integral world outlook, and it 'vouldi therefore be difficult to suspect them
of a leaning towards Social-Democratic ''narrowness''. The
editorial in the first issue ,of Student distinguishes four
major groups among the present-day students: 1) the indifferent crowd ''persons completely indifferent to the
student movement''; 2) the ''academics'' those who favour
student movements of an exclusively academic type;
3) ''opponents of student movements in general natio11alists, anti-Semites, etc."; and 4) the ''politically-minded''those who believe in fighting for the overthrow of tsarist
despotism. ''This group, in turn, consists of two antithetical
elements those belonging to the purely bot1rgeois political
opposition with a revolutionary tendiency, and those who
belong to the newly emerged [only newly emerged?N. Lenin] socialistically-minded revolutionary intellectual
proletariat." Seeing that the latter subgroup is divided in
its turn, as we all know, int,o Socialist-Revolutionary students and Social-Democratic students, we find that there
are among the present-day students six political groups:
reactionaries, indifferents, academics, liberals, SocialistRevolutionaries and Social-Democrats.
The question arises: is this perhaps an accidental grouping, a temporary alignment of views? That question has
only t,o be raised for anyone at all acquainted with the
matter to answer it in the negative. Andi, indeed, there could

not be any other grouping among our students, because
they are the most responsive section of the intelligentsia,
and the intelligentsia are so called just because they most
consciously, most resolutely and most acct1rately reflect
and express the development of class interests and political
e1roupings in society as a whole. The students would not
be ,vhat they are if their political grouping did not correspond to the political gro11ping of society as a whole''correspond'' not in the sense of the student groups and
the social groups being absolutely proportionate in strength
and numbers, but in the sense of the necessary and inevitable existence among the students of the same groups as
in society. And Russian society as a whole, with its (relatively) embryonic development of class antagonisms, its
political virginity, and the crushed and downtrodden condition of the vast, overwhelming majority of the population
under the rule of police despotism, is characterised by precisely these six groups, namely: reactionaries, indifferents,
uplifters, liberals, Socialist-Revolutionaries and SocialDemocrats. For ''academics'' I have here substituted ''uplifters'', i.e., believers in law-abiding progress without a
political struggle, progress under the autocracy. Such uplifters are to be found in all sections of Russian society, and
everywhere, like the student ''academics'', they confine
themselves to the narrow range .of professional interests.
the improvement ·of their particular branches ·Of the national economy or of state and local administration; every,vhere they fearfully shun ''politics'', making no distinction (as the academics make none) bet,veen the ''politically-minded'' of different trends, and implying by the term
politics everything that concerns ... the form ·Of governrnent. The uplifters have always constituted, and still constitute, the 'broad foundation ·of our liberalism: in ''peaceful'' times (i.e., translated into ''Russian'', in times of political reaction) the concepts uplifter and liberal become
practically synonymous; and even in times of 'var, times
of rising public feeling, times of mounting onslat1ght on
the autocracy, the distinction between them often remains
vague. The Russian liberal, even 'vhen he comes out in a
free foreign publication \vith a direct andl open protest
•
against the autocracy, never ceases to feel that he is an
11plifter first and foremost, and every now and again 11e will
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start talking like a slave, or, if you prefer, like a law-abiding, loyal and dutiful subject vide Osvobozhdeniye.
The absence of a definite and clearly discernible borderline between uplifters and liberals is a general characteristi~ of the \vhole political grouping in Russian society. We
might be told that the above division into six groups is
incorrect because it does not correspond to the class division of Russian society. But such an objection wouldl be
unfounded. The class division is, of course, the ultimate
basis of. the political grouping; in the final analysis, of
course, it al,vays determines that grouping. But this ulti?1-ate basis becomes revealed only in the process of historical development and as the consciousness of the participants in and makers of that process grows. This ''final
analysis'' is arrived at only by political struggle, sometimes
~ long, stubborn struggle lasting years and decades, at
times hreaki?g out stormily in the form of political crises,
at others dy~ng down and, as it 'vere, coming temporarily
to a standstill. Not for nothing is it that in Germany, for
example, where the political struggle assumes particularly
~cut~ forms. and where the progressive class the proletariat _is particularly class-conscious, there still exist such
parties (and powerful parties at that) as the Centre whose
dlenominational banner serves to conceal its heterogeneous
(hut on the whole decidedly anti-proletarian) class nature.
The less reason is there to he surprised that the class origin
of the present-day political groups in Russia is strongly
overshadowed by the politically disfranchised condition of
the people as a whole, by the domination over them .of a
r;markably w~ll-organised, ideologically united and traditionally exclusive bureaucracy. What is surprising rather
is that Russia's development along European capitalist line;
should alreadly, despite her Asiatic political system, have
made so strong a mark o~ the p~litical grouping of society.
. In our country too, the 1ndustr1al proletariat, the progressive class of every capitalist country, has already entered
on the path of a mass, organised movement led by SocialDemocracy, under the banner .of a programme which has
long si~ce become the programme of the class-conscious
prol;ta~1at of the whole world. 'The category of people who
~re ind~fferent ~o politics is of course incomparably larger
1n Russia than 10 any European country, but even in Rus88

sia one can no longer speak of the primitive and primeval
virginity of this category: the indifference of the non~cla~s
conscious workers and partly of the peasants too-is giving place more and more often to outbursts of political
unrest and active protest, which clearly demonstrate that
tlzis indifference has nothing in common with the indifference of the well-fed bourgeois and petty bourgeois. This
latter class, which is particularly numerous in Russia owing
to her still relatively small degree of capitalist development,
is already unquestionably beginning, on the one hand, to
produce some conscious and consistent reactionaries; but
on the other hand, and immeasurably more often, it is
still little to be distinguished fr·om the mass of ignorant
and downtrodden ''toiling folk'' and draws its ideologues
from among the large group of raznochintsy 44 intellectuals,
\vith their absolutely unsettled 'vorld outlook and unconscious jumble of democratic a11d primitive-socialist ideas.
It is just this ideology that is characteristic of the old Russian intelligentsia, both of the Right wing of its liberalNarodnik section and of the most Leftward wing: the
''Socialist-Revolutionaries''.
I said the ''old'' Russian intelligentsia. For a new intelligentsia, whose liberalism has almost entirely sl~ughed off
primitive N arodism and vague socialism (not without the
help of Russian Marxism, of course), is already making its
appearance in our country. The formation of a real bourgeois-liberal intelligentsia is proceeding in Russia with
giant strides, especially owing to the ·participation in this
process of people so nimble and responsive to every opportunist vogue as Messrs. Struve, Berdlyaev, Bulgakov & Co.
As regards, lastly, those liberal and reactionary elements
of Russian society who do not belong to the intelligentsia,
their connection with the class interests of one or another
group of our bourgeoisie or landowners is clear enough to
anyone at all acquainted, say, with the activities of our
Zemstvos, Dumas, stock-exchange committees, fair committees, etc.
And so, we have arrived at the indubitable conclusion
that the political grouping of our students is not accidental, but is bound to be such as we have depicted above, in
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~oncurrence with the first issue of Student. Having estab-

lished that fact, we can easily cope with the controversial
question of what, actually, should be understood by
''achieving ideological unity among the stud1ents'' ''revolutionising'' the students, and so on. It even see~s very
strange at first glance that so simple a question should have
proved controversial. If the political grouping of the stu?ents corresponds. to the political grouping of society, does
it not follow of itself that ''achieving ideological unity''
a~ong t~e ~tudents can mean only one of two things:
either ':1nn1ng ?ver the largest possible nuplber of students
t? ~ quite definite set of social and political ideas, or establishing the closest possible bond between the students of
a de.finite political group and the members of that group
outside the studlent body. Is it not self-evident that one can
speak of revolut~onising the students only having in mind
~ p~r~ectly definite content and character of this revolution1s1ng process? To. the S~cial-Democrat, for example, it
means, firstly, spreading 'Social-Democratic ideas among the
~tudents a~d combating ideas which, though called ''Social1~t-Revolut1?n:iry'', have nothing in common with revolutionary socialism; and, secondly, endeavouring to broaden
~very democratic student movement, the academic kind
1nclud ed, and make it more conscious and determined.
Ho\v so clear and simple a question was confused and
rendt;re_d controversial is a very interesting and very characteristic story. A controversy arose between Revolutsion45
naya Rossiya (Nos. 13 and 17) and Iskra (Nos. 31 and
35)_ over the ''Open Letter'' of the Kiev Joint Council of
United Fraternities and Student Organisations (printed in
Revolu_tsionn_aya Rossiya No. 13 and in Student No. 1).
1:he Kiev Joint Council characterised as ''narrow'' the decision, of the Se:on~ All-Russia Student Congress of 1902 that
stud.en_t organisations should maintain relations with the
committees. of the. Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party;
and th_e quite obvious fact that a certain section of the students 11? certain localities sympathise with the ''Socialist~evolut~o~~ry Party'' \vas nicely covered up by the very
impartial and very unsound argument that ''the students
a~ such cannot associate themselves in their entirety with
e1the: the So~!alist-Revolutionary Party or the Social-Democratic Party . Iskra pointed to the unsoundness of this
1

argument, but Revolutsionnaya Rossiva, ~f cou;se, flew_ t?
ms in its defence, calling the Iskra-ists fanatics for d1v1ar
·
and splits'' and accusing
t h em o f ''t ac tl essness '' an d
sions
[ack of political maturity.
.
After what has been said above, the absurdity of such an
argument is only too apparent. The question at issue is
tl1 e particular political role the students should play. And,
don't you see, you must first shut your eyes to the !act
tl1 at the studlents are not cut off from the rest of so~~ety
and therefore always and inevitably reflect the pol1t1cal
~rouping of society as a \vhole, and then, with eyes thus
~hut, proceed to chatter about the .studen~s as su~h, or the
students in general. The conclusion arrived at is ... the
harmfulness of ·divisions and splits resulting from association with a particular political party. It is clear as daylight
that in order to carry this curious argument to its conclusion, the arguer had to leap from the pol~tic:il ~lane to the
occupational or educational plane. And it is JUSt such a
flying leap that Revolutsionnaya Rossiya makes in the
article ''The Students and Revolution'' (No. 17), talking,
firstly about cteneral student interests and the general
stude~t struggl~ andl, secondly, about the educational aims
of the students, the task of training themselves for future
social activity and developing into conscious political fighters. Both these points are very just but they have nothing to do with the case and only confuse the issue. The
question under discussion is political activity, which by its
very nature is connected inseparably with the struggle of
parties and inevitably involves the choice of one definite
party. How, then, can one evade this choice on the grounds
that all political activity requires very serious scientific
training, the ''development'' of firm convictions, or that no
political work can be confined to circles of politicallyminded people of a particular trend, but must be directed
to ever broader sections of the population, must link up
\Vith the occupational interests of every section, must unite
the occupational movement with the political movement
and raise the former to the level of the latter? Why, the
very fact that people have to resort to such devices in order
to defend their position shows how sadly they themselves
are wanting both in definite scientific convictions and in
a firm 1)0Jitical line! From \vhatever side you approach the
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matter, you find fresh confirmation of the old truth which
the Social-Democrats have long propounded in condemning
the efforts ·Of the Socialist-Revolutionaries to balance themselves as regards both scientific theory and practical politics between Marxism, West-European ''critical'' opportunism and Russian petty-bourgeois N arodism.*
Indeed, imagine a state of things where political relations
are at all developed and see how our ''controversial question'' looks in practice. Suppose there is a clerical party, a
liberal party and a Social-Democratic party. In certain
localities they function among certain sections of the students, let us say, and, perhaps, of the working class. They
try to win ·over as many as possible of the influential representatives of both. Is it conceivable that they would
object to these representatives choosing one definite party
on the grounds that there are certain general edt1cational
and occupational interests common to all the students and
to the entire working class? That would be like disputing
the fact that parties must contend! on the grounds that the
art of printing is useful to all parties without distinction.
There is no party in the civilised countries that does not
realise the tremendous value of the widest and most firmly
established educational and trade unions; but each seeks
to have its own influence predominate in them. Who does
not know that talk about this or that institution being nonpartisan is generally nothing but the humbug of the ruling
classes, 'vho want to gloss over the fact that existing institutions are already imbued, in ninety-nine cases out of a
hundred, with a very definite political spirit? Yet what our
Socialist-Revolutionaries do is, in effect, to sing dithyrambs
to '',non-partis~nship''. T~ke, for example, the following
moving t1radle in Revolutszonnaya Rossiya (No. 17): ''What
~hort-sigh~ed tactics it is when a revolutionary organisation
is determined to regard every other independent, nonsubordinate organisation as a competitor that must be
d~stroye? a.nd into whose ranks division, disunity, and
disorganisation must at all costs be introduced!'' This was
said in reference to the 189646 appeal of the Moscow Social~

It need hard.Iy be said that the thesis that the programme and
tactics ?f the Soc1.alist-Revolutionaries are inconsiste11t a11d inl1erently
co~t:ad1cto:y. requires special detailed elucidation. We l1ope to go into
this in detail in a subsequent letter.

Democratic organisation, which reproached the students for
liaving in recent years withdrawn into. the narro\v ~onfines
of their university interests, and which Revolutszonnaya
Rossiya admonished, saying that the existence of student
organisations never prevented th.ose wh~ had ''c~ystallised
as revolutionaries'' from devoting their energies to the
workers' cause.
Just see how much confusion there is here. Competition
is possible (and inevitable) only between a political organ·
isation and another political organisation, a political
tendency and another political tendency. There can be no
competition between a mutual aid society and a revolution·
ary circle; and when Revolutsionnaya Rossiya ascribe~ t.o
the latter the determination to destroy the former, it is
talking sheer nonsense. But if in this same mutual aid
society there d1evelops a certain political tendency not to
aid revolutionaries, for instance, or to exclude illegal books
from the library then every honest ''politically-minded''
1)erson is in duty bound to compete with it and combat it
outright. If there are people who confine the circles to
narrow university interests (and there undoubtedly are
such people, and in 1896 there were far more!), then a
struggle between them and the advocates of broadening,
not narrowing, the interests is similarly iinperative and
obligatory. And, mind you, in the open letter of the Kiev
Council, which evoked the controversy between Revolutsionnaya Rossiya and Iskra, the question was of a choice
not between student organisations and revolutionary organisations, but between revolutionary organisations of
different trends. Consequently, it is people already ''crystallised as revolutionaries'' that have begun to choose,
\vhile our ''Socialist-Revolutionaries'' are dragging them
back, on the pretext that competition between a revolutionary organisation and a purely student organisation is
short-sighted .... That is really too senseless, gentlemen!
The revolutionary section of the students began to choose
between two revolutionary parties, and are treated to this
lecture: ''It was not by imposing a definite (indefiniteness
is preferable, of course ...] party label [a label to some, a
banner to others], it was not by violating the intellectual
conscience ·of their fellow-students [the entire bourgeois
press of all countries always attributes the growth of
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Social-Democracy to ringleade1·s and tro11ble-makers violating the conscience of their peaceable fellows ...] that this
influence was achieved'', i.e., the influence of tl1e socialist
section of the students ove1· the rest. Assuredly, every
honest-minded student will know what to think of this
charge against the socialists of ''imposing'' labels and
''violating consciences''. And these spineless, flabby and
unprincipled utterances are made in Russia, where icleas of
party organisation, of party consistency and honour, of the
party banner are still so immeasurably weak!
Our ''Socialist-Revolutionaries'' hold up as an example
to the revolutionary students the earlier student, congresses, which proclaimed their ''solidarity with the ge11eral
political movement, leaving quite aside the factional dissensions in the revolutionary camp''. What is this ''general
political'' movement? The socialist movement plus the liberal movement. Leaving that distinction aside means siding
with the movement immediately nearest, that is, the liberal
movement. And it is the ''Socialist-Revolutionaries'' who
urge doing that! People who call themselves a separate
party urge dissociation from party struggle! Does not this
show that that party cannot convey its political wares
under its own colours and is obliged to resort to contraband? Is it not clear that that party lacks any definite
programmatic basis of its own? That we shall soon see.
The errors in the Socialist-Revolutionaries' arguments
about the students and revolution cannot be attributed
merely to the lack of logic that we have tried to demonstrate above. In a certain sense it is the other way round:
the illogicality of their arguments follows from their basic
error. As a ''party'' they from the first adopted so inherently contradictory, so slippery a stand that people who
were quite honest and quite capable of political thinking
could not maintain it without constantly wobbling and
falling. It should always be remembered that the SocialDemocrats do not ascribe the harm done by the ''SocialistRevolutionaries'' to the socialist cause to various mistakes
on the part of individual writers or leaders. On the contrary, they regard all these mistakes as the inevitable consequence of a false programme and political position. In
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a matter like tl1e student question ll1is falsity is particularly
apparent and the contradiction between a bourgeois-democ1·atic viewpoint and a tinselled covering of revolutionary
socialism becomes manifest. Indeed1, examine the train of
thought in Revolutsionnaya Rossiya'.s programmatic article
''The Students and Revolution''. The author's main emphasis is on the ''unselfishness and purity of aims'', the
''force of idealistic motives'' of the ''youth''. It is here that
he seeks the explanation of their ''innovatory'' political
strivings, and not in the actual conditions of social life in
Russia, which, ·on the one hand, produce an irreconcilable
antagonism between the autocracy and very broad and
,:ery heterogeneous sections ·of the population and, on the
other, render (soon we shall have to be saying: rendered)
extremely difficult any manifestation of political discontent
except through the universities.
The author then turns his guns on the attempts of the
Social-Democrats to react consciously to the existence of
different political groups among the students, to bring
about closer unity of like political groups and to separate
the politically unlike. It is not that he criticises as incorrect
any of these attempts in particular it wouldi be absurd to
maintain that all of them. were always wholly successful.
No, he is a stranger to the very idea that differing class
interests are bound to be reflected in the political grouping
too, that the students cannot be an exception to society as
a whole, however unselfish, pure, idealistic, etc., they may
be, and that the task of the socialist is not to gloss over
this difference but, on the contrary, to explain it as widely
as possible and to embody it in a political organisation. The
author vie\vs things fr.om the idealist standpoint of a bourgeois democrat, not the materialist standpoint of a SocialDemocrat.
He is therefore not ashamed to issue and reiterate the
appeal to the revolutionary students to adhere to the ''general political movement''. The main thing for him is precisely the general political, i.e., the general democratic,
movement, which must be united. This unity must not be
impaired by the ''purely revolutionary circles'', \vhich must
align themselves ''parallel to the general student organisation''. From the standpoint of the interests of this broad
and united democratic movement, it \vould be criminal,
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of course, to ''impose'' }larty labels and to violate the
ii:itellectual conscience of your fellows. This \vas just the
view of the bourgeois democrats in 1848,47 when attempts
to point to the conflicting class interests of the bourgeoisie
and the proletariat evoked ''general'' condemnation of the
''fanatics for divisions and splits''. And this too is the view
the latest .v~ri~ty of bourgeois democrats the opportunists and revisionists, who yearn for a great united democratic party proceeding .peaceably by way of reforms, the
way of class .collaboration. They have always been, and
must necessarily be, opponents of ''factional'' dissensions
and supporters of the ''general political'' movement.
As you see, the arguments of the Socialist-Revolutionaries, which ~rom the standp?int of a socialist are illogical
and contradictory to the point ·of absurdity, become quite
understandable and consistent when viewed from the
standpoint ·Of the bourgeois democrat. That is because the
Socia.li~t:Revolutionary Party is, actually, nothing but a
~u~d1v1s1on of the bourgeois democrat~, a subdivision which
~n its. co~position is primarily intellectual, in its standpoint
is primarily petty-bourgeois, andl in its theoretical ideas
eclectically combines latter-day opportunism with old-time
Narodism.
The be~t r~futation of the bourgeois democrat's phrases
aboqt 1;1i:iity is the c~urse of political development and of
the political struggle itself. And in Russia the growth of the
actual movement has already led to this kind of refutation. I am referring to the emergence ·of the ''academics''
as a separate group among the students. As long as there
was no real struggle, the academics did not stand out from
;,he. ''g~neral st~de,~t'' mass, and the ''unity'' of the whole
thinking secti?n
of the students appeared inviolable.
But as soon as it came to action, the divergence of unlike
elements became inevitable.*
The progress of the political movement and of the direct
onslaught on the autocracy was immediately marked by

o!

~ If certain reports are to be credited, a further divergence of the
unlike ele~en~s ?mong the students is becoming increasingly marked,

namely, d1ssoc1ation of the socialists from political revolutionaries who
refuse to hear of socialism. It is said that this latter trend is very
pronounced among the students exiled to Siberia. We shall see if these
reports are confirmed.
•
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greater definiteness of political grouping despite all the
empty talk about uniting anybody and everybody. That the
separation of the academics and the politically-minded is
a big step forward, hardly anyone, surely, will doubt. But
does this separation mean that the Social-Democratic students will ''break'' with the academics? Revolutsionnaya
Rossiya thinks that it does (see No. 17, p. 3).
But it thinks so only because of the c·onfusion of ideas
\vhich we have brought out above. A complete demarcation
of political trends in no wise signifies a ''break-up'' of the
occupational and educational unions. A Social-Democrat
,vho sets out to \vork among the students will unfailingly
endeavour to penetrate, either himself or through his agents,
into the largest possible number of the broadest possible
''purely student'' and educational circles; he will try to
broaden the ·outlook of those who demand only academic
freedom, andl to propagate precisely the Social-Democratic
programme among those who are still looking for a programme.
To sum up. A certain section of the students want to
acquire a definite and integral socialist world outlook. The
ultimate aim of this preparatory work can only be f·or
students who want to take practical part in the revolutionary movement the conscious and irrevocable choice of
one of the two trends that have now taken shape among
the revolutionaries. Whoever protests against such a choice
on the plea of effecting ideological unity among the students, of revolutionising them in general, and so forth, is
obscuring socialist consciousness and is in actual fact
preaching absence of ideological principles. The political
grouping of the students cannot but reflect the political
grouping of society as a whole, and it is the duty of every
socialist to strive for the most conscious and consistent
demarcation of politically unlike groups. The SocialistRevolutionary Party's appeal to the students to ''proclaim
their solidarity with the general political movement and
leave quite aside the factional dissensions in the revolutionary camp'' is, essentially, a11 appeal to go back, from
the socialist to the bourgeois-democratic standpoint. This
is not surprising, for· the ''Socialist-Revolutionary Party''
is only a subdivision of the bourgeois democrats in Russia.
When the Social-Democratic student breaks with the rev7-1995
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t~ends, this by no means implies the b;ea:-~p ~f t~ll other
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only on the basis of a perfectly definit~
e contrary,
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h
.
programme can
broad1en their academic oi~go~ e widest student cir~les to
and to propagate scientific
socialism, i.e., Marxism.
P.S. In subsequent letters I should like t d'
.
o iscuss with
the readers of Student th .
moulding an inte ral worl e importance of Marxism in
tween "the principfes and t!t~~tlook, the ~ifferences b~
Party and the Socialist Re l t' of the Soc1al-Democrat1c
of student organisation - an~o t~ ionfrf, Party, the problems
the \vorking class gener~lly.
e re a ion of the students to
:ublished in September 1903
in Student No. 2-3
Signed: N. Lenin
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REVOLUTIONARY RIGA'S ULTIMATU~1
The German newspapers, which usually devote much
attention to events in the Baltic provinces, have reported
the following instructive fact. Things are happening at the
Riga Polytechnic, as they are at all other higher educational institutions: student assemblies have turned into political meetings. The students are organising into a combatant force of the revolution. The liberal bigwigs are turning
up their noses andl muttering under their ·breath about the
weakness of the government. But in Livonia, things have
gone so hard with the landed gentry that they have energetically set about organising armed protection for their
estates, without relying on the government, which cannot
do anything with the peasants, or the workers, or the students. The Baltic barons are organising civil war in earnest: they are hiring whole squads, arming them with good
niagazine rifles, and posting them about their extensive
estates. And now it turns out that part of the men1bers of
tl1e German student corporations in the Baltic provinces
have joined such squads! Naturally, the J_,ettish and Russian students have not only proclaimed a boycott against
tl1ese Black Hundreds in student uniform, but have even
appointed a special commission to investigate the participation of students i11 the landlord Black-Hundred bands.
Two members of this commission were sent into the countryside to gather information from the peasants. Both were
a1·rested by the government and sent to prison in Riga.
The Lettish and Russian students then rose. They called
a h11ge meeting which passed a vigoro11s resolution. The
7•

•
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11ead of the Polytechnic, \Vho had been invited to attend,
\Vas called upon to take immediate measures to secure the
release ·Of tl1e arrested1. The resolution ended with a direct
ultimatum; if within three days the arrested persons were
not released at the time fixed, the students, with the aid of
the Riga workers, would use every means in their power
to effect tl1at release.
The Governor was away from Riga at the time, for he
had gone to St. Petersburg to obtain the powers of Governor General. The acting Governor funked, and diplomatically \vriggled out of the situation. He summoned (so the
Vossische Zeitung 48 of October 20, N.S., reports) the head
of the Polytechnic and the two arrested students, and
asked the latter whether they were aware that their actions
~ere unlawfu~. They, of course, replied! that they saw nothing un~awf~l in them. The acting Governor, a Riga newspaper is said to have stated, then urged them to refrain
fron1 such unlawful acts, and set both free.
''In the eyes of the students," the correspondent, who
feels for the Baltic barons, gloomily adds, ''and in the eyes
of the masses who stand behind them, the government has
bowed to the ultimatum. And even a non-partisan must
have gained the same impression."
Proletary No. 23,
October 31 (18), 1905
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THE AGGRAVATION OF THE SITUATION IN RUSSIA
It is under this headline that the Berlin liberal Vossisclie
Zeitun·g has published the following interesting dispatch:
"It is \Vith irresistible force that events are developing in the
empire of the tsars. To every impartial observer it i;i~st be obvious
that neither the government nor any of the oppos1t1on or revolutionary parties is in control of the situation. The late Prince Trubets1,oi and other professors of the higher educational institutions made
vain attempts to dissuade the Russian students from the dangerous
path, which they had taken when they decided to convert the U11;iversities into places of political mass meetings. The students paid
enthusiastic homage to the memory of Trubetskoi, marched in masses
in the funeral procession, and turned the obsequies into an imposing
political demonstration, but they did not follow his advice to keep
outsiders out of the University. At the University of St. Petersburg,
the Mining Academy and the Polytechnic mammoth meetings are
being held, at which the students are often in the minority, and which
last from early morning till late at night. Impassioned and fiery orations are delivered and revolutionary songs are sung. Moreover, the
liberals are roundly berated at these meetings, especially for their
half-heartedness, which, it is claimed, is no accidental attribute of
Russian liberalism, but a quality that has been conditioned by eternal
historical laws.
"There is something profoundly tragic in these reproaches, \Vhich,
despite the historical references adduced to substantiate them, are
in fact absolutely unhistorical, if only because the liberals in Russia
have never had the slightest opportunity of displaying any halfheartedness that could in any way prejudice the cause of emancipation which is so important for all parties. It is not their deeds, but
rather their sufferings that handicap the liberals in their life course.
The government is just as helpless (italics in the original] in the face
of these events as it is in the face of the labour troubles and the
general unrest. It is possible, of course, that it is planning a new
blood-bath, and is only waiting for the moment when the movement
becomes ripe for a Cossack attack. But even if that should be the
case, none of the po\vers that be is certain that it will not lead
to a still more violent outbreak of disaff~ction. Not even General Trepov has faith in his own cause. He does not conceal from his friends
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tl1at he considers hin1self a doomed man, and that he expects no favourable results whatever from his administration. 'I am merely fulfilling my duty, and shall fulfil it to the end,' he says.
"The tsar's throne must be in a sad way indeed if the head of
the police arrives at such conclusions. And indeed it cannot but be
recognised that, despite all of Trepov's efforts, despite the feverish
activity. of ·endless commissions and conferences, the tension has not
only failed to relax since last year, but has even become much more
accentuated. Wherever one looks, the position everywhere has become
worse and more threatening, everywhere the situation has become
noticeably aggravated.''

There is a great deal of truth in this appraisal, but at
the same time a great deal of liberal stupidity. ''The liberals could not display a half-heartedness prejudicial to the
cause." Is that so? Why is it then that these poor liberals
could nevertheless ~ome forward more openly and freely
than the other parties? No! The students are guided by a
s~und revolutiona~y instinct, enhanced by their contact
'vith the proletai·iat, when they zealously disassociate
!hemselves from the Constitutional-Democrats, and discredit these Constitutional-Democrats in the eyes of the people. The morro\v will bring us great and epoch-making
battles for liberty. It is possible that the champions of
liberty will yet suffer more than one dlefeat. But defeats
will only serve to stir up the workers and peasants ever
more profoundly, will only render the crisis more acute
and will only make more formidable the inevitable ultimat~
victory of the cause of liberty. For our part, we shall bend
every effort to prevent the bourgeois leeches of monarchist
landlord liberalism from attaching themselves to this victory, and. t? prevent t~e gentlemen of the big bourgeoisie
from deriving the main benefit from this victory, as has
happened more than once in Europe. We shall bend all our
eff~rts to bring t?is victory of the workers and peasants
to its consummation, to bring about the utter destruction
of all the loat~s.om~ institutions of autocracy, monarchy,
b~reaucra_cy,·m1litarism and serf-ownership. Only such a
victory will ·put a real weapon into the hands of the proletariat and ~hen we shall set Europe ablaze, so as to make
of the Russian democratic revolution the prologue to a
European socialist revolution.
Proletary No. 23,
October 31 (18), 1905
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THE STUDENT MOVEMENT AND THE PRESENT
POLITICAL SITUATION49
A students' strike has been calledl at St. Petersburg
University. A number of other higher educational establishments have joined in. The movement has already spread to
~1osco'v and Kharkov. Judging from all the reports in the
foreign and Russian newspapers and in private letters from
Russia, 've are faced 'vith a fairly broad academic movement.
Back to the old days! Back to pre-revolutionary Russia!
That is what these events signify above all. As before,
official reaction is tightening the screw in the universities.
The eternal struggle in autocratic Russia against the student organisations has taken the form of a crusade by the
Black-Hundred Minister Schwartz acting in full agreement \vith ''Premier'' Stolypin against the autonomy
'vhich was promised the studients in the autumn of 1905
(what did not the autocracy, faced with the onset of the
i·evolutionary working class, ''promise'' Russian citizens at
that time!); against an autonomy which the students
enjoyed so long as the autocracy had ''other things to think
of than students'', and 'vhich the autocracy, if it was to
remain such, could not but begin to take away.
As before, the liberal press laments and groans, this time
together with some Octobrists the professors lament and
sni,•el too, imploring the government not to take the road
of reaction and to make use of an excellent opportunity
'' t o ensure peace and order with the help of reforms'' in
,,
a country exhausted by convulsions'' imploring the students not to resort to unlawful courses \Vhich can only play
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into the hands of reaction, etc., etc., etc. How ancient andt
antiquated, how hackneyed are all these tunes, and how
vividly they resurrect before our eyes what took place
twenty years ago or so, at the end of the eighties of last
century! The similarity between that time and this is all
the more striking when we take the present moment by
itself, apart from the three years of revolution we have
gone through. For the Duma (at first sight) with only
the tiniest difference expresses that same pre-revolutionary
relation of forces the supremacy of the wild landlord,
who prefers using Court connections and the influence of
his friend the official to any kind of representation; the
support of that same official by the merchants (the Octobrists) who do not dare to differ from their benevolent
patrons; the ''opposition'' of the bourgeois intellectuals who
are concerned most of all to prove their loyalty, and who
dlescribe appeals to those in power as the political activity
of liberalism. And the workers' deputies in the Duma recall
feebly, far too feebly, the part which the proletariat was
recently playing by its open mass struggle.
It may be asked, can we in such conditions attribute any
importance to the old forms ·of primitive academic struggle
of the students? If the liberals have sunk to the level of
the ''politics'' of the eighties (one can of course only in
irony speak of politics in this connection), will it not be
a debasement of the aims of Social-Democracy if it decides
that it is necessary to support the academic struggle in
some way or other?
Here and there, apparently, Social-Democratic students
are putting this question. At any rate, our editorial board
has received a letter from a group of Social-Democratic
students which says, among other things:
"On September 13 a meeting of the students of St. Petersburg
University resolved to call upon students for an all-Russian student
strike, the reason given for this appeal being the aggressive tactics
pursued by Schwartz. The platform of the strike is an academic one,
and the meeting even welcomes the 'first steps' of the Moscow and
St. Petersburg Professorial Councils in the struggle for autonomy.
We are puzzled by the academic platform put forward at the St. Petersburg meeting, and consider it objectionable in present conditions,
because it cannot unite the students for an active struggle on a broad
front. We envisage student action only as one co-ordinated with general political action, and in no case apart from it. The elements ca-
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pable of uniti~g th~ s!~dents are lacking. In view of this \Ve are
against academic action.

The mistake which the authors of the letter are making
is of much greater political importance than may appear
at first sight, because their argument, strictly speaking,
touches upon a theme which is incomparably more broad
and important than the question of taking part in this
particular strike.
"We envisage student action only as one co-ordinated with general
political action. In view of this we are against academic action."

Such an argument is radically wrong. The revolutionary
slogan to work towards co-ordinated political action of
the students and the proletariat, etc. here ceases to be a
live guidance f·or many-sided militant agitation on a
broadening basis and becomes a lifeless dogma, mechanically applied to different stages of different forms of the
movement. It is not sufficient merely to proclaim political
co-ordinated action, repeating the ''last word'' in lessons
of the revolution. One must be able to agitate for political
action, making use ·Of all possibilities, all conditions and,
first and foremost, all mass ·C·onflicts between advanced
elements, whatever they are, and the autocracy. It is not
of course a question of us dividing every student movement
beforehand into compulsory ''stages'', andl making sure
that each stage is properly gone through, out of fear of
switching over to ''untimely'' political actions, etc. Such a
view would ·be the most harmful ·pedantry, and \vould lead
only to an opportunist policy. But just as harmful is the
opposite mistake, when people refuse to reckon with the
actual situation that has arisen and the actual conditions
of the particular mass movement, because of a slogan misinterpreted as unchangeable. Such an application of a slogan inevitably degenerates into revolutionary phrase-mongering.
Conditions are possible when an academic movement
lowers the level of a political movement, or ·divides it, or
distracts from it and in that case Social-Democratic students' groups wouldl of course be bound to concentrate
their agitation against such a movement. But anyone can
see that the objective political ·conditions at the present
time are different. The academic movement is expressing
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the beginning of a moven1ent among the new ''generation'' of students, who have more or less become accustomed to a narrow measure of autonomy; and this
movement is beginning when other forms ·of mass struggle
are lacking at the present time, when a lull has set in, and
the broad mass of the people, still silently, concentratedly
and slowly are continuing to digest the experience of the
three years of revolution.
In such conditions Social-Democrats would make a big
mistake if they declared ''against academic action''. No,
the groups of students belonging to our Party must use
every effort to support, utilise and extend! the movement.
Like every other support of primitive f·orms of movement
by 1Social-Democracy, the present support, too, should
consist most of all in ideological and organisational influence on wider sections who have been roused by the
conflict, and to whom this form of conflict, as a general
rule, is their first experience of political conflicts. The student youth who have ente1·ed the universities during the ·
last two years have lived a life almost completely detached
from politics, and have been educated in a spirit of narrow
academic autonomism, educated not only by the professors
of the Establishment andi the government press but also
by the liberal professors and the whole Cadet Party .50 For
this youth a strike on a large scale (if that youth is able
to organise a large-scale strike: we must do everything to
help it in this undertaking, but of course it is not for us
socialists to guarantee the success of any bourgeois movement) is the beginning of a political conflict, whether those
engaged in the fight realise it or not. Our job is to explain
to the mass of ''academic'' protesters the objective meaning of the conflict, to try and make it consciously political,
to multiply tenfold the agitation carried on by the SocialDemocratic groups of students, and to direct all this activity in such a way that revolutionary conclusions will
be drawn from the history ·Of the last three years, that the
inevitability of a new revolutionary struggle is understood,
and that our old and still quite timely slogans calling
for the ·overthrow of the autocracy and the convocation
of a constituent assembly should! once again .become a
subject of discussion and the touchstone of political concentration for fresh generations of democrats.
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Social-Democratic students have no right to shirk such
,vork under any conditions. And however difficult this work
nay be at the present time, whatever reverses particular
1
agitators may experience in this or that university, students' association, meeting, etc., we shall say: knock, and
it \vill be opened unto you! The work of political agitation is never wasted. Its success is measured not only by
whether we have succeeded here and now in \Vinning a
majority, or obtaining consent f.or co-ordinated political
action. It is possible that we shall not achieve this all at
once. But that is why we are an organised proletarian
party not to lose heart over temporary failures, but stubbornly, unswervingly and1 consistently to carry on our
work, even in the most difficult conditions.
The appeal we print below from the St. Petersburg
Joint Student Council shows that even the most active
clements of the students obstinately cling to pure academic
aims, andl still sing the Cadet-Octobrist tune. And this at a
time when the Cadet-Octobrist press is behaving in the
most disgusting fashion towards the strike, trying to prove
at the very height of the struggle that it is harmful,
criminal, etc. We cannot but welcome the rejoinder
\Vhich the St. Petersburg Committee of our Party found
it necessary to give the Joint Council (see ''From the
Party''51).
Evidently the whips of Schwartz are not eno11gh as yet
to change the present-day students from ''academics'' into
''politicians''; they need the scorpions of more and more
Black-Hundred sergeant-majors to give a full revolutionary training to new cadres. These cadres, trained by all
Stolypin's policy, trained by every step of the counterrevolution, require the constant attention of ourselves, the
Social-Democrats, who clearly see the objective inevitability of further bourgeois-democratic conflicts on a national scale with the autocracy, which has joined forces
\Vith the Black-Hundred Octobrist Duma.
Yes, on a national scale, for the Black Hundred counterrevolution, which is turning Russia backward, is not only
tempering ne\v fighters in the ranks ·Of the revolutionary
llroletariat, but will inevitably arouse a ne\v movement of
the non-proletarian, i.e., bourgeois democrats (thereby implying, of course, not that all the opposition will take part
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in the struggle, but that there will be a wide participation
of truly democratic elements ·of the bourgeoisie and petty
bourgeoisie, i.e., those capable of struggle). The beginning
of a mass student struggle in the Russia of 1908 is a political symptom, a symptom ·Of the whole present situation
brought about by the counter-revolution. Thousands and
millions of threads tie the student youth with the middle
and lower bourgeoisie, the petty officials, certain groups
of the peasantry, the clergy, etc. If in the spring of 1908
attempts were being made to resurrect the ''Osvobozhdeniye League'' ,52 slightly to the left ·Of the old Cadet semilandlord union represented by Pyotr Struve; if in the
autumn the mass of youth which is closest of all to the
democratic bourgeoisie in Russia is beginning to be disturbed; if the hireling hacks, with malice tenfold, have
started howling once more against revolution in the
schools; if base liberal professors and Cadet leaders are
groaning and wailing at the untimely, dangerous, disastrous strikes which displease those dear Octobrists, which
are cap~ble of ''repelling'' the Octobrists who hold power
-that means new powder has begun to accumulate in
the powder-flask, it means that not only among students
is the reaction against reaction beginning!
And however weak and embryonic this beginning may
be, the party of the working class must make use of it
and will do so. We were able to work years and decades
before the revolution, carrying our revolutionary slogans
first into the study circles, then among the masses of the
workers, then on to the streets, then on to the barricades.
We must be capable, now too, of organising first and foremost that which constitutes the task of the hour and!
without which all talk about co-ordinated political ~ction ·
will be empty words, namely, the task of building a strong
pr?let~rian organisation, everywhere carrying on political
agztatzon among the masses for its revolutionary watchwords. It is this task of organisation in their own student
midst, this agitation based on the concrete movement that
.
'
our university groups, too, should tackle.
The proletariat will not be behindhand. It often yields
the palm to the bourgeois democrats in speeches at banquets, in legal unions, within the walls of universities,
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from the rost1·um of representative institutions. It never
yields the palm, and will not do so, in the serious and great
·evolutionary struggle of the masses. All the conditions
1
for bringing this struggle to a head1 are not ripening as
quickly and easily as some of us would hope but those
conditions are ripening and gathering head unswervingly.
And the little beginning of little academic conflicts is a
great beginning, for after it if not today then tomorrow,
if riot tomorrow then the day after will follow big continuations.
[Jroletary No. 36,
October 3 (16), 1908
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PARTY ALLEGIAN,CE OF DEMOCRATIC STUDENTS
A few ·days ago we mentioned in Pravda 53 (see No.) an
article by M.,* a student, containing very valuable information on the ''mood of the students''. Concerning party allegiance of students, the author says:
"To be sure, Left organisations embrace only a comparatively small
section of students. And this is how it should be under present-day
conditions and, generally speaking, the strength of organisations is
determined not by the number of members, but by their influence
on the masses. It is difficult to forecast future developments, but it
should be pointed out that Left organisations are now marching in
step with the mass of students.'' (Zaprosi Zhizni 54 No. 47).

The author is perfectly correct in saying that in Russia,
particularly under present political conditions, ''the
strength of organisations is determined not by the number
of members, but by their influence on the masses''. This
does not apply to Europe or to Russia in the autumn of
1905. But it is correct for Russia today, so much so that
I venture the following seemingly paradoxical statement:
the number of members of an organisation should not rise
above a certain minimum for its infl11ence on the masses
to be broad and stable!
Now what is the party allegiance of the ''Left'' cJrganisations of students? The student M. \vrites:
"It should be noted in particular that there is hardly any e11mity
among Left organisations. It was particularly acute some three years
ago, during the lull of inactivity. There 'vere cases of elections to
refectory and other commissions being held according to party lists.
Now this enmity has almost completely disappeared, partly because
everybody clearly realises the need for joining forces for common
action and partly because the old party positions have been shaken
and the new ones have not yet been consolidated."

* The article in question has not been found.-Ed.
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There can be no doubt that in this respect too the attitude
c>f the students reflects a phenomenon typical of the whole
of Russia. Everywhere, among all democrats, including the
workers, ''the old party positions have been shaken and
t~e n.ew. ones have .not .yet been consolidated''. What is liq111dat1on1sm55? It 1s either a cowardly concession to the
spirit ·Of the times, when the old party positions have been
''shaken'', or a malignant exploitation by the liberals of
the fact that they have been ''shaken''.
It is the task of all democrats to fight with might and
main_ against this ''shaking'' and achieve a precise, clear,
clefin1te and thoughtful ''consolidation'' of the ''new positions''. It would be a most serious mistake to confuse disputes and discussions on party (and inner-party) platforms
,vi th ''enmity''.
''Joining forces for common action'', those of Marxists
and ~arodniks ~mong others, for example, is absolutely
essential. But this does not rule out party allegiance. On
the contrary, it requires it. It is possible to join forces
only when everybody is really convinced that such action
is necessary. This is clear as clear can be. Russian democrats suffered from the fact that they tried to ''join forces''
for democratic action with non-democrats, with liberals!
. ~ust tr~ and ''join t?-e forces'' of, say, supporters of pol1t1cal st~1ke.s and their opponents: obviously, this would
onl.)' pre1udzce the ''action''. No, you should first effect a
clear, definite, precise and thoughtful differentiation of
''positions'', p~atforms and programmes and only then
proceed to unzte forces whose convictions and social char~c~er a1·e compatible, unite then1 011ly for action in \vhich
1,t is po~sible to expc_ct una11imity. Tl1en and only then can
something \vorth \vh1le con1e of it.
\\Tritten bet\veen
November 24 and 29
(December 7 and 12), 1912
First publisl1ed
i11 Kommunist
No. 6, 1954
Signed: V. I.
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PARTICIPATION OF YOUNG WORKERS
AND PEASANTS IN THE REVOLUTIONARY
STRUGGLE AND REVOLUTIONARY TRAINING
OF YOUTH

FRO.M AN URGENT QUESTION
Against us, against the tiny groups of socialists hidd:en
in the expanses of the Russian ''underground'', there
stands the huge machine of a most powerful modern state
that is exerting all its forces to crush socialism and democracy. We are convinced that we shall, in the end,
smash that police state, because all the sound and developing sections of our society are in favour of democracy and
socialism; but, in order to conduct a systematic struggle
against the government, we must raise revolutionary organisation, discipline, and the technique of underground
work to the highest degree of perfection. It is essential for
individual Party members or separate groups of members
to specialise in the different aspects ·of Party work some
in the duplication of literature, others in its transport
across the frontier, a third category in its distribution inside Russia, a fourth in its distribu~ion in the cities, a fifth
in the arrangement of secret meeting places, a sixth in the
collection of funds, a seventh in the delivery ·Of correspondence and all information about the movement, an eighth
in maintaining relations, etc., etc. We know that this sort
of specialisation requires much greater self-restraint, much
greater ability to concentrate on modest, unseen, everyday
\Vork, much greater real heroism than the usual work in
study circles.
The Russian socialists and1 the Russian working class,
however, have shown their heroic qualities and, in general, it would be a sin to complain of a shortage of people.
'fhere is to be observed among the \vorking youth an ims•
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passioned, uncontrollable enthusiasm for the ideas of democracy and socialism, and helpers for the workers still
continue to arrive from among the intellectuals, despite
the fact that the prisons and places of exile are over~ro~de~. If the i~ea of the necessity for a stricter organ1sat1on 1s made widely known among all these recruits to
the revolutionary cause, the plan for the organisation of a
regularly published and delivered1 Party newspaper will
cease to be a dream.
Written not earlier than
October of 1899
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A LETTER TO A. A. BOGDANOV AND S. I. GUSEV

First published in 1925
in Lenin llfiscellany Ill

February 11, 1905
To Rakhmetov and to Khariton

'

.
)

I wired my consent to your changes yesterday, although
I emphatically do not agree with what I could gather from
your letter. But I am so sick of this procrastination, and
your questions seemed such a mockery, that I just gave
it up, thinking, if only they did something! If only they
gave notice of the congress,56 any kind of notice, so long
as they gave it, instead of just talking about it. You will
be surprised at my use of the word mockery. But just
stop and think: two months ago I sent my draft to all
members -of the Bureau. Not one of them is interested in
it or finds it necessary to discuss it. And now-by wire ....
A nice business: we talk of organisation, of centralism,
\vhile actually there is such dis11nity, such amateurism
among even the closest comrades in the centre, that one
feels like chucking it all in disgust. Just look at the Bundists: they do not prate about centralism, but every one
of them writes to the centre weekly and contact is thus
actually maintained. You only have to pick up their Posledniye lzvestia57 to see this contact. We, however, here are
issuing the sixth number of Vperyod,5 8 yet one of our
editors (Rakhmetov) has not written a single line, either
about or for Vperyod. Our people ''talk'' of extensive literary connections in St. Petersburg and in Moscow, and
of the majority's young forces, while we here, tivo montlzs
after the issuance of tl1e call for collaboration (the an117

nouncement of Vperyod ~nd a letter in connection with it),
have seen or heard nothing from them. The Russian committees (Caucasus, Nizhni-Novgorod, not to speak of the
Volga· region or the South) consider the Btrreau a ''myth''
and with perfect justification. \Ve did ''hear'' fro1n strang~
ers ab?ut some sort o~ a~liance bet\veen tl1e St. Petersburg
Committee of the Majority and a group of Mensheviks,59
but from ou1· O\Vn people not a word. We refuse to believe
that Bolsheviks could have taken such an imbecilic suicidal step. We did ''hear'' from strangers about a c;nference of Social-Democrats and the formation of a ''bloc''
but from our own people not a word, although there ar~
rumours that this is a fait accompli. Evidently, the members of the Majority are anxious to be imposed upon again.
O~r only st:ength lies in utter frankness, in solidarity,
and in determined assault. But people, it seems, have gone
soft now that we have a ''revolution''! At a time when organisation is needed a hundred times more than ever before .
they sell out t~ the disrupters. It is evident from the proposed changes in the draft of the declaration and congress
~all (set forth in the letter so vaguely as to be almost unintelligible) that ''loyalty'' has been put on a pedestal. Papasha actually uses that word, adding that if the centres
are not mentioned, no one will come to the congress! Well,
gentlemen, I can wager that if this is the way you are
going to act, you will never have a congress and never escape from under the thumb of the Bonapartists of the
Central Organ and the Central Committee. To call a congress against the central bodies, in which lack of confidence
has be~n expressed, to call this congress in the name of a
revolutzonary bureau (which, if we are to pay slavish obeisance to the l~yal Party Rul~s, is non-existent and fictitious),
~nd to recognise the unqualified right of the nine Bonapart1sts, the League60 (ha! ha!), and the Bonapartist creatures
(the freshly hatched committees) to attend that congress,
means to make ourselves ridiculous and to lose all right to
respect. The centres may and should be invited but to accord them voting status is, I repeat, madness. The centres,
o~ course, will not come to our congress anyway; but \vhy
give th_em an?ther chance to spit in our faces? Why this
hypocrisy, this game of hide-and-seek? It is a positive
shame! We bring tl1e split into the open, we call the Vpe118
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ryod-ists to a congress, we want to organise a Vperyo~-ist
ty and we break immediately any and all connections
p~trh 'the disorganisers and yet we are having loyalty
'' l
. . t
dinned into our ears, we are asked to act as t h ough a JOin
congress ·of Jskra61 and Vperyod were possible. What a
farce! The very first day, the very first hour of the congress
(if it does take place) will beyond doubt ring do\vn the
curtain on this farce; but until the congress meets such deceit can do us untold harm.
Really, I sometimes think that nine-tenths ·Of the Bolsheviks are actually formalists. Either we shall rally all
,vho are out to fight into a really iron-strong organisation
and \vith this small but strong party quash that sprawling
monster the new-Iskra motley elements, or we shall prove
by our ~ondtuct that we deserve to go under for being contemptible formalists. How is it that people do not understand that prior to the Bureau and prior to ''Vperyod'' \ve
did all we could to save loyalty, to save unity, to save the
formal, i.e., higher methods of settling the conflict!? But
now, after the Bureau, after ''Vperyod'', the split is a fact.
And when the split had become a fact it became evident
that materially we were very much weaker. \Ve have yet
to convert our moral strength into material strength. The
Mensheviks have more money, more literature, more transportation facilities, more agents, more ''names'', and a
larger staff .of contributors. It would be unpardonable
childishness not to see that. And if we do not wish to
present to the world the repulsive spectacle of a dried-up
and anaemic old maid, proud of her barren moral purity,
then we must understand that we need war and a battle
organisation. Only after a long battle, and only with the
aid ·of an excellent organisation can we turn our moral
strength into material strength.
We need funds. The plan to hold the congress in London
is sublimely rid1iculous, for it would cost twice as much. We
cannot suspend publication ·Of Vperyod, which is what a
long absence would mean. The congress must be a simple
affair, brief, and small in attendance. This is a cong1·ess
for the organisation .of the battle. Clearly, you are cherishing illusions in this respect.
We need people to work on Vperyod. There are not
enough of us. If we do not get two or three extra people
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from Russia as permanent contributors, there is no sense
in continuing to prate about a struggle against Iskra. Pamphlets and leaflets are needed, and needed desperately.
We need young forces. I am for shooting on the spot
anyone 'vho presumes to say that there are no people to
be had. The people in Russia are legion; all we have to do
is to recruit young people more widely andl boldly, more
boldly an? widely, and again more widely and again more
boldly, wzthout fearing them. This is a time of 'var. The
you~h th~ studen~s, and still more so the young workers
-will decide the issue of the whole struggle. Get rid of
all the old habits of immobility, of respect for rank, and
so on. Form hundreds of circles of Vperyod-ists from
among the youth and encourage them to work at full blast.
Enl~rge ~he committee threefold by accepting young peo·
ple into it, set up half a dozen or a dozen subcommittees
'' co-op t'' any an d every honest and energetic person. Allow'
every subcommittee to write and publish leaflets without
any red tape (there is no harm if they do make a mistake·
we on Vperyod will ''gently'' correct them). We must, with
~esperate speed, unite all people with revolutionary initia~1ve and set them to work. Do not fear their lack of train·
ing, do not tremble at their inexperience and lack of development. In the first place, if you fail to organise them
a?d spur them on to action, they will follow the Menshev1ks and the Gapons, and this very inexperience of theirs
will cause fiv~ times more harm. In the second place, events
them~elves will teach them in our spirit. Events are alreadiy
teaching everyone precisely in the Vperyod spirit.
Only you m~st be sure to organise, organise, and organise
hundreds of circles, completely pushing into the backgrou!l~ .the cu~to.mary, well-meant committee (hierarchic)
stup1d1t1es. This is a time of war. Either you create new
young, .fresh, ene:getic battle organisations everywhere fo;
revolutionary Soc1al-J?emocratic work of all varieties among
all strata, or you will go under, wearing the aureole of
''committee'' bureaucrats.
I shall write of this in Vperyod and speak of it at the
congress. I am writing to you in one more endeavour to
evoke an exchange of ideas, to call upon you to bring a
dozen you.ng, fresh workers' (and other) circles into direct
contact with the editorial board, although ... although be120

,veen
ourselves
be
it
said,
I
do
not
cherish
the
slightest
1
hope that these daring id~as will be fulfilled, unless, perhaps two months from now you will ask me to wire
,vhether I agree to such-and-such changes in the ''plan'' ....
I reply in advance that I agree to everything. Good-bye
until the congress.
Lenin
p .S. You must make it your aim to revolutionise the delivery of Vperyod into Russia. Carry on widespread propaganda for subscriptions from St. Petersburg. Let students
and especially workers subscribe for scores and hundreds
of copies to be sent to their own addresses. It is absurd to
have fears on this score in times like these. The police can
never intercept all the copies. Half the number of a third
will arrive, and that amounts to very much. Suggest this
idea to any youth circle, and it will find hundreds of ways
of its own to make connections abroad. Distribute addresses
more widely, as widely as possible, for the transmission
of letters to Vperyod.
First published in 1925
in Proletarskaya Revolyutsia
No. 4 (39)
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them, teach them and bring them up to the mark not by
lecturing them but by work. Then he should go to another
place and after a month or two return to check up on
the yo11ng people \vho have replaced him. I assur~ yo~ that
there is a sort of idiotic, philistine, Oblomov-l1ke62 fear
of the youth among us. I implore you: fight this fear with
all ''ou1·
might.
"
Yours,
Lenin
Sc11t from Geneva
to St. Petersburg

TO S. I. GUSEV

First published in 1925

TO KHARITON

February 15, 1905
Dear friend,
Many thanks for the letters. Be sure to keep this up,
but bear in mind this: 1) never restrict yourself to making
a precis of letters or reports handed over to you but be
sure to send them on (apart from your own letters) in full;,
2) be sure to put us in direct touch with new forces, with
the youth, with newly-formed circles. Don't forget that the
strength of a revolutionary organisation lies in the number
of its connections. We should measure the efficiency and
results of our friends' work by the number of new Russian
connections passed on to us. So far not one of the St. Petersburgers (shame on them) has given us a sin'gle new
Russian connection (neither Serafima, nor Sysoika, nor
Zemlyachka, nor Nik. Iv.). It's a scandal, our undoing, our
ruin! Take a lesson from the Mensheviks, for Christ's sake.
Issue No. 85 of Iskra is chockful of correspondence. Y·OU
have been reading Vperyod to the youth, haven't you? Then
why don't you put us in touch \Vi th one of them? Remember, in the event of your being arrested \Ve shall be in low
water unless you have obtained for us a dozen or so new,
young, loyal friends of Vperyod, who are able to work, able
to keep in contact, and able to carry on correspondence
even \vithout you. Remember that! A professional revolutionary must build up d:ozens of new connections in each
locality, put all the \vork into their hands while he is with
122
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FROM NEW TASKS AND NEW FORCES
A revolutionary epoch is to the Social-Democrats what
war-time is to an army. We must broaden the cadres of
our army, \Ve must advance them from peace strength to
war strength, we must mobilise the reservists, recall the
f1,1rloughed, and form new auxiliary corps, units, and sery1ce~. We must not forget that in war we necessarily and
inevitably have to put up with less trained replacements,
very often to replace officers with rank-and-file soldiers
and to speed up andl simplify the promotion of soldiers to'
officers' rank.
To dro~ metaphor, we must considerably increase the
?1embersh1p of all Party and Party-connected organisations
in order to be able to keep up to some extent with the
stream of popular revolutionary energy which has been a
hundredfold strengthened. This, it goes without saying,
does not mean that consistent training and systematic instruction in the Marxist truths are to be left in the shade.
We must, however, remember that at the present time far
greater significance in the matter of training and education
attaches to the military operations, which teach the untrained precisely and entirely in our sense. We must remember that our ''doctrinaire'' faithfulness to Marxism is
no~ be.ing reinforced! by the march of revolutionary events,
which is everywhere furnishing object-lessons to the masses
and that all these lessons confirm precisely our dogma.
Rene~, we do. not speak about abandoning the dogma, or
relaxing our distrustful and suspicious attitude towards the
wo?lly intellectuals and the arid-minded revolutionaries.
Quite the contrary. We speak about new methods of teaching dogma, which it would be unpardonable for a Social124

Democrat to forget. We speak of the importance for our
day of using the object-lessons of the great revolutionary
events in order to convey not to stud~ circles, as in the
1)ast, but to the masses our old, ''dogmatic'' lessons that,
for example, it is necessary in practice to combine terror
with the uprising of the masses, or that behind the liberalism of the educated Russian society one must be able to
discern the class interests of our bourgeoisie (cf. our polemics with the Socialist-Revolutionaries on this question
in Vperyod,No.3).
Thus, it is not a question of relaxing our Social-Democratic exactingness and our orthodox intransigence, but of
strengthening both in new ways, by new methods of training. In war-time, recruits should get their training lessons
directly from military operations. So tackle the new
methods of training more boldly, comrades! Forward, and
organise more and more squadls, send them into battle,
recruit more young workers, extend the normal framework
of all Party organisations, from committees to factory
groups, craft unions, and student circles! Remember that
every moment of delay in this task will play into the hands
of the enemies of Social-Democracy; for the new streams
are seeking an immediate outlet, and if they do not find
a Social-Democratic channel they will rush into a nonSocial-Democratic channel. Remember that every practical
step in the revolutionary movement will decidedly, inevitably give the young recruits a lesson in Social-Democratic
science; for this science is based on an objectively correct
estimation of the forces and tendencies of the various
classes, while the revolution itself is nothing but the breakup of old superstructures and the independent action of
the various classes, each striving to erect the new superstructure in its own way. But do not debase our revolutionary science to the level of mere book dogma, do not vulgarise it with wretched phrases about tactics-as-process and
organisation-as-process, with phrases that seek to justify
confusion, vacillation, and lack of initiative. Give more
scope to all the diverse kinds of enterprise on the part
of the most varied groups and circles, bearing in mind that,
apart from our counsel and regardless of it, the relentless
exigencies of the march of revolutionary events will keep
them upon the correct course. It is an old maxim that in
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politics one often has to learn from the enemy. And at revolutionary moments the enemy always forces correct conclusions upon us in a particularly instructive and1 speedy
manner.
To sum up, we must reckon with the growing movement,
which has increased a hundredfold, with the new tempo of
the work, with the freer atmosphere and the wider field
of activity. The work must be given an entirely different
scope. Methods of training should be refocussed from peaceful instruction to military operations. Young fighters should
be recruited more boldly, widely, and rapidly into the ranks
of all and every kin d ·Of our organisations. Hundreds of new
organisations should be set up for the purpose without a
moment's delay. Yes, hundreds; this is no hyperbole, and
let no one tell me that it is ''too late'' now to tackle such
a broad organisational job. No, it is never too late to organise. We must use the free.dam we are getting by law
and the freedom we are taking despite the law to strengthen
and multiply the number of Party organisations of all varieties. Whatever the course or the outcome of the revolution may be, however early it may .be checked by one or
other circumstance, all its real gains will be rendered secure
and reliable only insofar as the proletariat is organised.
The slogan ''Organise!'' which the adherents of the
majority wantedl to issue, fully formulated, at the Second
Congress must now be put into effect immediately. If we
fail to show bold initiative in setting up new organisations,
we shall have to give up as groundless all pretensions to
the role of vanguard. If we stop helplessly at the achieved
boundaries, forms, and confines of the committees, groups,
meetings, and circles, we shall merely prove ·our own incapacity. Thousands ·Of circles are now springing up everywhere without our aid, \Vithout any definite programme
or aim, simply under the impact of events. The Social-Democrats must make it their task to establish and strengthen
direct contacts with the greatest possible number of these
circles, to assist them, to give them the benefit of their own
knowledge and experience, to stimulate them with their
own revolutionary initiative. Let all such circles, except
those that are avowedly non-Social-Democratic, either directly join the Party or align themselves with the Party. In
the latter event \Ve must not demandl that they accept our
1

programme or that they necessarily enter into organisational relations with us. Tl1eir mood of protest and their sympathy for the cause of international revolutiona1·y SocialDemoc1·acy in themselves suffice, provided the Social-Democrats work effectively among them, for these circles of
sympathisers under the impact of events to be transformed
at first into democratic assistants and then into convinced
members ·of the Social-Democratic working-class party.
There are masses of people, and we are short of people;
this contradictory formula has long expressed the contradictions between the organisational life and the organisational
needs of the Social-Democratic Party. Today this contradiction is more salient than ever before; we often hear from
all sides passionate appeals for new f·orces, complaints
about the shortage ·of forces in the organisations, while at
the same time we have everywhere countless offers of
service, a growth of young forces, especially among the
\VOrking class. The practical organiser \vho complains of
a shortage ·of people undler such circumstances becomes
the victim of the illusion from which Madame Roland suffered, when she wrote in 1793, at the peak of the Great
French Revolution, that France had no men, that there
\Vere only dwarfs. People who talk in this manner do not
see the wood for the trees; they admit that they are blinded
by events, that it is not they, the revolutionaries, who
control events. in mind and deed, but events that control
them and have overwhelmed them. Such organisers had
better retire and leave the field clear for y·ounger forces who
often make up with verve what they lack in experience.
There is no dlearth of people; never has revolutionary
Russia had such a multitude ·of people as now. Never has
a revolutionary class been so well off for temporary allies,
conscious friends, and unconscious supporters as the Russian proletariat is today. There are masses of people; all
we need do is get rid of tail-ist ideas and precepts, give full
scope to initiative and enterprise, to ''plans'' and ''undertakings'', and thus show ourselves to be worthy representatives of the great revolutionary class. Then the proletariat
of Russia will carry through the whole great Russian revolution as heroically as it has begun it.
Vperyod No. 9,
l\farch 8 (February 23), 1905
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01-ganisation, \Vithout a living cause. Go to the youth. Fo1·m
fighting squads at once everywhere, among the students,
and especially among tlie workers, etc., etc. Let groups be
at once organised of three, ten, thirty, etc., persons. Let
them arm themselves at once as best they can, be it with a
revolver, a knife, a rag soaked in kerosene f.or starting fires,
etc. Let these detachments at once ~elect leaders, and as far
as possible contact the Combat Committee of t~e. St. Petersburg Committee. Do not demand any formalitie<>, and,
for heave11's sake, forget all these schemes, and send all
''fu11ctions, rights, and privileges'' to the devil. Do not make
membership in the R.S.D.L.P. an absolute condition that
,vould be an absurd demand for an armed uprising. Do not
refuse t·o contact any group, even if it consists of only three
persons; make it the one sole condition that it should be reliable as far as police spying is concerned and prepared to
fight the tsar's troops. Let the groups join ~he R.S.D .L.P. or
associate themselves with the R.S.D.L.P. if they want to;
that would be splendid. But I would consider it quite wrong
to in•sist on it.
The role of the Combat Committee of the St. Petersburg
Committee sl1ould be to help these contingents of the revolutionary army, to serve as a ''bureau'' for contact purposes, etc. Any contingent will willingly accept your ser·
vices but if in such a matter you begin \vith schemes and
'
.
with talk about the ''rights'' of the Combat Committee, you
will ruin the whole cause; I assure you, you \vill ruin it
irreparably.
You must proceed to propaganda on a wide scale. Let
five or ten people make the round of hundreds -0f workers'
and students' study circles in a week, penetrate wherever
they can, and! everywhere propose a clear, brief, direct, and
simple plan:· organise combat groups immediately, arm
yourselves as best you can, and \Vork with all your Ill:ight;
we will help you in every way \Ve can, but do not wazt for
our 11elp; act for yourselves.
'fhe principal thing in a n1atter like this is the initiative
of the mass of small groups. They will do everything.
\Vitl1out them your entire Combat Committee is notl1ing.
I am prepared to gauge the efficiency of the Combat Committee's work by the number of such combat groups it is
in contact \vith. If in a month or t\vo the Combat Commit1

TO THE COMBAT COMMITTEE
OF THE ST. PETERSBURG COMMITTEE
October 16, 1905
Dear Comrades,
Many thanks for sending 1) the report of the Combat
Committee and 2) a memorandum on the organisation of
preparations for insurrection +3) a scheme of the organisa- •
tion. After reading these documents, I think it my duty to
write directly to the Combat Committee for a comradely
exchange -0f opinions. I need hardly say that I do not undertake to judge of the practical side of the matter; there can
be no doubt that everything possible is being done under
the difficult conditions in Russia. However, judging by the
documents, the whole thing threatens to degenerate into
office routine. All these schemes, all these plans of organisation -0f the Combat Committee create the impression of
red tape forgive me my frankness, but I hope that you
will not suspect me of fault-finding. Schemes, and1 disputes
and discussions about the functions of the Combat Committee and its rights, are of the least value in a matter like
this. What is needed is furious energy, and again energy. It
horrifies me I give you my word it horrifies me to find
that there has been talk about bombs for over six months,
yet not one has been made! And it is the most learned of
people who are doing the talking. . . . Go to the youth,
gentlemen! That is the only remedy! Otherwise I give you
my word for it you will be too late (everything tells me
that), and will be left with ''learned'' memoranda, plans,
charts, schemes, and magnificent recipes, but without an
128
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tee does not ha,·e a mi11imum of 2f)0 or 300 groups in St. · ·
Petersburg, then it is a dead Combat Committee. It will
have to be buried. If it cannot muster a hundred or two
of groups in seething times like these, then it is indeed
remote from real life.
1'11e propagandists mttst sup1lly each grottp \vith brief
ancl si1r11Jle rt~cipes f'<Jrt nraki11g lJoml)s, give thc~rn an elerr1t~11ta~·y cxpla11ation c>f the Ly1Je cif Lire \VrJrk, ancl then
lca:e. rt all to the~. Squacls nrust at on•ce begin military
t:a1n1ng by launching operations immediately, at once.
So~e may_ at once unclertake to kill a spy or blo\v up a
police station, others to raid a bank to confiscate funds
for the ~~surrection, others again may drill or prepare plans
of local1t1es, etc. But the essential thing is to begin at once
to learn from actual practice: have no fear of these tr{al
attacks. They may, of course, degenerate into extremes but
that. is an evil of the morrow, \vhereas the evil tod~y is
our inertness, our doctrinaire spirit, our learned immobilia?d our senile fear of initiative. Let every group learn,
if rt rs only by beating up policemen: a score or so victims
wil_l be more tha11 compensated for by the fact that this will
tr~1n hundreds of experienced fighte1·s, who tomorrow
will be leading hu11dreds of thot1sands.
I send you warm greetings, comrades, and wish you success .. I h~ve no desire to impose my views on you, but J
consider rt my duty to tender my word of advice.

!Y '.

•

Yours,
Lenin
First publisl1e<l in 1926
ir1 Lenin JJ1iscellftny V
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THE LESSONS OF THE MOSCOW EVENTS
, The rising tide of revolutionary enthusiasm among the
·Moscow proletariat, so vividly expressed in the political
strike and in the street fighting,63 has not yet subsided.
The strike continues. It has to some extent spread to St.
Petersburg, where the compositors are striking in sympathy
'vith their Moscow comrades. It is still uncertain whether the
present movement will subside and await the next rise of
the tide, or whether it will be of a sustained character. But
certain results of the Moscow events, and very instructive
ones at that, are already apparent, and it would be worth
while to dwell on them.
On the whole, the movement in Moscow did not attain
the pitch of a decisive battle between the revolutionary
workers and the tsarist forces. It consisted .only of small
skirmishes at the outposts, part perhaps of a military demonstration in the civil \var, but it was not one of those battles that determine the outcome of a war. Of the two sup}Jositions we advanced a week ago, it is apparently the first
that is being justified, namely, that \vhat we are witnessing
is not the beginning of the decisive onslaught, but only a
rehearsal. This rehearsal has nevertheless fully revealed all
the characters in the historical drama, thus spotlighting the
IJrobable and in part even inevitable development of the
drama itself.
'fhe l\1:osc·ow events were inaugurated by incidents which
at first glance appear to have been of a purely academic
character. The government conferred partial ''autonomy'',
or alleged autonomy, on the universities. The professorate
g•
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for the chicken coop to be forgotten, for the breeze freshned and grew into a blast against the tsarist autocracy, the
erime source of all officialism and all the humiliations
heaped upon the Russian people. And even now, \vhen the
first danger has passed and the storm has clearly subsided,
the lackeys of the autocracy still quake at the mere recollection of the chasm that yawned before them during the
days of bloodshed in Moscow. ''It is not yet a conflagration, but that it is arson is already beyond question," mutters Mr. Menshikov in the servile Novoye Vremya 64 (of
September 30). ''It is not yet a revolution ... but it is already the prologue to a revolution." '' 'It is on the move,'
I [Mr. Menshikov) argued in April. And what frightful
strides 'it' has since made! ... The popular element has been
stirred to its very depths ...."
Yes, the Trepovs and the Romanovs, together with the
treacherous liberal bourgeoisie, have got themselves into
a predicament. Open the university and you provide a
platform for popular revolutionary meetings, and render
invaluable service to the Social-Democrats. Close the university down and you open the \Vay for a street struggle.
And so our knights of the knout dash to and fro, gnashing
their teeth. They reopen Moscow University, pretending
that they want to allow the students to maintain order
themselves during street processions; they turn a blind eye
to revolutionary self-government of the students, \vho are
dividing into Social-Democrats, Socialist-Revolutionaries,
etc., thus bringing about proper political representation in
the student ''parliament'' (and, we are confident, will not
confine themselves to revolutionary self-government, but
will immediately and in dead earnest set about organising
and equipping contingents of a revolutionary army). Together with Trepov, the liberal professors are dashing to
and fro, hastening one day to persuadie the students to be
more moderate and the next day to persuade the knout\vielders to be more lenient. The scurryings of both of these
give us the greatest satisfaction; they show that a fine revolutionary breeze must be blowing if the political commanders and the political turncoats are staggering about
on the upper deck in such a lively manner.
But besides legitimate pride and legitimate satisfaction,
true rev0lt1tionists must derive something else fron1 the

were granted self-government, and the students \vere
granted the right of assembly. Thus a small breacl1 was
forced in the general system .of autocratic-feudal oppression. New revolutionary currents immediately swept into
this breach with unexpected force. A miserable concession,
a paltry reform, granted with the object ,of blunting the
edge of the political antagonisms and of ''reconciling'' robbers and robbed, actually served to stimulate the struggle
tremendously, and increase the number of its participants.
Workers flocked to the students' gatherings, which began
to develop into popular revolutionary meetings, where the
proleta~iat, the foremost class in the struggle for liberty,
predominated. The government was outraged. The ''respectable'' liberals, who had received professorial self-government began to scurry back and forth between the revolutionary students and the government of police rule and
the knout. The liberals made use of liberty in order to betray liberty, restrain the students from extending and intensifying the struggle, and appeal for ''order'' this in the
face of the bashi-bazouks and Black Hundreds, the Trepovs
and the Romanovs! The liberals made use of self-government so as to do the work of the butchers of the people,
and! t? close the University, that holy sanctuary of ''science''
permitted by the knout-wielders, which the students defiled
by allowing the ''rabble'' to enter it for discussion of questio~s ''u~authorised'' by the autocratic gang. The self-governing liberals betrayed the people and liberty, because
~hey feared carna~e in the University. 1'hey were punished
in e;cemplary fashi?n for their contemptible cowardice. By
closing the rev·olutionary University they opened the \vay
to revolution in the streets. Wretched pedants that they
are, they were ready to jubilate in concert with rascals like
Glazov over the fact that they had nianaged to extinguish
the conflagration in the school. But as a matter ·of fact they
only started a conflagration in a huge industrial city. These
manikins on stilts f·orbade the wor:Kers to go to the stud~nts,
but they only drove the students to the revolutionary worke~s. T~ey appr~ised all politic~! matters from the standpoint
of. th.ei~ own chicken coop, which reeks of age-old hidebound
of~cialism. They implored the students to spare this
chicken coop. The first fresh breeze the manifestation of
the free and youthful revolutionary elements-was enough
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Moscow events an understanding of the social forces operating in the Russian revolution and just how they operate,
and a clearer idea of the forms they take when they
operate. Call to mind the political sequence of the Moscow
events, and you will see a remarkably typical picture of
the whole revolution, one that is characteristic of the class
relationships. Here is the sequence: a small breach is forced
in the old order; the government tries to mend the breach
with petty concessions, illusory ''reforms'', etc.; instead of
calming down, the struggle becomes even more acute and
widespread; the liberal bourgeoisie wavers and dashes from
one thing to another, urging the revolutionists to desist
from revolution, and the police to desist from reaction;
headed by the proletariat, the revolutionary people arrive
~~ the ~cen~, and the open struggle gives rise to a new po-·
11t1cal s1tuat1on; the conflict shifts to the newly won battlefield a more elevated and broader field a new breach
is made in the enemy strongholds, and in that way the
movement proceeds to an ever higher plane. A general retreat on the part of the government is taking place before
our eyes, as Moskovskiye Vedomosti65 aptly remarked recently. A certain liberal newspaper rather cleverly added:
a retreat under cover of rearguard action.66 On October 3
(16) the St. Petersburg correspondent of the liberal Berlin
V ?ssische Zeitung wired to his paper about his interview
with Trepov's chef de cabinet. As the police underling told
the correspon?ent: ''You cannot expect the government to
f~llo': a consistent plan of action, since every day brings
with 1t events that could not have been foreseen. The government is obliged to manoeuvre. Force cannot crush the
present movement which may last for two months or t\vo
years."
Indeed th~ gov~rnment_'s !actics have now become quite
clear. They 1ndub1tably lie 1n manoeuvring and retreating
under cover of rearguar~ action. Such tactics are quite
correct from the standpoint of the autocracy's interests. It
would be a grievous error and a fatal illusion for revolutionists to forget that the government can still continue to retreat for a ~ery long time to come, without losing what is
mos~ essential. The example ·of the abortive, unfinished
semi-revolution in Germany, in 1848 an example to which
we shall return in the next issue of Proletary,67 and which
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,ve shall never tire ·Of recalling shows that even if it retreats so far as to convoke a (nominally) constituent assembly, the government \vill still retain sufficient strength
to defeat the revolution in the final and decisive battle.
That is 'vhy, in studying the Moscow events, the most
recent in a long series of conflicts in our civil \var, we must
soberly consider the developments, prepare \Vith the maximum of energy and persistence for a long and desperate
,var, and be on our guard against such allies that are already turncoat allies. When absolutely nothing decisive has
as yet been won, when the enemy still has an enormous
area for further advantageous and safe retreats, \vhen battles are becoming ever more serious confidence in such allies, attempts to conclude agreements \vith them or simply
to sirpport them on certain conditions may prove not only
stupid but even treacherous to the proletariat.
Indeed, was the liberal professors' behaviour before and
tluring the Mosco\v events fortuitous? Was it an exception.
or is it the rule for the entire Constitutional-Democratic
Party? Does this behaviour express the individual peculiarities of a given group of the liberal bourgeoisie, or does it
express the fun·damental interests of this entire class in
general? Among socialists there can be no two opinions on
these questions, but not all socialists kno\v how to consistently pursue genuinely socialist tactics.
For a clearer understanding of the gist of the matter,
let us take the liberals' own exposition of their tactics.
They avoid coming out against the Social-Democrats or
e\·en speaking directly about them in the columns of the
Russian press. But here is an interesting report in the Berlin
Vossische Zeitung, which undoubtedly is more outspoken
in its expression of the liberals' views:
"Extremely stormy student disturbances have reocctrrred both in
St. Petersburg and in Moscow since the very beginning of the aca(Icmic year, although autonomy has been granted-belatedly, it is
trt1e-to the universities and other higher educational institutions.
l'vlorc(JVcr, in Moscow these disturbances arc accompanied by a widespread \Vorkers' movement. These disturbances indicate that a new
phase has begun in the Russian revolutionary movement. The course
of the student meetings and their resolutions sho\v that the students
have adopted the \vatchword of the Social-Democratic leaders to
convert. the uni,·ersities into popular meeting places, and thus spread
revolution among \vide sections of the population. The r.foscow students
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have already shown ho\v this is being put into eff·ect: they invited
to the University premises such large numbers of \Vorkers and other
persons \vho have no connection \Vith the University that the students
themselves were in a minority. It stands to reason that such a state
of affairs cannot go on for long under the existing conditions. The
government \Viii close the universities rather than tolerate such
meetings. This is so obvious that at first glance it appears inconceivable that the Social-Democratic leaders could have issued
such a \vatchword. They knew perfectly well \Vhat this \Vould lead
to, but what they wanted was for the government to close the universities. For what purpose? Simply because they intend to hinder the
liberal movement by all available means. They admit that they are not
strong enough to effect any major political action with their O\Vn forces;
therefore the liberals and radicals must not do anything either, for that
would allegedly only harm the socialist proletariat. The latter must win
its rights for itself. The Russian Social-Democratic Party may take
great pride in these 'inflexible' (unbeugsame) tactics, but they must
appear very short-sighted to any unprejudiced observer; they will
scarcely lead Russian Social-Democracy to victories. It is quite incomprehensible \Vhat it will gain by the closing of the universities, which
is inevitable if the present tactics continue. On the other hand, it is
of the utmost importance to all progressive parties that there should be
no interruption in the work of the universities and higher schools. The
protracted strikes of students and professors have already caused great
damage to Russian culture. It is imperative that academic \Vork be
resumed. Autonomy has enabled the professors to conduct their
classes freely. That is why the professors of all universities and higher
schools are agreed that it is necessary to start tuition once more and
in energetic fashion. They are exerting all their influence to persuade the students to abandon their efforts to give effect to the SocialDemocratic watchword.''

Thus, the struggle between bourgeois liberalism (the Constitutional-Democrats) and the Social-Democrats has taken
definite shape. Do not hinder the liberal movement! Such
is the slogan so splendidly expressed in the article quoted
above. What does this liberal movement amount to? It is
a retrograde movement, for the professors use and desire
to use the fr.eedom of the universities not for revolutionary
propaganda, but for counter-revolution'ary propaganda;
not to fan the conflagration, but to extinguish it; not to
extend the field of battle, but to dra\v the masses a\vay
from decisive struggle and induce them to collaborate peacefully \Vith the Trepovs. With the struggle becoming more
acute, the ''liberal'' movement (as we have seen in practice)
has become marked by desertion from revolution to reaction. Of course, the liberals are, in a way, useful to us,
since they introduce vacillation into the ranks of the Tre136

povs and other lackeys of Romanov. This good, however,
,vill be outweighed by the harm they cause by bringing vacillation into our ranks, unless we make a clean break with
the Constitutional-Democrats, and brand every hesitant
step they take. Their knowledge, or, more frequently, their
sense of their dominant position in the existing economic
system has led the liberals to aspire to dominate the revol11tion as \veil. They say that each step aimed at continuing, extending and intensifying the revolution and
taking it farther than the most ordinary patchwork is a
''hindran'ce'' to the liberal movement. Fearful for the fate
of the so-called freedom of the universities granted by Trepov, they are today fighting against revolutionary freedom.
Fearful for the legal ''freedom of assembly'' which the government \vill grant tomorrow in a police-distorted form,
they will hold us back from using these assemblies for genuinely proletarian aims. Fearful for the fate of the State
Duma, they already displayed wise moderation at the·
September 'Congress, and continue to display it now by
combating the idea of a boycott; why, they say, you
must not hinder us from getting things done in the State
Duma!
It must be confessed that, to the shame of SocialDemocracy, there have been opportunists in its ranks who
fell for this bait by reason of their doctrinaire and lifeless
-distortion of Marxism! They argue that the revolution is a
bourgeois one and therefore ... therefore we must retrace
our steps in the measure the bourgeoisie succeeds in obtaining concessions from tsarism. To this day the newIskrists have not seen the real significance of the State
Duma, because they are themselves drawing back and therefore naturally do not notice the Constitutional-Democrats'
regression. That the Iskrists have already retraced their
steps since the promulgation of the State Duma Act is an
indisputable fact. Prior to the State Duma Act they never
thought of placing the question of an agreement \vith the
Constitutional-Democrats on the order of the day. After
the State Duma Act they (Parvus, Cherevanin and Martov)
raised this question, and not merely as a matter of theory,
but in an immediately practical form. Prior to the State
Duma i\ct they presented q11ite stringent conditions to the
clemocrats (right up to co-operation in arming the people,
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etc.). After the State Duma Act they immediately reduced
the conditions, confining themselves to a promise to convert
the Black Hundred or the liberal Duma into a revolutionary one. Prior to the State Duma Act the reply their official
resolution gave to the question as to who should convoke
the popular constituent assembly was: either a provisional
revolutionary government or a representative institution.
After the State Duma Act they deleted the provisional revolutionary government, and they now say: either ''democratic'' (like the Constitutional-Democrats?) ''organisations
of the people'' (?!),or ... or the State Duma. We thus see
in fact how the new-Iskrists are guided by their magnificent
principle: the revolution is a bourgeois revolution therefore, comrades, watch out lest the bourgeoisie recoil!
The Moscow events,· which for the first time since the
State Duma Act have shown the real nature of the Constitutional-Democrats' tactics at grave political junctures, have
also shown that Social-Democracy's opportunist appendage,
which we have diescribed, is inevitably being transformed
into a mere appendage to the bourgeoisie. We have just
said: a Black Hundred or a liberal State Duma. To an Iskra
supporter these 'vords would appear monstrous, for he
considers distinction between a Black-Hundred State Duma
and a liberal State Duma highly important. But these selfsame Moscow events have disclosed the fallaciousness of
this ''parliamentary'' idea, which had been so inappropriately advanced in a pre-parliamentary period!. The
Moscow events have sho,vn that the liberal turncoat has
actually played the part of a Trep·ov. The closing of the
University, which would have been decreed by Trepov
yesterday, has been carried out today by Messrs. Manuilov
and Trubetskoi. Is it not clear that the ''Duma'' liberals will
also scurry back and forth between Trepov and Romanov,
on the one hand, and the revolutionary people on
the other? Is it not clear that the slightest support for
liberal turncoats is something befitting only political
simpletons?
Under a parliamentary system it is often necessary to
support a more liberal party against a less liberal one. But
during a revolutionary struggle for a parliamentary system
it is treachery to support liberal turncoats who are ''reconciling'' Trepov with the revolution.
1
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The events in Moscow have revealed in practice the alignment of social forces that Proletary has spoken of so many
times: the socialist proletariat and the vanguard! of revolutionary bourgeois democracy have waged a struggle, while
the liberal-monarchist bourgeoisie has conducted negotiations. Therefore, fellow-workers, study the lessons of the
l\fosco'v events, and do so most attentively. For it is in this
,vay, and inevitably so, that matters will take their course
throughout the 'vhole of t.rhe Russian revolution. We must
rally more solidly than ever in a genuinely socialist party,
,,-hich shall consciously express the interests of the working
class, and not drift along in the wake of the masses. In the
struggle 've must place reliance only on i·evolutionary democrats, permit agreements with them alone, and carry
out these agreements only on the field ·of battle against the
Trepovs and Romanov. \Ve must bendl every effort to
rouse, in addition to the students, who are the vanguard of
revolutionary democracy, also those broad masses of the
people whose movement is not only democratic in a general
\vay (today every turncoat calls himself a democrat), but
a genuinely revolutionary movement namely, the masses
of the peasantry. We must remember that the liberals and
Constitutional-Democrats, who are bringing vacillation into
the ranks of supporters of the autocracy, will inevitably
stri,-e in every \vay to bring vacillation into our ranks as
,,-ell. Only an open revolutionary struggle which consigns
all liberal chicken coops and all liberal Dumas to the rubbish heap will be of serious and decisive consequence. Therefore, prepare for ever new battles, without losing a single
moment! Arm as best you can; immediately form squads
of fighters who will be prepared to battle with devoted
energy against the accursed autocracy; remember that tomorro\v or the following day events will certainly call you
t(J rise in revolt, and the question now is only whether you
'''ill be able to take prepared and united action, or whether
~·ou \\rill be caught off your guard and disunited!
The events in Moscow have once again and for the
hundredth time confuted the sceptics. They have shown
that \Ve are still inclined to underestimate the revolutionary activity of the masses. They will bring roundl many of
those \Vho have already begun to waver, who have begun
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to lose faith in the idea of an uprising after the conclusion
of peace and the granting of a Duma. No, it is precisely
now that the uprising is gaining ground and increasing in
intensity with unparalleled rapidity. Let us all be at our
posts when the imminent explosion comes, one in comparison with which both January 968 and the memorable
Odessa days 69 will seem mere child's play.
Proletary No. 22,
October 24 (11), 1905
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THE YOUTH ABROAD
AND 1'HE RUSSIAN REVOLUTION
The letter from an out-of-the-way place, calling upon all
Lo return to Russia from abroad (Proletary No. 19) has
evoked a reply from Comrade ''Revolutionary'', writing to
Proletary from Berne.70 Comrade ''Revolutionary'' insists
on importance of theory in the movement, the need to study
seriously, and the like. We ·of course fully agree with him
in the matter, and1 that was just the sense of our reservation regarding the above-mentioned letter. Comrade ''Revolutionary'' advises the Party to organise at some place,
for example in Geneva, something in the nature of a university, for the youth to be able to engage in serious studies.
There have been many such plans, but their implementation meets with too many practical difficulties.
Proletary No. 22,
October 24 ( 11), 1905

Collected Works, Vol. 9
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tl1ose stanLling a long '''ay oil'. The collective spirit of
tl1e prog1·essive class-conscious workers immediately engagecl in the struggle in each country \vill always remain
tl1e l1ighest authority on all such questions.

Ii}'

Written in Decem!Jer 1906
]'11lilisl1ecl as a 1ia111phlet in
~losc1i\V in J)ece111ber 1\)(){)
I•)· N1iva)'a E1iokl1a Publisl1ets

FROM PREFACE TO THE RUSSIAN TRANSLATION
OF K. KAUTSKY'S PAMPHLET
THE DRIVING FORCES AND PROSPECTS
OF THE RUSSI.4.N REVOLUTION
In conclusion just a few words about ''authorities''.
Marxists cannot adopt the usual standpoint of the intellectual radical, with his pseudo-revolutionary abstraction:
''no authorities''.
No. The working class, which all over the world is
waging a hard and persistent struggle for complete emancipation, needs authorities, but, ·of course, only in a way
that young workers need the experience of veteran fighters
against oppression and exploitation, of those who have organised many strikes, have taken part in a number of revolutions, \Vho are wise in revolutionary traditions, and
have a broad political outlook. The proletarians of every
country need the authority of the world-wide struggle of
the proletariat. We need the authority of the theoreticians
of international Social-Democracy to enable us properly to
understand the programme and tactics ·of our Party. But,
of course, this authority has nothing in common with the
official authorities in bourgeois science and police politics.
It is the authority of the experience gained in the more diversified struggle waged in the ranks of the same \vorld socialist army. And important though this authority is in
widening the horizon of the fighters, it would be impermissible in the workers' party to claim that the practical
and concrete questions .of its immed1iate policy can be solved
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FROM THE CRISIS OF

MENSHEVIS~l

III
The contrast which Larin draws between an apparatusparty and a vanguard-party, or, in other words, between a
party of fighters against the police and a party of classconscious political fighters, seems profound and permeated
with the ''pure proletarian'' spirit. In actual fact, however,
it is the very same intellectualist opportunism as the analogous contrast drawn in 1899-1901 by the supporters of
Rabochaya Mysl and the Akimovites.71
On the one hand, when there are objective conditions
for a direct revolutionary onslaught by tl1e masses, the
Party's supreme political task is ''to serve the spontaneous
movement''. To contrast suclz revolutionary \Vork with ''politics'' is to reduce politics to chicanery. It means exalting
political action in the Duma above the political action of
the masses in October and December; in other \vords, it
means abandoning the proletarian revolutionary standpoint
for that of intellectualist opportunism.
Every form of struggle requires a corresponding technique and a corresponding apparatus. When objective conditions make the parliamentary struggle the principal form
of struggle, the features of the apparatus for parliamentary
struggle inevitably become more marked in the Party.
When, ·On the other hand, objective conditions give rise to
a struggle of the masses in the form of mass political strikes
and uprisings, the party of the proletariat must have an
''apparatus'' to ''serve'' these forms of struggle, and, of
course, this must be a special ''apparatus'', not resembling
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lie Jai·liamentary one. An organi~~d part~ of t~e proletar~ t ~hicl1 admitted that the conditions existed for popular
ia
. 1·ngs andi yet failed to set up the necessary apparatus
11
prisld be a party of intellectualist chatterboxes; the workers
wou
.
b
.
,,·ould abandon it and go over to anarcl1ism, ourgeo1s revolutionism, etc.
. · ll
On the other hand, the composition of th.e P.olitica · Y
rruiding vanguard of every cl.a~s, the p~oletariat included,
~!so depends both on the position .of this cl~ss and on. the
incipal form of its struggle. Larin complains, for exam~~~e, that young workers predominate in our Party, that \Ve
ha,·e few married \Vorkers, and that t~ey Iea~e the Party.
1'his complaint of a Russian opportunist reminds me of a
IJassage in one of Engels's works (I think it. is in T lze
!lousing Question, Zur Wolznungsfrage). Retorting to som~
fatuous bourgeois professor, a German Cadet, ~ngels .wrote.
is it not natural that youth should predominate in our
Party the revolutionary party? \Ve are the party of the
fut 11 r~, and the future belongs to the youth. We a1·e a
1Jarty of innovators, and it is always the youth that mo~t
eagerly follows the innovators. We. are a party that is
waging a self-sacrificing struggle against tl1e old rotte~n:ss,
and youth is al\vays the first to undertake a self-sacrificing
st1·11ggle.
,, · d'' Id
No let us leave it to the Cadets to collect the tire
o
men ~f thirty, revolutionaries who have ''grown wise'', and
renegades from Social-Democracy. We shall always be a
party of the youth of the advanced class!
. .
I~arin himself blurts out a frank admission why he
regrets the loss of the married men who are tired of the
sli·uggle. If we were to collect a good nu:n~,er ·of these tired
men into the Party, that \vould make it somewhat sluggisl1, putting a brake on political adventures''. (p. 18).
. Now, that's better, good! Larin! Why dissemble and
<leceive yourself. What you >vant is not a vanguard-party,
but a rearguard-party, so that it will be rather more sluggisl1. You should have said so frankly.
'' ... Putting a brake on political adventures ...." Revolutions have been defeated in Europe too; there we1·e the
June clays of 1848 and the May days of 187~; but there has
r1ev<~r been a Social-Democrat or a Communist \Vho tl1ought
it proper to declare the action of the masses in a revolution
10-1995
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to be an ''adventure''. This became possible when among
revolutionary Marxists there \Vere enrolled (not for long,
\Ve hope) spineless, craven Russian philistines, called the
''intelligentsia'', if you please, \vho ha\'e no confidence in
themselves ancl become despond1ent at every turn ·of events
towards reaction.
'' ... Putting a brake on adventures!'' If that is so, then
the first adventurer is Larin himself; for he calls ''minor
struggles'' the course most advantageous to the revolution;
he is trying to make the masses believe that the tide of
revolution is rising, that in two or three years the army
will be filled with discontented peasants, and that the ''old
regime \Vill collapse'' at ''the first serious test''!
But Larin is an adventurer in another, much \Vorse and
pettier sense. He advocates a labour congress 72 and a ''nonparty party'' (his expression!). Instead of the Social-Democratic Party he wants an ''All-Russia Labour Party''''labour'', because it must inclucle the petty-bourgeois
revolutionaries, the Socialist-Revolutionaries, the Polish
Socialist Party, the Byelorussian Hromada,73 etc.
Larin is an admirer of Axelrod. But he has done him a
disservice. He has so exalted Axelrod's ''youthful energy'',
his ''true party courage'' in fighting for a labour congress,
he has embraced 11im so fervently, that ... he has smothered him in his embraces! Axelrod's nebulous ''idea'' of a
labour congress has been killed by a naive and truthful,
practical party worker \vho has gone and blurted out
everything that should have been concealed for successful
adivocacy of a labour congress. A labour congress means
''taking down the signboard'' (p. 20 in Larin's pamphlet,
for whom Social-Democracy is a mere signboard); it means
merging with the Socialist-Revolution·aries and the trade
•
unions.
Quite right, Comrade Larin! Thank you at least for
speaking the truth! The labour congress really does mean
all that. It \vould lead to that even against the wish of its
conveners. And it is just for that reason that a labour
congress no\v would be a petty opportunist adventure.
Petty for there is no broacl idea underlying it, nothing
b11t the weariness ·Of intellectuals \vho are tired of the persistent struggle for Marxism. Opportunist for the same
reason, and also because thousand1s of petty bourgeois of
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from settled opinions \vould be admitted into the labour
f ar
h
arty. An adventure for under present con d"t"
i i~ns sue
~ii attempt \vill bring about, not p~ac_e or constr.uctiv~ work,
. collaboration between the Socialist-Revolutionaries and
~~cial-Democrats-to \vhom Larin kindly assigns the role
of ''propagandist societies within a broad party'' (p. 40)
biit only endless aggravation of strife, dissensioi1, splits,
irlcc)logical confusion, and actual disorganisation.
It is one thing to predict that the Socialist-Re\'ol11lior1ary
''Ceiitre'' must come c>ver to the Social-Democrats \vhen
the Popular Socialists and Maximalists74 d1r~p o~t; it is. a
different thing to climb after an apple which IS only In
process of ripening, but is not yet ripe. You will either
break your neck, my dear sir, or upset your stomach with
sour fruit.
Larin bases his arguments on ''Belgium'', as did, in 1899,
R. M. (the editor of Rabochaya Mys!) and Mr. Prokopovich
(\vhen he was going through the ''spontaneous outbursts''
of a Social-Democrat and had not yet ''gro\vn wise'' sufficiently to become a ''systematically acting'' Cadet). LaI·in's
booklet has a neat appendix in the shape of a neat translation of the Rules of the Belgian Labour Party! But our
good Larin forgot to ''translate'' to Russia the industrial
conditions and history of Belgium. After a series of bourgeois i·evolutions, after decades of struggle against Proudhon's petty-bourgeois quasi-socialism, and with the enormous development of industrial capitalism, possibly the
l1ighest in the world, the labour congress and the labour
party in Belgium marked a transition from non-proletarian
socialism to proletarian socialism. In Russia, at the height
of a bo11rgeois revolution, which is inevitably breeding
petty-bourgeois ideas and petty-bourgeois ideologists, and
\Vith gI·o,ving ''Trudovik'' trends75 among closely related
sections of the peasantry and the proletariat, with a SocialIJenzocratic Labour Pa1·ty that has a history of nearly one
decade, a labour congress is a badly conceived invention,
and fusion \vith the Socialist-Revolutionaries (who knows,
there may be 30,000 of them, or perhaps 60,000, says Larin
artlessly) is an intellectual's whimsy.
Yes, history can be ironic! For )'Cars the Mensheviks
have been trumpeting about the close connection between
the Bolsl1eviks and the Socialist-Revol11tionaries. And now
10•
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tl1e Bolsheviks reject a labour congress precisely because
it would obscure the difference in the points of view of the
proletarians and the small proprietors (see the resolution
of the St. Petersburg Committee 76 in Proletary No. 3). And
the b1ensheviks stand for merging with the Socialist-Revolutionaries in connection with the advocacy ,of a labour
co11gress. This is unique!
''I do not want to dissolve the party in tl1e class," pleads
Larin. ''I only want to unite the vanguard, 900,000 out of
nine million'' (p. 17 and p. 49).
Let us take the official factory returns for 1903. The total
number of factory workers was 1,640,406. Of these, 797 ,997
were in factories employing over 500 workers each, and
1,261,363 in factories employing over 100 \vorkers each.
The number of workers in the largest factories (800,000)
is only a little smaller than the figure Larin gives for the
workers' party united with the ,socialist-Revolutionaries!
Thus, although we already have from 150,000 to 170,000
members in our Social-Democratic Party, and notwithstanding the 800,000 workers employed in large factories, the
workers of big mining enterprises (not included in this
total) and the multitude of purely proletarian elements
employed in trade, agriculture, transport, etc., Larin has
no hope that we in Russia can soon win for Social-Democracy 900,000 proletarians as Party members?? Monstrous,
but true.
But Larin's lack of faith is only another example of the
intellectual's timid thinking.
We are quite sure that this object can be attained. As a
counterblast to the adventure of a ''labour congress'' and .
a ''non-party party'' \Ve put forward the slogan: for a fivefold
and tenfold increase of our Social-Democratic Party, only
let it consist mainly and almost exclusively of purely proletarian elements, and let it be achieved solely uncler the
banner of revolutionary Marxism.*

No\v, after a yea1· ,of the great revolution, \vhen all sorts
of parties arc g1·0,ving by leaps and bounds, the proletariat
is becoming an independent party more rapidly than ever.
The Duma elections will assist this process (if \Ve d;o not
enter into opportunist blocs \Vi th the Cadets, of course).
The treachery of the bourgeoisie in general, and of the
petty bourgeoisie in particular (the Popular Socialists), will
strengthen the revolutionary Social-Democratic Party.
\Ve shall reach Larin's ''ideal'' (900,000 Party members),
and even exceed it, by hard work on the present lines, and
not by adventures. It is certainly necessary no\v to enlarge
the Party \Vith the aid of proletarian elements. It is abnormal that \Ve should have only 6,000 Party members in
St. Petersburg (in St. Petersburg Gubernia there are 81,000
\Vorkers in factories employing 500 workers and over; in
all, 150,000 workers); that in the Central Industrial Region
we should have only 20,000 Party members (377 ,000 workers in factories employing 500 and over; in all, 562,000
workers). We must learn to recruit* five times and ten
times as many workers for the Party in such centres. In
this respect Larin is certainly quite right. But we must not
fall a prey to intellectualist cowardice or intellectualist
hysteria. We shall achieve our aim by follo,ving our own
Social-De1nocratic path, without plunging into adventures.
Proletary No. 9,
Decem})er 7, 1906

Collected lVorks, Vol. 11

"J acobin"77 (J acobi11--in the opinion of the opportunists) parnphlet

* It would be unwise to take the trade unions into tl1e Party, as
Larin proposes. This would only restrict the \Vorking-class movement
and narrow its base. We shall always be able to unite a far greater
number of workers for the struggle against the employers than for
support of Social-Democratic policy. Therefore (in spite of Larin's 1vro11g
assertion that the Bolsheviks ha,·e declared against non-party trade
unions), \Ve stand for non-party trade 11nions, as the a11thor of the
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lVJzat Is To Be Done? advocated as far back as 1902.
• We say "learn to recruit'', for the number of Social-Democratic
'''orkers in s11ch centres is undoubtedly many times the n11mber of
Party mc1nbers. We suffer fron1 routi11e, we must figl1t against it.
\Ve 111ust learn to forn1, \Vhere necessary, lose Organisationen-1ooser,
liroader and more accessible proletarian organisations. Our slogan is:
for a larger Social-Democratic [,abour Party, agai11st a non-party labour
c<Jngress a11<l ii non-party party?

with them. Anti-militarist propaganda among young workers is everywhere yielding excellent results. And this is
of vast importance. A worker who joins the army as a conscious Social-Democrat is a poor support for the powers
that be.
There are young socialist \vorkers' leagues in all European countries. In some countries, such as Belgium, Austria
and Sweden, these leagues are large organisations doing
important party \VOrk. Of course, the main aim of the
leagues is self-education and the acquisition of a clear integrated socialist world outlook. But the you th leagues are
also conducting practical work. They fight for better conditions for apprentices and try to protect them from unbridled exploitation by the employers. They put still more time
and effort into anti-militarist propaganda.
To this end they try to establish close contacts with
young soldiers. This is done in the following way. As long
as the young worker has not been called up, he is a member of the league and pays his dues. When he becomes a
soldier, the league keeps constantly in touch with him and
regularly sends him small amounts of money (the ''soldier's
sou'' they are called in France) which, although small, are
very important to him. For his part he undertakes to keep
the league regularly informed of all that is going on in the
army barracks and1 to write abou t his impressions. Thus,
even when on i·egular service, the soldier does not lose
contact with the organisation to which he belonged.
The soldier is al\vays sent to serve as far as possible
from his home. This is done to e11sure that he has no
interests in common with the local population and feels
a stranger among them. Then it is easier to make him obey
orders and shoot at a crowd. The young \vorkers' leagues
endeavour to do away with this estrangement of the soldier
from the population. The leagues are connec ted with one
another. When he comes to a new town, the soldier, a former member of a youth league at home, is received as a
'velcome guest by the local league, he is introdt1cedi to local
afi"airs and assisted in every \Vay. He ceases to be a stranger, a ne\vcomer. He kno,vs tl1at he can expect help and
support if he gets into some t1·ouble. This kno,vledge gives
him courage, he feels bolcler in the barracks and stands up
for his rigl1ts and human clignity \vith greater boldness.
1

1

AN1'I-MILIT.<\RIST PROPAGANDA
AND THE YOUNG SOCIALIST
WORKERS' LEAGUES
As everybody knows, tl1e International Socialist Congress
in Stuttgart 78 discussed1 the qt1estion of militarism and the
relevant question of anti-militarist propaganda. The resolution adopted on this question says, among other things,
that the congress considers it the duty of the working classes
''to imbue the young people of the working classes with
the socialist spirit of universal brotherhood and \vith class
consciousness''. The Congress regards this as a guarantee
that the army \Vill cease to be a blind tool in the hands of
the ruling classes '''hich they wield at will and \vhich they
may send against the people any moment.
It is ·difficult and sometimes next to impossible to conduct
propaganda among serving sold1iers. Life in barracks, strict
surveillance and rare leaves of absence greatly impede contacts \Vi th the outside world; military discipline and stultifying clrilling intimidate the soldiers; the military authorities are going out of their \vay to drum all living thoughts
and human sentiments out of the ''inarticulate herd'' and
imbue them with blind obedience and senseless and savage
wrath for the enemies at hgme and abroad .... It is far
more difficult to get across to the lonesome, ignorant and
intimidated soldier who is cut off from his normal environment and \vhose head has been crammed with the
\Vildest notions about everything around him, than to
young men of conscript age, wl10 live \vitl1 their fan1ilies
and among their comrades and have con1mon interests

1
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Close contacts \Vith young soldiers give tl1e yot1th leagues
an opportunity to conduct extensi\•e anti-1nilitarist propaganda among the soldiers. This is done mainly through
anti-militarist literature published and circulated in large
numbers by the leagues, especially in France and1 Belgium,
and also in Switzerland, Sweden and other countries. These
publications are most varied in content and include picture
postcards on anti-militarist subjects, collections of soldiers'
anti-militarist ditties (some of them are very popular among
the soldiers), ''a soldier's catechism'' (100,000 copies of it
were circulated in France), pamphlets, appeals and leaflets
of all descriptions and weekly, fortnightly and monthly
newspapers and magazines for soldiers, some of them illustrated. Barracks, Recruit, Young Soldier, Pioupiou (pet
name for a young recruit) and Forward are circulated far
and wide. For instance, the Belgian Recruit and Barracks
have a circulation of 60,000 copies each. A large number of
magazines are published at the time conscripts are called
up for service. Special issues of soldiers' newspapers are
sent out to all conscripts. Anti-militarist literature is deli~ere~ to the army barracks and distributed among the soldiers in the streets, they find it at cafes, public bars, in
short, wherever they go .
. New recruits come in for particular attention. They are
given a r~gula~ send-off. At conscription times processions
~re organ~sed in town·s. In Austria for instance conscripts
in mourning march through the town to the s•trains of a
funeral dirge behind1 a cart decked out in red. Everywhere
red-coloured posters are stuck on walls with the words
''You. will n~t shoot at people!'' printed in large letters.
Eveni~g parties are organised in honour of the conscripts
at which fervent anti-militarist speeches are made. In a
\vord, everything is done to arouse the political consciousness of the conscript and to immunise him a"ainst the
pernicious influence of the ideas and sentime~ts \vhich
\Vill be thrust on him in one way or another in the army.
The \vork of the socialist youth is not wasted. In Belgium,
there are so~e fifteen s?ldiers' unions, most of which ally
themselves with the Social-Democratic Workers' Party and
are clo.sely c?nnected wi•th one another. There are regi~ents. in wh~ch up to two-thirds of the soldiers are organised in unions. In France anti-militarist moods have
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assumed mass propo1·tions. During the strikes in Dunkirk, Le
Creusot, Longwy and Montceau-les-Mines the troops sent
to deal with the strikers declared solidarity with them ....
· The numbers of Social-Democratic soldiers in the army
are growing with every day. The army is becoming ever
more unreliable. 'Vhen the bourgeoisie are confronted
with the organised working class, which side will the army
take? With the energy and fervour characteristic of the
youth, the young socialist \Vorkers are working to ensure
that it is on the side of the people.
l1 peryod No. 16,
October 8, 1907

Collected \Vorks, Fifth
Russian edition, Vol. 16
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FROl\1 TifE BEGINNING OF DEMONSTRATIONS
And no\v, after three years of the most \vanton riot of
counter-revolution, we see that the mass of the people,
those most oppressed, downtrodden, benighted, intimidated
by persecutions in every form, are beginning to raise their
heads again, to reawaken and resume the struggle. Three
years of executions, persecu tions and savage reprisals have
destroyed tens of thousands of the ''enemies'' of the autocracy, hundreds of thousands have been imprisoned or
exilecl, many hundreds of thousands more have been intimidated. But millions and tens of millions of people are
no longer what they were before the revolution. Never ye t
in the l1istory of Russia have these millions experienced
such instructive and vivid lessons, such open class struggle.
That a new and profound underlying ferment has set in
among tl1ese millions and tens of millions is evident from
this summer's strikes and the recent demonstrations.
Workers' strikes in Russia both during the period of the
preparation of the revolution and during the revolution
itself were the most widely used means of struggle of the
proletariat, of this advanced class, which is the only consistently revolutionary class in modern society. Economic
andl political strikes, now alternating, now inseparably
interwoven, united the mass of the workers against the
capitalis t class and the autocratic government, threw the
\vhole of society into a ferment, and roused the peasantry
for the struggle.
When a continuous wave of mass strikes began in 1895
this \Vas the beginning of the phase of preparation for the
people's revolution. 'Vhen in January 1905 the number of
strikers in this one month exceeded 400,000, this was the
beginning of the actual revolution. In all the three years
of the revolution the number of strikers, though gradually
declining (almost 3,000,000 in 1905, 1,000,000 in 1906, and
1
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three-fourths of a million in 1907), was l1igher than had
ever been known in any other country.
When the number of strikers dropped abruptly (176,000)
in 1908 and was followed by an even more marked decline
in 1909 (64,000) this spelt the end of the first revolution or,
I·ather, the first phase of the revolution.
And no\v, since the summer of this year, the tide is
beginning to rise again. The number of participants in economic strikes is increasing aI1d1 increasing very rapidly. The
phase of the total domination of the Black-Hundred rea~
tion has come to an end. The phase of a new upsurge IS
beginning. The proletariat, which retreated although wit?
considerable interruptions between 1905 and 1909, IS
regaining its strength and is beginning to take the offensive.
The revival in certain branches of industry leads at once
to a revival of the proletarian struggle.
The proletariat has begun. Others, the bourgeois,· democratic classes and sections of the population are continuing.
The death of ,Muromtsev, Chairman of the First Duma, a
moderate liberal, a foreigner to democracy, evokes the first
timid beginning of demonstrations. The death of Lev
Tolstoi gives rise for the first time after a long intervalto street demonstrations with the participation mainly of
students but partly also of workers. The fact that quite a
number of factories and plants stopped work on ·the day
of Tolstoi's funeral marks the beginning, though a very
modest one, of demonstrative strikes.
Very recently, the atrocities ·of 'the tsarist gaolers, who
in Vologda and Zerentui tortured many of our imprisoned
comrades who are being persecuted for their heroic struggle during the revolution, have deepened the ferment
among the students. Assemblies and mass mee tings are being heldi all over Russia, the police are raiding the universities, beating the students, arresting them, prosecuting
newspapers for publishing the slightest particle of truth
about the disorders, but only aggravating the unrest by all
these actions.
The proletariat has beg11n. The clemocratic youth are
continuing. The Russian people are awakening to new
struggle, advancing towards a 11e\V revolution.
1

l?abr1chaya Gr1zetr1 No. 2,
December 18 (31), 1910

Collected iv orks, Vol. 16

,vorkers and he distributed it himself. When the I~eague
of Struggle for the Emancipation of t?e
or king Class 7D
,vas formed in St. Petersburg, Ivan Vas1lyev1ch became one
of its most active members and \vorked in it until he \vas
arrested. The idea of starting a political ne,vspaper abroad
to promote the unificati~n and1 con.solid~tion of. the SocialDemocratic Party was discussed with him by hrs old comrades who had worked with him. in St. Petersburg, the
founders of Islcra, and received his warmest support. \Vhile
Ivan Vasilyevich was at liberty Iskra never \vent sl1ort of
genuine workers' correspondence. Look through ·the first
twenty issues of Iskra, all these letters from Shuya, Ivanovo-Voznesensk, Orekhovo-Zuyevo and other places in Central Russia: they nearly all passed through the hands of
Ivan Vasilyevich, who made every effort to establish the
closest contact bet\veen Iskra and the workers. Ivan Vasilyevich was Iskra's most assiduous co.rrespondent. and its
ardent supporter. From the central region Babushkrn made
his \Vay to the south, where he was arrested in Ekaterinoslav and imprisoned in Alexandrovsk. From Alexandrovsk
he escaped with another comrade by sawing through the
-window-bars of his cell. Without knowing a single foreign
language he made his way to London, where the Iskra
editorial office was at the time. A lot of things were talked
over there, a lot of questions "\Vere discussed 'vith him. But
I van Vasilyevich did not get the chance to attend the Second Party Congress ... imprisonment and exile put him
out of active service for a long time. The revolutionary
wave ·that arose brought new functionaries, new Party
leaders to the fore, but Babushkin at this time \Vas living
in tl1e Far No1·th, in Verkhoyansk, cut off from Party life.
But the time \Vas not wasted for him, he studied, he equipped
himself for the struggle, he was active among tl1e 'vorkers who were his comrades in exile, trying to make them
class-conscious Social-Democrats and Bolsheviks. In 1905
came the amnesty and Babushkin set out for Russia. But
Siberia too \Vas seething with struggle and people like
Babushl!:.in were needed there. He joined the Irkutsk Committee and plunged headlong into the work. He had to
speak at meetings, carry on Social-Democratic agitation
and organise an uprising. While Babushkin and five other

vy

IV AN VASILYEVICH B.l\.BUSHKIN
{AN OBITUARY)

\Ve are living in accursed conditions when it is possible
for such things as the following to happen: a prominent
Party \vorker, the pride of the Party, a comrade \vho unselfishly devoted his life to the cause of the \Vorking class,
disappears without a trace. Even his nearest relatives, like
his "\vife or his mother, his most intimate comrades do not
know for years what has become of him: whether he is
pining somewhere in penal servitude, whether he has
perished in some prison or has died ·the death of a hero in
battle with the enemy. Such "\Vas the case with Ivan Vasilyevich, who was shot by Rennenkampf. We learned about
his death only quite recently.
The name of I van Vasilyevich is near and dear not only
to Social-Democrats. All "\vho knew him loved and respected him for his energy, his avoidance of phrase-mongering,
his profo11nd and staunch revolutionary spirit and fervent
devotion to tl1e cause. A St. Petersburg worker, in 1895
with a group of other class-conscio11s workers, he \Vas very
active in the district beyond the N evskaya Zastava amor1g
the workers of the Semyannikov and1 Alexandrov factories
and the Glass Works, forming circles, organising libraries
and st11dying very hard himself all the time.
All his thoughts were fixed on 011e thing how to widen
the scope of the "\Vork. He took an active part in drawing
up the first agitational leaflet put out in St. Petersburg in
the autumn of 1894, a leaflet addressed to the Semyannikov
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comrades-,vhose names 've have not learned 'vere taking
a large consignment of arn1s to Chita in a separate railway
car the train 'vas l1elcl up by one of Rennenkampf's punitive expeditions and all six, without the slightest pretence
of a trial, 'vere lined up on the edge of a common grave
hastily dug on the spot and shot. They died like heroes.
The story of their death \Vas told by soldiers who saw it
and rail\vaymen who 'vere in the same train. Babushkin
fell a victim to the bestial savagery of the tsarist myrmidon
but, in dying, he knew that tl1e cat1se to which he
had devoted his life would not die, that it 'vould be continued by tens, hundreds of thousands, millions of other
hands, that other \Vorking-class comrades would die fo1·
the same cause, that they \vould fight until they were
victorious ....

* * *
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Some people have concocted and are spreading a fairytale to ·the effect that the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party is a party of ''intellectuals'', that the workers
are isolated from it, that the workers in Russia are SocialDemocrats without a Social-Democratic party, that this was
the case particularly before the revolution and, to a considerable extent, during the revolution. The liberals are
spreading this lie out of hatred for the revolutionary mass
struggle which the R.S.D.L.P. led in 1905, and some social~sts have been repeating this lying theory either out of
ignorance or irresponsibility. The life history of Ivan Vasilyevich Babushkin, the ten yea1·s' Social-Democratic activity of this lskrist-.worker, is a striking refutation of this
li~e.ral lie. I. V. Babushkin is one of those 'vorking-class
m1l1tants who 10 years before the revolution began to create
the workers' Social-Democratic Party. Had it not been
for the tireless, heroically persistent \vork of such militants
among the proletarian masses the R.S.D.L.P. could not have
existed ten months let alone ten years. Thanks only to the
activities of such militants, thanks only to their support, the
!l.S.D.L.P. developed by 1905 into a Party which became
znseparably fused with the proletariat in the great days
of October ancl December, \vhich maintained this connection in the person of the workers' deputies not only

in the Second, but even in the Third, Black-Hundred
Duma.
The liberals (Cadets) want to make a national hero out
of the late S. A. Muromtsev who was the Chairman of the
First Duma. We, the Social-Democrats, must not let the
opportunity slip of expressing our contempt and hatredi of
the tsarist government, which persecuted eve11 such moderate and inoffensive officials as Muromtsev. Mu1·omtsev
was only a liberal official. I-Ie was not even a democrat.
He was afraid of the revolutionary struggle of tl1e masses.
He expected the liberation of Russia to come not from this
struggle, but from the good will of the tsarist autocracy,
from an agreement with this malicious and ruthless enemy
of the Russian people. It is ridiculous to regard such people
as national heroes of the Russian revolution.
But there are such national heroes. They are people like
Babushkin. They are people who, not for a year or two
but for a whole decade before the revolution, 'vhole-heartedly devoted themselves to the struggle for the ema~cipa
tion of the working class. They are people who did not
dissipate their energies on the futile terrorist acts of individuals but who worked persistently and uns,vervingly
'
.
among the proletarian masses, helping to develop thezr
consciousness, their organisation and their revolutionary
initiative. They are people who stood at the head ,of the
armed mass struggle against the tsarist autocracy when the
crisis began, when the revolution broke out and 'vhen
millions and millions were stirred into action. Everything
\Von from the tsarist autocracy \Vas 'von exclusively
by the struggle of the masses led by such people as Babushkin.
Without such men the Russian people 'vould remain for
ever a people of slaves and serfs. With such men the Russian people will win complete emancipation from all exploitation.
The fifth anniversary of the December uprising of 1905
has already passed. Let us honour this anniversary by
remembering the militant workers who fell in the fight
against the enemy. We request our worker comrades to
collect and send us reminiscences of the struggle ,of that
period and additional information about Babushkin and
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also abo11t other Social-Democratic \Vorl(ers who fell in the
uprising of 1905. We intend to publish a pamphlet on the
lives of such \Yorkers. Such a pamphlet will be the best
answer to all sceptics and disparagers of the Russian
Social-Democratic Labour Party. Such a pamphlet will be
excellent reading matter for young \vorkers, \Vho will learn
from it how every class-conscious "'orker should live and
act.
Rabocl1aya Gazeta No. 2,
December 18 (31), 1910
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TO I. F. ARlVIAND
Dear Friend,
I very much advise you to \Vrite the plan of the pamphlet in as much detail 80 as possible. Otherwise too much is
unclear.
One opinion I must express here and now:
I advise you to throw out altogether § 3 the ''demand
(women's) for freed1om of love''.
That is not really a proletarian but a bourgeois demand.
After all, what do you understand by that phrase? What
can be understood by it?
1. Freedom from material (financial) calculations in
affairs of love?
2. The same, from material worries?
3. From religious prejudices?
4. From prohibitions by Papa, etc.?
5. From the prejudices of ''society''?
6. From the narrow circumstances of one's environment
(peasant or petty-bourgeois or bourgeois intellectual)?
7. From the fetters of the la\v, the courts and the police?
8. From the serious element in love?
9. From child-birth?
10. Freedom of adultery? etc.
I have enumerated many shades (not all, of course). Y·ou
have in mind, of course, not Nos. 8-10, but either Nos. 1-7
or something similar to Nos. 1-7.
But then for Nos. 1-7 you must choose a different wording, because freediom of love does not express this idea
exactly.
11-1995
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And the public, the readers of the pamphlet, will
inevitably understand by ''free.dom of love'', in general,
something like Nos. 8-10, even without your wishing it.
Just because in modern society the most talkative, noisy
and ''top-prominent'' classes understand by ''freedom of
love'' Nos. 8-10, just for that very reason this is not a proletarian but a bourgeois demand.
For the proletariat Nos. 1-2 are tl1e most important, arid
then Nos. 1- 7, and those, in fact, are not ''freedom of
love''.
The thing is not what you subjectively ''mean'' by this.
The thing is the objective logic of class relations in affairs
of love.
Friendly shake hands!*
lV.l.
Written on January 17, 1915
Sent from Berne
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First published in 1939
in the magazine Bolshevik No. 13

* These words, like "Dear Friend" at the beginning, \Vere \Vritten

by Lenin in English.-Ed.

TO I. F. ARMAND

•

Dear Friend,
I apologise for my delay in replying: I wanted1 to do it
yesterday, but was prevented, and I had no time to sit
down and write.
As regards your plan fo1· the pamphlet, my opinion \Vas
that ''the demand for freedom of love'' was unclear andindependently of your will and your wish (I emphasised
this when I said that what mattered was the objective,
class relations, and not your subjective wishes) \vould1, in
present social conditions, turn out to be a bourgeois, not a
proletarian demand.
You do not agree.
Very \Vell. Let us look at the thing again.
In order to make the unclear clear, I enumerated approx·
imately ten possible (and, in conditions of class discord,
inevitable) different interpretations, and in cloing so remarked that interpretations 1- 7, i11 my opinion, \vould be
typical or characteristic of proletarian women, and 8-10, of
bourgeois \vomen.
If you are to refute this, you have to sho\v (1) that these
interpretations are \vrong (and then replace them by others,
or indicate which are wrong), or (2) incomplete (then you
should add those which are missing), or (3) are not divided
into proletarian and bourgeois in that \vay.
You don't do either one, or the other, or the third.
You don't touch on points 1-7 a:t all. Does this mean that
you admit them to be true (on the whole)? (What you
write about the prostitution of proletarian women and
their dependence: ''impossibility of saying no'' fully comes
under points 1-7. No difference at all can be detected between us here.)
Nor do you deny that this is a proletarian interpretation.
11•
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There remain points 8-10.
These you ''don't quite understand'' and ''object'' to:
''I don't understand how it is possible'' (that is what you
have wptten!) ''to identify'' (!!??) ''freedom of love with''
point 10 ....
So it appears that I am ''identifying'', wl1ile you have
undertaken to refute and demolish me?
How so?
Bourgeois women understand by freedom of love points
8-10-that is my thesis.
Do you deny this? Will you say what bourgeois ladies
tinderstand by freedom of love?
You don't say that. Do not literature and life really prove
that that is just how bourgeois women understand it? They
prove it completely! You tacitly admit this.
And if that is so, the point is their class position, and it
is hardly possible and almost naive to ''refute'' them.
What you must do is separate from them clearly, contrast
with them, the proletarian point of view. One must take
into account the objective fact that otherwise they will
snatch the appropriate passages from your pamphlet, interpret them in their O\Vn way, make your pamphlet into
water pouring on their mill, distort your ideas in the \Vorkers' eyes, ''confuse'' the workers (sowing in their minds
the fear that you may be bringing them alien ideas). And
in their hands are a host of newspapers, etc.
While you, completely forgetting the objective and class
point of view, go over to the ''offensive'' against me, as
though I am ''identifying'' freedom of love \vith points 810 .... Marvellous, really marvellous ....
''Even a fleeting passion and intimacy'' are ''1nore poetic
and cleaner'' than ''kisses without love'' (of a vulgar a11d
shallow) married couple. That is \vhat you write. And that
is what you intend to write in your pamphlet. Very good.
Is the contrast logical? Kisses \Vithout love between a
vulgar couple are dirty. I agree. To them one sl1ould contrast ... what? ... One would think: kisses with love? vVhile
you contras·t them with ''fleeting'' (why fleeting?) ''passion'' (why not love?) so, logically, it turns out that kisses
without love (fleeting) are contrasted with kisses without
love by married people .... Strange. For a popular pamphlet, \vould it not be better to contrast philistine-intellec-

tual-peasant (I think they're in my point 6 or point 5) vulgar and dirty marriage without love to proletarian civil
marriage with love (adding, if you absolutely insist, that
fleeting intimacy and passion, too, may 'be dirty and may
be clean). What you have arrived at is, not the contrast of
class types, but something like an ''incident'', which, of
course, is possible ..But is it a question of particular incillents? If you take the theme of an incident, an individual
l'.ase of dirty kisses in marriage and pure ones in a fleeting
intimacy, that is a theme to be workedl out in a novel
(because there the \vhole essence is in the indizJidual circumstances, the analysis of the characters and psychology
of particular types). But in a pamphlet?
You understood my idea very well about the unsuitable
quotation from Key, .:\vhen you said it is ''stupid'' to appear
in the role of ''professors of love''. Quite so. Well, and
\vhat about the role of professors of fleeting, etc.?
Really, I don't want to engage in polemics at all. I would
\villingly thro\v aside this letter and postpone matters until
\Ve can talk about it. But I want the pamphlet to be a good
one, so that no one could tear O'Ut of it phrases which would
cause you unpleasantness (sometimes on1e single phrase is
enough to be the spoonful ·of tar in a barrel of honey ... ) ,
could misinterpret you. I am sure that here, too, you wrote
''without wishing it'', and the only reason \vhy I am sending you this letter is that you may examine the plan in
greater detail as a result of the letters than you would
after a talk and the plan, you know, is a very important
thing.
Have you not some French socialist friend? Translate
my points 1-10 to her (as though it were from English),
together with your remarks about ''fleeting'', etc., and
watch her, listen to her as attentively as possible: a little
experiment as to \vhat outside people will say, what their
impressions \vill be, what they will expect of the pamphlet?
I sl1ake you by the hand, and wish you fewer headaches
and to get better soon.
V. U.
\Vritten January 24, 1915
Sent from Berne
First published in 1939
in Bolshevik No. 13
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THE YOUTII INTERNATIONAL
(A REVIEW)

A German-language publication bearing the above title
has been appearing in Switzerland since September 1, 1915.
It carries the subtitle: ''Militant and Propaganda Organ of
the International League of Socialist Youth Organisations."
Altogethe1· six issues l1ave appeared so far. The magazine
merits our attention and should be strongly recommended!
to all Party members in a position to contact foreign SocialDemocratic parties and youth organisations.
l\1ost of the official European Social-Democratic parties
are advocating the foulest and vilest social-chauvinism and
o_pportunism .. This a.pplies to the German and French parties, the Fabian Soc1ety 81 and the Labour Party82 in England, the s,vedish, Dutch (Troelstra's party), Danish,
Austrian parties, etc. In the S\viss Party, notwithstanding
the 'vithdra,val (to the great benefit of the labour movement) of the extreme opportunists, now organised in the
non-party ''Griitli-Verein'' ,83 there still remain \Vi thin the
Social-Democratic Party numerous opportunist, socialchauvinist and Kautskyite leaders who exercise tremendous
influence on its affairs.
vVith this state of affairs in Europe, there falls on the
Leag11e of Socialist Youth Organisations the tremendous,
?rateful. but. difficult task of fighting for revolutionary
internat1onal1sm, for true socialism and against the prevailing opportunism 'vhich has deserted to the side of the
i~perialist bourgeoisie. The Youth International has published a n11mber of goocl articles in defence of revolutiona166

ry internationalism, and the magazine as a \vl1ole is permeated \Vith a fine spirit of intense hatred for the betrayers
of socialism, the ''defenders of the fatherland'' in the present \var, and \Vith an earnest desire to wipe out the corroding influe11ce of chauvinism and opportunism in the
international labour movement.
Of course, the youth organ still lacks tl1eoretical clarity
and consistency. Perhaps it may never acquire them, precisely because it is the organ of seething, turbulent, inquiring youth. Ho\vever, our attitude ·towards the lack of theoretical clarity on the part of such people must be entirely
d!ifferent from what our attitude is and should be towards
tl1e theoretical muddle in the heads, and the lack of revolutionary consistency in the hearts, of our ''O.C.-ists'', ''Socialist-Revolutionaries'', Tolstoyans, anarchists, the European
Kautskyites (''Centre''), etc. Adults who lay claim to lead
and teach the proletariat, but actually mislead it, are one
thing: against such people a ruthless struggle must be
'vaged. Organisations of youth, however, which openly declare that they are still learning, that their main task is to
train party workers for the socialist parties, are quite
another thing. Such people must be given every assistance.
vVe must be patient with their faults and strive to correct
tl1em gradually, mainly by persuasion, and not by fighting
them. The middle-aged and the aged often do not know
11ow to approach the youth, for the youth must of neces~it)' advance to.socialism. in a different way, by other paths,
zn other forms, in other circumstances than their fathers.
Inc.idental.ly, that is 'vhy we must decidedly favour organisational independence of the Youth League, not only
because the opportunists fear such independence, but beca11se of the very nature of the case. For unless they have
complete independence, the youth will be unable either to
train good socialists from their midst or prepare themselves to lead socialism forward.
We stand for the complete independence of the Youth
!~~agues, but also for complete freedom of comradely criticism of their errors! We must not flatter the youth.
Of the errors to be noted in this excellent magazine
reference .must first of. ~II be made to the following three;
1) The incorrect pos1t1on on the question of disarmament
(or ''disarming''), \vhich we criticised in a preceding
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article.* There is reason to believe that this error arise/
entirely out of the laudable desire to emphasise the need tp
strive for the ''complete destruction of militarism'' (which
is perfectly correct); but the role of civil wars in the socialist
revolution is forgotten.
2) On the question of the differences between socialists
and anarchists in their attitude towards the state, Comradie
Nota-Bene in his article (issue No. 6) falls into a very serious
error (as he also does on several other questions, for instance, our reasons for combating the ''defence of the fatherland'' slogan). The author wishes to present ''a clear pictt1re
of the state in general'' (togetl1er with that of the imperialist
predatory state). Ile quotes several statements by l\farx and
Engels, and arrives at the following two conclusions, among
others:
a) '' ... It is absolutely \Vrong to seek the difference between socialists and anarchists in the fact that tl1e former
are in favour of the state while the latter are against it. The
r~al diffcren~e is t?at revolutionary Social-Democracy desires to organise social production on new lines, as centralised
i.e., technically the most progressive, method of production'.
whereas decentralised, anarchist production would mean·
retrogression to obsolete techniques, to the old form of
enterprise." This is wrong. The author raises the question
of the difference in the socialists' and anarchists' attitude
towards the state. However, he answers not this question,
but anotl1er, namely, the difference in their attitude towards
!he ec:onomic foundiation of future society. That, of course,
is an important and necessary question. But that is no reason to ignore the main point of difference between socialists
and anarchists in their attitude towards the state. Socialists
are in favour of utilising the present state and its institutions in the struggle for the emancipation of the working
class, maintaining also that the state sho11ld be used for a
specific form of transition from capitalism to socialism.
This transitional form is the dictatorship of the proletariat
which is also a state.
'
The anarchists want to ''abolish'' the state, ''blo\v it up''
(sprengen) as Comrade Nota-Bene expresses it in one place,
* The refere11ce is to V. I. Lenin's article "On 'Disarmament' Slo-

gan''.-Ed.
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erroneously. ascribing this view to the socialists. The
socialists-unfortunately the author quoted Engels's rel~
,.ant \vords rather incompletely hold that the state will
'',vither a\vay'', will gradually ''fall asleep'' after the bourcreoisie has been expropriated.
b b) ''Social-Democracy, \vhich is, or at least should be, the
erlucator of the masses, must now more than ever emphasise its hostility to the state in principle .... The present
,,·ai· l1as sho\vn ho\v deeply the state idea has penetrated
tl1e souls of workers," \vrites Comrade N ota-Bene. In order
I<> ''emphasise'' our ''hostility'' to the state ''in principle''
,,-c n1ust indeecl understand it ''clearly'', and it is this clari 1y tl1at our author lacks. 1-Iis remark abo11t the ''state idea''
is entirely muddled. It is un-Marxist and unsocialist. The
l>oi11t is not that the ''state idea'' has clashed \vith the repu<liation of the state, but that opportunist policy (i.e., the
<>pportunist, reformist, bourgeois attitude to\vards tl1e state)
11as clashed with revolutionary Social-Democratic policy
(i.e., the revolutionary Social-Democratic attitude towards
tl1e bourgeois state and to,vards utilising it against the
bourgeoisie to overthrow the bourgeoisie). These are entirely clifferent things. \\7 e hope to return to this very importa11t subject in a separate article. 84
3) The ''declaration of principles of the International
J,eague of Socialist Youth Organisations'', published in
issue No. 6 as the ''Secretariat's draft'', contains not a few
inaccuracies, and does not contain the main thing: a clear
comparison of the three fundamental trends (social-chauvinism, ''Centre'' and Left) now contending against each
other in the socialist movement of all countries.
\Ve repeat, these errors must be i·efuted and explained.
J\t the same time \Ve must make every effort to find points
<lf contact ancl closer relations \vith youth organisations
ancl help tl1e1n in e'·ery \vay, but \Ve must find the proper
man11er of approach to them.
})11blisl1ecl i11 .Sbornik
.Sotsial-Den1okrata No. 2,
J)cccn1bcr 1916
Sig11ecl: 1\'. [,e11in
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LECTURE ON THE 1905 REVOLUTION85
My young friends and comrades,
Today is the twelfth anniversary of ''Bloody Sunday'' ,86
which is rightly regarded as the beginning of the Russian
revolution.
Thousands of workers not Social-Democrats, but loyal
God-fearing subjects led by the priest Gapon, streamed
from all parts of the capital to its centre, to the square in
front of the Winter Palace, to submit a petition to the tsar.
The workers carried icons. In a letter to the tsar, their then
leader, Gapon, had guaranteed his personal safety and
asked him to appear before the people.
Troops were called out. Uhlans and1 Cossacks attacked
the crowd with drawn swords. They fired on the unarmed
workers, who on their bended knees implored the Cossacks
to allow them to go to the tsar. Over one thousand were
killed and over t\vo thousand wounded on that day, according to police reports. The indignation of the workers was
indescribable.
Such is the general picture of January 22, 1905 ''Blood~
Sunday''.
That you may understand more clearly tlie historic
significance of this event, I shall quote a few passages from
the workers' petition. It begins with the follo,ving 'vords:
''\Ve workers, inhabitants of St. Petersburg, have come
to Thee. We are unfortunate, reviled slaves, weighed down
by despotism and tyranny. Our patience exhausted, we
ceased '''ork and begged our masters to give us only that
\vithout which life is a torment. But this \vas refused; to
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the employers everythin~ seemed unlawful. We a:e here,
many thousands of us. Like the 'vhole of the R.ussian peole ,ve have no human rights \vl1atever. 0\ving to the
~e~ds of Thy officials \Ve have beco~e slaves."
The petition contains the following demand!s: amnesty,
civil liberties, fair wages, gradual transfer of the land to t~e
people, convocation of a constituent assembly on the b~sis
of universal and equal suffrage. It ends \vith the following
,vords:
· h h
''Sire, do not refuse aid to Thy people! Demolis t e
,vall that separates Thee from Thy people. Order a~d promise that our requests will be granted, a?'d Tho1:1 wilt make
Russia happy; if not, we are ready to die on t~is very spot.
\Ve have only two roads: freedom and happiness, or the

,,

grave.
·11·
t ·
Reading it now, this petition of uneducated!, i iter.a e
,vorkers, led by a patriarchal priest, crea~es a ~trange. ~m
pression. Involuntarily one compares this na~,·e pe~it1on
,vith the present peace resolution~ of the socia~-pacifists,
the would-be socialists who in reality are bourgeois phrasemongers. The unenlightened workers of pre-revolutionary
Russia did not know that the tsar was the head of the ruling class, the class, namely, of bi~ landown:~s, already
bound by a thousand ties with the b~g .bourgeoisie and prepared to defend their monopoly'. privil:ges and profits by
e\·ery means of violence. The social-pacifists. of .today, who
pretend to be ''highly ediucate~'' people no JO~ing do i:o,;
realise that it is just as foolish to expect a dem~cratic
peace from bourgeois governi_nents that ~re \vag1ng an
imperialist predatory 'var, as it was to believe that peaceful petitions 'vould induce the bloody tsar to grant democratic reforms.
Nevertheless, there is a great difference between the
two the present-day social-pacifists are.' .to a larg~ extent,
hypocrites, \Vho strive by gentle admonitions to divert the
people from the revolutionary struggle, whereas the uneducated workers in pre-revolutionary Russia proved by
their deeds that they were straightforward p:ople awak·
ened to political consciousness for the first time.
It is in this awakenina of tremendous masses of the peolJle to political conscio~sness and! revolutionary ~truggle
that the historic significance of January 22, 1905 lies.
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''There is not yet a revolutionary people in Russia," wrote
Mr. Pyotr Struve, then leader of the Russian liberals and
publisher abroad of an illegal, uncensored organ, two days
before ''Bloody Sunday''. The idea that an illiterate peasant
country could produce a revolutionary people seemed
utterly absurd to this ''highly educated'', supercilious and
extremely stupid leader of the bourgeois reformists. So
deep was the conviction of the reformists of those daysas of the reformists of todiay that a real revolution was
impossible!
Prior to January 22 (or January 9, old style), 1905, the
revolutionary party of Russia consisted of a small group
of people, and the reformists of those days (exactly like the
reformists of today) derisively called us a ''sect''. Several
hundred revolutionary organisers, several thousand members of local organisations, half a dozen revolutionary
papers appearing not more frequently than once a month
published mainly abroad and smuggled into Russia with
incredible difficulty and at the cost of many sacrificessuc~ were the revolutionary parties in Russia, and the revolutionary Social-Democracy in particular, prior to J anuary 22, 1905. This circumstance gave the narrow-minded
and overbearing reformists formal justification for their
claim that there was not yet a revolutionary people in
Russia.
Within a few months, however, the picture changed completely. The hundreds of revolutionary Social-Democrats
''suddenly'' gre\v into thousands; the thousands became the
leaders of between two and three million proletarians. The
proletarian struggle produced widespread ferment often
revolutionary movements among the peasant masse~, fifty
to a hundred million strong; the peasant movement had
its reverberations in the army and led to sold1iers' revolts,
to armed clas~es between one section of the army and
~nother. In this manner a colossal country, with a population of 130,000,000, went into the revolution; in this way,
dormant Russia was transformed into a Russia of a revolutioi;iary proletariat and a revolutionary people.
It is necessary to study this transformation, understand
why it w.as .possible, it~ me~hods and ways, so to speak.
The pr1nc1pal factor in this transformation was the mass
strike. The peculiarity of the Russian revolution is that it
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,vas a bourgeois-democratic revolution in its social content,
but a proletarian revoluti?n in its ~eth?ds ~f s~ruggle: It
,,,as a bourgeois-democratic revolution since its imi:ied1ate
aim \vhich it could achieve directly and with its own
forc'es was a democratic republic, the eight-hour day and
c:onfis~ation of the immense estates of the 11obility all the
measures the French bourgeois revolution in 1792-93 had
almost completely achieved.
At the same time, the Russian revolution \Vas also a proletarian revolution, not only in the sense that the proletariat \Vas the leading force, the vanguard of the movement,
but also in the sense that a specifically proletarian weapon
of struggle the strike was the principal means ?f. bringing the masses into motion and the most character1st1c phenomenon in the wave-like rise of decisive events .
The Russian revolution was the first, though certainly not
the last, great revolution in history in which the mass political strike played an extraordinarily important part. It
may even be said that the events of the Russian revolution
and the sequence of its political forms cannot be understood \vithout a study of the strike statistics to d1isclose the
basis of these events and this sequence of forms.
I know perfectly well that dry statistics are hardly suitable in a lecture and are likely to bore the hearer. Nevertheless, I cannot refrain from quoting a few figures, in orcler that you may be able to appreciate the real objective
basis of the whole movement. The average annual number
cif strikers in Russia during the ten years preceding the
revolution \vas 43,000, \vhich means 430,000 for the decade.
In January 1905, the first montl1 of the revolution, the
11umber of strikers was 440,000 ..Jn other \VOrds, there \Vere
1nore strikers in one month than in the \vhole of the preceding decade!
.
I11 no capitalist country in tl1e world, not even in the
most advanced countries like England, the United States
of America, or Germany, has there been anything to match
the tremendous Russian strike movement of 1905. The
total number of strikers was 2,800,000, more than two
times the number ·of factory workers in the country! This,
of course, does not prove that the urban factory \vorkers
of Russia \Vere more educated, or stronger, or more adapted
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to the struggle than their brothers in \Vestern Europe. The
very opposite is true.
But it does show how great the dormant energy of the
proletariat can be. It sho\vs that in a revolutionary epoch! say this without the slightest exaggeration, on the basis
of the most accurate data of Russian history the proletariat can generate fighting energy a hundred times greater
than in ordinary, peaceful times. It shows that up to 1905
mankind did not yet know what a great, what a tremendous
exertion of effort the proletariat is, and1 will be, capable of
in a fight for really great aims, and one waged in a really
revolutionary manner!
The history of the Russian revolution shows that it was
the vanguard, the finest elements of the wage-workers, that
fought with the greatest tenacity and the greatest devotion.
The larger the mills and factories involved, the more stub. born were the strikes, and the more often did they recur
during the year. The bigger the city, the more important
was the part the proletariat played in the struggle. Three
big cities, St. ,Petersburg, Riga and Warsaw, which have the
largest and most class-conscious working-class element,
show an immeasurably greater number of strikers, in relation to all workers, than any other city, and, of' course,
much greater than the rural districts.
In Russia as probably in other capitalist countries the
metalworkers represent the vanguard of the pro~etariat. In
this connection we note the following instructive fact: taking all industries, the number of persons involved in strikes
in 1905 was 160 per hund1red workers employed, but in the
metal industry the number was 320 per hundred! It is estimated that in consequence of the 1905 strikes every Russian factory \vorker lost an average of ten rubles in \vagesapproximately 26 francs at the pre-\var rate of exchangesacrificing this money, as it were, for the sake of the struggle. But if we take the metalworkers, we find that the
loss in wages was tliree times as great! The finest elements
of the working class marched in the forefront, giving leadership to the hesitant, rousing the dormant and encouraging the \veak.
A distinctive feature was the manner in which economic
strikes were interwoven with political strikes during the
revolution. There can be no doubt that only this very
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lose link-up of the two forms of st1·ike gave the move~ent its great power. The broad masses of the exploited
could not have been drawn into the revolutionary movement had they not been given daily examples of ~ow the
,vacre-\vorkers in the various industries were forcing t~e
ca0talists to grant immediate, direct improvements in
their conditions. This struggle imbued the masses of the
Russian people with a new spirit. Only then did the old
self-ridden, sluggish, patriarchal, pious and obedient Russia cast out the old Adam; only then did the Russian people obtain a really democratic and really revolutionary
education.
\Vhen the bourgeois gentry and their uncritical echoers,
the social-reformists, talk priggishly about the ''education'' of the masses, they usually mean something schoolmasterly, pedantic, something that demoralises the masses
and instils in them bourgeois prejudices.
The real education of the masses can never be separated
from their independent political, and especially revolutionary, struggle. Only struggle educates the exploited
class. Only struggle discloses to it the magnitude of its
o\vn power, widens its horizon, enhances its abilities, clarifies its mind, forges its will. That is why even reactionaries had to admit that the year 1905, the year of struggle, the ''mad year'', definitely buried patriarchal Russia.
Let us examine more closely the relation, in the 1905
strike struggles, between the metalworkers and the textile
\Yorkers. The metal\vorkers are the best paid, the most
class-conscious and best educated proletarians. The textile
\Yorkers, \vho in 1905 were two and a half times more
numerous than the metal\vorkers, are the most backward
and the worst paid body of \vorkers in Russia, and in very
many cases have not yet definitely severed connections
\vith their peasant kinsmen in the village. Tl1is brings us
to a very important circumstance.
Throughout the whole of 1905, the metalworkers' strikes
show a preponderance of political over economic strikes,
though this preponderance was far greater toward the
end of the year than at the beginning. Among the textile
\Vorkers, on the other hand, we observe an overwhelming
preponderance of economic strikes at the beginning of
1905, and it is only at the end of the year that we get a
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preponderance of political strikes. From this it follows
quite obviously that the economic struggle, the struggle
for immediate and direct improveme11t of conditions, is
alone capable of rousing the most back\vard strata of the
exploited masses, gives them a real education and transforms tl1em during a revolutionary period into an army
of political fighters within the space of a few months.
Of course, f'or this to happen, it \Vas necessary for the
vanguard of the workers not to regard the class struggle
as a struggle in the interests of a thin upper stratum a
conception the reformists all too often try to instil but
for the proletariat to come forwar.d as the real vanguard
?f the majority of the exploited and draw that majority
into the st1·uggle, as was the case in Russia in 1905, and
as must be, and certainly will be, the case in the impending proletarian revolution in Europe.
The beginning of 1905 brought the first great \Vave of
strikes that swept the entire country. As early as the spring
of t~at year we see. ~he rise of the first big, not only economic, but also political peasant movement in R11ssia. The
imp~rtanc~ ?f. this his!oric~l turning-point \vill be apprec1~ted If It lS borne Ill mind that the Russian peasantry
was liberated from the severest form of serfdom only in
1861, that the majority of the peasants are illiterate, that
they live in indescribable poverty, oppressed by the landlords, deluded! by the priests and isolated fron1 each other
by vast distances and an almost complete absence of roads.
Russia witnessed the first revolutionary movement
against tsarism in 1825, a movement re1)resented almost
exclusively by noblemen. 87 Thereafter and lll) to 1881,
\Vl1en Alexander II \Vas assassinatecl by tl1e ter1·orists, the
movement \vas lecl by midclle-class intellectuals. Tl1ey displayed supreme self-sacrifice a11d astonisl1ed tl1e \Vhole
wor~d by t~e heroism of their terrorist methodis of struggle.
Their sacrifices \Vere certainly not in ''ain. They doubtlessly con~ributed dire~tly or indirectly to the subsequent
r~volutionary education of the Russian people. But they
did not, and could not, achie\'e their immediate aim of generating a people's revolution.
That was ac.hieved only by the revolutionary struggle
of the proletariat. Only the \vaves of mass strikes that
S\vept over the \Vhole co11ntry, strikes connected with the
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severe lessons of the imperialist Russo-Japanese War ,88
roused the broad masses of peasants from their lethargy.
The ,vord ''striker'' acquired an entirely new meaning
among the peasants: it signified a rebel, a revolutionary, a
term previously expressed by the word ''student''. But the
''student'' belonged to the middle class, to the ''learned'',
to the ''gentry'', and \Vas therefore alien to the people.
The ''striker'', ·on the other hand, was of the people; he
belonged to the exploited class. Deported from St. Petersburg, he often returned to the village where he told his
fellow-villagers ·of the conflagration which was spreading
to all the cities and would destroy both the capitalists and
the nobility. A new type appeared in the Russian villagethe class-conscious young peasant. Ile associated with
''strikers'', he read newspapers, he told the peasants about
events in the cities, explained to his fellow-villagers the
meaning of political demands, and urged them to fight the
lando\vning nobility, the priests and the government officials.
The peasants would gather in groups to discuss their
conditions, and gradually they \Vere drawn into the struggle. Large crowds attacked the big estates, set fire to the
manor-houses and appropriated supplies, seized grain and
other foodstuffs, killed policemen and demanded transfer
to the people of the huge estates.
In the spring of 1905, the peasant movement \vas only
just beginning, involving only a minority, approximately
one-seventh, of the uyezds.
But the combination ·of the proletarian mass strikes
in the cities \Vith the peasant movement in the rural areas
\Vas sufficient to shake the ''firmest'' and last prop of
tsarism. I refer to the army.
The1·e began a series of mutinies in the navy and the
army. During the revolution, every fresh \Vave of strikes
and of the peasant movement was accompanied by mutinies in all parts of Russia. The most well-known of these
is the mutiny on the Black Sea cruiser Prince Potemlcin,
\Vhich was seized by the mutineers and took part in the
revolution in Odessa. After the d,efeat of the re\'Olution
and unsuccessful attempts to seize other ports (Feodosia
in the Crimea, f·or instance), it surrendered to the Rumanian authorities in Constantsa.
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Permit me to relate in detail one small episode of the
Black Sea mutiny in order to give you a conc1·ete picture
of events at the peak of the movement.
"Gatherings of revolutionary workers and sailors were being organised more and more frequently. Since servicemen 'vere not allowed
to attend workers' meetings, large crowds of workers came to 1nililary
meetings. They came in thousands. The idea of joint action found a
lively response. Delegates were elected from the companies where political understanding among the men 'vas higher.
"The military authorities thereupon decided to take action. Some
of the officers tried to deliver 'patriotic' speeches at the meetings but
failed dismally: the sailors, 'vho were accustomed to debating, put
their officers to shameful flight. In view of this, it was decided to
prohibit n1eetings altogether. On the morning of November 24, 1905,
a company of sailors, in full combat kit, was posted at the gates of
the naval barracl,s. Rear-Admiral Pisarevsky gave the order in a loud
voice: 'No one is to leave the barracks! Shoot anyone who disobeys!'
A sailor named Petrov, of the company tl1at had been given that
order, stepped forth from the ranks, loaded his rifle in the view of
all, and with one shot killed Captain Stein of the Beloslok Regiment,
and with another wounded Rear-Admiral Pisarevsky. 'Arrest him!' one
of the officers shouted. No one budged. Petrov threw down his rifle,
exclaiming: 'Why don't you move? Take me!' He was arrested. The
sailors, who rushed from every side, angrily _demanded his release,
declaring that they vouched for him. Excitement ran high.
"'Petrov, the shot was an accident, wasn't it?' asked one of the
officers, trying to find a way out of the situation.
"'What do you mean, an accident? I stepped forwarcl, loaded and
took aim. Is that an accident?'
"'They demand your release .... '
"And Petrov was released. The sailors, however, were not content
'vith that; all officers on duty were arrested, disarmed, and locked
up at headquarters .... Sailor delegates, about forty in number, conferred the whole night. The decision 'vas to release the officers, but
not to permit them to enter the barracks again."

This small incident clearly shows you how events developed in most -of the mutinies. The revolutionary ferment among the people could not but spread to the armed
forces. It is indicative that the leaders of the movement
came from those elements in the navy and the army who
had been recruited mainly from among the ind:ustrial
workers and of \Vhom more technical training was required, for instance, the sappers. The broad masses, however, were still too naive, their mood was too passive, too
good-natured, too Christian. They flared up rather quickly; any instance of injustice, excessively harsh treatment
by the officers, bad food, etc., could lead to revolt. But
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what they lacked was persistence, a clear perception of
aim a clear understanding that only the most vigoro11s
conti11uation of the armed struggle, only a victory over all
tl1 e military and civil authorities, only the overthrow of
the government andl the seizure of power throughout the
country could guarantee the success of the revolution.
The broad masses of sailors and soldiers \Vere easily
roused to revolt. But \vith equal light-heartedness they
foolishly released arrested officers. They allowed the officers to pacify them by promises and persuasion; in this
way the officers gained precious time, brought in reinforcements, broke the strength of the rebels, and then followed the most brutal suppression of the movement and
the execution of its leaders.
A comparison of these 1905 mutinies with the Decembrist uprising of 1825 is particularly interesting. In
1825 the leaders of the political movement were almost
exclusively officers, and officers drawn from the nobility.
1'hey had become infected, through contact, with the democratic ideas of Europe during the Napoleonic wars. The
mass of the soldiers, \Vho at that time were still serfs, remained passive.
The history -of 1905 presents a totally different picture.
With fe,v exceptions, the mood of the officers was either
bourgeois-liberal, reformist, or frankly counter-revolutionary. 1'he workers and peasants in military uniform \Vere
the soul of the mutinies. The movement spread to all sections of the people, and for the first time in Russia's history
involved the majority of the exploited. But what it lacked
\Vas, 011 the one hand, persistence and determination among
the masses-they were too much afflicted with the malady
of trustfulness and, on the other, organisation of revolutionary Social-Democratic workers in military uniform1they lacked the ability to take the lead,ership into their
O\vn hands, march at the head of the revolutionary army
and launch an offensive against the government.
I might remark, incidentally, that these two shortcomings will more slowly, perhaps, than we would like, but
surely-be eliminated not only by the general development of capitalism, but also by the present war ....
At any rate, the history of the Russian revolution, like
the history of the Paris Commune of 1871, teaches us the
12•
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incontrovertible lesson that militarism can never and under
no circumstai1ces be defeated and destroyed, except by a
victorious struggle of one section of the national army
against the other section. It is not sufficient simply to denounce, revile and ''repudiate'' militarism, to criticise and
prove that it is harmful; it is foolish peacefully to refuse
to perform military service. The task is to keep the revolutionary consciousness of the proletariat tense and train
its best elements, not only in a general 'vay, but concretely, so
that \vhen popular ferment reaches the highest pitch, they
will put themselves at the head of the revolutionary army.
The day-to-day experience of any capitalist country
teaches us the same lesson. Every ''minor'' crisis that
such a country experiences discloses to us in miniature
the elements, the rudiments, of the battles that will inevitably take place on a large scale during a big crisis. What
else, for instance, is a strike if not a minor crisis of capitalist society? Was not the Prussian ,Minister for Internal
Affairs, Herr von :Puttkammer, right when he coined the
famous phrase: ''In every strike there lurks the hyd1·a of
revolution''? Does not the calling out of troops during
strikes in all, even the most peaceful, the most ''democratic'' save the mark capitalist countries sho\v how
things will shape out in a really big crisis?
But to return to the history of the Russian revolution.
I have tried to show you how the workers' strikes stirred
up the whole country and the broadest, most backward
strata of the exploited, how the peasant movement began,
andl how it was accompanied by mutiny in the armed
forces.
The movement reached its zenith in the autumn of 1905.
On August 19 (6), the tsar issued a manifesto ·on the introduction of popular representation. The so-called Bulygin Duma 89 was to be created on the basis of a suffrage
embracing a ridiculously small number of voters, and this
peculiar ''parliament'' W?S to have no legislative powers
whatever, only advisory, consultative powers!
The bourgeoisie, the liberals, the opportunists were ready
to grasp with both hands this ''gift'' of the frightened tsar.
Like all reformists, our reformists of 1905 could not understand that historic situations arise when reforms, and particularly pr,omises of reforms, pui·sue only one aim: to al180

lay the unrest of the people, force the revolutionary class
to cease, or at least slacken, its stru?gle.
The Russian revolutionary Soc1al-Democra~y was well
O f the real nature .of this grant of an illusory conare
aw
.
'h
t'
titution in August 1905. That is why, wit out a mom.en s
~esitation, it issued the slogans: ''D~wn with t~e advisory
Duma! Boycott the Duma! Down with the tsarist gover~
ment! Continue the revolutionary struggle to overthrow it!
Not the tsar, but a provisional revolutionary gover.nment
must convene Russia's first real, popular representative assembly!''
Ilistory proved that the revolutionary Social-Democrats
\Vere right, for the Bulygin Duma was never conv~ned. It
was swept away by the revolutionary storm before it could
be convened. And this storm. forced the tsar to pro~ulgate
a new electoral law, which provided for a consi?erable
increase in the number of voters, and to recognise the
legislative character of the Duma.
October and December 1905 marked the highest point
in the rising tide of the Russian revolution. All the ~ell
springs of the people's revolutionary strength flow~d in a
\vider stream than ever before. The number of strikerswhich in January 1905, as I have already told you, w~s
440 000 reached over half a million in October 1905 (in
a single month!) To this number, which applies only to
factory workers, must be added several hundred thousand
railway workers, postal and telegraph empl~yees, etc.
The general railway strike stopped all rail traffic and
paralysed the power of the government in the most eff~c
tive manner. The doors of the universities were flung wide
open, and the lecture halls, which in peace-time were used
solely to befuddle youthful minds with pedantic professorial wisdom and to turn the students into dlocile servants
of the bourgeoisie and tsarism, now became the sce~e of
public meetings at which thousands of workers, artisans
and office workers openly and freely discussed political
•
issues.
Freedom of the press was won. The censorship was simply ignored. No publisher dared send the obligatory censor
copy to the authorities, and the authorities did not dare
take any measure against this. For the first time in Russian
history, revolutionary newspapers appeared freely in
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St. Petersburg and other tow11s. In St. Petersburg alone
three Social-Democratic daily papers were published, with
circulations ranging from 50,000 to 100,000.
The proletariat marched at the head of the movement.
It set out to win the eight-hour day by revolutionarv action. ''An Eight-flour Day and Arms!'' was the fighting
slogan of the St. Petersburg proletariat. That the fate of
the revolution co11ld, and would, be decided only by armed
struggle was becoming obvious to an ever-increasing mass
of workers.
In the fi1·e of battle, a peculiar mass ·organisation was
~ormed, the famous Soviets of lVorkers' Deputies, comprising delegates from all factories. In several cities these Soviets of Workers' Deputies began more and more to play
the part of a pr,ovisional revolutionary government, the
part of organs and leaders of the uprising. Attempts \Vere
made to organise Soviets of Sold1iers' and Sailors' Deputies
and to combine them \Vith the Soviets of \Vorkers' Deputies.
. For a time several cities in Russia became something
in the. ~ature of small local ''republics''. The government
author1t1es were deposed and the Soviet of Workers' Deputies act11ally functioned as the new government. Unfortunately, these periods were all too brief, the ''victories''
were t,oo weak, too isolated.
The peasant movement in the .autumn of 1905 reached
still greater dimensions. Over one-third of all the uyezds
were affected by the so-called ''peasant disorders'' and regular peasant t1prisings. The peasants burned down no less
than two thousand! estates and distributed among them-·
selves the food stocks of which the predatory nobility had
robbed the people.
Unfortunately, this \Vork was not thorough enough! U11fortunately, the peasants destroyed only one-fifteenth of the
total number of landed estates, only one-fifteenth part of
what they should have destroyed in order to wipe the shame
of large feudal landownership from the fa.ce of the Russian
ea.tth. Unfortunately, the peasants were too scattered too
isolat7d from each other in their actions; they \Vere' not
organised enough, not aggressive enough, and therein lies
one of the fundamental reasons for the defeat of the revolution.
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r'\. mo,·ement for national liberation flared up among the

c>ppressed peoples of Russia. Over one-half, almost threefi/tJ1s (to be exact, 57 per cent) of the population of Russia
is subject to national oppression; they are not even free
to use their native language, they are forcibly Russified.
The l\1oslems, for instance, who number tens of millions,
,,•ere quick to organise a Moslem League this was a time
of rapid growth of all manner of organisations.
1'he following instance will give the audience, particularlv the youth, an example of how at that time the movement
for national liberation in Russia rose in conjunction with the
labo11r movement.
In December 1905, Polish children in hundreds of schools
b11rned all Russian books, pict11res and portraits of the tsar,
and attacked and drove out the Russian teachers and their
Russian school-fellows, shouting: ''Get out! Go back to
Russia!'' The Polish secondary school pupils put forward,
among others, the follo\ving demands : ''1) all secondary
schools must be under the control of a Soviet of Workers'
Dc1)uties; 2) joint pupils' and workers' meetings to be held
ir1 school premises; 3) secondary school pupils to be allowed
to \Vear red blouses as a token of adherence to the future
proletarian republic," etc.
The higher the tide of the movement rose, the more
vigorously and decisively did the reaction arm itself to fight
tl1e revolution. The Russian revolution of 1905 confirmed
the truth of \vhat Karl Kautsky wrote in 1902 in his book
Social Revolution (he was still, incidentally, a revolutionary
Marxist and not, as at present, a champion of socialpatriotism and opportunism). This is what he wrote:
'' ... The impending revolution ... will be less like a
spontaneous uprising against the government and more like
a protracted civil war."
That is how it was, and undoubtedly that is how it will
be in the coming European revolution!
Tsarism vented its hatred particularly upon the Jews. On
the one hand, the Jews furnished a particularly high percentage (compared with the total Jewish population) of
leaders of the revolutionary movement. And now, too, it
should be noted to the credit of the Jews, they furnish a
relatively high percentage of internationalists, compared
\Vith other nations. On the other hand, tsarism adroitly
•
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exploited the basest anti-Jewish prejudices of the most
ignorant strata of the population in order to organise, if not
to lead directly, pogroms over 4,000 were killed and more
than 10,000 mutilated in 100 towns. These atrocious massacres of peaceful Jews, their wives and children roused
disgust throughout the civilised world. I have in mind, of
course, the disgust of the truly democratic elements of the
civilised \Vorld, and these are exclusively the socialist workers, the proletarians.
Even in the freest, even in the republican countries of
Western Europe, the bourgeoisie manages very well to
combine its hypocritical phrases about ''Russian atrocities''
w~th the m~st shameless financial transactions, particularly
\v1th financial support of tsarism and imperialist exploitation of Russia through export of capital, etc.
The climax of the 1905 Revolution came in the December
uprising in Moscow. For nine days a small number of
rebels, of organised and armed workers there were not
more than eight thousand fought against the tsar's government, which dared not trust the Moscow garrison. In fact, it
had to keep it locked up, and was able to quell the rebellion
only by bringing in the Semenovsky Regiment from
St. Petersburg.
The bourgeoisie likes to describe the Mosco\v uprising as
something artificial, and to treat it with ridicule. LFor
instance, in German so-called ''scientific'' literature, Herr
Pr~f~ssor Max Weber, in his lengthy survey of Russia's
pol1t1cal development, refers to the Moscow uprising as a
''putsch''. ''The Lenin group,'' says this ''highly learned''
Herr Professor, ''and a section of the Socialist-Revolutionaries had long prepared for this sen.~eless uprising."
To properly assess this piece of professorial wisdom of
the co\vardly bourgeoisie, one need only recall the strike
statistics. In January 1905, only 123,000 were involved in
pure~y political strikes, in October the figure was 330,000,
and zn December the maximum was reached 370,000 taking part in purely political strikes in a single month! Let us
recall, too, the progress of the revolution, the peasant and
~,ol~ier. u~ri~ings, and we shall see that the bourgeois
s~1ent1fic view of the December uprising is not only absurd.
It is a subterfuge resorted to by the representatives of the
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co,vardly bourgeoisie, which sees in the p1·oletariat its most
dai1gerous class enemy.
.
.
In reality, the inexorable trend of the Russian revolut1?n
,vas to,vards an armed, decisive battle between t~e tsarist
go,,ernment and the vanguard of the class-conscious proletariat.
.
.
.
I have already pointed out, 1n my previous remarks,
,vherein lay the weakness of the Russian revolution that led
to its temporary defeat.
The suppression of the December uprising marked the
beginning of the ebb of the revolution. But in this period,
to~, extremely interesting moments are t.o. be observed.
Suffice it to recall that twice the foremost m1l1tant elements
of tl1e ,vorking class tried to check the retreat of the revolution and to prepare a new offensive.
But my time has nearly expired, and I do not \Vant to
abuse the patience of my audience. I think, however, t~at
I have outlined the most important aspects of the Russian
revolution-its class character, its driving forces and its
methods of struggle as fully as so big a subject can be
clealt \vith in a brief lecture.
i\ fe,v brief remarks concerning the world significance
of the Rt1ssian revolution.
Geographically, economically and historically, Russia
belongs not only to Europe, but also to Asia. T~at is why
the Russian revolution succeeded not only 1n finally
a\vakening Europe's biggest and most back\vard coui:itry
and in creating a revolutionary people led by a revolutionary proletariat.
.
.
It achieved more than that. The Russian revolution
engendered a movement throughout the \vhole of Asia. The
re,·olutions in Turkey, Persia and China prove that t?e
mighty uprising of 1905 left a deep imprint, and that its
influence, expressed in the forward movement of hundreds
and hundreds of millions, is ineradicable.
In an indirect way, the Russian revolution influenced
also the countries of the \Vest. One must not forget that
ne,vs of the tsar's constitutional manifesto, on reaching
Vienna on October 30, 1905, played a decisive part in the
final victory of universal suffrage in Austria.
,
A telegram bearing the news was placed o~ the speaker. s
rostrum at the Congress of the Austrian Soc1al-Democrat1c
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Party just as Comrade Ellenbogen at that time he was not
yet a social-patriot, but a comrade was delivering his
report on the political strike. The discussion was immediately adjourned. ''Ou1· place is in the streets!'' was the cry
that resounded through the hall where the delegates of the
Austrian Social-Democracy were assembled. And the following days witnessed the biggest street demonstrations in
Vienna and barricades in Prague. The battle for universal
suffrage in Austria \Vas won.
We very often meet West-Europeans who talk of the
Russian revolution as if events, the course and methods of
struggle in that backward country have very little
resemblance to West-European patterns, and, therefore, can
hardly have any practical significance.
Nothing could be more erroneous.
The forms and occasions for the impending battles in the
coming European revolution \Vill doubtlessly differ in many
respects from the forms of the Russian revolution.
Nevertheless, the Russian revolution precisely because
of its proletarian character, in that particular sense of which
I have spoken is the prologue to the coming European
revolution. Undoubtedly, this coming revolution can only be
a proletarian revolution, and in an even more profound
sense of the word: a proletarian, socialist revolution also
in its content. This coming revolution will show to an
even greater degree, on the one hand, that only stern
battles, only civil wars, can free humanity from the yoke
of capital, and, on the other hand, that only class-conscious
proletarians can and will give leadership to the vast majority
of the exploited.
We must not be deceived by the present grave-like stillness in Europe. Europe is pregnant with revolution. The
monstrous horrors of the imperialist war, the suffering
caused by the high cost of living everywhere engender a
revolutionary mood; and the ruling classes, the bourgeoisie,
and its servitors, the governments, are more and more
moving into a blind alley from where they can never extricate themselves without tremendous upheavals.
Just as in Russia in 1905, a popular uprising against the
tsarist government began under the leadership of the proletariat with the aim of achieving a democratic republic, so,
in .Europe, the coming years, precisely because of this
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redatory war, will lead to popular uprisings under tl1e
p d ship of the proletariat against the power of finance
lea 'tal
er against the big banks, against
·
h e cap1't a l'1s t s; an d
t
1
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•
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these upheavals
cannot end other,w1se
~ h an WI'th th
• e. exropriation of the bourgeoisie, with the v1cto~y of soc1al1sm.
p 'Ve of the older generation may not live to see the
decisive battles of this coming revol11tion. But I c~n, . I
believe, express the confident h~pe. that the youth wh~ch is
,vorl\.ing so splendidly in the soc1al1st movement of Switzerland, and of the whole \Vorld, \vill be fortun~te enough i:iot
only to fight, but a_lso to \Vin, in the coming proletarian
1·evolution.
\Vrilten in German earlier than
January 9 (22), 1917
First published in Pravda
No. 18, January 22, 1925
Signed: lv. Lenin
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FROM LETTERS FROM AFAR90

'

THIRD LETTER
CONCERNING A PROLETARIAN MILITIA

'

The conclusion I drew yesterday about Chkheidze's
vacillating tactics has been fully confirmed today, March
10 (23), by ~wo docum~nts. First a telegraphic report from
Stockholm in ~he Frankfurter Zeitung91 containing excerpts
from the. man1f~sto of the Central Committee of our Party,
the Russian. Social-Democratic Labour Party, in St. Petersburg. In this document there is not a \vord about either
supporting the G1:1chkov government or overthro\ving it; the
wo~kers and sold1e;s are c~lled upon to organise around the
Soviet of Workers Deputies, to elect representatives to it
for the fight against tsarism and for a republic, for an eighthour day, for the confiscation of the landed estates and
grai~ stocks,. and chiefly, for an end to the predatory war.
Part.1cul~rly important and particularly urgent in this connection is our Central Committee's absolutely correct idea
that to obtain peace relations must be established with the
proletarians of all the belligerent countries.
To expect peace from negotiations and relations between
the bourgeois governments would be self-deception and deception of the people.
The second document is a Stockholm report, also by
telegraph, to another German newspaper (Vossische Zeitung) about a conference between the Chkheidze group in
the Duma,. the workers' group (? Arbeiterfraction) and
representatives of fifteen workers' unions on March 2 (15)
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and a manifesto published next day. Of the eleven points
()f this manifesto, the telegram reports only three; the first,
the demand for a republic; the seventh, the demand for
peace and immediate peace negotiations; and the third, the
demand for ''adequate participation in the gove1·nment of
representatives of the Russian working class''.
If this point is correctly reported, I can understand why
the bourgeoisie is praising Chkheidze. I can understand why
the praise of the English Guchkovites in T lie Times9 2 which
I quoted elsewhere has been supplemented by the praise of
the French Guchkovites in Le 1'emps.93 This newspaper of
the I<'rench millionaires and imperialists writes on March 22:
'''fhe leaders of the \Yorkers' parties, particularly
M. Chkheidze, are exercising all their influence to moderate
the \vishes of the working classes."
Indeed, to demand workers' ''participation'' in the
C~uchkov-Milyukov government is a theoretical and political
absurdity: to participate as a minority would mean serving
as a pa\vn; to participate on an ''equal footing'' is impossible, because the demand to continue the war cannot be
reconciled with the demand to conclude an armistice and
start peace negotiations; to ''participate'' as a majority requires the strength to overthrow the Guchkov-Milyukov
government. In practice, the demand for ''participation'' is
the \Vorst sort of Louis Blancism, i.e., oblivion of the class
struggle and the actual conditions under which it is being
\vaged, infatuation \vith a most hollow-sounding phrase,
spreading illusions among the workers, loss, in negotiations
\vith Milyukov or Kerensky, of precious time which must
be used to create a real class and revolutionary force, a
proletarian militia that will enjoy the confide11ce of all the
poo1· strata of the population, and they constitute the vast
majority, and \vill Jielp them to organise, help them to fight
for bread, peace, freedom.
This mistake in the manifesto issued by Chkheidze and
his group (I am not speaking of the O.C., Organising Committee, party, because in the sources available to me there
is not a \Vord about the 0.C.) this mistake is all the more
strange considering that at the March 2 (15) conference,
Chkheidze's closest collaborator, Skobelev, said, according
to the newspapers: ''Russia is on the eve of a second, real
[wirklich] revolution."
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. Now that is the truth, from \Vhich Skobelev and
Chkheidze have forgotten to draw the practical conclusions.
I cannot judge from here, from my accursed afar, how
near this second revolution is. Being on the spot, Skobelev
can see things better. Therefore, I am not raising for myself
problems, for the solution of which I have not and cannot
have the necessary concrete data. I am merely emphasising
the confirmation by Skobelev, an ''outside witness'', i.e., one
who does not belong to our Party, of the factual conclusion
I drew in my first letter, namely: that the February-March
Revolution \Vas merely the first stage of the revolution.
Russia is passing through a peculiar historical moment of
transition to the next stage of the revolution, or, to use
Skobelev's expression, to a ''second revolution''.
If we want to be Marxists and learn from the experience
of revolution in the whole world, we must strive to understand in what, precisely, lies the peculiarity of this
transitional moment, and what tactics follow from its objective specific features.
The peculiarity of the situation lies in that the GuchkovMilyukov government gained the first victory with ·extraordinary ease . due to the following three major circum~tances: 1) assistance from Anglo-French finance capital and
its agents; 2) assistance from part of the top ranks of the
army; 3) the already existing organisation of the entire
Russian bourgeoisie in the shape of the rural and urban
local government institutions, the State Duma the war industries committees,94 and so forth.
'
. The Guchkov ~ove~nn:ient is held in a vise: bound by the
interests of capital, it is compelled to strive to continue
the predatory, robber war, to protect the monstrous profits
of capital and the landlords, to restore the monarchy.
Bound by its revolutionary origin and by the need for an
abrupt change from tsarism to democracy,, pressed by the
?read-hungry and peace-hungry masses, the government
is ~o~pelled to l.ie, to wri.ggle, to play for time, to ''pro··
claim and promise (promises are the only things that are
very cheap even at a time of madly rocketing prices) as
much as possible and do as little as possible, to make concessions \Vith one hand and to withdraw them with the
other.
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Under certain circumstances, tl1e new government can at
!Jest postpone its collapse son1ewhat by leaning on all the
oi·gar1ising ability of the entire Russian bourgeoisie and
bourgeois intelligentsia. But even in that case it is unable
to avoid collapse, because it is impossible to escape from
the claws of the terrible monster of imperialist war and
fan1ine nurtured by world capitalism unless one renounces
bourgeois relationships, passes to revolutionary measures,
~1 ppeals to the supreme historic heroism of both the Russian and world proletariat.
Hence the conclusion: we cannot overtl1row the new
government at one stroke, or, if we can (in revolutionary
times the limits of what is possible expand a thousandfold),
\Ve will not be able to maintain power unless we counter
the magnificent organisation of the entire Russian bourgeoisie and the entire bourgeois intelligentsia with an
equally magnificent organisation of the proletariat, which
must lead the entire vast mass of urban and rural poor, the
semi-pr·oletariat and small proprietors.
Irrespective of whether · the ''second revolution'' has
already broken out in St. Petersburg (I have said that it
\vould be absolutely absurd to think that it is possible from
ab1·oad to assess the actual tempo at which it is maturing),
\vhether it has been postponed for· some time, or whether
it has alr·eady begun in individual areas (of which some
signs are evident) in any case, the slogan of the moment
on the eve of the new revolution, during it, and on the
morrow of it, must be proletarian organisation.
Comrade workers! You performed miracles of proletaria11 heroism yesterday in overthro\ving the tsarist monarchy. In the more or less near future (perhaps even no\v, as
these lines are being written) you will again have to perform the same miracles of heroism to overthrow the rule
of the landlords and capitalists, who are \vaging the imperialist \Var. You will not achieve durable victory in this
next ''real'' revolution if you do not perform miracles of
proletarian organisation!
Organisation is the slogan of the moment. But to ·confine ·
oneself to that is to say nothing, for, on the one hand,
organisation is always needed; hence, mere reference to the
r1ecessity of ''organising the masses'' explains absol11tely

nothing. On the other hand, he who confines himself solely
to this becomes an abettor of the liberals, for the very thing
the liberals want in order to strengthen their rule is that
the workers should not go beyond their ordinary ''legal''
(from the standpoint of ''normal'' bourgeois society) organisations, i.e., that they should only join their party, their
trade union, their co-operative society, etc., etc.
Guided by their class instinct, the workers have realised
that in revolutionary times they need not only ordinary,
but an entirely different organisation. They have rightly
taken the path indicated by the experience of our 1905
Revolution and of the 1871 Paris Commune; they have set
up a Soviet of Workers' Deputies; they have begun to
develop, expand and strengthen it by drawing in soldiers'
deputies, and, undoubtedly, deputies from rural wage-worker.s, and then (in one form or another) from the entire
peasant poor.
The prime and most important task, and one that brooks
no delay, is to set up organisations of this kind in all parts
of Russia without exception, for all trades and strata of the
proletarian and semi-proletarian population without exception, i.e., for all the working and exploited people, to use a
less economically exact but more popular term. Running
ahead somewhat, I shall mention tl1at for the e11tire mass
of the peasantry our Party (its special role in the ne\v type
of proletarian organisations I hope to discuss in one of my
next letters) should especially recommend Soviets of \vageworkers and Soviets of small tillers who do not sell grain,
to be formed separately from the well-to-do peasants.
Without this, it will be impossible either to conduct a truly
proletarian policy in general,* or correctly to approach the
extremely important practical question which is a matter
of life and death for millions of people: the proper distribution of grain, increasing its production, etc.
It might be asked: What should be the functio11 of the
Soviets of Workers' Deputies? They ''must be regarded as
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and, partly, middle peasants. The landlords, leaning on the \Veil-to-do
peasants, \Viii try to lead the1n into subordination to the bourgeoisie.
Leaning on the rural wage-workers and rural poor, \Ve must lead them
into the closest alliance with the urban proletariat.

* In one of my next letters, or in a special article, I will deal in
(letail witl1 this analysis, given in particular in Marx's The Civil War
in France, in Engels's preface to the third edition of that \York, in
tl1e letters: Marx's of April 12, 1871, and Engels's of March 18-28, 1875,
and also with the utter distortion of l\Iarxism by Kautsky in his controversy with Pannekoek in 1912 on the question of the so-called "destruction of the state."9G
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organs of ins11rrection, of revolutionary rule'', \Ve \Vrote in
No. 47 of the Geneva Sotsial-Demokrat,95 of October 13,
1915.
This theoretical proposition, deduced from the experie11ce
of the Commune of 1871 and of the Russian revolution of
1905, must be· explained and concretely developed on the
basis of the practical experience of precisely the present
stage of the present revolution in Russia.
\Ve need revolutionary government, we need (for a certain
transitional period) a state. This is what distinguishes us
from the anarchists. The difference between the revolutionary Marxists and the anarchists is not only that the
former stand for centralised, large-scale communist production, while the latter stand for disconnected small production. The difference between us precisely on the question of
government, of the state, is that we are for, and the anarchists against, utilising revolutionary forms of the state in a
revolutionary way for the struggle for socialism.
We need a state. But not the kind of state the bourgeoisie
!1as created everywhere, from constitutional monarchies to
the most democratic republics. And in this we differ from
the opportunists and Kautskyites of the old, and decaying,
socialist parties, who have distorted, or have forgotten, the
lessons of the Paris Commune and the analysis of these
lessons made by Marx and Engels.*
\Ve need a state, but not the kind the bourgeoisie needs,
\vith organs of government in the shape of a police force,
an army and a bureaucracy (officialdom) separate from and
opposed to the people. All bourgeois revolutions merely
1)erfected this state machine, merely transferred it from the
hands of one party to those of another.
The proletariat, on the other hand, if it wants to uphold
the gains of the present revolution and proceed further, to
\Vin peace, bread and freedom, must ''smasl1'', to use Marx's
exp1·ession, this ''ready-made'' state machine and substitute
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a new one f'or it by merging the police force, the arn1y and
the bureaucracy with the entire armed people. Following
the path indicated by the experience of the Paris Commune
of 1871 and the Russian Revolution of 1905, the proletariat
must organise and arm all the poor, exploit,ed sections of
the population in order that they tl1e1nselves should take
the organs of state power directly into their own hands, in
order that they themselves should constitute these organs
of state power.
And the workers of Russia have already taken this path
in the first stage of the first revolution, in February-March
1917. The whole task now is clearly to understand what
this new path is, to proceed along it further, boldly, firmly
and perseveringly.
The Anglo-French and Russian capitalists \Vanted ''only''
to remove, or only to ''frighten'', Nicholas II and to leave
intact the old state machine, the police force, the army and
the bureaucracy.
The workers went further and smashed it. And now, not
only the Anglo-French, but also the German capitalists are
howling with rage and horror as they see, for example, Russian soldiers shooting their officers, as in the case of Admiral
Nepenin, that supporter of Guchkov and Milyukov.
I said that the workers have smashed the old state
machine. It will be more correct to say: have begun to
smash it.
Let us take a concrete example.
In St. Petersburg and in many other places the police
force has been partly wiped out and partly dissol,•ed. The
Guchkov-Milyukov government cannot either restore the
monarchy or, in general, maintain power without restoring
the police force as a special organisation of armed men
under the command of the bourgeoisie, separate from and
opposed to the people. That is as clear as daylight.
On the other hand, the new government must reckon
with the revolutionary people, must feed tl1em 'vith half?oncessions and promises, must play for time. That is why
it .resorts to half-measures: it establishes a ''people's militia''
with elected officials (this sounds a\vfully respectable,
awfully democratic, revolutionary and beautiful!) but ...
but, firstly, it places this militia under the control of the
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rural ar1cl urban local government bodies, i.e., uncle1· the
command of landlords and capitalists \vho have been elected
in conformity 'vith la\vs passed by Nicholas the Bloody a11d
Stolypi11 the I-Iangman! ! Secondly, although calling it a
''IJeople's militia'' in order to throw dust in the eyes of the
''r)eople'', it does not call upon the entire people to join
this militia, and does not compel the employers and capitalists to pay workers and office employees their ordinary
,,·ages for the hours and days they spend in tl1e public
service, i.e., in the militia.
'fhat's their trick. That is how the landlord and capitalist
g0 ,·ernment of the Guchkovs and Milyukovs manages to
l1a,·e a ''people's militia'' on paper, while i11 reality, it is
restoring, gradually and on the quiet, the bourgeois, antipeople's militia. At first it is to consist of ''eight thousand
students and professors'' (as foreign newspapers describe
the present St. Petersburg militia) an obvious pla)·thing!and \vill gradually be built up of the old and new police
force.
Prevent restoration of the police force! Do not let the
lc)cal government bodies slip out of your hands! Set up a
militia that will really embrace the entire people, be really
uni,·ersal, and be led by the proletariat! such is the task
of the day, such is the slogan of the moment which equally
conforms \vith the properly understood interests of furthering the class struggle, furthering the revolutionary movement, and the democratic instinct of every worker, of every
peasant, of every exploited toiler who cannot help hating
tl1e policemen, the rural riolice patrols, the village constables,
the command of landlords and capitalists o\•er armed men
\vith power over the people.
vVhat kind of police force do they need, the Guchkovs
and Milyukovs, the landlords and capitalists? The same
kind as existed under the tsarist monarchy. After the
briefest revolutionary periods all the bourgeois and bourgeois-democratic republics in the world set up or restored
precisely such a police force, a special organisation of armed
men subordinate to the bourgeoisie in one \Vay or another,
separate from and opposed to the people.
What kind of militia do we need, the proletariat, all the
toiling people? A genuine people's militia, i.e., one that,
13•
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first, consists of the entire population, of all adult citizens
of both sexes; and, second, one that combines the functions of a people's army with police functions, with the
functions of the chief and fundamental organ of public order
and public administration.
To make these propositions more comprehensible I will
take a purely schematic example, Needless to say, it would
be absurd to think of drawing up any kind of a ''plan'' for
a proletarian militia: when the workers and the entire people
set about it practically, on a truly mass scale, they will
work it out and organise it a hundred times better than
any theoretician. I am not offering a ''plan'', I only \Vant to
illustrate my idea.
St. Petersburg has a population of about two million. Of
these, more than half are between the ages of 15 and 65.
Take half one million. Let us even subtract an entire
fourth as physically unfit, etc., taking no part in public
service at the present moment for justifiable reasons. There
remai11 7 50,000 who, serving in the militia, say one day in
fifteen (and receiving their pay for this time from their
employers), would form an army of 50,000.
That's the type of ''state'' \ve need!
That's the ki11d of militia tl1at would be a ''people's
militia'' in deed and not only in words.
That is how we must proceed in order to prevent the
restoration either of a special police force, or of a special
army separate from the people.
Such a militia, 95 hundredths of which \vould consist of
workers and peasants, would express the real mind and
\vill, the strength and power of the vast majority of the
people. Such a militia would really arm, and provide
military training for, the entire people, would be a safeguard,
but not of the Guchkov or Milyukov type, against all attempts to restore reaction, against all the designs of tsarist
agents. ,Such a militia would be the executive organ of the
Soviets of Workers' and Soldiers' Deputies, it would enjoy
the boundless respect and confidence of the people, for it
itself would be an organisation of the entire people. Such
a militia would transform democracy from a beautiful
signboard, whicl1 covers up the enslavement and torment of
the people by the capitalists, into a means of actually
training the masses for participation in all affairs of state.
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industrial and urban workers would exert a.gui. ing in uence
on the masses of the poor as naturally and in;v1tably ~s they
came to hold the leading place in the peoples revolutionary
struggle both in 1905-07 and in 1917.
Such a militia would ensure absolute order a~d de~otedly
observed comradely discipline. At the sa.me time, in. the
severe crisis that all the belligerent countries a~e ex.p~r1~nc
.
·t would make it possible to combat this crisis in a
ing, i
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d · t ·b t
really democratic \vay, properly and rapid Y. to is r1 u e
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and other supplies introduce ''universal labour
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service'' which the French now call ' c1v1l1an mo i is~ ion.
and the' Germans ''civilian service'', and without which zt
is impossible-it has proved to be impossible to heal the
'''ounds that have been and are being inflicted by the
predatory and horrible \Var.
.
Has the proletariat of Russia shed its bloo~ only in order
to receive fine promises of political democratic reforms and
nothing more? Can it be that it will not demand, an~ secure,
that every toiler should forthwith see and feel some improvement in his life? That every family should have bread?
'fhat every child should ~ave a b?ttle of good milk and that
not a single adult in a rich family should dare take extra
milk u11til children are provided for? That the pal~ces and
rich apartments abandoned by the tsar and the aristocracy
should not remain vacant, but provide shelter for the homeless and the destitute? Who can carry out these measures
exceiJt a people's militia, to whicl1 women must belong
l~q11ally \Vi th men'?
.
. .
'I'hese measures do 11 ot ?Jet constitute soc1alisn1. T~ey
· c:c111cer11 the clistrib11tion cJf cons11mption, not the reorganisa197
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rs no a matter of finding a theoretical classification. We would be committing a great mistake if we
atte~pted to force the complex, urgent, rapidly developin
practical tasks of _the ~.evolution into the Procrustean be~
of _narr?wly conceived. theory'' instead of regarding theory
primarily and predominantly as a guide to actio11.
Do the ~asses of the Russian workers possess sufficient
~la~s-consc1ousness, _fortitude and heroism to perforrri
n11racles ?f proletarian organisation'' after they have performe_d miracles of daring, initiative and self-sacrifice in
the ~1rect revolutionary struggle? That we do not k
and rt wo1:1ld be idle to indulge in guessing, for pra~~:·
alone furnishes the answers to such questions.
vVhat w: do know definitely, and what ,ve, as a party,
must explain to the m~sses is, on the one hand, the immense
power of the loc?~ot1ve of history that is engendering an
unprecedented cr1s1s, starvation and incalculable hardship
That lo~o~ot.ive is the w~r, waged for· predatory aims b;
the capitalists of botl1 belligerent camps. This ''locomotive''
has. brought a. number of the richest, freest and most
enlightened nations to the brink of doom. It is forcing the
peopl~s to strain to the .u.tmost all their energies, placing
them in unbearab!e c?nd1t1ons, putting on the order of the
day_ not th: application of certain ''theories'' (a11 illusion
against. which Marx always warned socialists), but implem~ntat1on of the most extreme practical measures; for
without extreme ~easures, death immediate and certain
death from starvat10!1 a"1 aits millions of people.
That the revolutionary enthusiasm of the advanced
class can do a great deal when the objective situation
demands ext~eme me~sures from the entire people, needs
?o proo~. This aspect rs clearly seen and felt by everybody
in Russia.
~t is. imp?rta~t to realise that in revolutionary times the
objective s1tuat1on changes with the same swiftness and
abruptness as the current of life in general. And we must
be a?le to adapt our tactics and immediate tasks to the
specific f eatu1·es of every given situation. Before f'ebruary
1917, the immecliate task 'vas to cond11ct bold re,'olution198
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ary-internationalist propaganda, summon the masses to
fi<rlit rouse them. The February-March days required the
li~roism of devoted struggle to crush the immediate enemy
-tsarism. Now we are in transition from that first stage of
tlie revolution to the second, from ''coming to grips'' with
tsarism to ''coming to grips'' with Guchkov-Milyukov landlord and capitalist impe1·ialism. The immediate task is
(Jrgc1nisation, not only in the stereotyped sense of working
to· form stereotyped organisations, but in the sense of drawiil" unp1·ecedentedly broad masses of the oppressed classes
iii to a11 organisation that \vould take over the military,
1olitical and economic functions of the state.
1 The proletariat has approached, and 'vill approach, this
si 11 gular task in different ways. In some parts of Russia
the February-March Revolution puts nearly complete po,ver
in its hands. In others the proletariat may, perhaps, in a
''usurpatory'' manner, begin to form and develop a proletarian militia. In still others, it will probably strive for
immediate elections of urban and rural local government
bodies on the basis of universal, etc., suffrage, in order to
turn them into revolutionary centres, etc., until the growth
of proletarian organisation, the coming togetl1er of the
soldiers with the workers, the movement among the
peasantry and the disillusionment of very n1any in the \varimperialist government of Guchkov and Milyukov bring near
the hour when this government will be replaced by the·
''government'' of the Soviet of vVorkers' Deputies.
Nor ought we to forget that close to St. Petersburg we
have one of the most advanced, factually republican,
countries, namely, Finland, which, from 1905 to 1917,
shielded by the revolutionary battles of Russia, has in a
relatively peaceful way developed democracy and has won
the 1najority of the people for socialism. The Russian
proletariat will guarantee the Finnish Republic complete
freedom, including freedom to secede (it is doubtful now
\Vhether a single Social-Democrat will waver on this point
\Vhen the Cadet Rodichev is so meanly haggling in Helsingfors for bits of privileges for the Great Russians) and
precisely in this way will win the complete confidenc.e and
con1raclely assistance of the Finnish 'vorkers for the allRussia11 11roletarian cause. In a difficult and big u11dertaki11g mistakes are i11evitable, nor 'vill \Ve a'·oid tl1em. The
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~inni.sh workers are better organisers, they will help us
in this sp_here, they \Vill, in their own way, push forward
the establ~shment of the socialist republic.
Rev.olu!1onary victories in Russia proper peaceful
o:gan~sat1onal successes in Finland shielded by these
v1ctor~es . the Russian workers' transition to revolutionar
organ1sat1on~l tasks on a new scale capture of power by
the proletariat and poorest strata of the population y
~nc~urwement ~n? development of the socialist revolution
in t. e. est this is the road that will lead us to peace and
soctaltsm.
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Collected Works, Vol. 23

I am writing these lines on October 8 and have little hope
that they \vill reach Petrograd comrades by the 9th. It is
lJossible that they will arrive too late, since the congress of
the Northern Soviets has been fixed for October 10. Nevertheless, I shall try to give my ''Advice of an Onlooker'' in
the event that the probable action of the workers and
soldiers of Petrograd and of the whole ''region'' will take
place soon but has not yet taken place.
It is clear that all power must pass to the Soviets. It
sl1011ld be equally indisputable for every Bolshevik that
proletarian revolutionary power (or Bolshevik power\Vhich is now one and the same thing) is assured of the
utmost sympathy and unreserved support of all the working and exploited people all over the world in general, in
the belligerent countries in particular, and among the Russian peasants especially. There is no need to dwell on these
all too well known and long established truths.
What must be dealt with is something that is probably
not quite clear to all comrades, namely, that in practice
the transfer of power to the Soviets now means armed uprising. This would seem obvious, but not everyone has or
is giving thought to the point. To repudiate armed uprising
no''' 'vould mean to repudiate the key slogan of Bolshevism
(All Po,ver to the Soviets) and proletarian revolutionary internationalism in general .
But armed uprising is a special form of political struggle,
<)r1c subject to special la,vs to which attentive tho11ght must
be give11. Karl Marx expressed this truth with remarkable
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clarity when he \Vrote that ''insurrection is an art quite as
much as uJar''.
Of the principal rules of this art, Marx noted the follow•
ing:
1) Never play with insurrection, but when beginning it
realise firmly that you must go all the way.
2) Concentrate a great superiority of forces at the decisive
point and at the decisi,·e moment, otherwise the enemy,
'vho has the advantage of better ·preparation and organisation, will destroy the insurgents.
3) Once the insurrection has begun, you must act with
the greatest determination, and by all means, without fail,
take the offensive. ''The defensive is the death of every
armed rising."
4) You must try to take the enemy by surprise and seize
the moment when his forces are scattered.
5) You must strive for daily successes, however small
(one might say hourly, if it is the case of one town), and at
all costs retain ''moral superiority''.
Marx summed up the lessons of all revolutions in respect
to armed uprising in the words of ''Danton, the greatest
master of revolutionary policy yet known: de l'audace, de
l'audace, encore de l'audace''.
Applied to Russia and to October 1917, this means: a
simultaneous offensive on Petrograd, as sudden and as
rapid as possible, which must without fail be carried out
from within and from without, from the working-class
quarters and from Finland, from Revel and from Kronstadt,
an offensive of the entire navy, the concentration of a
gigantic superiority of forces over the 15,000 or 20,000
(perhaps more) of our ''bourgeois guard'' (the officers'
schools), our ''Vendee troops''97 (part of the Cossacks), etc.
Our three main forces the fleet, the workers, and the
army units-must be so combined as to occupy without
fail and to hold at any cost: a) the telephone exchange;
b) the telegraph office; c) the railway stations; d) and above
all, the bridges.
The most determined elements (our ''shock forces'' and
young ivorkers, as \vell as the best of the sailors) must be
formed into small detachments to occupy all the more
important points and to take part everywhere in all im·
portant operations, fo1· example:
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1'o encircle and cut off Petrograd; to seize it by a
n1 bined attack of the sailors, the workers, and the troopscotask ,vhich requires art and triple audacity;
a To form detachments from the best \Yorkers, armed with
rifles and bombs, for the purpose of attacking and surround"n<' the enemy's ''centres'' (the officers' schools, the tele~r~ph office, the telephone exchange, etc.). Their watch~,·ord must be: ''Better die to a man tl1an let the enemy
,
pr1ss. ·
.
J,et us hope that if action is decided on, the leaders will
successfully apply the great precepts of Danton and Marx.
'fhe success of both the Russian and the world revolution depends on two or three days' fighting.

,.

\Vritten October 8 (21), 1917
First published November 7,
1920 in Pravda No. 250
Signed: An Onlooker
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PARTICIPATION OF YOUTH
IN SOCIALIST CONSTRUCTION.
EDUCATION OF THE NEW MAN
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SPEECI-IES AT A MEETING
OF THE MOSCOW PARTY COMMITTEE
ON ORGANISING GROUPS OF SYMPATHISERS
AUGUST 16, 1918
MINUTES

1

We are experiencing a great shortage of forces, yet forces
are to be had among the people, forces that can be utilised.
Greater confidence must be sho\vn in the working people
ancl \Ve must learn to draw forces from their midst. This
can be done by enlisting sympathisers among the young
people and the trade unions into the Party. Never mind if
their membership dues are in arrears-there is no danger
in that. There is no great danger in assigni11g six thousand
for the front and taking on twelve thousand others in their
place. We must utilise our moral influence to enlarge our
Party.
All too few ne\v people get up and speal{ at our meetings,
yet we war1t ne\v people beca11se there \vould be a live note
in their speeches. We should organise tl1is in some \vay or
other. The young people must be taken from among the
\Vr1rkers so that there is control by the workers. The
exigencies of the situation demand that large numbers of
Party members be sent to the front, before the Japanese
and the Americans can consolidate their position in Siberia.
'fhe old forces must be replaced by new forces, by young
J)eople.
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Party members must carry on energetic agitation among
the workers. Comrades who are capable of doing anything
at all must not be kept in office jobs.
We must broade.n our. sphe:e of influence among the
wo7k.e7s. The nuclei are displaying too little initiative; their
activities could be very useful in influencing non-Party
people op the spot. Attention should be paid to the clubs
Party workers recruited from the masses.
'
~ e must not a~cept people who try to join from careerist
motives; people like this should be driven out of the Party.
First published
January 22, 1928
in Pravda No. 19
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FROM THE SPEECH AT THE FIRST
ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS ON EDUCATION
AUGUST 28, 191898

Collected Works, Vol. 28

Education is one of the component parts of the struggle
we are now waging. We can counter hypocrisy and lies with
the complete and honest truth. The war has shown plainly
enough what the ''will of the majority'' means, a phrase
used as a cover by the bourgeoisie. It has shown that a
11andful of plutocrats drag whole nations to the slaughter
ii1 their O\Vn interests. The belief that bourgeois democracy
serves the interests of the majority has now been utterly
discredited. Our Constitution, our Soviets, which were
something new to Europe, but with which we were already
acquainted from the experience of the 1905 Revolution,
serve as splendid agitation and propaganda material,
completely exposing the lying and hypocritical nature of
bourgeois democracy. We have openly proclaimed the rule
of the working and exploited people and there lies the
source of our strength and invincibility.
The same is true of education: the more cultured the
bourgeois state, the more subtly it lied when declaring that
schools could stand above politics and serve society as a
\Vhole.
In fact the schools were turned into nothing but an instrument of the class rule of the bourgeoisie. They were
thoroughly imbued with the bourgeois caste spirit. Their
purpose \Vas to supply the capitalists with obedient lackeys
and able workers. The war has shown that the marvels of
modern technology are being used as a means of exterminat14-1995
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ing millions of workers and creating fabulous profits for the,:
capitalists who are making fortunes out of the war. The'.
war has been internally undermined, for we have exposed':
their lies by countering them with the truth. We say that ;.
our work in the sphere of education is part of the st1·uggle ;
for overthrowing the bourgeoisie. We publicly declare that '
education divorced from life and politics is lies and ..
hypocrisy ....
The revolutionary struggle has been the finishing school
for the Russian workers and peasants. They have seen that
our system alone assures their genuine rule, they have
been able to convince themselves that the state is doing
everything to assist the workers. and the poor peasants in
completely crushing the resistance of the kulaks, the landowners and the capitalists.
The working people are thirsting for knowledge because '
they need it to win. Nine out of ten of the working people
have realised that knowledge is a weapon in their struggle
for emancipation, that their failures are due to lack of
education, and that now it is up to them really to give
everyone access to education. Our cause is assured because ·
the people have themselves set about building a new, socialist
Russia. They are learning from their own experience, from
their failures and mistakes, and they see how indispensable
education is for the victorious conclusion of their struggle.
In spite of the apparent collapse of many institutions and
the jubilation of the intellectuals carrying out sabotage, we
find that experience in the struggle has taught the people
to take their fate into their own hands. All who really
sympathise with the people, all the best teachers will come
to our aid, and that is a sure pledge that the socialist cause
will triumph. (Ovation.)

FROM THE DRAFT PROGRAMl\tIE OF THE R.C,.P.(B.)
9

SECTION OF TIIE PROGRAMME DEALING
WITH PUBLIC EDUCATION

In the sphere of public education, the object of the R.C.P.
is to complete the work that began with the October Revolution in 1917 to convert the school from an instrument of the
class rule of the bourgeoisie into an instrument for the
overthrow of that rule and for the complete abolition of the
llivision of society into classes. The schools must become
an i11strument of the dictatorship of the proletariat, i.e.,
a vehicle not merely of the general principles of communism
but also of the ideological, organisational and educational
influence of the proletariat on the semi-proletarian and
non-proletarian sections of the working people with the
object of completely suppressing the resistance of the
exploiters and of building the communist system. The immediate tasks in this field are, for the present, the follow•

incr·
t>.

Short report published
August 29, 1918 in Vecherniye
Izvestia Jl,f oskovskogo
Soveta No. 35
First published in full
in 1919 in the book
Jl,finutes of the First
All-Russia Congress
on Education

(1) the further development of the initiative of the work-
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ers and working peasants in the sphere of education with
the all-round assistance of the Soviet government;
(2) securing complete command not only over a section,
or the majority, of the school-teachers, as is the case at
present, but over all school-teachers by weeding out the
incorrigible bourgeois counter-revolutionary elements and
securing the conscientious application of communist principles; (policy)
14*
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(3) the implementation of free, obligatory general and
polytechnical education (acquaintance with all the main
branches of production theoretically and in practice) for
all children of both sexes up to the age of 16;
(4) the closest connection between schooling and productive social labour of the child;
(5) the provision of food, clothing, books and other
teaching aids for all schoolchildren at the expense of the
state;
(6) the working people must be drawn into active
participation in the work of public education (the development of the public education councils, mobilisation of the
educated, etc.);
or ad 2)
(7) to secure the closest contact between school-teachers
and the agitation and propaganda machinery of the R.C.P.
Published February 26, 1919
in Pravda No. 44
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DRAFT SUPPLEMENT TO THE SECTION
9
OF THE PROGRAMME ON PUBLIC EDUCATION 9
for adults:
to be added:
of
trade
1) 011 polytechnical education development
training with a view to a
for adolescents and adults
transition to polytechnical
education
2) amateur activities (of children) in schools
3) creches,etc.==
4) for section 6+trade unions
5) teaching in the native language
\Vritten March 20, 1919
l<'irst published in 1930
in Lenin Miscellany XIII

Collected Works, Fifth
Russian edition, Vol. 38

SPEECH DELIVERED IN RED SQUARE
MAY 1, 1919
SPEECH AT THE FIRST ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS
OF COMMUNIST STUDENTS
APRIL 17, 1919100
It gives me great pleasure to greet you. I do not know
how many gubernias are represented here, or where you
have come from. The important thing is that the youth, the
communist youth, are organising. The important thing is
that the youth are gathering together to learn to build the
new type of school. Now you have a new type of school.
The old, bureaucratic school, which you hated and detested,
and with which you had no ties, no longer exists. vVe have
planned our work for a very long period. The future society
we are striving for, the society in which all must work, the
society in which there will be no class distinctions, will take
a long time to build. At present we are only laying the
foundations of this future society, but you will have to
build it when you grow up. At present, work as your
strength permits; do not undertake tasks that are too much
for you; be guided by your seniors. Once again I greet this
congress and wish your labours every success.
First published in 1923
in the book V. I. Lenin
(Ulyanov) Speeches and
Articles on Youth
Moscow-Petrograd
Molodaya Gvardiya Publishers
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NEWSPAPER REPORT

2

''The majority of those here present are no older th~n
30 to 35 years of age,'' said Comrade Lenin, ''an~ they will
live to see the full bloom of communism, from which we are
still remote''.
.
.
Pointing to the children, Comrade ~enin said tha~ they,
,vho were taking part in the celebration o! the festiv.al of
the emancipation of labour, would full! enJ?Y the fruits of
the labours and sacrifices of the revolutionaries.
''Our grandchildren will examine the . documents a!1d
other relics of the epoch of the capitalist system with
amazement. It will be difficult for them to picture .to themselves how the trade in articles of primary necessity could
remain in private hands, how factories could belong t?
i11dividuals, how some men could exploit other~, how it
\Vas possible for those who did not work to .exist. Up to
no'v the story of what our children would see in the future
has sounded like a fairy-tale; but today, comrade.s, you
clearly see that the edifice of socialist society, of. which ~e
have laid the foundations, is not a utopia. Our children will
build this edifice with even greater zeal." (Stormy applause.)
Pt1blished in Vecherniye

•
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Izvestia Moskovskogo Soveta
No. 230, May 2, 1919
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ALL OUT FOR THE FIGHT AGAINS'f DENIKIN !
From LETTER OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
OF THE RUSSIAN COMMUNIST PARTY (BOLSHEVIKS)
TO PARTY ORGANISATIONS

CURT AILMENT OF WORK NOT FOR THE WAR

To carry out even a part of the work briefly outlined
above we shall need more and more workers, drawn, moreover, from the ranks of the most reliable, devoted and
energetic Communists. But where are they to come from,
bearing in mind the universal complaints about the dearth
of such workers and the over-fatigue they are suffering
from?
There can be no doubt that these complaints are largely
justified. If anyone were to gauge exactly how thin is that
stratum of advanced workers and Communists \vho with
the support and sympathy of the worker and peasant masses
have administered Russia in these last twenty months, it
would seem truly incredible. Yet \Ve administered with
signal success, building socialism, overcoming unparalleled
difficulties, and vanquishing enemies, directly or indirectly
connected with the bourgeoisie, that raised their heads
everywhere. We have already vanquished all enemies
except one the Entente, 101 the all-powerful imperialist
bourgeoisie of Britain, France and America. And we have
broken one of the arms of this enemy too Kolchak. vVe
are only threatened by his other arm Denikin.
Fresh labour-power for the administration of the state
and to carry out the tasks of the dictatorship of the pro216

letariat are rapidly emerging in the shape of the worker and
peasant yout~ wh? are most e~rnestly: zealously and fervidly learning, d1gest1ng the new impressions of the new ord7r,
throwing off the husk of old, capitalist and ~ourgeors
democratic prejudices, and moulding themselves into even
firmer Communists than the older· generation.
.
But ho,vever rapidly this new stratum may be emerging,
110,vever rapidly it may be learning and maturing in the
fire of the Civil War and the frantic resistance of the bourgeoisie, all the same it cannot, in the n.e~t fe': months,
supply us with a trained staff for the adm1n1strat1on of the
state. Yet it is precisely the next few months, the sum~er
and autumn of 1919, that count, for it is essential to dec.zde
the struggle against Denikin, and it must be done immediately.
.
In order to obtain a large number of well-trained workers to strengthen the war effort \Ve must reduce in size a
\vhole number of branches and institutions, not doing war
work, or, rather, those not directly connecte.d with the
,var, but doing Soviet work; we must reor~an~se ?n these
lines (i.e., on the lines of reduction). al~ rnst1tut1ons and
enterprises which are not absolutely indispensable.
Izvestia, Bulletin of
the C.C., R.C.P. (B.) No. 4
July 9, 1919
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undertake the whole. burd.en of building the state." ""." ou
1.110,v that it 'vas a terribly difficult moment, both materialand because of the enemy's successes in foreign policy
• cl in the military sphere. And you know what unparalleled,
111
~111 expected and unbelievable success marked the end of
tl1 is Party \Veek in Moscow alone, where 've got over 14
tliousand new Party members. There you have the result
, r the Party Week that is totally transforming, that is
1
i·emaking the working class, and by the experience of work
is turning those who were the passive, inert instruments of
the bourgeois government, the exploiters, and the bo~r
geois state into real creators of the future communist
society. We know that we have a reserve of tens. and
J1undreds of thousands of working-class and peasant youths,
those who saw and know to the full the old oppression of
landowner and bourgeois society, who have seen the unparalleled difficulties of our constructive work, who saw
,vhat heroes the first contingent of Party functionaries
proved to be in 1917 and 1918, who have been coming to
us in bigger numbers and whose devotion is the greater the
severer our difficulties. These reserves give us confidence
that in these two years we have achieved a firm and sound
cohesion and now possess a source from which we shall for
a long time be able to draw still more extensively, and so
ensure that the working people themselves undertake to
develop the state. In this respect we have had such
experience during these two years in applying working-class
administration in all spheres, that we can say boldly and
'vithout any exaggeration that now all that remains is to
continue what has been begun, and things will proceed as
tl1ey have done these two years, but at an ever faster pace.

t(J
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TWO YEARS OF SOVIET RULE
FROM A SPEECH AT A JOINT SESSION OF THE ALL-RUSSIA
CENTRAL EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
'
THE MOSCOW SOVIET OF WORKERS' AND RED ARMY
DEPUTIES
THE ALL-RUSSIA CENTRAL COUNCIL OF TRADE UNIONS
'
AND FACTORY COMMITTEES. ON THE OCCASION OF THE SECOND
ANNIVERSARY OF THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION
NOVEMBER 7, 1919

•

Comrades! Lately we have witnessed a particularly
brilliant example of success in our work. We know how
w~despread subbotniks 102 have become among class-conscious workers. We know those representatives of
communism who most of all have suffered the torments of ·
~amine and bitter cold, but whose contribution in the rear
is no smaller than that of the Red Army at the front· we
kno'v ~ow, at the critical moment when the enemy 'was
advancing on Petrograd, and Denikin took Orel, \Vhen the
bourgeoisie were in high spirits and resorted to their last
and favourite weapon, the spreading of panic, we announced
a Party \Veek. At that moment the 'vorker Communists
went to the industrial 'vorkers and other 'vorking people
to those who most of all had endured the burden of th;
imperialist war and \Vere starving and freezing, to those on
whom the bourgeois panic-mongers counted most of all, to
those who bore most of the burden on their backs; it was
to the~ t~~t we addressed ourselves during the Party Week
and said: Y·ou are scared by the burdens of working-class
rule, by the threats of the imperialists and capitalists; you
see our .work and our difficulties; we appeal to you, and we
open wide ~he doors of our Party only to you, only to the
representatives of the working people. At this difficult
moment we count on you and call you into our ranks there
218
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Bed11ota No. 478
November 7, 1919
Signed: Lenin

>
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TRIAi~

OF JUVENILE DELINQUENTS104

TO THE YOUNGER GENERATION103

Remarks on Draft Decree

Greetings to th.e working-class and peasant youth of
Petrograd Gubern1a on the occasion of their communist
labour week.
Intensify your work in this field, my young comrades,
~o that you can apply your fresh, young forces to the building of a new and brighter life.

1) The theory of (demarcation) is unsuitable.
2) The court and jails do nothing but harm.
3) Who is 'veil versed in children's psychology? Judges
or experts?
4) Special institutions?
5) Profiteers and the like? Recidivism?

V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Smena No. 1
December 18, 1919
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1) The People's Commissariat of Justice in co-operation

\Vith the People's Commissariat of Health, People's Commissariat of Education and the Central Statistical Board
should be instructed to work out forms of report on every
kind of action against juvenile delinquents and trial of
their cases.
2) The People's Commissariat of Education and the
People's Commissariat of Health should be instructed to
intensify their efforts in setting up medical-training institutions for defective juvenile delinquents.
The People's Commissariat of Justice should be instructed
to exercise a stricter control over the personnel of the com1nissions on juvenile delinquenr.y and over the way they
discharge their duties.
Written l\farch 4, 1920
First published in 1933
in Lenin Jtfiscellany XXIV

Collected Works, Fifth
R11ssian edition, Vol. 40
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SPEECH DELIVERED
AT A MEETING OF THE MOSCOW SOVIET
OF WORKERS' AND RED ARMY DEPUTIES
MARCH 6, 1920
Comrades, I very much regret that there is little
probability of my being able to discharge the duties hinted
at by the Chairman in reference to my membership of the
Mosco\v Soviet. I am nevertheless very glad to have the
opportunity of greeting the new Moscow Soviet. Permit me
to say a
.wor~s about the tasks which, owing to the
general s1tuat1on in the country, fall particularly to the
lot of the Moscow workers, and first and foremost of the
Moscow Soviet.
Comrades, it seems there is every hope that we shall, in
the near future, emerge completely victorious from the
wa~ w.hich was forced upon us by the landowners and
cap1tal1sts of Russia in alliance with the capitalists of the
whole world. I have just received a telegram from a member
of the Revolutionary Military Council of the Caucasian
Front, the last remaining front of any importance. This
telegram states that the resistance of the enemy has been
broken in all directions (applause), so that now that we
have finished with the Kolchak front and the Archangel
front, the day is apparently not far off when the Denikin
front, too, will be completely eliminated. But, comrades, no
matter how greatly the results of the Civil War and the
~ntern.at~onal situation may favour us, and even though the
imper1al1st powers are obviously on the eve of a complete
break-down, and all their attempts to unite anybody at all
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for a war against us have ended in failure no matter how
favourable this situation may be, it must be said that the
danger, even the foreign danger, is not yet over. Attempts
are still being made, especially by imperialist France, to
incite Poland to make war on Russia. You all know, of
course, from the press, from the decisions of the Central
Executive Committee, and from all the statements made at
the Cossack congress and many other congresses, that the
Soviet Republic, on its part, has done all it could to prevent
this war, that we have proposed peace to the Polish nation
11ot only officially but in the most friendly 'vay, and have
most solemnly recognised the independence of the Polish
state, and have made the most positive declarations to this
effect. From the military standpoint, we have done everything we could to prevent the Polish landowners and
capitalists from carrying out their designs perhaps not so
much their own designs as those of imperialist France, who
stands behind their back and to whom they are up to tl1eir
ears in debt. We have done everything we could to prevent
these capitalists and landowners from carrying out their
design of inciting the Polish nation to make war on Russia.
But although we have done everythi11g \Ve could, future
action does not depend upon us. Even the Polish landowners and capitalists themselves do not know what they
will do tomorrow. The internal situation in Poland is so
grave that they may embark on such a dubious venture
because of the obvious danger to their class position,
because they feel their end approaching. Consequently,
although we have won many victories, we have no guarantee
at all that we are secure against foreign attack, and we
must be on our guard, we must preserve, develop and
strengthen our· military preparedness, so as to accomplish
the task that confronts the working class. If, in spite of all
our efforts, the Polish imperialists, supported by France,
embark on a war against Russia, if they launch their
military venture, they must receive, and will receive, such·
a rebuff that their fragile capitalism and imperialism will
fall to pieces.
vVe do not conceal from ourselves, especially from the
Moscow and other Russian workers, that fresh effort and
ne,v and gigantic sacrifices are now demanded of us, which
'vill be all the more severe because we are just no'v at the
223

end of a winte: February and March that has brought
a new aggravation of want, hunger and suffering owing to
the ruined state of our railway system. And I must tell you
tha~ the wa~ on ~he. bloody front, the civil war directed
against the imper1al1sts, is to all appearances coming to
an end, and that anyway the enemy can offer no serious
menace to us since the attempts of the Entente to launch
a general war against us have suffered decisive defeat; the
w~r on ~he bloodless front, however, still continues and
will cont1n~e. for a long time to come. For the more we
le~ve the m1l1tary danger behind us the more we are faced
with th_e tasks of internal development; and these have to
?e carried o~t
the wor~ing class, which has taken upon
itself the m1ss1on of leading the working masses. These
tasks the restoration of a ruined country and a ruined
economy, and the organisation of a socialist society·cannot be accomplished without a war on the bloodless
front: That is \vhat the advanced workers, who are n~'v
forming the new Moscow Soviet, must impress most firmly
on their minds, for the ~oscow workers have always been
a model, and for some time to come must continue to be
a. i;nodel, \Vhich will be followed by the workers of other
c1t1es.
We i:nust re~en_iber that we are grappli11g with the task
of making a soc1al1st revolution in a country where peasants
~o~m the greater part of the population. We have now been
J01ned by the peasant masses of Siberia, where the peasants
have surpluses of grain, where they have been corrupted
by ~apit~lism; cling to the old freedom of trade, and
consider it their sacred rig~t in this r~spect they are being
led as.tray ?Y the Menshev1ks and Socialist-Revolutionaries
(that is th~1r sa_d lot . there is nothing else for them to do)they ~ons1d~r it their sacred right to practise freedom of
t:ade in grain surpluses, believing that they can retain this
right .. It _does. not matter to them that this supposed civil
equality implies the exploitation of the hungry by the wellfed; for peas~nts who have grain surpluses and refuse to
let. t~e starving have them are putting into effect the
pr1nc1ples of capitalist relations. They are people \Vho
after havin~ been exploited for hundreds -of years, have no;
bec?i;ne the1~ own masters for the first time, and are in a
pos1t1on, owing to their grain surpluses, to enslave the
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\vorkers, who, as a result of the collapse of industry, arc
unable to give any equivalent in return for the grain. For
this i·eason our attitude to,vards these petty-bourgeois
property-owners, towards the small profiteers, who number
millions and who think that because they possess surpluses
of grain the farther \Ve go the more they will make, and
that the worse the famine the more profitable it will be
for those who have grain-our attitude to\vards tl1em must
be one of war. This we say bluntly, and this is the basis of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, whicl1 openly declares
to the worker and peasant masses: ''The \vorking peasant is
our ally, our friend and brother; but when the peasant acts
as a property-owner holding a surplus of grain not required
by his household, and acts to\vards us as a property-o\vner,
as a well-fed man towards a hungry man, such a peasant
is our enemy, and we will fight him \vith the utmost
determination, the utmost ruthlessness." Victory over the
small property-owners, over tl1e small profiteers, is no easy
matter. They cannot be eliminated in 011e year, many years
will be required; it \vill take organised resistance, stubborn
and steadfast wo1·k, step by step over a long period of
time it will take an incessant day-to-day struggle, which it
is particularly difficult to wage and in which the profiteering peasant is ve1·y often victorious over the worker. But
\Ve will fight on the bloodless front so that the hungry
may secure from the \Vell-fe-d the surp!uses they po.ss~ss,
despite all obstacles and despite the desire of the Soc1al1stRevolutiona1·ies and Mensheviks to introduce freedom of
trade and leave these surpluses in the possession of the
well-fed.
We have done a great deal of work during the past two
years. We have enlisted the peasant and worker masses in
this work, and have everywhere been able to secure 'vhat
\Ve needed. At a time when tl1e \vhiteguard office1·s, the
former tsarist officers, were fighting us on the side of o1:1r
enemies, we enlisted tens and hundreds of these experts 111
our work, which helped to remake them. Tl1e?' helped us
do our work, in conjunction with our commissars. They
themselves learned from us how the work should be do11e,
and in return gave us the benefit of their technical kno"'·ledge. And it was only \vith their help that the Red
Army \Vas able to \Vin the victories it did. \\Te must now
15-1995
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divert all this work into another channel. It must be work ·
of a peaceful character; we must devote everything to the
work on the labour front. We must direct our former
property-owners, who were our enemies. We must mobilise
all who are capable of working and compel them to work
with us. We must at all costs wipe from the face of the
earth the last traces of the policy of the Mensheviks and
Socialist-Revolutionaries the policy which talks of personal
freedom, etc. because it would doom us to starvation.
This attitude must be adopted in all our work. The advanced
section of the proletariat is assuming the leadership of the
rest of the population, and it says: ''We must get you to
understand our ideas fully and to put them into effect, just
as we got you to come over more and more to our side."
The first task that confronts us here is to clean up
Moscow, to put an end to the filth and state of neglect into
which it has sunk. We must do this so as to set an example
to the whole country, where this filth, which brings with
it epidemics and disease, is becoming more and more
prevalent. We must set this example here, in Moscow, an
example such as Moscow has set many times before.
\Ve must bear in mind that 've are faced with the task
of restoring the transport system. In the spring we must
introduce control by the worker masses. We must .effect
it in respect of those market gardener,s in the vicinity of
Moscow who are taking advantage of the fact that there
are starving fellow-beings around them to pocket millions.
The fact that any rich market gardener can squeeze
untold profits out of his poor neighbours is an atrocious
injustice, which we cannot tolerate.
What must we do? Specialists must give us the benefit
of their knowledge so that we may carry our ideas into
effect. The class which has just elected the ne'v Moscow
Soviet must tackle this work, and carry it out more practically and in greater detail than hitherto.
We know that the proletariat is not very large numerically; but we also know that the Petrograd workers, 'vho
were in the front ranks of the Red Army, gave us their
best forces whenever we needed them, gave them for the
fight against the enemy in greater numbers than we
thought possible. We have said that Petrograd, Moscow
and Ivanovo-Voznesensk have given us a vast number of

people. But that is not enough; they must give us all 've
need. We have to utilise all the bourgeois specialists who
accumulated kno,vledge in the past and wl10 must pay
with this knowledge now. It is with tl1e help of these
people that we must do our work; it is with their help
that we must conquer all we need conquer, and create
our own militant contingents of workers who will learn
from them and direct them, and who will always turn to
the broad masses of the workers to explain this experience.
That is what the Moscow Soviet, as one of the most
important and one of the biggest ·Of the proletarian
Soviets, must accomplish at all costs. The fifteen hundred
members of the Moscow Soviet, plus the alternate members, con·stitute an apparatus through which you can draw
upon the masses and constantly enlist them, inexperienced
though they are, in the work of administering the state.
1'he worker and peasant masses who have to build up
our entire state must start by organising state control.
You will obtain this apparatus from among the worker
and pea.sant masses, from among the young workers and
peasants who have been fired as never before with the
independent desire, the readiness and determination to set
about the work of administering the state themselves. We
have learned from the experiences of the war and shall
promote thousands of people 'vho have passed through
the school of the Soviets and are capable of governing
the state. You must recruit the most diffident and undeveloped, the most timid of the workers for the workers'
inspection and promote them. Let them progress in this
work. When they have seen how the workers' inspection
participates in state affairs, let them gradually proceed
from the simple duties they are able to carry out at first
only as onlookers to more important functions of .state.
You will secure a flow of assistants from the widest
sources who will take upon themselves the burden of
government, who will come to lend a hand and to work.
We need tens of thousands ·of new advanced workers.
Turn for support to the non-party workers and peasants,
turn to them, for our Party must remain a narrow party,
surrounded as it is by enemies on all sides. At a time
when hostile elements are trying by every method of
warfare, deceit and provocation to cling to us and to
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take advantage of the fact that membership of a government party offers certain privileges, \Ve must act i11 contact
\vith the non-party people. The laws on the \Vorkers' and
Peasants' Inspection grant the right to enlist non-party
workers and peasants and their conferences in the work
of government. This apparatus is one of the means
whereby we can increase the number of workers and
peasants who will help us to achieve victory on the internal front in a few years. For a long time this victory
will not be as simply, decisively and clearly apparent as
the victory on the war front. This victory demands vigilance and effort, and you can ensure it by carrying out
the job of development of Moscow a11d its environs and
helping in the general work of restoring the transport
system, of restoring that general economic organisation
which will help us to get rid of the direct and indirect
influence of the profiteers and to vanquish the old traditions of capitalism. We should not grudge a fe\v years
for this. Even if we had these conditions, such social
ref'orms as these would be without parallel, and here to
set ourselves tasks designed only for a short period of
time would be a great mistake.
Allow me to conclude by expressing the hope and assurance that the new Moscow Soviet, bearing in mind all
the experience gained by its predecessor in the course of
the Civil War, will draw new forces from among the
youth and will tackle the affairs of economic development
\Vith all the energy, firmness and persistence with which
we tackled military affairs, and so gain victories which,
if not as brilliant, will be more solid and substantial.
Brief newspaper report
published March 7, 1920
in Izvestia VTslK No. 52
First published in full in 1921
in Verbatim Reports of the
Plenary Sessions of the
JJ,foscow Soviet of Workers',
Peasants' and Red Army
Deputies, Moscow
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THE TASKS OF THE YOUTH LEAGUES
(SPEECI! DELIVERr:o AT TJIE THIRD ALL-RUSSIA CONGRESS
OF TIIE RUSSIAN YOUNG COMMUNIST LEAGUt:)
OCTOBER 2, 1920 105

(The congress greets Lenin with a t1·emendous ovation.)
Comrades, today I would like to talk on the fund~ment~l
tasks of the Young Communist League and, 1n this
connection, on what the youth organisations in a socialist
republic should be like in general.
.·
.
It is all the more necessary to dwell on this question
because in a certain sense it may be said that it is the
youth that will be faced with the actual task of cr~ating
a communist society. For it is clear that the generation of
working people brought up in capit~list society can: at
best, accomplish the task of destroying. the found.atrons
of the old, the capitalist way of life, which \vas b.urlt on
exploitation. At best it will be able to . accomplish the
tasks of creatin"0 a social system that will help the proletariat and the working classes retain power and lay a
firm foundation, which can be built on only by ~ .gener~
tion that is starting to work under the new cond1t1~ns,. rn
a situation in which relations based on the explo1tat1on
of man by man no longer exist.
And so in dealing from this angle \Vith the tasks confronting the youth, I must say that the tasks of the youth
in general, and of the You?g Com~unist Leagues and ~11
other organisations in particular, might be summed up rn
a single word: learn.
Of course, this is only a ''single word''. It does not
reply to the principal and most essential questions: \vhat
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to learn, and how to learn? And the \vhole point here
is that, with the transformation of the old, capitalist
society, the upbringing, training and education of the
new generations that will create the communist society
~annot be conducted on the old lines. The teaching, trai 11 _
ing ai:id education of the youth must proceed from the
mater1~l that has ~een left to us by the old society. We
can build commu1.11sn: only on the basis of the totality of
knowledge, organ1sat1ons and institutions, only by using •
the stock of human forces and means that have been left
to us by the old society. Only by radically remoulding the
teaching, organisation and training of the youth shall we
b.e abl~ to ensure that the efforts of the younger generat10~ will result in the creation of a society that will be
unl~ke the old. society, i.e., in the creation of a communist
s.oc1ety. That is why we must deal in detail with the question of what w.e s?ould teach the youth and how the youth
should I.earn if it really wants to justify the name of
communist youth, and how it should be trained so as to
be able to complete and consummate what we have
started. ·
I must say that the first and most natural reply would
seem to be that the Youth League, and the youth in
general, ~ho want to advance to communism, should learn
communism.
But this reply ''learn communism'' is too ge
l
Wh t d
.
nera.
a
o ~e need in order to learn communism? What
must be single~ out from the sum of general knowledge
so as to acquire a knowledge of communism? I-Iere a
number of dangers arise, which very often manifest themselves wh.enever the task of learning communism is
P.resented incorrectly, or when it is interpreted in too ones1ded a manner.
Naturall~, the first .thought that enters one's mind is
that learning com~un1sm ~eans assimilating tl1e sum of
knowledge that is contained in communist manuals
pamphlets ~nd books. But such a definition of the stud~
of communism w?uld be t.oo crude and inadequate. If the
~tudy o~ communism consisted solely in assimilating what
is conta1ne? in co~munist books and pamphlets, we might
all too .easily obtain communist text-jugglers or braggarts,
and this would very often do us harm, because such

people, after learning by rote what is set forth in communist books and pamphlets, would prove incapable of
combining the various branches of knowledge, and would
be unable to act in the way communism really demands.
One of the greatest evils and misfortunes left to us by
the old, capitalist society is the complete rift between
books and practical life; we have had books explaining
everything in the best possible manner, yet in most cases
these books contained the most pernicious and hypocritical
lies, a false description of capitalist society.
That is why it would be most mistaken merely to assimilate book knowledge about communism. No longer do
our speeches and articles merely reiterate what used to
be said about communism, because our speeches and
articles are connected with our daily work in all fields.
Without work and \Vithout struggle, book knowledge of
communism obtained from communist pamphlets and
works is absolutely worthless, for it would continue the
old separation of theory and practice, the old rift which
was the most pernicious feature of the old, bourgeois
society.
It would be still more dangerous to set about assimilating
c)nly communist slogans. Had we not realised this danger
in time, and had we not directed all our efforts to averting
this danger, the half million or million young men and
women who would have called themselves Communists
after studying communism in this \Vay would only greatly
prejudice the cause of communism.
The question arises: how is all this to be blended for the
study of communism? What must \Ve take from the old
schools, from the old kind of science? It was the declared
aim of the old type of school to prod11ce men with an allround education, to teach the sciences in general. We kno\v
that this was utterly false, since the whole of society was
based and maintained on the division of people into classes,
into exploiters and oppressed. Since they were thoroughly
imbued with the class spirit, the old schools naturally gave
knowledge only to the children of the bourgeoisie. Every
word was falsified in the interests of the bourgeoisie. In
these schools the younger generation of workers and
peasants \Vere not so much educated as drilled in the
interests of that bourgeoisie. They were trained in such a
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way as to be useful servants of the bourgeoisie, able to
create pr-ofits for it without disturbing its peace and leisure.
That is why, while rejecting the old type of schools, we
have made it our task to take from it only what we require
for genuine communist education.
This brings me to the reproaches and accusations which
we constantly hear levelled at the old schools, and which
often lead to wholly wrong conclusions; It is said that the
old school was a school of purely book knowledge, of
ceaseless drilling and grinding. That is true, but we must
distinguish between what was bad in the old schools and
\vhat is useful to us, and we must be able to select from
it what is necessary for communism.
The old schools provided purely book knowledge; they
compelled their p11pils to assimilate a mass of useless,
superfluous and barren kno\vledge, which cluttered up the
brain and turned the younger generation into bureaucrats
regimented according to a single pattern. But it would mean
falling into a grave error for you to try to draw the conclusion that one can become a Communist without assimilating
the wealth of knowledge amassed by mankind. It \vould be
mistaken to think it sufficient to learn communist slogans
and the conclusions of communist science, without acquiring that sum of kno\vledge of \vhich communism itself is
a result. Marxism is an example which shows how communism arose out of the sum of human knowledge.
You have read and heard that communist theory the
science of communism created in the main by Marx, this
doctrine of Marxism has ceased to be the work of a ,single
socialist of the nineteenth century, even though he was a
genius, and that it has become the doctrine of millions
and tens of millions of proletarians all over the world,
'vho are applying it in their struggle against capitalism.
If you were to ask why the teachings of Marx have been
able to \Vin the hearts ancl minds of millions and tens of
millions of the most revolutionary class, you \vould receive
only one answer: it was because Marx based his \vork on
the firm foundation of the human knowledge acquired
under capitalism. After making a study of the laws governing the development of human society, Marx realised the
inevitability of capitalism developing towards communism.
What is most important is that he proved this on the sole

basis of a most precise, detailetl and profound study of
this capitalist society, by fully assimilating all that ear~ier
science had produced. He critically reshaped everything
that had been created by human society, without ignoring
a single detail. He reconsidered, subjected to critic.ism, and
verified on the \Vorking-class mo,·ement everything that
human thinl{ing had created, and therefrom formulated
conclusions which people hemmed in by bourgeois limitations or bound by bourgeois prejudices could not dra\v.
We must bear this in mind when, for example, we talk
about proletarian culture. We. shall be unable to. solve this
problem unless we clearly realise that only a precise kno\vledcrc and transformation of the culture created by the
entire development of mankind will enable us to create. a
proletarian culture. The latter is not clutchecl out of thin
air· it is not an invention of those who call themselves
experts in proletarian culture. That is all nonsense. Proletarian culture must be the logical development of the store
of kno,vledge mankind has accumulat~d un~er the yoke of
capitalist, lando\vner and bureaucratic. society. All these
roads have been leading, and \vill continue to lead up ta
proletarian culture, in the same way as political econo~y,
as reshaped by Marx, has shown us \vhat human society
must arrive at, showi1 us the passage to the class struggle,
to the beginning of the proletarian revolution.
When ~e so often hear represe11tatives of tire youth; as
well as certain advocates of a ne\v system of education,
attacking the old schools, claiming that they used the systein
of cramming, we say to them that we must take what was
good in the old schools. We must not borro\v the system of
~ncumbering young people's minds ~ith an immense
amount of knowledge, nine-tenths of which was useless and
one-tenth distorted. This, ho,vever, does not. mean that we
can restrict ourselves to communist conclusions and le~rn
onlv communist slogans. You will not create co1nmunism
that way. You can become a Communist only when you
enrich your mind with a knowledge of all the treasures
created by mankind.
We have no need of cramming, but \Ve do need to develop
and perfect the mind of every student \vith a knowledge
of fundamental facts. Communism will become an empty
\Vord, a mere signboard, and a Comm11nist a mere boaster,
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of instruction, the old cramming and the old drill, with an
ability to acquire the sum total of human knowledge, and
to acquire it in such a \Vay that communism shall not be
something to be learned by rote, but something that you
yourselves have thought over, something that will embody
conclusions inevitable from the standpoint of present-day
education.
That is the way the main tasks should be presented when
we speak of the aim: learn communism.
I shall take a practical example to mak-e this clear to you,
and to demonstrate the approach to the problem of how
you must learn. You all know that, following the military
problems, those of defending the republic, we are now confronted with economic tasks. Communist society, as we
know, cannot be built unless we restore industry and agriculture, and that, not in the old way. They must be reestablished on a modern basis, in accordance with the last
word in science. You know that electricity is that basis, and
that only after electrification of the entire country, of all
branches of industry and agriculture, only when you have
achieved that aim, \Vill you be able to build for yourselves
the communist society which the older generation will not
be able to build. Confronting you is the task of economically reviving the whole country, of reorganising and
restoring both agriculture and industry on modern technical lines, based on mode1·n science and technology, on
electricity. You realise perfectly well that illiterate people
cannot tackle electrification, and that elementary literacy
is not enough either. It is insufficient to understand what
electricity is; what is needed is the knowledge of how to
apply it technically in industry and agriculture, and in
the individual branches of industry and agriculture. This
has to be learnt for oneself, and it must be taught to the
entire rising generation of working people. That is the task
confronting every class-conscious Communist, every young
person who regards himself a Comm11nist a11d who clearly
understands that, by joining the Young Communist Lea~ue,
he has pledged himself to help the Party build communism
and to help the whole younger generation create ~ communist society. He must realise that he can create it only
on the basis of modern education, and if he does not

if _all the knowledge he has acquired is not digested in his
mind. You should not merely assimilate this knowledge,
b~t assimilate it critically, so as not to cram your mind
with useless lumber, but enrich it with all those facts that
are indispensable to the well-educated man of today. If a
Communist took it into his head to boast about his communism because of the cut-and-dried conclusions he had
acquired, without putting in a great deal of serious and
hard work and \Vithout understanding facts he should
examine critically, he would be a deplorable Communist
indeed. Such superficiality would be decidedly fatal. If I
know that I know little, I shall strive to learn more·' . but if
a man says that he is a Communist and that he need not
know anything thoroughly, he will never become anything
like a Communist.
. The old schools produced servants needed by the capitalists; the old schools turned men of science into men who
had to write and say whatever pleased the capitalists. We
must therefore abolish them. But does the fact that we
must abolish them, destroy them, mean that we should not
take from them everything mankind has accumulated that
is essential to man? Does it mean that we do not have to
distin?uish between what was necessary to ca11italism and
'vhat is necessary to communism?
We are replacing the old drill-sergeant methods practised
in bourgeois society, against the \Vill of the majority, with
the class-conscious discipline of the workers and peasants,
who combine hatred of the old society with a determination, ability and readiness to unite and organise tl1eir forces
for this struggle so as to forge the wills of millions and
hundreds of millions of people disunited, and scattered
over the territory of a huge country into a single will,
without which defeat is inevitable. Without this solidarity,
without this conscious discipline of the workers and
peasants, our cause is hopeless. Without this, we shall be
unable to vanquish the capitalists and landowners of the
whole world. We shall not even consolidate the foundation
'
let alone build a new, communist society on that foundation. Likewise, while condemning the old schools, while
harbouring an absolutely justified and necessary hatred for
the old schools, and appreciating the readiness to destroy
them, we must realise that \Ve must replace the old system
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acquire this education communism will remain merely a
pious wish.
It was the task of the older generation to overthrow the
bourgeoisie. The main task then was to criticise the bourgeoisie, arouse hatred of the bourgeoisie among the masses,
and foster class-consciousness and the ability to unite their
forces. The new generation is confronted with a far more
complex task. Your duty does not lie only in assembling
your forces so as to uphold the workers' and peasants'
?overnment against an invasion instigated by the capitalists. Of course, you must do that; that is something you
clearly realise, and is distinctly seen by the Communist.
However, that is not enough. You have to build up a communist society. In many respects half of the work has
been done. The old order has been destroyed, just as it
deserved, it has been turned into a heap of ruins, just as it
deserved. The ground has been cleared, and on this ground
the younger communist generation must build a communist
society. You are faced with the task of construction, and
you can accomplish that task only by assimilating all modern knowledge, only if you are able to transform communism from cut-and-dried and memorised formulas
'
counsels, recipes, prescriptions and programmes into that
living real_ity which gives unity to your immediate work,
and only if you are able to make communism a guide in
all your practical work.
That is the task you should pursue in educating, training
and rousing the entire younger generation. You must be
foremost among the millions of builders of a communist
society in whose ranks every young man and young woman
should be. You will not build a comm11nist society unless
you enlist the ma,ss of young "vorkers and peasants in the
work of building communism.
This naturally brings me to the question of how we
should teach communism and what the specific features of
our methods should be.
I first of all shall deal here with the question of communist ethics.
You must train yourselves to be Communists. It is the
task of the Youth League to organise its practical activities
in such a "vay that, by learning, organising, uniting and
fighting, its members shall train both themselves and all
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tl1ose who look to it for leadership; it should train Cominuni~ts. 'fhe entire purpose of training, educating and
teacl1ing the youth of today should be to imbue them with
communist ethics.
But is there such a thing as communist ethics? Is there
such a thing as communist morality? Of course, there is.
It is often suggested that we have no ethics of our o\vn ·
'
~ery often the bourgeoisie accuse us Communists of rejecting all ~orality. This is a method of confusing the issue,
of throwing dust in the eyes of the workers and peasants.
In what sense do we reject ethics, reject morality?
I? the sense given to it by the bourgeoisie, \Vho based
ethics on God's commandments. On this point we, of
course, say that we do not believe in God, and that we
kno\v perfectly well that the clergy, the landowners and
the bourgeoisie invoked the name of God so as to further
the~r own interests as exploiters. Or, instead of basing
ethics on the commandments of morality, on the commandments of God, they based it on idealist or semi-idealist
phrases, which always amounted to something very
similar to God's commandments.
We reject any morality based on extra-human and extraclass. con_cepts. We say that this is deception, dupery,
stultification of the workers and peasants in the interests
of the landowners and capitalists.
We say that our morality is entirely subordinated to the
interests ·Of the proletariat's class struggle. Our morality
stems from the interests of the class struggle of the proletariat.
The old society was based on the oppression of all the
workers and peasants by the landowners and capitalists.
We had to destroy all that, and overthrow them but to do
that we had to create unity. That is something that God
cannot create.
This unity could be provided only by the factories, only
by a proletariat trained and roused from its long slumber.
Only when that class was formed did a mass movement
arise which has led to what we have now the victory of
the proletarian revolution in one of the weakest of countries, which for three years has been repelling the onslaught
of the bourgeoisie of the whole world. We can see how
the proletarian revolution is developing all over the world.
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On the basis of experience, \Ve now say that only the
pi·oletariat could have created tl1e solid f'orce \vhich the
disunited and scattered peasantry are follo,ving and which
has withstood all onslaughts by the exploiters. Only this
class can help the working masses unite, rally their ranks
and conclusively defend, conclusively consolidate and conclusively build up a communist society.
That is why we say that to us there is no such thing as
a morality that stands outside human society; that is a
fraud. To us morality is subordinated to the interests of
the proletariat's class struggle.
What does that class struggle consist in? It consists in
overthrowing the tsar, overthrowing the capitalists, and
abolishing the capitalist class.
What are classes in general? Classes are that which
permits one section .of society to appropriate the labour
of another section. If one section of society appropriates all
the land, we have a landowner class and a peasant class.
If one section of society owns the factories, shares and
capital, while another section works in these factories, we
have a capitalist class and a proletarian class.
It was not difficult to drive out the tsar that required
only a few days. It was not very difficult to drive out the
landowners that \Vas done in a few months. Nor was it
very difficult to drive out the capitalists. But it is incomparably more difficult to abolish classes; we still have the
division into workers and peasants. If the peasant is installed on his plot of land and appropriates his surplus
grain, that is, grain that he does not need for himself or
for. his cattle, while the re.st of the people have to go
without bread, then the peasant becomes an exploiter. The
more grain he clings to, the more profitable he finds it; as
for the rest, let them starve: ''The more they starve, the
dearer I can sell this grain." All should work according to
a single common plan, on common land, in common factories and in accordance with a common system. Is that easy
to attain? You see that it is not as easy as driving out the
tsar, the landowners and the capitalists. What is required
is that the proletariat re-educate a section of the peasantry;
it must win over the working peasants in order to crush
the resistance of those peasants who are rich and are profiting from the poverty and want of the rest. Hence the
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task of the proletarian struggle is not quite completed after
\Ve ha,·e overthrown the tsar and driven out the landowners
and capitalis.ts; to ac~omJ?lish that is the task of the system
we call the dictatorship of the proletariat.
. The class ~truggle is continuing; it has merely changed
its forms. It is the class struggle of the proletariat to prevei_it the return of the old exploiters, to unite in a single
union the scattered masses of unenlightened peasants. The
class struggle is continuing and it is our task to subordinate
all interests. to that struggle. Our communist morality is
also subordinated to that task. vVe say: morality is what
serves to .destroy the old exploiting society and to unite all
~he working people around the proletariat, "'hich is building up a new, a communist society.
Com1?unist moralit.y is that which serves this struggle
and. unites the working people against all exploitation,
~ga1nst all petty private property; for petty property puts
into the hands of one person that which has been created
by the labour of the whole of society. In our country the
land is common property.
But suppose I take a piece of this common property and
gro\v on it twice as much grain as I need, and profiteer on
the surplus? Suppose I argue that the more starving people
there are, the more they will pay? Would I then be behaving like a Communist? No, I \vould be behaving like
an exploiter, like a proprietor. That must be combated. If
that is allowed to go on, things will revert to the rule of
the capitalists, to the rule of the bourgeoisie, as has more
than once happened in previous revolutions. To prevent the
restoration of the rule of the capitalists and the bourgeoisie,
we must not allow profiteering; we must not allow individuals to enrich themselves at the expense of the rest; the
working people must unite with the proletariat and form
a communist society. This is the principal feature of the
fundamental task of the League and the organisation of
the ~ommunist youth.
The old society was based on the principle: rob or be
robbed; work for others or make others 'vork for you; be
a slave-owner or a slave. Naturally, people brought up i11
such a society assimilate with their mother's milk, one
might say, the psychology, the habit, the concept which
says: you are either a slave-owner or a slave, or else, a
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small owne_r, a petty employee, a petty official, or an int~llectual-1n short, a 111art \Vho is co11cerned only \Vith
himself, and does not care a rap for anybody else.
If I work_ this plot of land, I do not care a rap for anybody else; if oth~rs starve, all the better, I shall get the
more for my grain. If I have a job as a doctor, engineer,
teacher, or clerk, I do not care a rap far anybody else. If
I toady to. and please the powers that -be, I may be able to
keep my JOb, and even get on in life and become a bourgeois. A c.ommunist cannot harbour such a psychology and
such sentiments. When the. workers and peasants proved
that they were able, by their own efforts, to def'end themselves and create a new ~ociety th:it was the beginning of
tl1e new a~d communist education, education in the
struggle against the exploiters, education in alliance with
the _proletariat against the self-seekers and petty proprietors,
against the psychology and habits which say: I seek my
own pro.fit and don't care a rap for anything else.
. !hat rs the. reply to the question of how the young and
r1s1ng generation should learn communism.
. I~ can l~arn C0;1ll;1llunism only ~y linking up every step
in its studies, tra1n1ng and education \vith the continuous
str~ggle the proletarians and the working people are waging
against the ?ld society of exploiters. When people tell us
~bou~ mo~al1ty,. ":e .say: to a Comm11nist all morality lies
rn this un~ted d1sc1pl1ne and conscious mass struggle against
the exploiters. We do not believe in an eternal morality
and w.e expose the falseness of all the fables about morality'.
Moral~ty serves the purpose of helping human society rise
to a higher level and rid itself of the exploitation of labour.
To achieve this we need that generation of young people
":ho. b.egan to reach political maturity in the midst of a
d1sc1p!1ned and desperate struggle against the bourgeoisie.
In this struggle that generation is training genuine Comm~ni~ts; it must subordinate to this struggle, and link up
with it; each step in its stu~ies, education and training. The
e?~cat1on of the communist youth must consist, n-0t in
g1v1ng them suave talks and moral precepts. This is not
what education consists in. When people have seen the
way in which their fathers and mothers lived under the
yoke of the landowners and capitalists; 'vhen they have
themselves experienced the sufferings of those \vho began
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the struggle against the exploiters; 'vhen they have seen
the sacrifices made to keep wl1at has been \Von, and seen
\Vhat deadly enemies the landowners and capitalists arethey are taught by these conditions to become Communists.
Communist morality is based on the struggle for the consolidation and completion of communism. That is also the
basis of communist training, education, and teachi11g. That
is the reply to the question of how communism should be
learnt.
We could not believe in teaching, training and education
if they were restricted only to the schoolroom and divorced
from the ferment of life. As long as the \vorkers and
peasants are oppressed by the landowners and capitalists,
and as long as the schools are controlled by the lando\vners
and capitalists, the young gener·ation will remain blind and
ignorant. Our schools must provide the youth \Vith the
fundamentals of knowledge, the ability to evolve communist
views independently; they must make educated people of
the youth. While they are attending school, they must learn
to become participants in the struggle for emancipation
from the exploiters. The Young Communist League will
justify its name as the League of the young communist
generation only when every step in its teaching, training
and educa_tion is linked up with participation in the common struggle of all working people against the exploiters.
You are well aware that, as long as Russia remains the only
workers' republic and the old, bourgeois system exists in
the rest of the world, we shall be weaker than they are,
and be constantly threatened with a new attack; and that
only if we learn to be solidly united shall we win in the
further struggle and having gained strength become
really invincible. Thus, to be a Communist means that you
must organise and unite the entire young generation and
set an example of training and discipline in this struggle.
Then you will be able to start building the edifice of communist society and bring it to completion.
To make this clearer to you, I shall quote an example.
We call ourselves Communists. What is a Communist?
Communist is a Latin word. Communis is the Latin for
''common''. Communist society is a society in which all
things-the land, the factories are owned in common and
the people work in common. That is communism.
16-1995
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Is it possible to work in common if each one works
separately on his own plot of land? vVork in common
cannot be bro11ght about all at once. That is impossible. It
does not drop f1·om the skies. It comes through toil and
suffering; it is created in the course of struggle. The old
books are of no use here; no one will believe them. One's
own experience of life is needed. When Kolchak and
Denikin were advancing from Siberia and the South, the
peasants were. on their side. They did not like Bolshevism
because the Bolsheviks took their grain at a fixed price.
But when the peasants in Siberia and the Ukraine experienced tl1e rule of Kolchak and Denikin, they realised
that tl1ey had only one alternative: either to go to the
capitalists, who would at once hand then1 over into slavery
under the landowners; or to follow the workers, "Tho, it is
true, did not promise a land flowing with milk and honey,
and demanded ·iron discipline and firmness in an arduous
struggle, but would lead them out of enslavement by the
capitalists and landowners. When even the ignorant
peasants saw and realised this from their own experience,
they became conscious adherents of communism, who had
gone through a severe school. It is such experience that
must form the basis of all the activities of the Young
Communist League.
I have replied to the questions of \Vhat we must learn,
what \Ve must take from the old schools and from the old
science. I shall now try to answer the question of ho\v
this must be learnt. The answer is: only by inseparably
linking each step in the activities of the schools, each step
in training, education and teaching, with the struggle of
all the working people against the exploiters.
I shall quote a few examples from the experience of the
work of some of the youth organisations so as to illustrate
how this training in communism should proceed. Everybody is talking about abolishing illiteracy. You know that
a communist society cannot be built in an illiterate country.
It is not enough for the Soviet government to issue an
order, or for the Party to issue a particular slogan, or to
assign a certain number of the best \vorkers to this task.
The young generation itself must take up this \Vork. Communism means that the youth, the young men and "'omen
who belong to the Youth League, should say: this is our

job; \Ve shall unite and go into the rural districts to abolish
illiteracy, so that there shall be no illiterates among our
young people. We are trying to get the rising generation
to devote their activities to this woi·k. Y011 kno\v that \Ve
cannot rapidly transform an ignorant and illiterate Russia
into a literate country. But if the Youth League sets to
work on the job, and if all young people work for the
benefit of all, the League, with a membership of 400,000
young men and women, will be entitled to call itself a
Young Communist League. It is also a task of the League,
not only to acquire knowledge itself, but to help those
young people who are unable to extricate themselves by
their own efforts from the toils of illiteracy. Being a member of the Youth League means devoting one's labour and
efforts to the common cause. That is what a communist
education means. Only in the course of such work do young
men and women become real Communists. Only if they
achieve practical results in this work will they become
Communists.
Take, for example, work in the suburban vegetable
gardens. Is that not a real job of work? It is one of the
tasks of the Young Communist League. People are starving;
there is hunger in the factories. To save ourselves from
starvation, vegetable gardens must be developed. But farmi11g is being carried on in the old way. Therefore, more
class-conscious elements should engage in this work, and
then you will find that the number of vegetable gardei:is
will increase, their acreage \viii grow, and the results will
improve. The Young Communist League must take an
active part in this work. Every League and League branch
should regard this as its duty.
The Young Communist League must be a shock fo~ce,
helping in every job and displaying initiative and enterprise.
The League should be an organisation enabling any worker
to see that it consists of people whose teachings he perhaps
does not understand, and whose teachings he may not
immediately believe, but from whose practical work and
activity he can see that they are really people who are
showing him the right road.
.
.
If the Young Communist League fails to. o.rgan1se . its
work in this way in all fields, it will mean that it is revert~ng
to the old bourgeois path. We must combine our education
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with . the struggle of the working people against the
exploiters, so as to help the former accomplish the tasks
set by the teachings of communism.
~he members of the League should use every spare hour
to improve the vegetable gardens, or to organise the education of young people at some factory, and so on. We want
to transform Russia from a poverty-stricken and wretched
country into one that is wealthy. The Young Communist
League must combine its education, learning and training
with the labour of the workers and peasants, so as not to
confine itself to schools or to reading communist books
and pamphlets. Only by working side by side with the
workers and peasants can one become a genuine Communist. It has to be generally realised that all members of
the Youth League are literate people and at the same time
are keen at their jobs. When everyone sees that we have
ousted the old drill-ground methods from the old schools
and have replaced them with conscious discipline, that all
young men and women take part in subbotniks, and utilise
every suburban farm to help the population people will
cease to regard labour in the old way.
I_t is the task of the Young Communist League to organise
assistance everywhere, in village or city block, in such
mat~ers as and. I .sha~l take a small example public
hygiene or the distribution of food. How was this done in
the old, capitalist society? Everybody worked only for himself and nobody cared a straw for the aged and the sick,
or w~ether housework was the concern only of the women,
who, in consequence, were in a condition of oppression and
servitude. Whose business is it to combat this? It is the
business of the Youth Leagues, which must say: we shall
.change all this; we shall organise detachments of young
people who will help to assure public hygiene or distribute
food, who will conduct systematic house-to-house inspections, and work in an organised way for the benefit of the
whole of society, distributing their forces properly and
demonstrating that labour must be organised.
The generation of people who are now at the age of
fifty cannot expect to see a communist society. This generation will be gone before then. But the generation of
those who are now fifteen will see a communist society,
and will itself build this society. This generation should
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know that the entire purpose of their lives is to build a
communist society. In the old society, each family worked
separately and labour was not organised by anybody
except the landowners and capitalists, who oppressed the
masses of the people. We must organise all labour, no
matter how toilsome or messy it may be, in such a way that
every worker and peasant will be able to say: I am part of
the great army of free labour, and shall be able to build
up my life without the landowners and capitalists, able to
help establish a communist system. The Young Communist
League should teach all young people to engage in conscious and disciplined labour from an early age. In this way
we can be confident that the problems now confronting us
will be solved. We must assume that no less than ten years
will be required for the electrification of the country, so
that our impoverished land may profit from the latest
achievements of technology. And so, the generation of
those who are now fifteen years old, and will be living in
a communist society in ten or twenty years' time, should
tackle all its educational tasks in such a way that every
day, in every village and city, the young people shall engage
in the practical solution of some problem of labour in
common, even though the smallest or the simplest. The
success of communist construction will be assured when
this is done in every village, as communist emulation
develops, and the youth prove that they can unite their
labour. Only by regarding your every step from the standpoint of the success of that construction, and only by
·asking ourselves whether we have done all we can to be
united and politically-conscious working people will the
Young Communist League succeed in uniting its half a
million members into a single army of labour and win
universal respect. (Stormy applause.)
Pravda Nos. 221, 222 and 223,
October 5, 6 and 7, 1920
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ON POL YTECHNICAL EDUCATION
NOTES ON THESES BY NADEZHDA KONSTANTINOVNAIOG

(Private. Rough draft. Not to be made public. I will think
this over once again.)
That is not the way to write about polytechnical education: it sounds abstract, for the ren1ote future; current,
present-day, deplorable reality is not taken into account.
It is necessary
1) to add one or two theses about the importance of
polytechnical education in principle
according to Marx
according to our R.C.P. programme
2) to say clearly that on no account can we renounce
the principle and the putting into effect immediately, so
far as is possible, of education specifically on polytechnical
lines.
17th thesis out.
On secondary education (12-17) to say:
The Republic's extremely difficult economic situation
requires at the present time, unquestionably and immediately,
. the fusion* of secondary schools and technical schools,
transformation* of secondary schools into technical
schools, but at the same time, to avoid transformation into
trade scl1ools, the following exact rules should be laid down:
1) Early specialisation to be avoided; an instruction to be
worked out on this.
2) General educational subjects to be enlarged in all
technical schools.
* (Correction: fuse not the whole secondary school, but from 13-14
years, as indicated and decided by educationalists.)
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Annual programmes to be drawn
Communism
(If there are no
Geography
History in general
such programmes
I"'iterature
'' of revolutions
yet, Lunacharsky
etc.
''
of the 1917
to be hanged)
•
revolution
3) A binding task to be the immediate trar_isition. to
polytechnical education or, more acct1rate.ly, immed~ate
realisation of a number of steps to polyteclznzcal educatzon,
feasible at present, such as:
.
a) visit to a power station, the nearest one,
,-----------. and a number of lectures with experiments
Jointly
there; a number of practical jobs, any that
with Goelro are possible with electricity; work. ~ut at
once detailed programmes (for 1 visit; for
a course of 5, 10 lectures; of 1, 2 months,
etc.};
b) the same to every decently organised
state farm;
c) the same to every dece11tly organised
works;
d} mobilisation (for lect1_1res on. electricity
~-------. and polytechnical education, taking charge
Jointly
of the practical work, excursions, etc.) of
with Goelro all engineers, agronomists, all gradua~es
from university physics and mathematics
'-------faculties;
.
e) organisation of small ?1-useui;n~ . on
polytechnical education, mobile exhibitions
on trains, steamers, etc.
This is of supreme importance. We are beggars. We need
joiners, fitters immediately. Unquestionably. All must?~come
joiners, fitters, etc., but with such.-and-s.uc;h an addition of
creneral
educational
and
polytechnical
minimum
knowledge.
0
The task of the secondary school (more accurately: of
the upper classes of the secondary school, 12-17 age group}
is to turn out
• •
a 101ner,
a carpenter,
a turner, and so forth,
who knows his job thoro11ghly, who is fully capable of
becoming a skilled man and has been trained for this in
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practice, but witl1 tliis addition, hou1euer, that this
''craftsman''
should have a broad general education (should have a
minimum grounding in such-and-such sciences: which
exactly to be indicated);
should be a Communist (indicate exactly what he should
know);
should have a polytechnical outlook and tl1e foundations
(beginnings) of polytechnical education,

I

(Grinko has evidently
overdone it to the point
of stupidity, rejecting
polytechnical
education
[maybe, partly,
0. Y. Schmidt too107].
This to be corrected.)

Written in the latter half
of 1920

namely:
(aa) fundamental conceptions
of electricity (define precisely
which),
(bb) the
application
of
electricity to the engineering
industry,
(cc) ditto the chemical industry,
(dd) basic idea of the plan for
electrification of the R.S.F.S.R.,
(ee) a visit to a power station,
a works, a state farm not less
than 1-3 times,
(ff) such-and-such
foundations of agricultural science,
etc. The minimum of knowledge to be worked out in
detail.

INSTRUCTIONS OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE
TO COMMUNISTS WORKING
IN THE PEOPLE'S COMMISSARIAT FOR EDUCATION

Collected Works, Vol. 36

First published in 1929
in Na Pi1tyakh k Novoi Shkole
No. 2
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1. Unreservedly adhering to the position defined by the
Programme of the R.C.P. in regard to polytechnical education (see, in particular, §§ 1 and 8 of the section dealing
\vith education), the Party must regard the lowering ·of the
age for general and polytechnical education from seventeen
to fifteen as only a practical expedient necessitated by the
country's poverty and ruin caused by the wars imposed
upon us by the Entente.
Vocational training for persons of fifteen years of age and
ttpwards ''in conjunction with ... general polytechnical
ed11cation'' (§ 8 mentioned above) is absolutely compulsory
all over the country, wherever there is the slightest op1)ortunity to introduce it.
2. The main failing of the People's Commissariat for
Education is its lack of practical efficiency, inadequate attention to the recording and verification of practical
experience, lack of systematic applicatio11 of its lessons, and
prevalence of general arguments and abstract slogans. The
People's Commissar and the Collegium must concentrate
on combating these defects .
3. The enlistment of specialists, i.e., of teachers with
theoretical and long practical experience, and of persons
having such experience in technical (including agronomic)
vocational training for work at the centre, is improperly
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1. Unreservedly adhering to the position defined by the
Programme of the R.C.P. in regard to polytechnical education (see, in particular, §§ 1 and 8 of the section dealing
'vith education), the Party must regard the lowering of the
age for general and polytechnical education from seventeer1
to tlfteen as only a practical expedient necessitated by the
country's poverty and ruin caused by the wars imposed
upon us by the Entente.
Vocational training for persons of fifteen years of age and
upwards ''in conjunction with ... general polytechnical
edt1cation'' (§ 8 mentioned above) is absolutely compulsory
all over the country, wherever there is the slightest opportunity to introcluce it.
2. The main failing of the Peo1>le's Commissariat for
Education is its lack of practical efficie11cy, inadequate attention to the recording and verification of practical
experience, lack of systematic applicatio11 of its lessons, and
prevalence of general arguments and abstract slogans. The
People's Commissar and the Collegium must concentrate
on combating these defects.
3. The enlistment of specialists, i.e., of teachers with
theoretical and long practical experience, and of persons
having such experience in technical (including agronomic)
\'Ocational training for work at the centre, is improperly
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in the People's Commissariat for Education is highly
unsatisfactory.
7. The distribution of newspapers, pamphlets, magazines
and books to libraries and reading-rooms in schools and
elsewhere is also highly unsatisfactory. The result is that
newspapers and books reach only a small section of Soviet
office workers and extremely few factory workers and
peasants. This whole system must be reorganised from top
to bottom.

organised in the People's Commissariat for Education in
general, and in Glavprofobr,* in particular.
The registration of such workers, the study of their
experience, the verification of the results of their work, and
their systematic enlistment for responsible posts in local,
and specially central, work must be organised immediately.
Not a single serious measure should be carried out without
canvassing the opinion of these specialists and obtaining
their continued co-operation.
It goes without saying that the enlistment of specialists
must be carried out under these two indispensable conditions: first, specialists who are not Communists must work
under the control of Communists; secondly, Communists
alone must determine the content of the curricula, in so
f~r as this ~oncerns general educational s11bjects, and particularly philosophy, the social sciences and communist
education.
4. Curricula for the main types of educational establishments and for courses, lectures, readings, colloquia and
practi~e periods must be drawn up and endorsed by the
Colleg1um and the People's Con1missar.
5 .. The Standard Labour School Department, and, in
particular, Glavprofobr, must devote greater attention to
the \Vider and more systematic enlistment of all suitable
techn~cal and . agronomic forces for the promotion of
technical vocational and polytechnical education and to the
~tilis.ation f?r that purpose of every tolerably well-organised 1ndustr1al ~nd agricultural enterprise (state farm, agricultural experimental station, well-organised farm, etc.,
electric power stations, etc.).
To avoi? disr~ption of normal operations, the forms and
the order 1n which economic enterprises ancl establishments
are to be used for polytechnical education are to be determined by agreement with the economic agencies
concerned.
6. CI.ear, concise and practical forms of reporting must
be .devised to make it possible to estimate the scale and
verify the results of the \vork. The organisation of this work

Pravda No. 25,
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1 and 8 of the section dealing with the people's education.

It is tl1ese paragraphs that are dealt 'vith in the Central
Committee's Instructions. Paragraph 1 deals 'vith polytecl1nical education up to the age of seventeen; and Paragraph
s speaks of ''the extensive development of vocational training for persons of the age of seventeen and upwards in
£:onjunction witl1 general polytechnical educatio11''.
Thus, the Party Programme puts the question squarely.
The arguments about ''polytecl1nical or monotechnical
education'' (the words I have put in quotes and italics,
monstrously absurd though they are, are the very words
that we find on page 4 of the Supplement) are fundamentally wrong and downright impermissible for a Communist;
they betray ignorance of the Programme and an idle inclination for abstract slogans. While we are temporarily
compelled to lower the age (for passing from general
polytechnical education to polytechnical vocational training) from seventeen to fifteen, the ''Party must regard'' this
lowering of the age ''as only'' (point 1 of the Central Committee's Instructions) a practical expedient necessitated by
the ''country's poverty and ruin''.

I~
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FROM THE WORK OF THE PEOPLE'S COMMISSARIAT
FOR EDUCATION

Pravda No. 25 of February 5 carried ''Instructions of the
Central Committee of the R.C.P. to Communists Working
in the People's Commissariat for Education (in connection
with the reorganisation of the Commissariat)''.
Unfortunately, there are three misprints in Point 1 distorting the meaning: the .text said ''political'' instead of ''polytechnical'' education.
I should like to draw our comrades' attention to these
instructions and to call for an exchange of opinion on
some of the more important points.
A five-day Party Conference on educational questions was
h~ld in ~ecember 1920. It was attended by 134 delegates
with voice and vote, and 29 with voice. A report of its
p~oceedings is given in a Supplement to the Bulletin of the
Eighth Congress of Soviets on the Party Con! erence on
Education (published by the All-Russia Central Executive
Committee, January 10, 1921). The resolutions of the
conf~rence.' the report of the proceedings, all the articles
published in the above-mentioned Supplement except for
the. introductory article_ by Comrade Lunacharsky and the
article by Comrade Gr1nko reveal a wrong approach to
polytechni~al edu~ation. They suffer from the very defect
on combating which the Central Committee in its Instructions urges the People's Commissar and the Collegium to
concentrate their attention, namely: too many general arguments and abstract slogans.
The question of polytechnical education has in the mai11
been settled by our Party Programme in its paragraphs

February 7, 1921
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Signed: N. Lenin
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The most important thing is to sec11re personal responsibility.
. ..
\Vhat has been done to secure personal respons1b1l1ty?
Cliecking is done by 'vhon1?
By inspecto1·s? How many are there? Wl10 are they?
By youth detachments (Young Communist League)?. Do
such exist? How many? Where and how have they given
c~xamples of their work?
What other methods for real checking are there?
Is money being spent on buying valuable articles
(carbolic? cleaning equipment? ~ow . ?1uch has been
bought?) or is it being spent on ma1nta1n1ng new ''official''
loafers?

1'0 N. A. SEMASHKO

October 24, 1921
Comrade Semashko,
After signing today the decision of the Narrow Council
of People's Commissars on the 2,000 millions (I think that
is the figure? I don't remember it exactly) for cleaning up
Moscow, and after reading the ''Regulations'' of the People's
Commissariat of Health for the week of housing sanitation
(Izvestia of July 12), I have come to the conclusion that my
suspicions (about the complete inadequacy of the organisation of the whole business) are increasing.
The thousand millions will be taken, stolen and pilfered
but the job won't be done.
We must secure model (or at least, as a beginning,
tolerable) cleanliness in Moscow, for one cannot even
imagine a greater scandal than ''Soviet'' dirt in the ''first''
Soviet houses. What then is to be expected in houses which
a.re not first?
Please send me the most brief but precise, business-like,
factual report on what has been achieved by the 'veek of
sanitation, and where? Is there any gubernia where something has been done without muddle?
Further. What is being done (and what has been done?)
in Moscow? Who answers for this work? Is it only
''officials'' with a pompous Soviet title, who don't understand a thing, 'vho don't know the business and only sign
papers? Or are there business-like people in charge? Who
in particular?
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V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
Chairman, Council of People's Commissars
First published
January 22, 1927
in Izvestia No. 18
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INSTRUCTIONS BY THE NINTH ALL-RUSSIA
CONGRESS OF SOVIETS ON QUESTIONS
OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES
DECEMBER 28, 1921
Th~

Ninth All-Russia rCongress of Soviets, having
exa.m1ned the reports of the People's Commissariats on
their economic activities during the year under review, supple~ents a~d ~u?1marises the. decisions of the Congress of
~ov1ets on ind1v1dual economic questions with the following gu~ding ~oints, which must be strictly adhered to by
all Soviet bodies at the centre and in the localities.
1. The Congress of Soviets orders that the main and
immediate task of all the economic bodies must be to effect
speedil.y and at all costs, stable practical improvements i~
supplying the peasa~try with large quantities of the goods
that .a~e neede~ ~o raise the level of agriculture and improve
the l1v1n.g cond1t1ons of the working peasantry.
2. T~1s bei~g the n:a.in object, it must be kept in mind
·by all ind1.1str1.al adm1n1strative bodies, allo,ving of course
no. rel~xat1on in the sup:ply of the Red Army with everything ~t n~eds, a tas~ which ~ust remain primary in order
to ma1nta1n the Soviet Republic's defence potential.
3. The improvement of the conditions of the workers
should also d~pe?d on the achievement of this object, which
means that it is the duty of all workers' or"anisations
5
(prim~rily the trade unions) to see to it that ind ustry is so
orga?1sed as to be able speedily and fully to satisfy the
requ1r~ments of tl1~ .peasantry; wage increases and improvement in the cond1t1ons of industrial workers should be
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directly determined by the degree to which success is
achieved in this field.
4. This object must also be pursued by the People's
Commissariat ·of Finance; and the Ninth Congress of
Soviets instructs it to make every effort to secure the
speediest reduction of the issue of paper money, eventually
}JUt a stop to it and establish a sound currency backed by
gold. The substitution of taxes for the issue of paper money
must be pursued undeviatingly without any red tape.
5. The same object must be given priority by all bodies
and organisations engaged in home and foreign trade, i.e.,
the Central Council of Co-operative Societies, the People's
Commissariat of Foreign Trade, etc. The Congress of
Soviets will judge and instructs the leading bodies of the
Soviet government to judge-the success of these organisations only by the rapid and practical results they achieve in
cleveloping exchange between agriculture and industry. In
particular, the congress instructs the various organisations
to use private enterprises more widely for supplying raw
materials, transporting these materials and for promoting
trade in every way, while the function of state bodies is
to control and direct this exchange, and sternly punish
all deadening red tape and bureaucracy.
6. The Ninth Congress of Soviets calls upon all organisations and departments engaged in economic activities to
devote infinitely more attention and energy than hitherto
to the task of enlisting the services of all capable non-Party
\vorkers and peasants in this field of state activity.
The congress declares that in this respect \Ve are a long
\Vay behind requirements, that not enough method and
perseverance are being displayed in this matter, that it is
absolutely and urgently necessary to recruit business and
government officials from a wider circle than hitherto; and,
in particular, that every success achieved in rebuilding industry and agriculture should be more regularly encouraged
by awards of 'the Order of the Red Banner of Labour, as
\vell as by cash bonuses.
The Congress of Soviets draws the attention of all
economic bodies and all mass organisations of a non-governmental, class character . to the fact that it is absolutely
essential still more perseveringly to enlist the services of
specialists in economic organisation, to employ scientists
17-1995
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and technicians, and men wl10 by tl1eir practical activities
have acquired experience and kno,,·ledgc of trade, of
organising large enterprises, of supervising business tra11sactions, etc. The improvement of the material position of
specialists and the training under their direction of a large
number of workers and peasants must receive unflagging
attention from the central a11cl local gover11ment bodies of
the R.S.F.S.R.
7. The Nintl1 ,Congress of Soviets calls upon the People's
Commissariat of Justice to display far more energy than
hitherto in two matters:
first, that the people's COl.lrts of the Republic should keep
close watch over the activities of private traders and manufacturers, and, while prohibiting the slightest restriction of
their activities, should sternly punish the slightest attempt
on their part to evade rigid compliance with the laws of
the Republic. 1'he people's courts should encourage the
masses of workers and peasants to take an independent,
speedy and practical part in ensuring enforcement of the
laws;
second, that the people's courts should take more vigorous
action against bureaucracy, red tape and mismanagement.
Trials of such cases should be held not only for the purpose
of increasing responsibility for the evil which it is so
difficult to combat under present circumstances, but also
for the purpose of focussing the attention of the masses of
workers and peasants on this extremely important matter,
and of securing a practical object, viz., greater success in
the economic field.
The Ninth Congress is of the opinion that the task of the
People's Commissariat of Education in this new period is
to train, in the shortest possible period,. specialists in all
fields from among the peasants and workers; and it orders
that school and extra-mural education should be more
closely connected with the current economic tasks of the
Republic as a whole, as well as of the given region and
locality. In particular, the Ninth Congress of Soviets declares
that far from enough has been done to fulfil the decision of
the Eighth Congress of Soviets on the popularisation of
the plan for the electrification of Russia, and requires that
every electric power station mobilise all competent forces
and arrange regular talks, lectures and practical studies to
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cqiiaint the \vorkers and peasan'ts 'vith .t?e i?1portance of
·Jcclricity ancl 'vith the }Jla11 fo1· elect1·1f1cat1on. In those
~)·ezds ,vhere no po,ver sta~ions yet e~ist, at lea.st small
Jo,ver stations should be built as speedily as possible and
~ised as local centres for propaganda, education and the
c·IlC(>ltragen1ent of every initiati,·e i11 this fielcl.
:
1

\Vrittcn on Decen1bcr 25, 1921
I'11blisl1e(l in lzvesii£1 VTsJJ{
N c>. 295,
Dcce111licr 30, 1921
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PREFACE TO I. I. STEPANOV'S BOOK
TiiE ELECTRIFICATION OF TiiE R.S.F.S.R. AND TiiE
TRANSITIONAL PHASE OF WORLD ECONOMY
I heartily recommend this book by Cornrade Stepanov
to all Communists.
The autho.r has succeeded in giving a very able exposition of exceedingly difficult and important problems. He
did very well in not writing a book for intellectuals (as is
the practice among many of us who copy the worst ma11ners of bourgeois writers), but for the \vorking people, for
the masses, for rank-and-file workers and peasants. To his
book the author has ap.pended a list of references for supple~entary reading for the benefit of those who may find
it difficult to understand some parts of it without further
explanation, as well as for the benefit of those who would
like to consult the principal \Vorks on this subject published in Russia and abroad. Special reference must be
made to the beginning of ·Cha,pter VI, where the author
splendidly outlines the significance of the new economic
policy, and magnificently answers the ''airy'' scepticism
that is displayed in some quarters about the possibility of
electrification. This scepticism is usually a cloak to conceal the absence of serious thought on the subject (that
is, if it is not a cloak to conce·al whiteguard, SocialistRevolutionary and Menshevik hostility to all Soviet construction, which, in fact, is sometimes the case).
What we lack most for genuine (and not idle-bureaucratic) popular education is precisely ''school manuals'' (for
absolutely all schools) like this one. If all our Marxist
writers sat down to write such manuals, or textbooks, on
all social questions \vithout exception, instead of wasting
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their efforts on newspaper and magazine political fire'vorks, which everybody is sick and tired of, we should
not ha\•e the present disgraceful situation \vhere, nearly
fi,·e years after the .proletariat captured political po\ver,
the young people in the proletariat's state schools and
11 niversities are taught (or rather, corrupted) by the old
1J<J11rgeois scientists using the old bourgeois junk.
The Eighth Congress of Soviets decreed that instruction
<Jn the Plan for Electrification should be compulsory in all
eclucational establishments in the R.S.F.S.R. 108 without
exception. This decree, like many others, has remained a
clead lette1· because of our (Bolsheviks') lack of culture.
N O\V that Comrade Stepanov's ''ma11ual for schools'' has
been published \Ve must see to it and \Ve shall see to it!
-that every uyezd library (and later every volost library)
obtains several copies .of it and that every electric power
station in Russia (there are over 800 of them) not only has
copies of this book but that it must also arrange popular
lectures on electricity, on the electrification of the
R.S.F.S.R. and on engineering in general. \Ve must see
to it that every village school-teacher reads and assimilates
this manual (to help him in this a circle or grou.p of engineers and teachers of physics should be organised in every
t1yezd}, and not only reads, understands and assimilates
it himself but is able to relate \vhat is in it in a plain and
intelligible way to his pupils, and to young peasants in
general.
It will require no little effort to do this. We are poor
and uneducated. But that does not matter so long as our
lleople realise that they must lear11, and so long as they
are willing to learn; so long as the workers and peasants
clearly understand that they must now learn not to
''benefit'' and produce profits for the landowners and
capitalists, but to improve their own conditions of life.
This knowledge and desire exist. And so we definitely
shall start learning, and shall certainly learn something.

N. Lenin
March 18, 1922
Pra11da No. 64,
l\Iarch 21, 1922
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LETTER TO V. N. MAXIMOVSKY
TO THE Fll"Tlf CONGRESS 01~ TlIE YOUNG
COMMUNIS1' LEAGUE OF RUSSIA109
Dear Friends,
I regret very much that I am unable to greet you in
person. I wish your Fifth Congress every success in its
work. I am convinced that the youth will make such good
progress that when the next stage of the world .revolution
approaches they \Vill be fully capable of coping with their
tasks.
With cordial communist greetings,
V. Ulyanov (Lenin)
October 11, 1922
Published in Pravda
No. 230,
October 12, 1922
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October 27, 1922
Comrade Maximovsky,
You probably know of yesterday's decision of the Central Committee.110 In this connection it will evidently be
necessary also to reconsider other it~ms of the estimat~s of
the People's Commissariat of Education, so as to co-ordinate
them as ·a whole, make good possible omissions, etc.
Since you are in charge of the administrative and financial activities of the Commissariat, I request you to set
about revising the estimates of the Commissariat immediately and to try to cut out all that is un~ec~ssary (part
of the allocations for the Central Commission for the
Improvement of the Living Conditions of Scientists under
the Council of People's Commissars, colleges, many upper
echelons, etc.) in order to increase allocations for schools
and the elimination of illiteracy. Ring me up or drop me
a few lines on this matter.
Yours,
Lenin
Collected Works, Fifth
Russian edition, Vol. 54

•

'fO TllE THIRD CONGRESS OF THE YOUNG
COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL, MOSCow112
December 4, 1922

TO THE EDUCATIONAL WORKERS' CON1GREss111

Dea1· Comrades,
I regret that I cannot greet you in .person. I send you
my best wishes for success in your work. I hope that
not,vithstanding your lofty title you will not forget the
main thing, namely, that it is necessary to promote in a
})ractical manner the training and education of young
people.

Than~ you for. your. greetings, comrades. I wish

you
success in .grappling with the great and responsible task
before you of training the rising generation for the work
of building up our new society.

Lenin
Written November 26, 1922

Collected Works, Vol. 33

With best communist greetings,
V. Ulyanov (Lenin)

Published in Rabotnik
Prosveshcheniya No. 10,
December 1922

Pravda No. 275,
December 5, 1922

,

Collected Works, Vol. 33

•

CONCERNING THE DECISION
OF THE POLITICAL BUREAU OF THE C.C., R.C.P.(B.)
ON TI-IE REPORT OF THE COMMISSION
OF STATE SUPPLIES113
Grain requirements for schools (both teachers and
pu1Jils) should be met in full and comrades Kamenev,
Tsyurupa and Yakovleva should be directed to calculate
the amount of grain to be set aside for the ,purpose, including a minimum, specifically verified amount, for office
employees.
Allocations for schools are to be increased by 1,000,000
gold rubles.

llAGES l"ROJ.\f A DIARY
1'11e recent IJublication of the report on literacy among
the population of Russia, based on the cei:is1;1s of 1920
(Literacy in Russia, issued by the Central St~tistical Bo~rd,
Public Education Section, Moscow, 1922), is a very important event.
Below I quote a table from this report on the state of
literacy among the population .of Russia in 1897 and 1920.
I

Lenin
Written December 6 or 7, 1922
First published in 1959
in Lenin llfiscellany XXXVI

1897 1 1920

Collected Works, Fifth
Russian edition, Vol. 45

Literates per
thousand
population

Literates crer
thousan
females

Literates per
thousand
males

I

1897

I

1920

I

1897

I 1920

•

326
241
170

422
357
307

136
56
46

255
215
134

229
150
108

330
281
218

Overall average

318

409

131

244

223

319

1. European Russia .

2. North Caucasus •
3. Siberia (Western)

•
•

At a time when we hold forth on proletarian culture
and the relation in which it stands to bourgeois culture,
facts and figures reveal that we are in a very bad ~ay
even as far as bourgeois culture is concerned. As might
have been expected, it appears that we are still a very
long way from attaining universal literacy, and that even
compared witl1 tsarist times (1897) our progress h:is been
far too slo\v. This should serve as a stern warning and
reproach to those \vho have been soaring in the em.pyreal
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heights of ''proletarian culture''. It shows what a vast
amount of urgent spade-work we still have to do to reach
the standard of an ordinary West-European civilised country. It als.o shows what a vast amount of work \Ve have
to do today to achieve, on the basis of our proletarian
gains, anything like a real cultural standard.
We must not confine ourselves to this incontrovertible
but too theoretical proposition. The very next time \Ve
revise our quarterly budget we must take this matter up
in a practical way as \Vell. In the first ,place, of course, we
shall have to cut do,vn the expenditure of .government
clepartments other than the People's Commissariat of Education, and the surr1s thus released should be assigned for
the latter's needs. In a year like the present, when we are
relatively well supplied, we must not be chary in increasing the bread ration for school-teachers.
Generally speaking, it cannot be said that the work now
being done in public education is too narrow. Quite a lot
is being done to ,get the old teachers out of their rut, to
attract them to the new problems, to rouse their interest
in new methods of education, and in such problems as
religion.
But \Ve are not doing the main thing. \Ve are not doing
anything or doing far from enough-to raise the schoolteacher to the level that is absolute!)- essential if we want
any culture at all, proletarian or even bourgeois. We must
beai· in mind the semi-Asiatic ignorance fr.om which \Ve
have not yet extricated ourselves, and from which we
cannot extricate ourselves without strenuous effortalthough we have every opportunity to do so, because
nowhere are the masses of the .people so interested in real
culture as they are in our country; nowhere are the problems of this culture tackled so thoroughly and consistently as they are in our country; in no other country is state
power in the hands of the working class which, in its mass,
is fully aware of the deficiencies, I shall not say of its
culture, but ·of its literacy; nowhere is the working class
so ready to make, and nowhere is it actually making, such
sacrifices to improve its position in this respect as in our
country.
Too little, far too little, is still being done by us to adjust
our state b11dget to satisfy, as a first measure, the require-

-~

ments of elementary public education. Even in our
People's Commissariat of Education \Ve all t~o ?ften fincl
disgracefully inflated staffs in some state publishing establishment, which is contrary to the concept that the state's
first concern should not be publishin.g houses but that
there should be people to read, that the number of people
able to read is greater, so that book publishing should have
a \Vider political field in future Russia. o,ving to the old
(and bad) habit, we are still devoting much mo.re time and
1:~ffort to technical questions, such as the question of book
publishing, than to the general political question of literacy among the people.
If we take the Central Vocational Education Bo.ard, we
are sure that there, too, we shall find far too much that is
su.perfluous and inflated by departmental interests, mu~h
that is ill-adjusted to the requirements of broad public
education. Far from everything that \Ve find in the Central
\Tocational Education Board can be justified by the legitimate desire first of all to improve and give a practical
slant to the education of our young factory workers. If we
examine the staff of the Central Vocational Education
Board carefully we shall find very much that is inflated
and is in that respect fictitious and should be ,done away
\Vith. There is still very much in the proletarian and peasant state that can and must be economised for the purpose of promoting literacy among the people'. this can be
clone by closing institutions which are playt~ings of. a semi-aristocratic type, or institutions we can still do "'.1thout
and will be able to do without, and shall have to do \v1thout,
for a long time to come, considering the state of literacy
among the peo.ple as revealed by the statistics.
Our school-teacher should be raised to a standard he
has never achieved, and cannot achieve, in bourgeois
society. This is a truism and requires. no proo.f. We must
strive for this state of affairs by working steadily, methodically and persistently to raise the teacher. to a hig~er
cultural level, to train him thoroughly for his really high
calling and mainly, mainly and mainly to improve his
,position materially.
.
We must systematically step up our efforts to organise
the school-teachers so as to transform them from the
bul,vark ·of the bourgeois system that they still are in all
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capitalist countries \Vithout exception, into . tl1e bulwark
of the Soviet system, in order, through their agency, to
divert the peasantry fr.om alliance \vitl1 the bourgeoisie and
to bring them into alliance with the proletariat.
I want briefly to emphasise the special importance in
this res.peel of .regular visits to the villages; such visits, it
is true, arc already being practised and should be regula1·ly promoted. We should not stint money \Vhicl1 we all
too ·often waste on the machinery of state that is almost
entirely a product of the past historical epoch on measures like these visits to the villages.
For the speech I \Vas to have delivered at the Congress
of Soviets i11 December 1922 I collected data on the patronage undertaken by urban workers over villagers. Part of
these data \vas obtained for me by Comrade Khodorovsky,
and since I have been unable to deal with this 1problem
and give it ·publicity through the congress, I submit the
matter to the comrades for discussion now.
Here we have a fundamental political question the
relations between town and country which is of decisive
importance for the whole of our revolution. While the
bourgeois state methodically concentrates all its efforts on
doping the urban workers, adapting all the literature .published at state expense and at the expense of the tsarist and
bourgeois parties for this purpose, we can and m.ust utilise.
our political power to make the urban worker an effective
vehicle of communist ideas among the rural proletariat.
I said ''communist'', but I hasten to make a reservation
for fear of causing .a misunderstanding, or of being taken
too literary. Under no circumstances must this be understood to mean that we should immediately 1propagate purely
and strictly communist ideas in the countryside. As long
as our countryside lacks the material basis for communism,
it will be, I should say, harmf11l, in fact, I sho11ld say,
fatal, for communism to do so.
That is a fact. We must start by establishing contacts
between town and country without the preconceived aim
of im.planting communism in the rural ,districts. It is an
aim which cannot be achieved .at the present time. It is
inopportune, and to set an aim like that at the .present
time would be harmful, instead of useful, to the cause.
But it is 011r duty to establish contacts bet,veen the
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urban \Vorkers and the rural working people, to establish
)Jct,vecn them a form of comradeshi11 \vhicl1 can easily be
created. This is one of the fundamental tasks of the working class which holds power. To acl1ieve this we must
form a number of associations (Party, trade union and
Jlrivate) of factory workers, which wo11ld devote themSl~l,•cs reg11larly to assisting the villages in their c11lt11ral
(lcvelopment.
Is it possible to ''attach'' all the urban groups to all the
,·illage grou•ps, so that every working-class group may take
acl\•antage regularly of every o.pportunity, of every occasion to serve the cultural needs of the village group it is
''attached'' to? Or will it be possible to find other forms
of contact? I here confine myself solely to formulating the
c1uestion in order to draw the comrades' attention to it, to
JlOint out the available experience of Western Siberia (to
\Vhich Comrade Khodorovsky dre\v my attention) and to
})resent this gigantic, historic cultural task in all its magnitude.
\Ve are doing almost nothing for the rural districts
outside our official budget or outside official channels.
True, in our country the nature of the cultural relations
between town and village is automatically and inevitably
changing. Under capitalism the town introduced political,
economic, moral, physical, etc., corruption into the countryside. In our case, towns are automatically beginning to
introduce the very opposite of this into the countryside.
But, I repeat, all this is going on automatically, spontaneously, and can be improved (and later increased a
hundredfold) by doing it consciously, methodically and
systematically.
We shall begin to advance (and shall then surely advance
a hundred times more quickly) only after we have
studied the question, after we have formed all sorts of
workers' organisations doing everything to prevent them
from becoming bureaucratic to take up the matter, discuss it and get things done.
January 2, 1923
Pravda No. 2,
January 4, 1923
Signed: N. Lenin
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ensured the complete clomination of tl1e reactio11itry bl<>c t•f
landowners and big capitalists in tl1e 'fhirll (1\J07-12) ancl Fourtl1
p. 21
(1912-17) Dumas.
7

8

NOTES
1

2

3

4

5

The }Joly Synod-the l1ighest administrative body of the Russian
orthodox church. It also supervised the ecclesiastical educational
establishments, the divinity teaching in schools, etc. It was headed
by a civic Procurator-General.
p. 15
Sunday schools-schools for adults in pre-revolutionary Russia
\vhich workecl 011 Sundays and whicl1 ain1ed to educate the
illiterate and semi-literate adult people. Their organisers and
teachers came from among progressive intellectuals who did this
\York free of charge. Revolutionary Social-Democrats used these
schools for the political education of the \Yorkers.
p. 15

9

Lenin refers to representatives of the revolutionary
movement in Russia in the 1860s.

democratic
p. 15
Lenin prepared this draft speech for a Bolshevik deputy to tl1e
Duma; the speech was delivered on June 4 (17), 1913 by A. E. Badayev during the debate on the Budget Committee's report on
estimates of the Ministry of Education for 1913. The greater part
of Lenin's draft was read almost word for word by Badayev, but
he did not finish the speech. When he read the sentence "Does
not this government deserve to be driven out by the people?'' he
was deprived of the right to speak.
p. 20
This refers to the period after
1905-07.

the first

Russian revol11tion of
p. 20
6
The State Duma-a representative assembly wl1i('.h the tsar \Vas
compelled to convene under the pressure of the revolutionary
events of 1905. J:Cormally it was a legislative body but in fact did
not have any real power. Elections to the Duma were indirect,
unequal and not universal. The electoral rights of the working
classes and the non-Russian nationalities were heavily restricted,
and the majority of the workers and peasants had no rights at all.
Under the electoral law of December 11 (24), 1905, one landowner's vote was equal to three votes of the urban bourgeoisie,
fifteen votes of the peasants and forty-five votes of the workers.
The First Duma (April-July 1906) and the Second Duma
(February-June 1907) were dissolved by tl1e tsarist government.
After the coup d'etat of June 3, 1907, the government promulgated
a new electoral law, which f11rther restricted the electoral rights
of the workers, peasants and the urban petty bourgeoisie and
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The Council of State-one of the supreme state. organ.s i11. tsarist
Russia. It \Vas set up in 1810 and \Vas vested. w1tl1 leg1slat1ve and
consultative powers. Its n1embers \Vere 11ppo111ted and approved
by the tsar. This reaction>try state orga11 vetoed even modera~~
laws passed by the Duma.
P·
Nationalists were members of the party of feudal Iando\vn.ers
which championed the traditions of serfclom ancl the persecution
of the non-Russians in its programme.
.
· Octobrists-inembers of the party Union of October 17 'Yh1ch
was formed after the pron1ulgation }}y the tsar of the m~n1festo
of October 17, 1905. It \Vas a reactionary party defe_nd1ng. the
interests of the big bourge<)isie and lando,vners e11gaged In cap1~al
ist farming. The Octobrists fully supported tl1e h<)me and fore1g~1
policy of the tsarist gover11ment.
P· 22
The Blafk Hundreds-monarchist gangs raised by the tsarist
police to fight the revolutionary. movement. !he . Black Hundreds
murdered revolutionaries, harassed progressive intellectuals and
. d a11 t•1- J ew1s
. h pogroms.
p. 24
organise
agents of tl1e Okhranka (De.partment . fo~ the
Public Scc11rity and Order) wl11ch \Vas 1nst1~~tecl
Police Department as an instrument of pol1t1cal
fighting the revolutionary movement.
p. 24

10

Lenin refers to
l\faintertance of
in 1881 at the
surveillance and

11

On June 3 (16), 1907, the tsar issued a ma11i.festo \Vl1icl1 dissolvecl
the Second Duma and introduced changes 1n the e.lectoral law.
The new law provided for an increased repr~s~ntat1on of .lanclowners and commercial and industrial bourgeo1s1e ancl clrast1cally
cut do\vn the meagre representation of peasants and workers. The
June 3 coup marked the onset of reaction.
P· 25

12

Gubernia-an administrative and territorial unit in tsarist Russia
\Vhich \Vas clivided into uyezds and volosts.
.
Zcmstvo-a local self-government body, dom1natecl }}y tl1e
n<>lJi!ity, set up in the central gubernii1s of Russiit .in 1864. 1'11eir
c<>1npete11ce \Vas restricted to purely. !~cal .econon11c i1ffairs (the
lJuilding of l1ospitals and roads, stat1st1cs, insurance, etc.). Tl1eir
activities were supervised by the governors and tl1e l\finister of
Internal Affairs who vetoecl all decisions that \Vere not to tl1e
p. 25
liking of the governrnent.

13

Pr<1sveshcheniye (Education)--ii 111011thly Icgi1l the1Jretici1l n1<tgazine published by the f~olsl1evik:s i11 St. I>etcrsburg frf>m Dec.cn1!Jcr
1\Jll to June 19J4. Lenin clirectccl tl1e journal first fr<1n1 Paris itncl
litter from Crac<>\V and Poronin, editecl the articles and c.l>rrcspondecl with the cclitors. Several of Lenin's articles were publ1sl1ecl
in the journal.
,
Tl1e issue No. 2, FelJruary l\J13, carric<l Demyan Becl~y s fi~ble
A Candle for wl1icl1 tl1c magazine \Vas co11fiscatccl and its ellitur
arrested.

18-1995

...
ii
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'

The rnagazi11e \Vas closed down by the tsarist government on
the eve of the F'irst World War. Its publication was resumed in
the autumn of 1917 but only one (tloublc) isst1e appeared.
p. 27
11 This refers to the XIItl1 Pirogov Doctors' Congress which met
in St. Petersbt1rg between !\lay 29 (June 11), and June 5 (18),
1913. Su1ne 1,500 tlelegates atte11decl.
p. 31
15 N eomalthusia11is1n-a variety of the reactionary rnan-hatin" clc1ctrine of the Englisl1 bourgeois cconon1isl a11cl clerg)·man R. l\lallhus
(1766-1834), who champio11ed capitalism and attril)uted all its
social evils to natural causes thereby diverti11g the masses from
tl1e struggle against the capitalist system. l\falthus niaintained that
it \Vas not capitalisn1 and exploitaticln tl1at caused the impoverishment of the masses but the gro\vth of tl1e population \Vhich exceedccl the gru,vth of the production of tire 1neans of subsistence.
According to l\Ialtl1us, it was pcJssible t<J ren1ove <ti! social evils
only by checki11g tl1e growtl1 of population, by refraining from
niarriage and practising birth co11trol.
In Russia the ideas of l\1althusianism \Vere spread by
P. Struve, 1\1. Tugan-Baranovsky, S. Bulgakov and others \Vho
ascribed the poverty and ruin of the peasants to overpoj)ltlation.
l\1althusianism with its justific11tion of wars and epidemics as
a means of red11cing the number of the population is a stock-intrade of the modern ideolclgists of in1perialism \vhich serves to
jttstify tl1e reactionary policy of colonialism and wars.
p. 31
iG

17

mc11t of pr<Jlel<trian clictatorshi11. It \V<ts in pc>\Vcr fc1r 72 cl<1ys,
fr<Jm !\larch 18 tu May 28, 1871.
p. 53
:!3 Lenin refers to the Provisional Regulalic1ns on t11e l\Iilitary Service
c1f the Students of Higher Educational Estt1!J!ishn1ents 'Vho Are ,
Expelled from the Said Establishments for Rioti11g \Vl1icl1 were
introcluced on Jt1ly 29 (A11gust 10), 189\J.
Tl1e term of service lasteci frr11n 011c to tl1rce years.
The students of all higher educaticinitl cstalilisl1mcnls i11 flussia clcmanded the rcpertl of tl1e regulations.
p. 63
2'> Tl1ese \Vords belong to Colonel Skalozub, <t cl1itractcr i11 Gri!Joyep. 64
clov's play tt'it lVorks lVoc.
23

2u Allusion to tl1e VO\V of the Carthaginian general, l-I<1nnibal, 'vhci
s\vore to continue his fight against Rome until his dying clay.
p. 66
27

T11e clemonstratio11 on December 6 (18), 1876, \Vas organised by
tl1e workers ancl students i11 protest against the arbitrariness of
the tsarist governn1ent. G. V. Plel,h<1nov, \Vho tool' part in the
demonstration, delivered a fiery revolutionary speech. The demonstration \Vas c!ispersed and many of ils participa11ts \Vere arrested
a11d sentencecl to exile and llenal servitucle.
p. 69

28

The slogan "l~and and Freedom'' ,,·as aclva11ccd by the illegal
<Jrganisation of the same nan1e, ,,·hich \Vas founded by tl1e R11ssian
revc1lutionary Narodnil's in 1876.
The 1ncn1hers of tl1e orgr1nisation regarclecl ll1e peasants as tl1e
ntain revoluticJnary force t111d tried tr1 organise their re,,oJt against
ts;1risn1. They co11ducted revolulionar)' propaganda in Tambov,
\'<1ronezl1 and other gubernias of Russia. 'fhey \Vere in contact
\Vith son1e \Yorkers' circles but clid not a11cl cc1t1lc! n<Jt head the
\Vc1rki11g-class n1<Jvc1ne11t, since the)' denied that the \Vorking class
ccJu!d play a leading role. They also failed to appreciate tl1e
in111c1rtance of political struggle.
In 1879, as a result of the failure of socialist agit:tti<Jn arr1ong
tl1e peasants and the i11ot1nting reprisals of tl1e government, a
grottp of its 111cn1bers ca1ne <1ut i11 f:1vot1r of tcrrorisn1 as the
111<1in \Veapon in the struggle against tsarisrn. At its congress ir1
Voronezh helc! in tl1e s<tme year tl1e orgr1nisaticJ11 split i11to N<trc1c!11:1)·a Volya (Tl1e People's \Viii) and Ch)·or11y Peredcl (General
Redistribution).
p. 6\J

'.!U

The reference is to the "Provisional Regulations Concerning
Stucle11ts' Organisations at tl1e Higher Ed11cational Establishments
1111cler the .Juriscliction of the IVIinistry of Eclucation'' which \Vere
approved by tl1e l\finistcr of Eclt1cation 'T11n110,·sJ,y on December 22,
1901 (J :tnuary 4, 1902). Tl1e stucle11ts protested against the regulati<ins \Vhich pttt t11e1n tinder co11stant :1cln1inistrative co11trol and

18'
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R ussk·oye S/ovo (Rttssian \Vorcl)-a bottrge<Jis ne,vspaper publishecl
in l\ioscow bet\veen 1895 and 1917.
p. 31

Leipziger Vo/kszeitung (Leipzig People's Paper)-a German SocialDemocratic daily newspaper published from 1894 to 1933.
p. 38

18 Great Russians-the official designation of the Russians in tsarist
Russia in opposition to the Ukrainians who \Vere scornfully
referred to as Small Russians.
p. 43
10

This refers lo the enrolment tjuuta, inlrocluced by tl1e
government in 1887, which \Vas specifically designed tu
the number of Jews in seco11dary and higher scl1ools. 1'he
\vorking masses suffered niost from this restriction bei11g
C<tlly denied education.
'

20

Bundists-members of the Bttnd or the General Je,vish 'Vorkers'
Union of Lithuania, Poland ancl Russia. It \Vas forn1ed in 1897 11ncl
ttnited niainly se111i-prolelaria11 elen1ents of the Je,vish artisa11s in
the Western regiu11s of Russia. Tl1e Bund was tl1e velticle of
nationalisn1 and separatism in the wor],ing-class moven1er1t in
Russia. In C<Jt1lri1st to the BolshcviJ,s' pro<•rarnme clcm<tncl of tl1c
right of nations to self-deter1ninatio11 it p~t for\\'ard the cler11ancl
c1f cultural-national at1tonomy.
p. 46

tsarist
restrict
Je,visl1
practip. 43

21 Sec f<J<Jt11ote on p. 26 cJf tl1e present eclilion.
p. 47
22 T Ire P11ris Co1111111111e-a revolutionary \Yorkers' govern111ent set
up by the proletari<tn revolution ir1 Paris, the \vcirlcl's first govern274

Lenin refers to the corporal punish111ent i11 tl1e <1rn1y of feudal
Ilussia. The victim, his !1ands tied to a rifle, "ri1n the gatrntlet''
passing between rows of scilcliers \Vho strucl' hitn \Vitl1 sticl's or
green rods (spitzruten i11 German). The pt1nishment \Vas \Videly
used especially under Nicl1olas I ( 1825-55).
p. 65

•

refused to co111ply witl1 tl1e111. 'l'he regul;1tions arousecl disco11tc11t
_ even among lil>eral professors, since they charged them \Vith the ·
function of police surveillance over tl1e students.
p. 69,
•
Russia which enjoyed
30 Cossacks made up special regiments Ill
certain privileges and were used in tl1e struggle against revolup. 71
tionary n1oven1e11t.

31

32

33
34

The refere11ce is to the heroic fight of the \Yorkers of tl1e Obukhov
factory in St. Petersburg against the police and troops on May 7,
1901. It \V~s. sparl>:e_d off by a protest strike against the discharge
of 26 part1e1pants 1n the l\1ay Day rally. The strikers dema11ded
the introduction of an eigl1t-hour \Vorking day, and a holiday on
May 1, the ~einstatement of the discharged workers, higher \vages,
etc. The police and tl1e troops sent to disperse the \Yorkers were
hailed \Vith sto11es. Tl1e resistance of the workers was broken
only after reinforcen1e11ts came in. Many workers were killed and
wounded, 800 \Yorkers were arrested and 29 of them were sente11ced to penal servitude. In reply to this massacre strikes of
protest were called at a n11mber of factories in St. Petersburg.
. The Obukl1ov defence was an important n1ilestone in the
history of the \Vorking-class moveme11t in R11ssia.
p. 72
Nicholas Ob1nanov-a character in Amfiteatrov's feuilleton The Obmanovs publisl1ed in the newspaper Rossiya on January 13 (26),
1902. The article \Vas a veiled satire of the last RomanovsNicholas I, Alexander 11, Alexander III and his wife Maria Fyodorovna, ancl tl1e reigning tsar Nicholas II. Tl1e article led to the
closure of tl1e ne\vspaper and tl1e author's exile in Minusinsk
i11 Siberia. The illegal editions and manuscripts of the article
were widely circulated in Russia.
p. 74
Lenin quotes Lev Tolstoi's article "Concer11ing Starvatian''.
p. 78
The note is an editorial afterword to the proclamation "To
Secondary Scl1ool Students'' which was issued by a South-Russian
Sec~ndary School Students' Group. The afterword was written by
Lenin 011 a copy of the proclamation which had been sent to tl1c
Iskr11 eclit<>ri;1l boarcl. Besides the after\vord Lenin also \Vrote tl1e
inlrci_cJucto~y \VOrcls t<> th? title "the f,?llo\Ving proclamation recently
1>ubl1shed in the So11tl1 is addressed . 111 this form the proclam<1tion was published in Iskra No. 29, December 1, 1902.
. The South-.R11ssian Secondary School Stuclents' Group was formed
in l\1ay 1902 in Rostov-on-Don. In A11gust 1902 the gro11p held its
first. congress, whicl1 ador>tecl tl1e above procla1nation. The proclamation defined the tasks of the group as consisting in revolutionary a11cl cultural work an1ong students and the distribution uf
illegal literature. The Central Comn1ittee of the group called r>Il
<tll ~tudents to s111>port tl1e undertal;jngs of the group, so that c>Il
le11v1ng schools they could rally behind "the proudly flying Reel
banners of Russ.ian Social-Democracy''. The group was directed by
the Don Committee of tl1e R.S.D.L.P. It receivecl an(! distributed
~ocial-De1n1icratic literat11re, i11clucling the ne\vspapers Iskrc1 a11d
Zarya, and tl1e \Vorl>:s of l\larx, Engels, I>lckl1a11ov and otl1ers. In
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36

37

38

39
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the period between October 1902 ancl June 1903 the Centr:tl Com1nittee published and circulated some 4,000 copies of leaflets. 'fhe
group maintained permanent links with pupils !n elev~n towns <>f
Southern R11ssia. In 1904 the Central Committee dissolved the
group and announced the affiliation of all its bra11cl1es to the
R.S.D.L.P.
p. 80
The reference is to tl1e Organising Cc)minittee for the Convening
of the Second Co11gress of the R.S.D.L.P. wl1ich was set 11p at a
conference in Pskov between November 2 a11d 3 (15 and 16), 1902.
p. 81
Tl1e Second Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. first met in Brussels and
p. 81
the11 in London from July 17 to August 10, 1903.
Narodism-a petty-bourgeois trend in tl1e Russian revolutio11ary
movement in the 1860s and 1870s. The Naroclniks aimed at 11bolishing the autocracy and transferring the landed estates to the
peasants. They denied the inevitability of capitalist devel?pment
in Russia and therefore regarded tl1e peasantry as the main revolutionary force and not the proletariat. They saw in the village
commune an embryo of socialism. Tl1ey \vent to the villages, to
the "people'' in order to rally support for the struggle against
tsarism but did not meet with any response.
In 'the 1880s and 1890s the Narodniks purs11ed a policy cif
reconciliation \Vith tsarism, cl1ampioned the interests of the wealthy
peasants and vehemently opposed l\iarxism.
p. 82
Osvobozhdeniye (Emancipation)-a fortnightly jo11rnal published
abroad from June 18 (July 1), 1902 to October 5 (18), 1905, 11nder
the editorship of P. B. Struve. It spoke for the Russian liberal
bourgeoisie and consistently spreacl the ideas of moderately monarchist liberalism. In 1903 the Osvobozhdeniye League was formed
around the journal, finally taking shape in January 1904. The
League existed until October 1905, \Vhen it came to form the
nucleus of the Constitutional-De111ocratic Pr1rty, the main party of
the Russian bourgeoisie.
p. 82
Socialist-Revolutionaries-me1nbcrs of the petty-bourgeois party in
Russia \vhich came into being at the end of 1901 ancl the beginning df 1902 as a result of a merger of various Narodnil{ groups
and circles. The Socialist-Revolutionaries failed to appreciate the
class distinctions between the proletariat and the petty proprietors,
glossed over the class difierentiation ancl co11tradictio11s among the
peasantry and denied tl1e leading role of the proletariat in tl1e
revolution.
The Bolshevik Party exposed the attempts of the Socialistllcvolutionaries to pose as socialists, consistently fc>ught to \vrest
the peasants fron1 under their influence a11~ laid. bare ~he_ l_1ar111
C<tused to the working-class moven1ent by their tactics of 1nd1v1dual
terror. But at the same tirne the Bolsheviks concluded temporary
agreements with them u11<ler certain c1inditions for tl1e common
struggle 11gainst tsarism.
After the Febr11ary 1917 bourgeois-democratic revol11tici11 i11
R11ssia the Socialist-Revolutio11aries together with the l\lensl1eviks
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and Ct1clets were tlie main bulwl1rk r>f the bourgeois Provisional
Government and their leaders Kerensky, Avksentyev and Chernov
\Vere its members. The Socialist-Revolutionary Party did not support the peasants' demand for the abolition of landed estates and
defended their preservation. The Socialist-Revolutionary ministers
of the Provisional Government sent punitive squads against the
peasants seizing landed estates.
At the end of November 1917 the Left wing of tl1e party forn1ed
an independent party., With a vie\v to maintaining their influence
over the peasant masses, the Left Socialist-Revolutionaries formally recognised Soviet power and entered into an agreement with
the Bolsheviks. But shortly afterwards they c:1n1e out openly
against Soviet power.
p. 82
40

Economism-an opportunist trend in the Russian Social-Democratic movement at the turn of the century, a variety of international
opportunism. The Economists saw the tasks of the working class
as confined to the economic struggle for higher wages, better
working conditions, etc., maintaining that the political struggle
was the concern of the liberal bourgeoisie and denying the leading
role of the \Yorkers' party. The Economists made a fetish of the
spontaneity of the working-class movement, belittled the importance of revolutionary theory, denied the need for the Marxist
Party to introduce socialist ideology into the ;vorking-class
movement and thereby paved the way for opportunist bourgeois
ideology. The Economists favoured the disunity and primitivism
in the Social-Democratic movement and opposed the creation of
a centralised party of the \Vorking class.
p. 82

41

Lenin wrote this article on the request of the editorial board of
the newspaper Student. It was publishecl in issue No. 2-3 of the
newspaper in September 1903 in the column "Free Forum''. The
article has a subtitle "First Letter''. But Lenin evidently failed
to write other letters.
The article \Vas published as a reprint from the newspaper
Student and as a mimeograph edition (without the postscript)
under the title "To the Students. The Tasks of the Revolutionary
Youth (Social-Democracy ancl the Intelligentsia)''. The students of
l\Ioscow University put out a lithographed editirin of the article.
The pamphlet was widely circulated in Russia. According to the
incomplete data of the Police Department for 1904-05, copies of
the pamphlet were founcl during arrests and 11ouse searches in
Ekaterinoslav, Nizhni-Novgorod, Kazan, Oclessa, Smolensk and in
l\finsk Gubernia.
p. 85

-

42

Student-a newspaper published by revolutionary studerits. Altogetlier two issues appeared, No. 1 and No. 2-3. The publicati<>n
\Vas started in Russia, but all the copies of the first issue ;vere
c<infisc:1ted at the printing shop. It was reprinted in April 1903
in Geneva and the next clouble isst1e was prii1ted in Zurich.
The editorial statement referred to by Lenin, said: "While not
siding with one or other Russian opposition party, tl1e editorial
board finds it expedient to devote its pages to a calm discussion
of the theoretical and practical problems of the revolt1tionary
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struggle by representatives of even the mcist extreme. trends in
Russian revol11tionary thought with an eye to elaborating among
students a definite, integral, political and socialist ;vorld outlook
as an essential powerful factor of their ideological unification."
p. 85
r,3

Iskra-the first all-Russia illegal l\farxist newspaper, founcled by
Lenin in 1900. It played a decisive role in establishii1g a rev<>luLi<inary l\Iarxist Party of the \Vorking class in Russi:1.
The first issue dated December 1900 appearecl in Leipzig, tl1e
subsec1uent numbers \Vere published in Munich, London (fr11n1
.July 1902) a11d Geneva (from th~ spring of 1903) ..
Iskra devoted special attention to the questions ?f the revol~
tionary struggle of the proletariat and ?II _work1n~ people 111
Rt1ssia against tsarism, as well as to _maJor ~nternati<>nn_l c\evelopments, mainly the c1uestions of the international w<1rk1ng-class
movement. Lenin was in fact editor and leader of the ne\v~11a~er,
\Vrote articles on the fundamental problems of party orgi1nisat1on
ancl the class struggle of the proletariat in Russia.
Iskra became the rallying centre of party forces, the centre
for mustering and training of the party ~adre~.
. .
.
On Lenin's initiative and ;vith his direct part1c1pat1on the
Iskra editorial board worked out a draft programme of the Pi1rty and prepared the Second Congress of !he R.S.D.L.P. In-? spe?ial
decision the congress noted the outstanding role of lsl,ra in builcling up the Party and declared it as the central organ of the
R.S.D.L.P.
Shortly after the Second Congress the Mensheviks, suppor~ed
by Plekhanov, assumed control of the newspaper and beg~nning
\Vith issue No. 52 it ceased to be the organ of revolutionary
Marxism. The l\fensheviks turnecl it into an instrument of the
struggle against Marxism and the Party and into a mouthpiece of
opportunism. Publication was ceased in October 1905.
p. 85

44

Raznochintsy (i.e., "men of different estates'')-educated representatives of non-aristocratic Russian society, who came fron1
families of the clergy, civil servants, micldle bourgeoisie, merchants
and peasants.
P· 89

45

Revo/utsionnaya

46

Tl1e reference is to the appeal of tl1e first Marxist organisation in
l\loscow, the Workers' Union, \Vhich it acldressed to stuclents on
p. 92
N<>vember 3 ( 15), 1896.

47

The reference is to the revolution in France and Germany in 1848.
p. 96

48

Vossisclze

19*

Rossiya

(Revolutionary
Russia)-an
illegal
Socialist-Revolutionary ne;vspaper, published in Russia fron1 the
end of 1900 by the League of Socialist-Revolutionaries. f'rom
J ant1ary 1902 until December 1905 it appeared in Geneva as the
rifficii1l organ of tlie Socialist-Revolutioi1ary Party.
p. 90

German moclerately
p11!1lishccl in 13erlin from 1704 to 1934.

Zeitung-a

liberal

ne,vspi1per
p. l<JO
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J,c11i11 \\'l'l>le tl1is article in re1>ly tfi :1 letter fror11 one cif tl1e
leaders of tl1e sl11clent 1n<>ven1ent in 1908. Tl1e stuclent n1c>ve111ent
\Vas directell against tl1e reactionary p<>licy pursued by the
l\Iinister of Ecl11catio11 Sch,vartz \Vho set ciut to crush 11niversity
autonomy and annul all tl1e liberties won by tl1e students in 1905.
Tl1e movement was led by the joint students' councils i11
\Vl1ich Social-Democrat st11dents played an important role. But
cruitc often the councils ignored the mood of the students and trice!
tc> clamp down on their demands. Thus, the general stuclent meeting at the St. Petersburg University on September 13, 1908, passed
a resolution which urged the st11dents to protest against the government policy in regard to tl1e higher school and proposed to ci1ll
lln all-Russia strike (extracts from the resolution and Leni11's
article \Vere published in the same iss11e of Proletary). Ilo\vcver
the St. Petersburg Joint Council quashed the resolution a11d
i11stcacl addresse<l an appeal "To Society and Students'' in \Vhich
it spoke only of the need to defend "education ancl culture''.
In l\Ioscow a group of Social-Democrat students took up a
misguided stand against the strike, insisting that it sho11ld have
a pronounced political character. Lenin devoted a large part of
his article to a criticism of this wrong stand.
p. 103

The Constitutional-Democratic Party-the leading party of the
liberal monarchist bourgeoisie in Russia. It was founded in Octolier 1905 and included representatives of the bourgeoisie, landowners ancl bourgeois intellect11als. To deceive the masses it called
itself "a party of tl1e people's freedom'', but actually its demands
did not go beyond those of a constitutional n1onarchy. In fact it
wanted to sl1are po,ver with the tsar and feudal lando\vners.
D11ring the February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution in Russia the party tried to save the monarchy. Occupying key posts in
the Provisional Government, the Cadets pursued an anti-popular
counter-revolutionary policy. After the October Socialist Revolutic>n the Cadets bitterly opposed Soviet power and took part in
all armed counter-revolutionary actions and ca1npaigns of the
interventionists. After the defeat of the interventionists and \Vhiteguards they went into emigration and continued their anti-Soviet
co1111ter-revolutionary activity.
p. 106
The reference is to the_ decision of tl1e St. Petersburg Committee
of the R.S.D.L.P. publisl1ed in "From the Party'' col11m11 of
Proletary No. 36 on October 3 (16), 1908. The Committee called
on Scici:1l-Democri1t student groups publicly to dissociate themselves from tl1e appeal of the J oi11t Students' Council ancl bring the
student 1nove1nent in line \Vith the tasks of Social-Dem<icracy in
the naticin-\vide struggle agai11st tsarism.
p. 1CJ7

52

See Note 38.

53

Pravda (Tl1e 1'ruth)-a daily legal Bolsl1evik ne\vspaper published
in St. Petersburg from April 22 (May 5), 1912. It \Vas published
\Vith money collectecl by \Yorkers. Its circulation reachecl 40,000
ancl sometin1es as much as 60,000.
1'11r 11P\VSJ>aper \Vas 11nclcr J,enin's icleolcigical g11iclance. He
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p. 108

M

55

\VI"!Jte articles f<>r it i1lmc>st every day ancl gave advice to the
ellitorial l>c>arfl. A large sectic>n of the Party's organisational work
\Vas conducted in the Pravda offices. llere meetings \Vere held witl1
representatives of local Party cells and material. wa~ collected
al>o11t Party activities at factories. Fron1 l1ere the d1rect1ves of tl1e
St. Petersburg Con1mittee and tl1e Central Cr>mn1itlee <>f tl1e Party were issuell.
Pra1Jda was cc>nstantly persec11ted liy the police. It was closecl
clown by the tsarist government eight ti1nes but it conlinuecl tci
appear under different titles. In those diffi~ult conditions, i?- tl1e
co11rse of just over two years, the Bolsheviks put 011t 636 1ss11es
f!f Pravda. ()n July 8 (21 ), 1914, the newspaper w:1s closed llow_11.
Ptiblication \Vas res11n1ecl cinly after tl1e Fel>ruary 1917 Jic>11rgeo1sclemocralic revolution.
p. 110
Zaprosi Z/1izni (Tl1e Rc<1uircments of J,ife)-a ~veekly j?urnal,
publisl1ed in 1909-12 in St. Petersburg. A1no11g its eci11tr1l>11tors
\Vere Cadets, Popular Socialists anll l\1ensl1evil' licruillators.
p. 110
Liquidationism-the extreme Right, opportunist Menshevik trend
which came to ascendancy in the R.S.D.L.P. i11 the period of
reaction which set in after the defeat of the revolution of 1905-07.
The liquida tionists insisted on abolishing the illegal revolutionary party of the proletariat and replacing it \Vith an opportunist party functioning legally under tsarism. l,enin an<l the Bolsl1eviks under his leadership never ceased to expose their betrayal of
the revolution. The Prague Conference of the R.S.D.L.P. held in
January 1912 expelled the liquidators from the Party.
p. 111

56

This refers to the Third Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. which met in
London from April 12 to 27 (April 25-May 10), 1905.
p. 117

57

Posledniye Izvestia (The Latest Ne\vs)-_ a bulletin of the Bund's
Foreign Committee published in London and Geneva in 1901-06,
expressing bourgeois-nationalist vie,vs.
p. 117

58

Vperyod (Forward)-an illegal \Veekly Bolshevik newspaper
published in Geneva from December 22, 1904 (January 4, 1905)
to May 5 (18), 1905. Eighteen issues appeared altogether. Lenin
was the organiser, inspirer and direct leader of the newspaper.
Vperyod p11blished more tl1an sixty articles a11d other items
by Lenin.
p. 117

59

M ens/1eviks-representatives of tl1e petty-bo11rgeois opportu11ist
tre11d in Russian Social-Democracy, vehicles <>f the bourgeois influence among the workers. They were called l\Iensheviks after
the Seco11d Co11gress of the R.S.D.L.P. helcl in Aug11st 1903, following tl1e electio11s of the Party's central organs, \vhen they found
themselves in a minority (menshinstvo in R11ssian) a11d the revolutionary Social-Democrats with Lenin at their head gainell a
majority (bo/shinstvo in Russian). At the time of the revolution of
1no5-07 the Mensheviks opposed the proletariat's hegen1ony in the
revolution and the alliance of the \Vorking class ancl peasantry.
They championed co-operation with the liberal bourgeoisie ancl
its !1egemony in the revolution.
D11rir1g tl1e reaction wl1ich set in after tl1e clef cat of the revo281
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lution in 1907-10, they preached liquidationism, aiming at abolishing the illegal revolutionary party of the proletariat.
After the February 1917 bourgeois-democratic revolution \Vhich
led to the establishment of dual power in Russia-the dictatorsl1ip
of the bourgeoisie througl1 the bourgeois Provisional Government
and the dictatorship of the proletariat and the peasantry througl1
the Soviets-the Mensheviks together with the Socialist-Revoluticinaries entered the Provisional Government where they supportecl its imperialist policy and fought against the mounting ticle
<>f proletarian revolution. In the Soviets they also supported the
Provisional Government and tried to divert the masses frcim tl1e
revolutionary n1ovement.
After the October Socialist Revolution the Menshevik party
}Jecame openly counter-revolutionary. It <Jrganisecl conspiracies ancl
revolts to <Jverthrow Soviet po\ver.
'
p. 118
60
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r;s Moskovskiye Vedo1nosti (Moscow Recorder)-a newspaper published from 1756, at first as a small ncwssheet, by l\Iosco\v University.
In 1863 it passed into the hands of M. N. Katkov and became a
monarchist and nationalist organ speaking for the most reactionary
landowners and clergy. From 1905 it was one of the main organs
of the Black Hundreds. It appeared 11ntil the October Socialist
Revolution.
p. 134

The reference is to the League of Russian Re,•olutionary SoeialDemocracy Abroad, which was founded on l,enin's initiati\•e in
October 1901. The League set itself the task of spreading the icleas
of revolutionary Social-Democracy . and promoting the' establisl1me~t of. a milita.nt Social-Democratic organisation. Its Rules proclaimed 1t a foreign branch of the Iskra organisation. It ·recruitecl
supporters for Iskra among Russian Social-Democrats abroad, supported the newspaper financially, organised its transportation into
Russia and publisl1ed pop11lar Marxist literature. The Second
Congr.ess. of the R.S.D.L.P. endorsed the League as the sole
organ~sat1on of the Par~y. abroacl, enjoying the rights of a Party
committee under the ex1st1ng rules and placed it under the guidance and control of the R.S.D.L.P. Central Committee.
Aft.er tl1e Second Congress the Mensheviks gained the upper
hand 1n the League and began their fight against Lenin and the
Bolsheviks. At the second congress of the League held in October
1903 the l\fensheviks p11t thro11gh new rules that conflicted with
the Rules of the Party adopted at its Second Congress. From then
on the League becan1e the l\fenshevik stronghold which \Vas in
existence until 1905.
p. 118

61

The reference is to the l\fenshevik Iskra (see Note 43).

62

Oblomov-a character in the novel of the same title by the Russian
author I. A. Goncharov. The name <>f Oblomov became a synonym
of indolence ancl i11ertness.
p. 123

63

The reference is to the political strike in l\fosco\V \Vl1ich began
on September 19 (October 2), 1905. The printers \Vere the first to
go on strike and they \Vere joined by other tracles. Huge meetings
ancl demonstrations \Vere held and armecl clashes took place betweer1 the strikers and the police ancl troops. Students also joinecl
in the strike.
The Moscow Committee of tl1e Bolsheviks which led the strike
called on the \Yorkers to fight agai11st tsaris111 ancl to start an
armed uprising.
The political strike in l\Ioscow marked the beginning of a new
upsurge of tl1e revciluticinary movement in R11ssia.
p. 131
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iV011r,yc Vren1ya (New Tin1es)-a claily newspaper publishecl in
St. Petersburg between 1868 and 1917 under a variety of publishers,
more than once changing its political orientation. It \Vas at first
moderately liberal, but, from 1876 on\vards, after A. S. Suvorin
became its editor, it became the niouthpiece of the reactionary
aristocracy and bureaucratic circles. f'rom 1905 it was an organ
of the Black Hundreds. Lenin called it a specimer1 of venal press.
p. 133

06

This refers to an item published in the 11ewspaper Rus No. 218 of
September 13 (26), 1905, under the title "In the Press and in
Society''.
p. 134

67

Proletary-a11 illegal Bolshevik newspaper, publishecl from August
21 (September 3), 1906 to November 28 (December 11), 1909, under
the editorship of Lenin. Altogether 50 issues appeared.
The ne\vspaper was actually the central organ of the Bolsheviks, the main editorial \York being done by Lenin. !\:lost of the
numbers carried several cif Lenin's articles. All in all, over 100
articles and other items by Lenin on the major questions of the
revolutionary working-class movement \Vere published in it. In
the years of reaction which set in after the defeat of the revolution of 1905-07, Proletary played a prominent part in preserving
and strengthening the Bolsl1evil' organisations.
p. 134
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On January 9, 1905, niore than 140,()00 '''orkers of St. Petersburg
carrying gonfalons and icons, niarched to tl1e Winter Palace tci
present a petition to the tsar. The march was organised by tl1e
priest Gapon in connection with the strike of tl1e St. Petersburg
workers, which had begun at the Putilov Works on January 3 (16),
1905 and turned into a general strike by January 7 (20). The Bolsheviks warned that the tsar would organise a massacre of the
workers and their warnings came true. On the order from the tsar
the troops met the unarmed workers, their \Vives and children
with bullets, sabres and cossack \Vhips. !\lore than 1,000 were killed
and almost 5,000 wounded. January 9, whicl1 becan1e known as
the Bloody Sunday, marked the beginning of the revolution of
1905.
p. 140

tiU

The refercr1cc is l<> tl1e 111utiny on the battleship Pute1nkin \Vl1ich
bega11 on June 14 (27), 19()5. The crc\V brought the warship int<>
Odessa, where a general strike was in progress, b11t the favourable
opportunities for joint action by the Odessa \Yorkers and the sailors \Vere missed. The Bolshevik organisaticin in Odessa \Vas weakened
by numerous arrests ancl it lacked unit)'. The l\fensheviks opposed
tl1e iclea of an armed uprising and persuaded the \VC>rkers ancl
sailors not to take tl1e ofl'cnsive. The tsarist government directed

p. 119

•
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ceed. Its national programme included the demand for "eulturalnational autonomy''.
.
p. 146

tl1e entire Bl<1ck Sea Flcel to put ll<J\Vn Lhe n1t1liny, but the sailors
.refused to open fire on the battleship in revolt and tl1e comn1ar1ders
had to take the squadron back. After eleven days of roaming the
sea the crew of the Potemkin rar1 short of coal and food supplies and had to sail to Rumania and surrender to the Rumanian
authorities. l\iost of the sailors stayed abroad and those \Vho came
back \Vere arrested and put on trial.
Tl1ough the revolt ended in failure, the fact that the crew of
one of tl1e biggest warships joir1ed the revolution signified a big
advance in the struggle against tsarism. Lenin wrote that the
uprising \Vas "an attempt to form the nt1cleus of a revolutionary
army" (Collected lVorks, Vol. 8, jl. 562).
p. 140
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No. 19 of Pro/etary of October 3 (Septen1ber 20), 1905, carried
"An Open Letter to Comrades Abroad'' from the Social-Democrats
of Kazan, Simbirsk and Nizhni-Novgorod gubernias. The letter described the difficult conditions of the underground work in Russia
and the shortage of Party forces and called on young men and
\Vomen to stay and work in Russia. The letter was published with
the following editorir1l note: "We publish this letter of the 'comrades from the back\voods' in order to give expression to their
feelings on and views of the Party work: in the columns of the central orga11. Thougl1 \Ve do not share the authors' strongly \vorded
opinion that foreign 'schooling' is useless, we still believe that it
is essential to keep reminding our comrades abroad and the Party
as a whole of the Russian backwoods." It had never been found
out to \Vl1om the pseudonym "Revolutionary'' belonged.
p. 141
'fhis refers to a group of Economists who published the newspaper
Rabochaya Mys/ (Workers' Thought). The newspaper appeared
from October 1897 to Decen1ber 1902 and was edited by Takhtaryov and others.
Akimov~tes-the supporters of V. P. Akin1ov (l\1akl1novets), a
representative of Economism and extren1e opportunist.
p. 144
The opportt1nist idea of summoning a "labour congress'' and establishing a "broad workers' party'' was put forward by Axelrod at
the time of the first Russia11 revolution and supported by other
prominent l\fensheviks. It was suggested to call a "labour congress'' of representatives from various workers' organisations to
fou~d a legal workers' party which \Vas supposed to include the
Soc1al-Democrats, Socialist-Revolutio11aries and anarchists. This
\Vould mean abolishing the R.S.D.L.P. and replacing it by a nonparty organisation. The Bolsheviks firmly repudiated the idea of
''a broad workers' party''.
p. 146

1'he Polish Socialist Party-a refor111ist 11ationalist party fou11dcd
ir1 1892.
The f!ye/rJr11ssia11 Socialist Hrc1mr1dr1-a nali<inalist cJrganis<ttiun
formed in 1902 an<l originally called "The Byelorussian Revolutionary .H_romada". It championed the interests of the Byelorussian
bourgeo1s1e, Jando\vncrs a11d kulaks, renot1nce<l tl1e revolutionary
class strt1ggle and attem1Jte<l to isolate the Byelorussian people
from the revolt1tionary \Vorking class of Rt1ssia, bt1t did not sue-
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Popular Socialists-members of the petty-bourgeois party which
split from the Right wing of the Socialist-Revolutionary Party in
1906. 'I'hey came out in favour of partial nationalisation of the
land which was to be bought from the landowners and distributed
among the peasants according to the so-called labour quota; they
advocated forming a bloc witl1 the Cadets. After the bourgeoisdemocratic revolution of February 1917 they merged \vith the Trudoviks anrl actively supported the policy of the bourgeois Provisional Government in which they held several posts. After the
October Socialist Revolution they took part in counter-revolutionary
plots and armed attacks against Soviet power. 'I'he party ceased
to exist during the foreign military intervention and civil war.
Maxima/ists-members of a petty-bourgeois semi-anarchist terroristic group which split from the Socialist-Revolutionary party
in 1904. They ignored the bourgeois-democratic stage of the revolution, opposed the use of parliamentary forms of struggle and
believed that capitalism could be overthrown by means of individual
terror and expropriations. After the October Socialist Revolution
t11e party split, some of its members resorted to open struggle
against Soviet power and others recognised the programme of the
Bolsheviks and joined the R.C.P.(B.) in April 1920.
p. 147

75

Trudoviks-a group of petty-bourgeois democrats, formed in April
1906 to include the peasant deputies to the First Duma.
The Trudoviks demanded the abolition of all social-estate and
national restrictions, democratisation of the Zemstvos and municipal
self-government, universal suffrage in the elections to the Duma.
Their agrarian programme was based on the Narodnik principle
of equalitarian land tenure and provided for the establishment of
a national land fund. The private landowners were to be compensated for the confiscated land.
In the Duma the Trudoviks vacillated between the Social-Democrats and the Cadets, which was due to the class nature of petty
peasant proprietors. But since they did represent the peasant
masses, the Bolsheviks pursued the tactics of co-operation with them
in the Duma on some questions for the common struggle against
tsarism and the Cadets. In 191 i the Trudovik group actively supported the bourgeois Provisional Government. After the October
Socialist Revolution they sided with the bourgeois counter-revolutionaries.
p. 14 7

76

Lenin refers to the resolution on a "labour congress'' passed early
in September 1906 by a meeting of workers from different districts ?f St. Petersburg which wai> called by the St. Petersburg
Committee of the R.S.D.L.P. The second clause of the resolution
pointed out that agitation in favour of the "labour congress'' fosters both the interests of the petty-bourgeois sections who gloss
over the difference between the proletariat and petty producers (the
Trudovik group, Labour Popular Socialist Party, Socialist-Revolutionaries, etc.) and those of the avowed e11emies of the proletariat''
(Proletary No. 3, September 8, 1906).
p. 148
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J acobins-a political grouping of the French bourgeoisie at the

Su

time of the French bourgeois revolution in the late 18th century.
They represented the Left wing of the French bourgeoisie and
resolutely and consistently championed the need of abolishing
absolutism and feudalism.
p. 149

87

78

The International Socialist Congress in Stuttgart (the Seventh Congress of the Second International) was held between August 18
and 24, 1907.
p. 150

79

The League of Struggle for the Emancipation of the \Vorking
Class was founded by Lenin in the autumn of 1895. It uoited
about twenty Marxist circles in St. Petersburg and was headed by
the Central Group.
Five members of the group witl1 Lenin at their head were tl1e
main leaders. The League was divided into district groups and
advanced class-conscious worlters such as Ivan Babushkin, Vasily
Shelgunov and others maintained contacts between the groups and
factories.
Lenin said that the League was the beginning of a revolutionary
party that was based on the working class movement and that
led the class struggle of the proletariat.
p. 157

80

Lenin refers to a pamphlet for women workers which
Armand intended to write, but she never wrote it.

81

Reference is to the Fabian Society, an extremely opportunist organisation founded by a group of bourgeois intellectuals in Britain
in 1884. The Fabians diverted the workers from the class struggle
and preached peaceful transition from capitalism to socialism by
means of reforms.
p. 166

82

The Labour Party was founded in 1900 a.s a federation of trade

Griitli-Verein-the Swiss bourgeois reformist organisation founded
in 1838 as an educational association of artisans.

84
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The Russo-Japanese War of 1904-05 ended in the defeat of tsarism.
On August 23 (September 5), 1905, a peace treaty was signed in
Portsmouth (U.S.A.) between Russia and Japan. The tsarist government surrendered its lease of Port Arthur and Dalny, ceded to
Japan the South Manchurian railway and the southern part of
Sakhalin. Japan's sphere of predominant influence in Korea was
recognised. l"urthermore, Russia was to grant Japan fishing concessions off the Russian coast in the sea of Japan and Okl1otsk
and the Behring sea. Signing the peace treaty tl1~ tsarist gove_rnment hoped to free its hands for the struggle against the growing
revolution in the country.
p. 177

89

Inessa
p. 161

unions and socialist organisations and groups for the purpose of
getting workers' representatives into Parliament (Labour Representation Committee). In 1906 the Committee was called the Labour
· Party. The Labour Party is an opportunist organisation in its
ideology and tactics. From the time of its formation its leaders
have pursued the policy of class collaboration with the bourgeoisie.
During the World War I the Labour leaders took a social-chauvinist
stand. They have been in office several times and invariably pursued
an anti-popular home and foreign policy.
p. 166
83

p. 170
See Note 68.
This refers to the armed uprising on Decen1ber 14, 1825, organised
by the Russian revolutionaries from amor1g the nobility who fought
against serfdom and the autocracy.
p. 176
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On August 6 (19), 1905, the tsar's manifesto was publis~ed along
with the law constituting the State Duma and regulations concerning the elections to the Duma. The Bulygin Duma derived its
name from the Minister of the Interior A. G. Bulygin whom the
tsar had instructed to draw up its draft. Under the draft the
Duma did not have the right to pass any laws and could .only
participate in the discussion of certain questions as an advisory
body to the tsar. The Bolsheviks called on !he worker~ and. pe.asants to actively boycott the Duma and carr1e.d. out their ag~tat1on
campaign under the slogans of an armed upr1s1ng, a revolut1on~ry
army and a provisional revolutionary government. The Bols~~v~ks
used the boycott of the Bulygin Dum'.1 as a means o.f. mob1l1~1ng
all revolutionary forces, holding a series of mass pol1t1cal strikes
and preparing an armed uprising .. Elections to th~ Dl1ma d!d n?t
take place and the government did not succeed in convening it.
p. 180

90
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p. 166

At the end of 1916 and the beginning of 1917 Lenin studied the
material on the state. Simultaneously he drew up the plan for
an article on the attitude of Marxism towards the state. He intended
to publish it in the fourth issue of Sbornik Sotsial-Demokrata, but
the latter was not published due to Jack of money. The article was
not written.
p. 169
Lenin delivered the report in German on January 9 (22), 1917, at
the Zurich People's House at a meeting of young Swiss workers.
p. 170

Lenin wrote the five "Letters from Afar'' in Switzerland at the
end of March and the beginning of April 1917 for the ~olshevik
newspaper Pravda the publication of which was resumed in Petrograd after the revolution in February 1917.
The first letter appeared in Pravda Nos. 14 and 15 011 !\larch
21 and 22, 1917, \Vi th big cuts and amendments. The otl1er four
letters were published in 1924.
p. 188
Frankfurter Zeitung-a German bourgeois 11ewspaper, published
in Frankfurt-am-Main from 1856 to 1943.
p. 188

93

The Times-a leading conservative ne\vspaper of the English bourgeoisie published in London since 1785.
P· 189
Le Temps-a daily conservative newspaper published in J:'aris .from

94

War Industries Committees were set up in Russia in !liay 1915 by

92

1861 to 1942. It expressed the interests of the French ~ul1ng. c~rcles
and was actually the official organ of the French foreign m1n1stry.
p. 189
the big imperialist bourgeoisie for assisting. the tsarist government
in conducting the war. Ir1 an effort to bring the \vorkers under

20'
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their influence and spread defencist nloods among them the bourgeoisie decided to organise "workers' groups'' in the committees
and thus demonstrate that "class peace'' has been established between the bourgeoisie and the proletariat. The Bolsheviks successfully boycotted the committees and in this they were supported by
majority of the workers.
p. 190
Sotsial-Demokrat-an illegal newspaper, central organ of the
R.S.D.L.P., published from February 1908 to January 1917. The
first issue prepared for print by the Bolsheviks and partially printed
at a private printing shop in Vilno was confiscated by the secret
police. Another attempt was soon made to start the publication
of tl1e newspaper in St. Petersburg and again the bulk of the
copies fell into the hands of the police. Subsequently its publication
was transferred abroad.
In keeping with the decision adopted by the Central Committee
of the R.S.D.L.P. elected at the Fifth (London) Congress the editorial board was made up of representatives of the Bolsheviks,
Mensheviks and Polish Social-Democrats. The actual organiser of
the newspaper was Lenin, whose articles occupied the central place
in its columns. More than 80 of Lenin's articles and other items
were published in the newspaper. The circulation of Sotsial-Demokrat in Russia and the reprinting of its most important articles
in local Bolshevik newspapers promoted the political education
and internationalist training of the Russian proletariat and helped
to prepare the masses for the revolution.
Commenting on the role of Sotsial-Demokrat during the First
World War, Lenin wrote afterwards that "no class-conscious worker
who wishes to understand the development of the ideas of the international socialist revolution and its first victory on October 25, 1917,
can manage without an acquaintance with these articles'' (Collected
Works, Vol. 27, p. 221).
p. 193
See The State and Revolution by Lenin.
p. 193

Students' Union. The congress decided to affiliate to the Young
Communist League. In accordance with the regulations endorsed
by the Central Committee of the •R.C.P.(B.) on May 11, 1919, the
entire work among young workers, peasants and students was
made the responsibility of the Russian Young Communist League.
p. 214
101

102

103
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97

Vendee-a department in Western France, the scene of a counterrevolutionary revolt of the backward peasant section of the population directed against the republic at the time of the French bourgeois revolution of the late 18th century. The revolt was led by
Catholic clergymen, nobility and royalist emigres and was supported by Britain.
Vendee became a synonym of reactionary conspiracies and of
hotbeds of counter-revolution.
p. 202
98 The congress met in Moscow from August 26 until September 4,
1918. Its delegates represented departments of public education,
teachers and educational and cultural workers. Lenin was elected
honorary chairman and invited to attend the congress. Lenin addressed the congress on the third day of the proceedings.
p. 209
99 These amendments proposed by Lenin were incorporated into the
final version of the programme of the R.C.P. (B.) which was adopted
by the Eighth Congress of the Party on March 22, 1919.
p. 213
too The congress was held in Moscow between April 15 and 21, 1919.
The 200 delegates represented 8,000 members of the Comm11nist
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The Entente-the bloc of imperialist powers (Great Britain, France
and Russia) which took its final shape in 1907 and was directed
against the Triple Alliance (Germany, Austria-Hungary and Italy),
derived its name from the Anglo-French agreement of 1904 (Entente
Cordiale). During the First World War the Entente was joined by
the United States, Japan and other countries. After the Great
October Socialist Revolution the main parties to the Entente Great
Britain, France, the United States and Japan were the instigators,
organisers and direct participants in the armed intervention against
Soviet Russia.
p. 216
,')ubbotniks-"This is the name given to the several hours' unpaicl
voluntary work done by city workers over and above the usual
working day and devoted to some public need'' (V. I. Lenin, Collected Works, Vol. 30, p. 202). The first communist subbotnik was
organised by the workers of the Moscow-Kazan railway on May
10, 1919.
p. 218
This letter of greetings \Vas addressed to the youth of the Petrograd gubernia in connection with the Youth Week organised by
the Petrograd Komsomol organisation.
p. 220
The draft decree on proceedings against juvenile delinquents submitted by the People's Commissariat of Education was discussed
at a sitting of the Council of People's Commissars and adopted
with Lenin's amendments on March 4, 1920.
p. 221
The congress met in Moscow between October 2 and 10, 1920, and
was attended by 600 delegates. Lenin addressed the congress on
the first day of the proceedings on the evening of October 2.
p. 229
Lenin wrote his notes in connection with Krupskaya's tl1eses "On
Polytechnical Education'' which she had dra\vn up for a report to
the Party conference on education which was called by the Central
Committee of the R.C.P.(B.) immediately -after the Eighth Congress of Soviets on December 31, 1920. The main task of the conference was to prepare the material on "the organisation of education in the Republic'' for the Tenth Congress of the R.C.P. (B.).
Lenin closely followed the work of the conference. Krupskaya was
to deliver the report on polytechnical education but because of
her ill health the report was called off.
p. 246
G. F. Grinko, People's Commissar for Education in the Ukraine,
advanced his own scheme of public education. He formulated two
main points of the scheme as follows: 1) for cl1ildren up to 15
"a unified system -of social education is to be set up, with all its
organisational forms (kindergartens, boarding houses, seven-year
schools, etc.) built up on the labour principle'' and 2) for children
289

·of 15 years and older "a special training is to be initiated in a
particular branch of ·production or organisational work (industrial, agricultural, industrial-economic, etc.)''.
This scheme ran counter to the programme of the R.C.P.(B.)
in the sphere of education: "l. The implementation of free, obligatory general and polytechnical education (acquaintance with all
the main branches of production theoretically and in practice)
for all children of both sexes up to the age of 17. . . . 8. Broad
development of vocational training for persons at the age of 17
and older in connnection with polytechnical knowledge."
0. Y. Schmidt, who \Vas Deputy Chairman of the Chief Department for Vocational Training, also spol'e in favour of vocational
and technical training of pupils "at an earlier age, that is, at 15
years and later''. He argued that "the interests of production, the
interests of economic construction imperatively demand a reduction
of general educational schooling, which is purely scholastic, .and
the introduction of concrete, specific education at the .earliest possible age''. He tried to perpetuate as a principle the temporary
measure called forth by the difficulties of the time and campaigned
in the press not for a polytechnical, but monotechnical education,
that is, training in a particular trade.
p. 248
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Lenin refers to the resolution on electrification adopted by the
Eighth All-Russia Congress of Soviets which met between Decemp. 261
her 22 and 29, 1920.

. :?~,

The Fifth Congress of tl1e Young Communist League of Russia met
in l\Ioscow bet\veen October 11 and 17, 1922.
p. 262

'; .

110

Lenin refers to the decision of the Political Bureau of tl1e Central
Committee of the R.C.P. (B.) of October 26, 1922, which cut down
state subsidies to the Proletkult and academic theatres.
p. 263

111

The congress met in Mosco\v between November 21
1922. The congress elected Lenin its honorary chairman
a message of greetings to him. Lenin's letter \Vas read
sion of the congress held on the morning of November

112

The congress met in Moscow between December 4 and 16, 1922.
It was attended by 121 delegates from 38 youth organisations in
different countries. Lenin's letter of greetings was read on the
opening day of the congress. The congress sent a reply to Lenin.
p. 265
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Alexander II (1818-1881 )-Emperor of Russia from 1855 to
1881-176
Armand, Inessa (1874-1920)member of the Bolshevik
Party from 1904, professional
revolutionary, prominent in
the
international women's
working-class and communist
movement-161, 163
Astrakhan, I. D. (1862-1918)physician, author of a number
of works on social insurance,
prevention of traumatism and
other questions-31, 32
Axelrod, P. B. (1850-1928)-one
of the leaders of Menshevism;
in 1905 lie advanced an opportunist idea of convening a
broad "labour congress'' which
he counterposed to the party
of the proletariat-146

B

Lenin's proposal was incorporated in the decision of the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee of the R.C.P.(B.) adopted on the
report of the Commission of State Supplies on December 7, 1922. The
Council of People's Commissars was instructed to allocate to the
Commissariat of Education 2,000,000 gold rubles from the funds
economised tl1rough the ship repair programme.
p. 266
'
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Bedny, Demyan (Pridvorov, Y. A.)
(1883-1945)-Soviet
poet,
member of the
Bolshevik
Party from 1912; his poetry
and fables were steeped in
the class struggle against the
capitalist
system
and its
advocates-27
Berdyaev, N. A. (1874-1948)reactionary
idealist
philosopher and mystic-89

Blanc,
Louis
(1811-1882)French petty-bourgeois socialist and historian, opposed the
proletarian revolution and
advocated conciliation with
the bourgeoisie-189
Bogdanov, A. A. (Rakhmetov)
(1873-1928)-Social-Democrat,
philosopher, sociologist and
economist, doctor by profession. After the Second Congress of the R.S.D.L.P. (1903)
he joined the Bolsheviks. As a
member of the Bureau of the
l\iajority Committees, he conducted work in Russia in preparation for the Third Congress, at which he was elected
to the Central Committee. He
was on the editorial staff of
several Bolshevik newspapers.
After the revolution of 1905 he
came out against Lenin and
the Party-117
Bogolepov, N. P. (1846-1901 )l\Iinister of Education from
1898, introduced the system of
political vetting and surveillance over the students. In
1901 he gave the order to
draft 183 students of Kiev
University and 28 St. Petersburg students. This measure
evoked
deep
indignation
amo11g the students and fired
them with hatred for its
sponsor. On February 14 (27),
1901, Karpovich, a student,
made an attempt to assassinate
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Bogolepov, fatally wounding
him-73, 76
Bukharin, N. I. (Nota-Bene)
(1888-1938)-member of the
Bolshevik Party from 1906·
deviated from IVIarxism in hi~
views on the state, the dictatorship of the proletariat the
right of nations to ' selfdetermination, etc.
After the October Socialist
Revolution he occupied a
number of responsible posts;
repeatedly opposed the Party's
Leninist policy and led the
Right opposition in the Party
from 1928. In 1929 he was
discharged from the Political
Bureau of the Central Committee and in 1937 he was
e~pelled. from the Party for
his anti-Party activity-168
169
'
Bulgakov, S. N. (1871-1944)bourgeois economist and idealist philosopher-89

c
Cherevanin, N. (Lipkin, F. A.)
(1868-1938)-one of the Menshevik leaders, a liquidator137
Chkheidze, N. S. (1864-1926)one of the Menshevik leaders.
After the bourgeois-democratic
revolution in February 1917 he
.was chairman of the Petrograd Soviet of Workers' and
Soldiers' Deputies, chairman
of the Central Executive Committee of the first convocation
actively supported the hour~
geois Provisional Government.
After the October Socialist
Revolution he became chairI?an of the counter-revolu~ionary Menshevik government
in . Georgia, in 1921 he
emigrated
to France-188
189, 190
'
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the massacre of many workers
-120, 170.
Gartner-official of the Austrian
!lfinistry of Communications,
member of the international
society to combat prostitution
-38
Gorky, Maxim (Peshkov, A. M.)
(1868-1936)-Russian
writer
and founder of Soviet literature-69, 70
Grinko, G. F.
(1889-1938)prominent Soviet statesman;
People's Commissar of Education in the Ukrainian Republic
-248, 252
Grat, N. Y. (1852-1899)-Russian
idealist philosopher and psychologist-41
Guchkov, A. I. (1862-1936)-big
capitalist, organiser and leader
of the Octobrist party. After
the bourgeois-democratic revolution in February 1917 he
became
'Var
and
Naval
Minister in tl1e bourgeois
Provisional Government. After
the October Socialist Revolution actively fought against
Soviet po,ver, lived in emigration-188, 189, 190, 194, 195,
196, 199
Gusev, S. I. (Khariton) (18741933)-professional revolutionary, Bolshevik, in 1904 and
1905 secretary of the Bureau
of the Majority Committees
and the St. Petersburg Committee of the Party, later
became one of the leaders of
the Odessa Bolshevik organisation. After the October
Socialist
Revolution
he
occupied
a
number
of
responsible posts-117, 122

D

Danton, Georges Jacques (17591794)-prominent figure in the
French bourgeois revolution
of the late 18th century-202
203
'
Denikin, A. I.
(1872-1947)tsarist general, during the
foreign armed intervention
and civil war (1918-20) he
was commander-in-chief of
the whiteguard troops in the
south of Russia; emigrated
abroad after their rout by the
Soviet troops (March 1920)216, 217, 218, 222, 242
Dobrolyu.bov, N. A .. (1836-1861)
-Russian revolutionary democrat, Ii terary critic and materialist philosopher, a forerunner of revolutionary SocialDemocracy in Russia-70
Durnovo, I. N. (1830-1903)Russian reactionary statesman
IV:linister of Internal Affairs i~
1889-95 and chairman of the
Committee of Ministers-15
16,17,18
'

E
Ellenbogen, Wilhelm (born 1863)
-one of the revisionist leaders
of
the
Austrian
SocialDemocrats, member of parliament from 1901to1914 socialchauvinist during th~ First
World War-186
Engels, Frederick (1820-1895)17, 145, 168, 169, 193
G

Gapon, G. A. (1870-1906)-priest
and agent of the secret police,
provoked a peaceful march of
St. Petersburg workers to the
Winter Palace to present a
petition to the tsar on January 9, 1905, whicl1 ended in

K

'

l(amenev, L. B. (1883-1936)member of the R.S.D.L.P. from
1901.
After
the
October
Socialist Revolution he was

chairman of the IV:loscow
Soviet, deputy chairman of
the Council of People's Commissars and member of the
Political Bureau of the Central
Committee.
He
repeatedly
vacillated and opposed the
Party's Leninist policy. In
1927 the Fifteenth Congress of
the Party expelled him as a
leader of the Trotskyite opposition; was twice reinstated in
the Party and then finally
expelled again for his antiParty activity-266
Karpovich, P. V. (1874-1917)Socialist-Revolutionary;
on
February 14 (27), 1901; in
protest against the brutal
reprisals against revolutionary
students, he made an attempt
on the life of the Minister of
Education Bogolepov-73
Kassa, L. A. (1865-1914)-Minister of Education from 1910 to
1914, conducted a reactionary
policy and severely persecuted
revolutionary students and
•
•
•
progressive
un1vers1ty
teachers
-22, 23
Kautsky, Karl (1854-1938)-one
of the leaders of German
Social-Democracy
and
the
Second International; Kautsky
the Marxist later became a
renegade to Marxism and the
ideologist of Centrism (Kautskyism), the most dangerous
and harmful variety of opportunism. During the First World
War he occupied Centrist
positions, clothing his socialchauvinism in internationalist
phraseology. After the October
Socialist Revolution he openly
came out against the proletarian revolution, the dictatorship of the proletariat and the
Soviet state-142, 166, 167,
183, 193
Kerensky, A. F. (born 1881)member
of the Socialist-
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Revolutionary party, after the
bourgeois-democratic revolution in February 1917 he
occupied successively the posts
of Minister of Justice, War
and Naval Minister, chairman
of the Provisional Government
and Supreme Commander-inChief. After the October Socialist Revolution he fought
against Soviet power and in
1918 fled abroad-189
Key, Helene (1849-1926)-Swedish writer, author of the
pedagogical book The Age of
the Child which enjoyed great
popularity at the beginning of
this century. Her pedagogical
views were permeated with
mysticism and individualism165
J(hodorovsky, I. I. (1885-1940)member of the R.S.D.L.P. from
1903.
After
the
October
Socialist Revolution he conducted Party, military and
state worlc; Deputy People's
Commissar
of
Education
(1922-28)-270
Kokovtsov, V. N. (1853-1943)prominent statesman of tsarist
Russia, Minister of Finance
and simultaneously chairman
of the Council of Ministers
from 1911. After the October
Socialist Revolution he fled
abroad-22, 23
Kolchak, A. V. (1873-1920)tsarist admiral, monarchist,
one of the chief leaders of
the Russian counter-revolution
(1918-20)-216, 222, 242
Krupskaya, N. K. (1869-1939)prominent figure of the Communist Party and the Soviet
state, wife of Lenin and his
close associate, outstanding
Soviet educationalist-50, 246
L

Lagermark, G. I. (born 1843)professor of !{harkov Univer-

sity, opponent of the progressive social movement-71
Larin, Y. (Lurye, M. A.) (18821932)-Social-Democrat, Menshevik, one of the leaders of
the liquidators, supported the
opportunist idea of calling a
"labour congress'-144, 145,
146, 147, 148, 149
Lichkus, L. G. (1858-1926)doctor, director of the Mariinsky
maternity
ward
in
St. Petersburg-31
Litvinov, M. M. (1876-1951)prominent figure of the Communist Party and tl1e Soviet
state, member of the Party
from 1898-118
Lunaclzarsky, A. V. (1875-1933)prominent Soviet statesman,
occupied the post of the
People's Commissar of Education until 1929 and then the
post of chairman of the
Scientific Committee of the
C.E.C. of the U.S.S.R.-247,
252
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Maximovsky, V. N. (1887-1941)Deputy People's Commissar of
Education of the R.S.F.S.R.263
Menshikov, M. 0. (1859-1919)reactionary publicist, 'vorked
on the staff of the reactionary
ne\vspaper Novoye Vremya133
Milyukov, P. N. (1859-1943)leader of the ConstitutionalDemocratic party, Foreign
l\linister in the bourgeois
Provisional Government in
1917. After the October Socialist Revolution he was one of
the organisers of foreign
armed intervention against
Soviet Russia, active leader
of the whiteguard emigrants189, 190, 194, 195, 196, 199
!lf11romtsev, S. A. (1850-1910)prominent representative of
the Cadet party, member of its
Central Co111mittee, deputy to
the First Duma and its chairman-155, 158, 159

M

N

Maklakov, N. A. (1871-1918)-a
reactionary landowner, Minister of Internal Affairs (191315)-23
Jl,fanuilov, A. A. (1861-1929)Russian bourgeois economist,
Constitutional-Democrat, rector
of Moscow University (190511)-138
Jl,fartov, L. (Tsederbaum) (18731923)-Russian Social-Democrat, one of the leaders of the
Mensheviks after the Second
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
(1903). After the October
Socialist Revolution he came
out against Soviet power and
in 1920 fled abroad-137
Marx, l(arl (1818-1883)-17, 19,
51, 168, 193, 198, 201, 202, 203,
232, 233

Nadezhda Konstantinovna-see
Krupskaya, N. K.
Nepenin, A. I. (1871-1917)-ViceAdmiral, commander of the
Baltic Fleet, killed by the
revolutionary sailors on March
4, 1917-194
Nicholas I (1796-1855)-Emperor
of Russia from 1825 to 185565, 76
Nicholas II (Romanov) (18681918)-the last emperor of
Russia (1894-1917)-132, 133,
137, 138, 139, 194, 195
Nik. Iv. (Lalayants, I. Kh.)
(1870-1933)-active participant
in
the
Social-Democratic
movement in Russia, Bolshevik
after the Second Congress of
the R.S.D.L.P.-122
Nata-Bene-see BuJ,harin, N. I.
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Pannekoek, Anton (1873-1960)Dutch Social-Democrat, member of the Communist Party of
Holland in 1918-21, took part
in the work of the Communist
International, occupied ultraLeftist sectarian position. In
1924 left the Communist Party
and shortly afterwards retired
from politics-193
Papasha-see Litvinov M. kl.
Parvzis (Gelfand, A. L.) (18691924)-worked in a number
of Social-Democratic organisations in Germany at the turn
of the century; joined the
Mensheviks after the Second
Congress of the R.S.D.L.P.
(1903); during the first Russian revolution, when he was
in Russia, called for a participation in tl1e Bulygin Duma
and defencled the tactics of
petty bargains \vith the Constitutional-Democrats. During
the years of reaction left the
Social-Democratic movement137
Pirogov, N. I. (1810-1881)-Russian surgeon, founder of field
surgery and surgical anatomy
-31
Pobedonostsev, K. P. (18271907)-a reactionary tsarist
statesman, Procurator General
of the Synod, advocate of
absolute autocracy, enemy of
science and enlightenment15, 17
Prokopovich, S. N. (1871-1955)Russian economist and publicist, prominent representative
of Economism at the end of
the nineties, member of the
Central Committee of the Constitutional-Democratic
party
in 1906-147
Proudhon, Pierre Joseph (18091865)-French publicist, economist and sociologist, ideologist of the petty bourgeoisie,
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one of the fou11ders of anarchism-147
Pugachov, Y. I. (about 17421775)-leader of the biggest
uprising against serfdom of
the peasants and Cossacks in
Russia in the 18th century16
Puttkammer,
Robert
Victor
(1828-1900)-reactionary German statesman, l'l'Iinister of the
Interior in Germany and vicepresident of the Prussian
government from 1881 to
1888. In 1886 he initiated a
decree which actually banned
\Yorkers' strikes-180
R

R. J}f.-author

of the article
''Our Reality'' published as a
supplement to Rabochaya Mysl
which expressed franli;:ly opportunist
views
of
the
Economists--147
Razin, S. T. (died in 1671)leader of the biggest revolt
against serfdom by the Russian peasants and Cossacks in
the 17th century-16
Rennenkampf, P. K. (1854-1918)
-tsarist general, a butcher of
the revolutionary movement156, 158
Rodichev, F. I. (born 1856)member of the ConstitutionalDemocratic party; following
the bourgeois-democratic revolution in Febrt1ary 1917 lie
was appointed Commissar of
the Provisional Government
for Finland-199
Roland, Manon Jeanne (17541793)-prominent figure of the
French revolution of 1789-93127
Romanov-see Nicholas II

s
Samoilov, F. N. (1882-1952)member of tl1e Bolshevik
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Party from 1903, deputy to
the Fourth Duma; in 1914
together with the other Bolshevik deputies he was exiled
by the tsarist government to
the Turukhansk region for
conducting
revolutionary
propaganda
against
the
imperialist war-46
Schmidt, 0. Y. (1891-1956)outstanding Soviet scientist,
Academician, mathematician,
astronomer and geophysicist,
explorer of the Arctic and a
public figure. In 1920-21 he
'''as a member of the Collegium of the People's Commissariat of Education-248
Sclzwartz, A. N. (1848-1915)reactionary politician of tsarist
Rt1ssia, Minister of Education
from 1908 to 1910, carried out
a series of reactionary measures in secondary and higher
education (abolition of university autonomy, exclusion of
women from higher educa. tional establishments, etc.)103, 104, 107
Semashko, N. A. (1874-1949)member of the R.S.D.L.P. from
1893, Bolshevik, doctor by
profession. People's Commissar of Public Health from
1918 to 1930-254
Serafima (Afanasyeva, S. N.)
(1876-1933)-a participant in
the Social-Democratic movement. In 1905 she fell seriously
ill and withdrew from active
Party \Vork-122
Sipyagin, D. S. (1853-1902)Minister of the Interior and
Chief of the Gendarmerie from
1899, ruthlessly suppressed
the slightest manifestations
of democracy. In 1902 he was
assassinated by the SocialistRevolutionary Balmashov-78
Skobe/ev, !Jf. I. (1885-1939)from 1903 took part in the
Social-Democratic movement

I
I
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on the side of the .l\fensl1eviks,
Minister of Labour in the
Provisional Government from
May to August 1917. After the
October Socialist Revolution
left the Mensheviks; filled a
number of executive posts189, 190
Stepanov, I. I. (Skvortsov-Stepanov, I. I.) (1870-1928)-prominent member of the Party
· and statesman, Marxist writer,
author of a number of
economic, historical and antireligious works-260, 261
Stolypin, P. A. (1862-1911 )tsarist r statesman, landowner.
In 1906-11 he occupied the
posts of chairman of the
Council of Ministers and
Minister of the Interior. His
name is associated with a
whole period of severe political reaction, when capital
punishment was extensively
used to suppress the revolutionary movement (Stolypin
reaction of 1907-10). In 1911
he was assassinated by the
Socialist-Revolutionary Bagrov
-103, 107, 195
Struve, P. B. (1870-1944)-bourgeois economist and publicist,
one of the leaders of the Constitutional-Democratic party,
organiser and ideologist of the
liberal-monarchist Osvobozhdeniye (Emancipation) League
and editor of its illegal organ
the magazine Osvobozhdeniye,
one of the ideologists of
Russian imperialism. After the
October Socialist Revolution
he frenziedly attacked Soviet
power-85, 89, 108, 172
Sysoika-see Bogdanov, A.

T

Tolstoi, L. N.
(1828-1910)-Russian writer whose \vork
exerted a tremendot1s influence

on the development of Russian
and \vorld literature-155, 167
Trepov, D. F. (1855-1906)-in
1896-1905 11e was the Chief of
Moscow police and later
occupied the posts of St. Petersburg Governor-General and
Deputy Minister of the Interior. Instigated Black-Hundred
pogroms-101, 102, 132, 133,
134, 136, 137, 138, 139
Troelstra, Peter Jelles (18601930)-prominent figure in the
Dutch working-class movement, Right-\ving socialist, one
of the founders (1894) and
leaders of the Dutch SocialDemocratic Worl.:ers' Party.
During the First World War
he was a social-chauvinist of
pro-German orientation-166
Trubetskoi, Y. N. (1863-1920)prince, one of the ideologists
of Russian bourgeois liberalism, idealist philosopher, member of the ConstitutionalDemocratic party, professor
of philosophy at Kiev and
later
Moscow
University;
played a prominent part in
crushing the first Russian
revolution and establishing the
Stolypin regime-101, 138
Tsyurupa, A. D. (1870-1928)prominent member of the
Communist Party and statesman,
member
of
the
R.S.D.L.P. from 1898, Bolshevik. People's Commissar of
Worl{ers'
and
Peasants'
Inspection (1922-23)-266

v
Vani:o.vsky, P. S. (1822-1904).l\11n1ster of Education from
1901. He did not go beyond
some petty reforms in the
sphere
of education and
continued
the
policy of
reprisals against the revolutionary students' movement71, 73, 74
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Vigdorcl1ik, N. A. (1874-1954)physician, autl1or of several
works on social insurance and
occupational diseases-31
Voltaire
( Arouet,
Franr;ois(1694-1778)-French
M arie)
writer, publicist and deist
philosopher-64

Party from 1904, after the
October Socialist Revolution
sl1e was engaged in state and
. Party 'vorlt. From 1922 to
1929 sl1e worked in the
People's
Commissariat of
Education-266

z

w
lVeber, Jl,fax (1864-1920)-German
bourgeois sociologist,
historian and economist-184
y

Yakovleva, V. N. (1885-1944)member of the Bolshevik

Zemlyachka, R. S. (1876-1947)prominent figure of the Communist Party and the Soviet
state. In 1904 she was elected
to the Bureau of the Majority
Committees and then
was
•
secretary of the St: Petersburg Party organisation-122
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